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1 Introduction

1.1 Description of the Spectrum system

 Description of the Spectrum system
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Spectrum is a system of policy models that support analysis, planning and advocacy for health programs.
It is used to project future needs and examine the effects of policy options.

Each Model (Module) in Spectrum has a similarly functioning interface that is easy to learn and to use. 
With little guidance, anyone who has a basic familiarity with Windows software will be able to navigate
the models to create population projections and to estimate resource and infrastructure requirements. 
The text in this document contain both the instructions for users, and methodology for those who want to
know exactly how the underlying calculations are computed.

1.2 Description of modules

Impact Modules

 DemProj: Demography. DemProj projects the population for an entire country or region by age
and sex, based on assumptions about fertility, mortality, and migration. A full set of demographic
indicators can be displayed for up to 100 years into the future. Urban and rural projections can also
be prepared. Default data needed to make a population projection is provided from the estimates
produced by the Population Division of the United Nations.  DemProj is a required module for all
projections created in Spectrum since its population projection is utilized by most of the
calculations in the other modules. 

 FamPlan: Fam ily Planning. FamPlan projects family planning requirements needed to reach
national goals for addressing unmet need or achieving desired fertility. It can be used to set
realistic goals, to plan for the service expansion required to meet program objectives, and to
evaluate alternative methods of achieving goals. The program uses assumptions about the
proximate determinants of fertility and the characteristics of the family planning program (method
mix, source mix, discontinuation rates) to calculate the cost and the number of users and acceptors
of different methods by source.

 AIM: AIDS  Impact Model. AIM projects the consequences of the HIV epidemic, including the
number of people living with HIV, new infections, and AIDS deaths by age and sex; as well as the
new cases of tuberculosis and AIDS orphans. AIM is used by UNAIDS to make the national and
regional estimates it releases every two years.

 Goals: The Goals Model helps efforts to respond to the HIV/AIDS epidemic by showing how the
amount and allocation of funding is related to the achievement of national goals, such as the
reduction of HIV prevalence and expansion of care and support. This model explores also the
impact of potential HIV vaccines on the epidemic.

 LiST: Lives S aved Tool (LiS T - Child S urviva l). A program to project the changes in child survival
in accordance with changes in coverage of different child health interventions.

 RAPID: Resources for the Aw areness of Population Impacts on Development. RAPID projects
the social and economic consequences of high fertility and rapid population growth for such sectors
as labor, education, health, urbanization, and agriculture. This program is used to raise
policymakers' awareness of the importance of fertility and population growth as factors in social
and economic development.

 RNM: Resource Needs Model. This model is used to calculate the funding required for an
expanded response to HIV/AIDS at the national level. It estimates the costs of implementing an
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HIV/AIDS program, including costs for care and treatment, prevention programs, and policy and
program support.

 TIME: TB Impact Module and Estimates. The TIME Estimates module provides the user with
smoothed estimates of historical and current TB incidence and notification as well as short term
statistical projections. Results are stratified by treatment history, smear and MDR status based on
data from the WHO Global TB Database. The module can calculate TB/HIV incidence and mortality
using UNAIDS estimates on HIV prevalence, CD4 distribution and ART coverage. TIME Estimates
results are used to calculate TB program costs in One Health, and serve as historical data points
for calibration in the TIME Impact module. The TIME Impact module allows users to generate short
and long term projections of TB incidence and notification for their population of interest, and
assess the epidemiological impact of a variety of user-defined interventions. Results of TIME are
used to generate cost-effectiveness estimates of interventions using One Health.This model
projects the consequences of incident TB, including the number of cases notified for treatment, the
number of multiple-drug resistant cases and the number of deaths due to TB. It further projects
deaths averted in accordance with increasing case detection.

 NCD: The non-communicable disease impact module calculates the populations affected by,
and the impact of scaling up interventions on cardiovascular and respiratory disease, diabetes,
cancer, and mental health, neurological, and substance abuse disorders. 

OneHealth Tool Modules

 OneHealth - Configuration: The OneHealth Configuration allows for the configuration of
elements used within multiple OneHealth modules, such as interventions, staff, facilities, currency,
and exchange rate.

 Human Resources: The Human Resources module allows the costing of salaries, benefits,
and incentives for health service providers and health management and support personnel as well
as pre-service training and non-specific in-service training.

 Infrastructure: All facilities providing medical interventions, as well as most facilities offering
support functions, are planned for and costed within the Infrastructure module.  The Infrastructure
module also includes planning functions for equipment, furniture, vehicles, and communication.

 Budget Mapping: The Budget Mapping module can be used to allocate intervention and health
system costs across budget categories established by the user, in order to match country or
international institution cost categories.

 Governance: The governance module includes costing templates for assessing the costs of
governance activities.

 Logistics: The Logistics module allows for the planning of warehouses and vehicles needed to
move commodities/drugs and supplies from central warehouses to the endpoints of a logistics
system.  It is also where planning for commodities/drugs and supplies that are not included in the
Intervention costing module is done.

 Health Financing: The Health Financing module is used to estimate the costs of implementing
health financing programs such as vouchers, subsidies, or cash transfers.
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 Financial Space: The Financial Space module is used to analyze the financial space within
which health plans are expected to be executed.

 Health Information Systems: The Health Information Systems (HIS) module includes costing
templates for assessing the costs of implementing a health information system..

1.3 Software options

Language

Changes the application strings to the selected language.  This will also initiate a prompt to download
(Internet connection required) a language specific help file if needed and available. If help is not available
in the selected language, Spectrum will use the English version of help. 

Editor/display font 

Determines which font is used in the input editors and result displays. You may want to change from the
default font if characters are not showing correctly with the selected language.

Enable OneHealth Layout

Spectrum and the OneHealth Tool use a common code base. When checked, the OneHealth Tool layout is
applied to the interface. 

Color scheme

Select color scheme of your choice.

Hint duration

Determines the amount of time in seconds a hint or hover text will appear on the screen when active.
Moving the slider to right most position will invoke a setting of infinite which is useful for reading larger
hints. Under any setting, mouse movement or a key press will close the hint box.  Hints are activated by
positioning the mouse pointer over a display element and holding. This is most applicable in the input
editors when comments are used to describe cell contents. 

Show welcome tab

Determines if the welcome tab is shown when Spectrum starts. 

Prompt before re-projection

If checked, Spectrum will prompt before re-projecting.  This is primarily a debugging tool and is
recommended to be left unchecked.
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Save projection manager defaults

When checked, the latest settings in projection manager will become the defaults for the next visit. 
Useful when creating multiple projections which have similar characteristics, such as projecting years and
country. 

Copy editor values with full precision

Values in the input editors are formatted to a specified precision for display readability.  When checked,
the unformatted (full precision) values are copied to clipboard.  This is useful when copying values
internally between editors since the calculation routines use the full precision numbers saved from the
editors which may differ slightly from the formatted value. 
  

Copy result values with full precision

Values in the result tables are formatted to a specified precision for display readability.    When checked,
the unformatted (full precision) values are copied to clipboard.  Since results are primarily copied to an
external application such as Excel, the recommended setting is unchecked to preserve the data format

and readability of the values.  

  

1.4 Uses of the policy models

Policy models are designed to answer a number of "what if" questions relevant to entities as small as
local providers of primary health care services and as large as international development assistance
agencies. The "what if" refers to factors that can be changed or influenced by public policy.

Models are commonly computerized when analysts need to see the likely result of two or more forces
that might be brought to bear on an outcome, such as a population's illness level or its degree of
urbanization. Whenever at least three variables are involved (such as two forces and one outcome), a
computerized model can both reduce the burden of manipulating those variables and present the results
in an accessible way.

Policy issues commonly addressed by the Spectrum set of models

The utility of taking actions earlier rather than later. Modeling shows that little in a country stands
still while policy decisions are stalled, and that many negative outcomes can accumulate during a
period of policy stasis.

The evaluation of the costs vs. the benefits of a course of action. Modeling can show the economic
efficiency of a set of actions (i.e., whether certain outcomes are achieved more effectively than
under a different set of actions), or simply whether the cost of a single set of actions is acceptable
for the benefits gained.

The recognition of interrelatedness. Modeling can show how making a change in one area of
population dynamics (such as migration rates) may necessitate changes in a number of other areas
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(such as marriage rates, timing of childbearing, etc.).

The need to discard monolithic explanations and policy initiatives. Modeling can demonstrate that
simplistic explanations may bear little relationship to how the "real world" operates.

The utility of "door openers." A set of policies under consideration may not be acceptable to all
stakeholders. Modeling can concentrate on favored goals and objectives and demonstrate how they
are assisted by the proposed policies.

That few things in life operate in a linear fashion. A straight line rarely describes social or physical
behavior. Most particularly, population growth, being exponential, is so far from linear that its
results are startling. Modeling shows that all social sectors based on the size of population groups
are heavily influenced by the exponential nature of growth over time.

That a population's composition greatly influences its needs and its well being. How a population is
composed in terms of its age and sex distribution - has broad-ranging consequences for social
welfare, crime rates, disease transmission, political stability, etc. Modeling demonstrates the
degree to which a change in age and sex distribution can affect a range of social indicators.

The effort required to "swim against the current." A number of factors can make the success of a
particular program harder to achieve; for example, the waning of breastfeeding in a population
increases the need for contraceptive coverage. Modeling can illustrate the need for extra effort -
even if simply to keep running in place.

1.5 More information

  Spectrum Install File and Manuals:

Click the Health Policy Project or Futures Institute link below in order to download the latest
Spectrum install file or detailed documentation in several languages:

Health Policy Project website

Futures Institute website

Follow Spectrum on Twitter and YouTube:

   

  LiST: The Lives Saved Tool:

Specific information pertaining to LiST can be found at the following link:

Institute of International Programs at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School

http://www.healthpolicyproject.com/index.cfm?id=software&get=Spectrum
http://www.futuresinstitute.org/Spectrum.aspx
http://www.twitter.com/spectrummodel
http://www.youtube.com/user/spectrummodel
http://www.jhsph.edu/dept/ih/IIP/list/index.html
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  OHT: OneHealth Tool:

Specific information pertaining to OHT can be found at the following link:

International Health Partnership

 Futures Institute:

For general questions, information or application support, please contact Futures Institute using
either of the links below:

Futures Institute website

ModelSupport@futuresinstitute.org

1.6 Software support

To view the online Knowledge Base - Wiki for Spectrum click the following link:

Online Knowledge Base

Use the following link to submit a request for support:

Submit a request

http://www.internationalhealthpartnership.net/en/working_groups/working_group_on_costing
http://www.futuresinstitute.org
mailto:ModelSupport@futuresinstitute.org
https://spectrummodel.zendesk.com/home
mailto:ModelSupport@futuresinstitue.org
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2 Using Projections

2.1 Create a new projection

In Spectrum, a projection is defined as a group of modules linked together for the purpose of integrated
calculations and display results. You can create a new projection in two ways.

1. When Spectrum is open you can click on "New projection" under Getting started on the
Welcome tab.

2. Select the Home tab, click on "New".

In both cases you will see the Projection manager dialogue box.
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The following information is displayed:

Projection file  name:  This is the name and path for the data files associated with this projection.
This name is also used to identify the projection across the Spectrum user interface. 

F irst year: This is the first year of the projection.

F ina l year: This is the final year of the projection.

Active modules: The check boxes let you select other modules that will be used with the
population projection.

Country data: This is where you can select the country associated with default data for active
modules. 

Sample set-up process:

1. In the Projection manager dialogue box, click the "Projection file name" button, enter a file name
for the projection, then click "Save". Enter the first year of the projection and the last year of the
projection.

2. Activate modules of your choice by checking the appropriate box.  Some modules are dependent
on others such as Goals dependency on AIM.  Projection Manger will ensure that dependent
modules are activated by automatically selecting dependents as needed.  Demproj is a required
module and cannot be unselected.
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3. Click the "Default data" button and select your country or global region from the list. If your country

is not shown, additional countries may be downloaded using the download button.  An Internet

connection is required for this process.  

4. Once you click "Ok" from Projection Manager, Spectrum will create the projection and load any

default data available.  

2.2 Edit an existing projection

Adding or deleting of modules in a specific projection occurs in the Projection Manager. To edit a
projection, click on the Home tab on the top menu, and then click "Projection Manager".

When the Projection manager dialogue box appears, changes to the projection can be made. Click
"Ok" to save changes, click "Cancel" to exit without changes.
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2.3 Reload country specific default data for an existing projection

At times it is necessary to reload specific default data in order to reset the projection.  Note: this will
delete previously entered data in favor of the defaults. 

Click the Home tab on the top menu, click "Projection Manager", then click "Default data".

The selected country is highlighted in blue. In this case the selected country is Benin. The checkboxes on
the bottom left indicate which selected modules have country specific data available. To reload the
country specific data for a particular module, check that module. In this case, FamPlan and LiST have
been checked indicating data for those modules will be reloaded for this projection. Click "Ok" and again
in Projection Manger to reload the default data and save all changes.

2.4 Set active projection

You can determine if a particular projection is active by looking at the top of the Spectrum window. The
file name of the active projection will be displayed above the menu bar. In this case ProjectionOne is the
active projection. If you only have one projection open it is automatically the active projection. To
determine how many projections are open look at the very bottom of the Spectrum window. In this case, 
ProjectionOne, is the only projection open.
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If you have more than one projection open, all projection file names will be displayed at the bottom of the
Spectrum window as shown in the picture below. To determine which projection is active, look at the top
of the Spectrum window. The active projection file name will be displayed. The active projection file
name will also be in bold and have a * next to it in the file list at the bottom of the window. In this case,
ProjectionThree is the active projection.

To select another projection to be set as active, use the Set Active button in the menu bar or click on
the appropriate file name in the status bar. 

2.5 Set a projection file name

Select and set a name and folder location for your projection data.  The projection files will be saved in
your chosen location with a '.pjnz' extension.

2.6 Set year boundaries

Spectrum Layout/Mode

The first year of a Spectrum projection can fall anywhere between 1970 and the current year, inclusive,
and defaults to 1970.  The final year of a Spectrum projection can fall anywhere between the year after
the selected first year and 2070, inclusive, and defaults to 2020.  

When using AIM/GOALS
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AIM must start its calculation prior to the first year (1970)  of the epidemic in order to model the
epidemic properly.  the Spectrum will use an internal base year for Demproj, AIM and Goals of 1970
when AIM or Goals is active regardless of what the user selects for the first year of the projection. 
This allows Spectrum  to calculate all necessary data from before the start of the epidemic (1970) to
the first year selected by the user. which can then be used for all years projecting forward.

OneHealth Tool Layout/Mode

The first year (of the OneHealth modules) for a OneHealth projection can fall anywhere between 1970
and the current year, inclusive, and defaults to the current year.  The final year (of the costing modules)
for a OneHealth projection can fall anywhere between the year after the selected first year and 2070,
inclusive, and defaults to five years after the current year.  The user can extend the final year of health
systems modules by checking the “Extend final year for health systems modules” checkbox and changing
the year dropdown that becomes enabled.  The final year of the health systems modules cannot be less
than the final year of the costing modules.  The first year of the impact modules is automatically set to
the same year as OneHealth.  The base year for demographic data defaults to 1970 regardless of what
the user selects for the first year of the projection. The final year of the impact modules is automatically
set to the final year of the health systems modules.

2.7 Activate modules

Activate the modules you would like to use in your projection.  Selected modules will be enabled for this
projection. If multiple projections are open they must have the same modules. 

Click here for more information on each module.

AIM Module

AIM must start its calculations prior to the first year of the epidemic in order to model the HIV
progression properly. For standard AIM or GOALS (which requires AIM) projections, it is recommended to
use a First Year setting of 1970.  Since this requirement presents an unnecessary burden on other
modules when used in conjunction with AIM, Spectrum allows a first year setting greater than 1970.  In
this case, Spectrum internally sets AIM and Demproj, along with Goals and FamPlan if active to 1970, but
allows other active modules (such as LiST or OHT modules) to use the selected first year.  This aids in
calculation efficiency along with editor and result display simplicity.  

Goals Module

In addition to the AIM requirement above, Goals must use a first year of 1970 in order to load pre-
calibrated Goals data for select countries.

2.8 Select a country

Select a country from which to retrieve demographic and other default data.  

Country specific data

Choosing a country populates the projection with country specific data. Demographic (DemProj) data are
based on estimates and projections of the United Nations Population Division, and is available for all
countries shown. LiST data are collected by Child Health Epidemiology Reference Group (CHERG) but is
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not available for all countries. FamPlan data are the latest DHS for each selected country, it is also not
available for all countries.  In addition Spectrum now will load data on HIV incidence, and number of
people receiving ART, cotrimoxazole and PMTCT services based on data published by UNAIDS and WHO.
 It is important that users compare these inputs with their program data and make any revisions that

might be necessary.  In particular, the data provided on PMTCT services should be reviewed. If your
country is not shown in the selection dialog, additional countries may be downloaded using the download
button.  An Internet connection is required for this process.  

Subnational projections

Check the “Subnational projection” checkbox if you would like to implement  a subnational region
analysis.   Once checked, you will be offered the option to specify a subnational region name.  This name
is a useful identifier for particular outputs such as the Extract tool.   Although there is no subnational
default data, it is also recommended that you select a country in order to load national default data.  This
will create a working projection which is more easily tailored to your specific regional needs.  
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3 File Management

3.1 Open an existing projection

You can open an existing projection in several ways.
 

1. You can open a recently loaded projection from the list shown on the Welcome tab. To see the
list, click "Recently opened projections". A drop down menu of the most recent projections will
appear. To open one of these projections, simply click on it. The selected projection will open in
the Spectrum window. If the projection you need is not in "Recently opened projections", you can
click on "Open existing projection" and browse to choose a projection.

 

2. To open an existing projection you can also select the Home tab and click on "Open". A window
will open so that you can navigate to the directory where the desired projection is located. You
can also click on the Spectrum Icon in the upper left corner of the Spectrum window.

 
3. When the Spectrum Icon is clicked, a drop down menu appears. To select a projection, click

"Open projection" and browse to the desired projection. You can also click on one of the
projections listed under Recent projections on the top right side of the drop down menu.
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3.2 Add a module to an existing projection

This example will show how to add modules to a previously prepared demographic projection:
 

1. If the projection is not currently loaded, you will need to select the projection file from the "Open"
dialogue box and press "Ok." 

2. Once the projection is open, select "Manager" on the Projection group of the Spectrum menu. 

3. You will see the Projection manager dialogue box where you can activate modules of your choice. 
Default data for the newly added modules will be loaded automatically.  Existing module will not
reload default data by default. These options can be modified in the default data selection dialog. 

4. Click "Ok" to complete the set-up process.
 
5. You can then go to the Modules tab of the Spectrum menu and begin working in newly activated

modules.

3.3 Save a projection

There are several ways to save a projection.
 
1. Click on the Home tab on the top menu, then click "Save". You can also click on the Spectrum

Icon in the upper left corner of the Spectrum window.
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2. When the Spectrum Icon is clicked, a drop down menu appears, click "Save projection" to keep

the same projection name and location. You also have the option to click "Save projection As" in
the drop down menu. Use this option if you want to change the projection name, where the
projection file is saved or both.

 

 
If more than one projection is open and you click "Save", a drop down menu of all open projections
will appear. You can select the projection you want to save by clicking the projection name. When
you want to save all open projections with the same names you could also select "All projections"
rather than clicking them individually.
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If you choose "Save Projection As" in the drop down menu the Select projection dialogue box will
appear. You can save a single projection by either double clicking the projection name or selecting
the projection and clicking "Ok". To save all projections either double click "All projections" or select
"All projections" and click "Ok".
 

3.4 Close a projection

There are three ways to close a projection.
 
1. Click on the red X tab in the upper right corner of the Spectrum window. Note that if you choose

this option, all open projections will close.
 

 
2. Click on the Home tab on the top menu, then click "Close".
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3. Click on the Spectrum Icon in the upper left corner of the Spectrum window.
 

 
When the Spectrum Icon is clicked, a drop down menu appears, click "Close projection" to close
the file.

 

 
If more than one projection is open and you click "Close", a drop down menu of all open
projections will appear. You can select the projection you want to close by clicking the projection
name. When you want to close all open projections you could also select "All projections" rather
than clicking them individually.
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If you choose "Close projection" in the drop down menu the Select projection dialogue box will
appear. You can close a single projection by either double clicking the projection name or
selecting the projection and clicking "Ok". To close all projections either double click "All
projections" or select "All projections" and click "Ok".
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4 Using Modules

4.1 Edit module data

To edit a module in a projection, click the "Modules" tab on the menu bar. All active modules will be
shown. In this case Demproj and AIM are the active modules.

To edit a specific module's data, click that module in the menu bar. The edit menus and results menu will
be displayed in a menu bar directly below the module names. In this case DemProj was selected. There
are similar editor/results menu bars for each module.

Once you click on one of the menu items, the corresponding editor will be displayed. Below is the
DemProj editor for "Demographic data".
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If you "Right click" on an editor you will see edit options as shown in the picture below.
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4.2 Source button

To use the “Source” button

1. Click on the “Source” button to view default source information regarding the data contained in the
editor.  Once the source window is open, you can add your specific notes by clicking on the window.

2. Enter the source of the data and make any special comments about the assumptions.  

3. Click on “Close” to return to the editor.  

The “Source” feature allows you to keep a record of the data sources and assumptions as you make the
projections.  This source information will be maintained with the data file.  It is strongly recommended
that you use this feature to avoid later confusion.

4.3 Calculate the projection

Spectrum keeps track of the validity of a projection depending on changed data or assumption of a
loaded projection.  Should a calculation be necessary it will occur before a result is displayed.
Calculations may take only a few seconds if you are making only a population projection, or could take
somewhat longer if you have additional modules activated.  The calculation will only occur as needed
depending on when data was changed.   Under Spectrum Options, you will find a selection to ask
Spectrum to prompt the user for confirmation before each calculation. 

4.4 Display module data

To display data for a module in a projection, choose the "Modules" tab and select one of the active
modules, such as DemProj. Click "Results" in the menu shown directly below the module names. A drop
down menu appears showing available indicators.
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After an indicator is selected, the Configure dialogue box appears, it provides several choices on how
the data are to be displayed. In this case the dialogue box is shown for Results --> Vital Events -->
Births.
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Once the options are selected on the Configure dialogue box, click "Ok" and the data will be displayed.
To change the configuration, click on "Configure" and the Configure dialogue box will appear so you can
make desired changes.

If you "Right click" on a display, you will see the options shown in the picture below.
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One of the options is "Float display". Float frees the displayed graph/chart/table so that it is separated
from the Spectrum window and can be moved anywhere on the computer's desktop. Below is an example
of four displays that have been floated.

A display can also be docked back to the Spectrum window. If you "Right click" on a floating display you
will see that "Dock display" has been added to the options. In the picture below, one of the floating
displays from the above example has been docked.

To make it easier to view all of the displays, you can arrange all of the floating displays in an organized
manner, by clicking the "Arrange All" button on the Home tab. Once you are finished with the displayed
data, you can close each display individually or you can click the "Close All" button on the Home tab.
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4.5 Configure results

1. The exact display choices available will depend on the indicator you have selected.  The display will
normally be in single years but you can change it to display every five or ten years if desired.  The
chart type is also set through this dialogue box.  Click on the button next to the type of display you
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want. For LiST, you may also select the age cohort to display for some indicators, by using the drop-
down menu for "Select age cohort to display".    

2. If you want to see only part of the projection (for example, results beginning only in the first year of
intervention coverage), you can change the first year or final year through the "First Year" and "Final
Year" drop down boxes.  

3. To copy the charts you may press "Print Screen" on your keyboard, and then "Ctrl and V" to paste into
Paint, Word, or Powerpoint.  To export data from a screen, mouse over the top left corner of any
table, right click to copy all, and then press "Ctrl and V" to paste into Excel.

Graphs and bar charts

Spectrum will display a variety of graphs and bar charts, including:
Line charts

Two- and three-dimensional bar charts (column charts)

Two- and three-dimensional horizontal bar charts

Two- and three-dimensional overlap bar charts (bars for multiple projections are shown on top of

each other)

Three-dimensional perspective bar charts

Tables

Spectrum will also display data in the form of tables.  In tables, each projection that is in use will be
displayed in a separate column.  You can scroll through the table to see all the years using the PgUp and

PgDn keys or the mouse.   

To print a table, right click with the mouse and select ‘Print’. 

You can change the decimal precision on tables by selecting a group of cells and then clicking the right
mouse button and selecting ‘Increment decimals’ or ‘Decrement decimals’.

You can copy all the data in a table to Excel or Work by selecting ‘Edit’ and ‘Copy All’ and then moving to
Excel or Word and pasting the data. 

Summary tables

The final display available in several modules is a summary table showing all the indicators.  You can
scroll through this page to see all the output.  If you have more than one projection loaded, the indicators
for the second projection will immediately follow the first.  

4.6 Right click on an editor or result

When you hover over an editor and right click, the following options appear.  Only options that are
available for the specific editor will be enabled.
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Copy all can be used to copy the entire contents of an editor into Excel, including the editor name, and
column and row headings.

Duplicate allows you to copy information from one cell, column or row to another.  To use the
Duplicate function, highlight (select with the mouse) the range (column, row or cells to be affected). 
The first cell in the range should be the value you want to copy.  Extend the range to the last year by
using the mouse (hold down the left button and drag the range) or the keyboard (hold down the shift
key and use the arrow keys).  Then right click and select Duplicate or click on the Duplicate button (if
available) to copy the value at the beginning of the range to all other cells in the range.

Interpolate to enter a beginning and ending number and have the computer calculate numbers for
the intervening intervals.  Enter the beginning and ending values in the appropriate cells.  Highlight the
entire range from beginning to end.  Then right click and select Interpolate or click on the Interpolate
button (if available) to have the values interpolated and entered into each of the cells. When you use
the right click option to interpolate values you will have the option to select the type of interpolation,
including linear, s-shaped, exponential and front loaded.  When you use the Duplicate button, the
interpolation is linear.

Multiply to multiply a cell, column or row by a specific number. Highlight the range (column, row or
cells to e affected).  Enter the multiplier in the dialogue box, then click "Ok" to accept.  The entire
range will be multiplied by the designated number.

Source allows you to keep a record of the data sources and assumptions as you make the projections
and will be maintained with the data files.  You will also see source information for default data when it
is available. It is strongly recommended that you use the source feature whenever possible to avoid
later confusion. Some editors have access to the sources via the right click.  Most editors have a 
Source button located on the bottom of the editor window.
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Some editors have the Duplicate, Interpolate and Multiply options available as buttons on the bottom of
the editor.  

When you hover over a result and right click, the following options appear.  

You can easily change the type of display by selecting one of the available options. You can use Copy
Chart to copy the graph and paste it into another program such as Excel or Word.
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5 Interacting with Excel

5.1 Copy and paste selected cells from Excel

You can copy selected cells in Excel and paste them into an editor by following these steps:

1. Enter data into Excel.
2. Select the cells that contain the data.
3. Copy the selected cells.
4. Right-click on the editor and select "Paste".

5.2 Copy and paste a table into Excel

You can copy an entire editor and paste it into Excel by following these steps:

1. Right-click on the table and choose “Copy all”.
2. Paste the table into Excel.
3. This is the only way to include the column and row headers. 

You can copy a portion of an editor and paste it into Excel by following these steps:

1. Click on any part of the editor and drag the mouse to highlight a portion of it.
2. Right-click and choose "Copy".
3. Paste the highlighted data into Excel.
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6 Spectrum Modules

6.1 DemProj

6.1.1 What is DemProj?

The demographic model in Spectrum, known as DemProj, is a computer program for making population
projections for countries or regions.  The program requires information on the number of people by age
and sex in the base year, as well as current year data and future assumptions about the total fertility rate
(TFR), the age distribution of fertility, life expectancy at birth by sex, the most appropriate model life
table, and the magnitude and pattern of international migration. This information is used to project the
size of the future population by age and sex for as many as 150 years into the future.  If desired, the
projection can also estimate the size of the urban and rural populations.  Linking DemProj with other
modules in Spectrum makes it possible to examine the demographic impact of AIDS (AIM), the family
planning service requirements to achieve demographic and health goals (FamPlan), the costs and
benefits of family planning programs and the socioeconomic impacts of high fertility and rapid population
growth (RAPID).   

DemProj was first produced in 1980.  Since then, it has been used by a large number of planners and
researchers around the world.  It has been updated from time to time in response to comments and
suggestions from users.  This current release incorporates a number of new features in response to
these comments.

DemProj (and the entire Spectrum system) is designed to produce information useful for policy
formulation and dialogue within a framework of easy-to-use computer programs.  The focus is on the
generation of information useful for policy and planning purposes rather than detailed research into the
underlying processes involved.  For this reason, the programs are designed to be used by program
planners and policy analysts.  DemProj uses data that are readily available and requires little
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demographic experience beyond the information available in this manual.   

6.1.2 Why make population projections?

Population projections are useful for a variety of purposes, most commonly as a basis for planning.  For
example, assessing a nation’s or region’s needs for new jobs, teachers, schools, doctors, nurses, urban
housing, or food requires knowledge of the number of people who will be requiring services.  Thus,
population projections serve as the starting point for most projections of future need. 

Population projections are also important for policy dialogue. A key aspect of the policy process is
recognizing that a problem exists and placing that problem on the policy agenda. Since rapid population
growth contributes to many of the major development problems, population projections are required to
illustrate the future magnitude of the problems.  For example, a population projection is required in order
to illustrate the future threat to forests from excessive use of fuel wood.

Population projections are required also in areas of the policy process that involve proposals to solve
problems.  In this case, population projections are required to show the magnitude of the services that
will be required for the proposed solution and the improvements in population-based indicators that will
occur.  For example, a discussion of the need for and impact of an expanded program of immunization
requires a population projection to show the number of children who will need vaccination in the future
and the reduction in morbidity and mortality rates that could be achieved by the proposed program.

Looking at future population composition and size usually requires producing several projections, for two
reasons.  First, projections are based on assumptions about future levels of fertility, mortality and
migration.  Since these are simply assumptions, it is often wise to consider low, medium and high
variants of each assumption so that the range of plausible projections can be determined.  Second, when
population projections are used for policy dialogue, it is usually important to show how various rates of
population growth would affect the projections.  For example, an analysis of the impacts of population
growth on education typically would include a high-growth projection to show the magnitude of the
problem under current conditions, and a low-growth projection to show how a slower-growing population
would put less pressure on the education system to meet national education goals. 

6.1.3 Steps in making a population projection

There are seven key steps in making most population projections.  The amount of time spent on each
step may vary, depending on the application, but most projection activities will include at least these
seven steps. 

1. Select geographic area.  Population projections are normally made at the national level.  However,
projections may also be made for other geographic areas, such as urban areas, capital cities,
provinces, districts, and catchment areas.  For example, the trend toward decentralization of public
programs in many countries has greatly increased the need for projections at the district and provincial
levels.  The first step in making a population projection is to decide the most appropriate geographic
area for the application.  

2. Determine the period of the projection.  Population projections start at some base year and
continue for a certain number of years into the future.  The base year is often selected on the basis of
data availability and is usually the year of the most recent census or large-scale survey.  The number
of years to project is determined by the use of the projection.  Planning activities generally focus on
short-term projections (five years), while projections used for policy dialogue often use a longer time
horizon (10-30 years).

3. Collect data.  At a minimum, base year data need to be collected for the number of people by age
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and sex, the TFR, and life expectancy at birth.  Since the population projection will only be as good as
the data on which it is based, it is worth the effort to ensure that appropriate and high-quality data are
collected and prepared before starting the projection.

4. Make assumptions.  Population projections require assumptions about the future levels of the total
fertility rate (TFR), life expectancy at birth, and international migration.  Assumptions regarding the
most appropriate model tables (see Sections III B and III C) for fertility and mortality are also required.
 These assumptions should be carefully considered and based on reasonable selection guidelines.

5. Enter data.  Once the base year data are collected and decisions are made about projection
assumptions, DemProj can be used to enter the data and make a population projection.

6. Examine projections.  Once you make a projection, it should be examined carefully.  This scrutiny
includes consideration of the various demographic indicators produced, as well as the age and sex
distribution of the projection.  Careful examination of these indicators can act as a check to ensure that
the base data and assumptions were understood and were entered correctly into the computer
program.  This careful examination is also required to ensure that the consequences of the
assumptions are fully understood.  

7. Make alternative projections.  Many applications require alternative population projections.  Once
the base projection has been made, the program can be used to generate alternative projections
quickly by varying one or more of the projection assumptions.  

6.1.4 Before you get started

You will need to collect data and make certain decisions before running the model.  For example, to set
the projection parameters, you will need to decide

The first year of the projection (usually the latest year for which you have population data)

The last year of the projection

Whether you want to project the total population or whether you want to break it down into urban and

rural segments

Whether you want to enter population numbers in terms of thousands or millions

The data you will need include (click the link to see more detailed information):

The first year population, broken down by sex, and in age categories of 0-4, 5-9, etc. until the final category of 80+ 

Total fertility rate (TFR)

Age-specific fertility rates (ASFR)

Sex ratio at birth (the number of male births per 100 female births); default is 105

Life expectancy for the first year, male and female

The model life table you want to use

International migration: Net migrants per year by sex and age

Regional assumptions: Sex and age information in rural and urban categories for the first year, if you

want to break the projections down into rural and urban populations
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6.1.5 Demographic input editors

This section covers the DemProj inputs in the order that the model needs them:

Base year population by age and sex
Fertility
Mortality
International migration 

Overall, these inputs fit into one of the three population processes:  fertility, mortality, and migration.  A
population projection accommodates these processes by using information on the overall level of each
process, and its shape - or age pattern.  For the sake of efficiency - and quite often for accuracy - the
shapes (age patterns) of the three components are supplied by model schedules.

Demographic research has long observed and collected patterns of data.  Model schedules attempt to
capture these patterns with as few parameters as warranted.  Such model schedules are then used to
evaluate the quality of other demographic data; to smooth schedules of fertility, nuptiality, migration, or
mortality; to provide building blocks in estimating levels and trends of demographic processes; and to
forecast the behaviors of these processes in a population.  In this last application, DemProj uses model
patterns for two processes, fertility and mortality:

Fertility
1. TFR
2. Age distribution of fertility

Mortality
1.  Life expectancy at birth
2.  Age-specific mortality

6.1.5.1 Projection parameters

Using the editor

When you click on "Projection parameters" the following screen appears:
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You will notice that there is only one screen for projection parameters and it is not set up as a typical
editor because it is not necessary here to enter or review data. 

First year, Final year and Projection period 
These entries cannot be changed here; they are shown for information only. Users can change these
parameters by visiting the Projection Manager. 

Currency name
This is the name used to label the currency units. 

Enter first year ages by single age

This box is checked by default so that the population displayed in the First year population editor is by

single age.  Uncheck the box if you would like to see the population displayed in five year age groups.

Urban/rural projection
These buttons are used to indicate whether you want to include urban and rural projections as part of
your overall projection. The default is "Do not include urban/rural projections." 

Scale
Scale refers to the scale used when base year population figures are entered. Consider the case when
the population in the base year is 10 million. If you select a scale of "Units," then you should enter the
base year population as 10000000. If you select a scale of "Thousands," then you should enter the base
year population as 10000. If you select a scale of "Millions," then you should enter it as 10. For most
country applications, "Thousands" will be the best choice. It will keep users from having to enter very
long numbers while still leaving enough digits for adequate precision. 
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6.1.5.2 Demographic data

6.1.5.2.1  First year population

Using the editor

The population by age and sex in the base year is entered in this editor.  It is displayed by single year by
default.  If you prefer to see the data displayed in five year age groups then you should uncheck "Enter
first year ages by single age" in the Projection parameters editor.  Unless you opted to not select a
country, you will see default country specific values.  Click the "Source button" to see the source for the
data.  You can modify these default values by following these steps:

1. Enter the size of the population by age and sex in the appropriate cells in the editor.  The total number
of males and females will be automatically calculated and displayed in the last row of each column.

2. If your projection includes an urban and rural projection, enter the urban population size by age and
sex.  If you are not including urban and rural projections, these columns will not be displayed.  

3. Check to be sure that the total male and female populations are correct once you have entered all the
required information.  If they are not, you have probably entered a number incorrectly in one or more
of the cells.

What is the first year population?

All population projections must start somewhere. The starting point is the number of people in the
population by age and sex in the base year. For both males and females, the population is divided into
five-year age groups from 0-4 to 75-79. There is also a final age group for those people aged 80 and
older. 

National census reports

Base year population figures are available from a number of sources. Usually, the best source will be a
national census. Census reports always include tables showing the size of the population by age and sex.
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Often these tables are available for the national level and for provincial or district levels. 

Issues with raw census data

Several types of problems can exist in raw census figures, including under-reporting, age misreporting,
and undefined ages. Census tables should be adjusted to minimize these problems. Underreporting can
occur for a variety of reasons. For example, occasionally certain geographic areas or social status groups
are entirely or partially missed in the census. Sometimes respondents intentionally misreport in order to
avoid identifying military age males, marriageable age females, or family members that may affect the
family’s taxes. Age misreporting can occur when ages are purposely or unintentionally reported
incorrectly, such as when ages are rounded to the nearest five-year age group or when ages are
unknown. In most censuses, there will also be a certain proportion of the population with age undefined.
These problems should be corrected through standard demographic procedures and reported in later
census reports, but in many developing countries these reports may not be done or may only appear
many years after the census is completed. Therefore, it is important to be sure that corrected census
figures are used whenever possible, rather than raw census tables. 

Additional data sources

There are other sources of population data if recent census reports are not available. The Population
Division of the United Nations publishes a considerable amount of population data. The most useful
sources for population projections are the Demographic Yearbook, which contains the most recent census
data for most countries; and the World Population Prospects, published every two years and containing
population estimates and projections for most countries of the world. The latest edition of World
Population Prospects may be a particularly useful source if country data are unavailable, since it will
contain estimates of base year populations as well as assumptions about future levels of fertility,
mortality and migration. World Population Prospects contains estimates and projections of population by
five-year age groups that have been adjusted for misreporting. These data may be used when reliable
census data are not available. Spectrum contains country specific data from World Population Prospects
that can be used to prepare projections. 

The U.S. Census Bureau also publishes a set of population projections for the countries of the world
called World Population Profile. Other sources, such as the Population Reference Bureau’s World
Population Data Sheet or the World Bank’s World Development Indicators, list the total population of most
countries of the world but do not provide age and sex specific numbers. 

Population estimates may also be accessed from various Internet sites, including: 
• United Nations population projections
• U.S.Census Bureau
• Population Reference Bureau 

6.1.5.2.2  Total fertility rate

Using the editor

http://un.org/esa/population/unpop.htm
http://www.census.gov/ipc/www/
http://www.prb.org
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This editor can be found on the "Total fertility rate" tab under Demographic data and is used to enter the
base year total fertility rates (TFRs) and the assumed future TFRs.  The first few years will be shown on
the screen.  To see all of the years, use the scroll bar to scroll to the left or right. 

If you selected a country or region when creating the projection, you will see country specific default data
displayed, however you have the option to change these values.

If you want to keep the TFR constant at the base year value, you can enter the base year value and then
use the “Duplicate” button; duplication may be done for any interval of time. 

You may want to enter a TFR value for the first year and the last year and interpolate between these
values to fill in the intervening years; interpolation may be done for any interval of time. 

Click here for instructions on how to use the Duplicate and Interpolate features.

Base year estimates

The Total Fertility Rate (TFR) is the number of live births a woman would have if she survived to age 50
and had children according to the prevailing pattern of childbearing at each age group. It is not an
average of the number of live births for currently living women. Rather, it is a synthetic measure that
expresses the current level of fertility in terms of the average number of live births that would occur per
woman if the current age-specific fertility rates remained constant and all women survived to age 50. 

Estimates of the TFR are available from a number of sources. The best sources will be national fertility
surveys, which have been conducted by most countries. A large number have been conducted under a
series of international projects, including the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS), the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Fertility Surveys, the Contraceptive Prevalence Surveys (CPS) and
the World Fertility Surveys (WFS). Information from these and other national surveys is collected and
reported in a variety of sources, including summary reports from the DHS, the Population Reference
Bureau’s World Population Data Sheet, and the World Bank’s World Development Indicators.

Future assumptions
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An assumption about the future TFR is required for most population projections. However, if the
population projection is combined with a family planning projection, then the future value of the TFR may
be determined by the impact of the family planning program. 

There are several options for setting the TFR projection. 

1. National projections. Many countries have official population projections that include
assumptions about the future course of their TFRs, often with several variants. If population
projections are being made for planning purposes, it is often recommended that the official
assumptions and projections be used. 

2. National goals. Many countries have national population goals that often include the TFR. It may
be useful to use these goals as a starting point for projections. One projection may assume that
the TFR goal is achieved, while others may examine the effects of a delay in achieving the goal.
Sometimes goals are expressed in terms of crude birth rates, population growth rates, or
contraceptive prevalence rates instead of TFR. In these cases, different TFR assumptions may be
used to discover a TFR projection that is consistent with the national goals for these other
indicators. 

3. Published projections. The population projections prepared by the United Nations Population
Division and reported in World Population Prospects include three assumptions (low, medium and
high) about future fertility for each country included in the report. These fertility assumptions may
be used. The disadvantage to using these projections is that it is not clear how the “low,”
“medium” and “high” assumptions have been determined, but the UN generally considers the
“medium” variant to be the most likely. The U.S. Census Bureau projections also contain a set of
TFR assumptions. 

4. Recent trends and international experience. If information is available on the TFR for several
years, it may be useful to analyze the trends in TFR and to develop a future assumption based on
continuing past trends. It should be noted, however, that past trends cannot be expected to
continue for very long into the future. TFR rarely declines at a constant pace throughout an entire
demographic transition. Rates of decline are often slow at first, increase during the middle of the
transition, and slow again as they approach replacement level fertility. 

5. Socioeconomic development and population program effort. Studies have shown that the
pace of fertility decline is related to the level of socioeconomic development of a country and the
amount of effort put into the family planning program.  These studies are summarized in Table 1,
which shows the decline in the TFR as a function of these two factors.  This experience can be
used to develop realistic assumptions about the rate at which fertility could decline in the future in
any given country.  Table 1 shows that the most rapid fertility declines experienced between 1978
and 1990 were for countries with strong family planning programs and high levels of
socioeconomic development during the 1980s. 

Table 1: Declines in TFR in 1990s by Level of Program Effort During 1994-1999 and
Socioeconomic Setting
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Source:  Ross and Stover, 2001.

6.1.5.2.3  Age-specif ic fertility rate

Using the editor

This editor is used to set the distribution of fertility by age.
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To specify the age distribution you can either use the model table or enter your own data from the
keyboard.  If you selected a country, you will see default country-specific values in the editor.  If you wish
to enter your own data for the age distribution of fertility, then make sure “Enter from keyboard” is
selected.  Enter your data into the appropriate cells.  The total for each year will be calculated and
displayed in the last row. The total for each year should be equal to 100 before you leave this editor.  If
even one column does not total to 100, you will see a warning message when you try to exit this editor. 
The message will say “At least one column total < 99.9.  Return to editor?” or “At least one column total
> 100.  Return to editor?” If you get either of these messages you should click on “Yes” to return to the
editor and correct the inputs.  The "Normalize" button can be used to adjust the selected values so they
add up to 100 in a proportional manner.

Click the "Comparison" button to see a table comparing the age specific fertility distribution of values in
the editor with those in the model tables. Initially the base year will be displayed. Click the "Next year"
button to advance the values in the table and the "Prev year" button to return to earlier years.  To see a
graph instead of a table, click the "Chart" button.

Why is Age-Specific Fertility Rate (ASFR) important?

In addition to the TFR, the age distribution of fertility is also required to make a population projection. In
DemProj, this information is entered as the percentage of lifetime fertility that occurs in the five-year age
groups 15-19, 20-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, and 45-49. 

Age at childbearing is relevant for reproductive health. The age of the mother may be of particular
concern to the wellbeing of the infant, with younger ages being associated with risks of premature
delivery or protracted labor, and older ages with congenital malformations. The mother herself also may
be adversely affected by extremes in age of childbearing. Women who bear children at younger ages
may be physically and socially unprepared, and older mothers may face aggravated anemia or
hemorrhagic complications. 

Use of Fertility Models in Population Projections 

In DemProj, model schedules are used to generate age patterns in conjunction with levels of fertility,
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mortality, and migration. 

Projected fertility is affected by certain age characteristics. For example, appropriate fertility rates need
to be assigned by age group, as those groups vary in size, which contributes to the size of the population
being projected to the next time period. In addition, some implications of population projections follow
from the age of the mothers as they bear children. 

Fertility Surveys 

Information on the initial age distribution of fertility is usually available from national fertility surveys. It
may be reported as age-specific fertility rates (the number of live births per 1000 women in the age
group) rather than as the percent distribution of fertility. Data on age-specific fertility rates can be
converted to the required percentage distribution by dividing each age-specific fertility rate by the sum of
all the age-specific fertility rates. This calculation is illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Calculation of the Distribution of Fertility by Age Group from Age-Specific Fertility
Rates

From a review of hundreds of fertility shapes, we know that fertility patterns tend to concentrate and to
shift to younger years as fertility declines (Horne and El-Khorazaty, 1996).  In Figure 1, for example, the
normalized fertility distributions for Bangladesh show a switch from a traditional plateau distribution in
1975 to a rather peaked distribution in 1993-94.  For Taiwan, Figure 2 shows a shift from a homogenous
distribution to one where fertility occurs almost entirely among women in their twenties.

Figure 1: Shift in Fertility Distributions - Bangladesh:  1975 to 1993-94
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Figure 2: Shift in Fertility Distributions - Taiwan: 1956 to 1983
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Regionality and Model Fertility Patterns: the United Nations Model
Schedules 

Aspects of fertility that can vary from one locale to another include: how concentrated the fertility rates
are, how fast this concentration occurs, and how young a shift is displayed. The United Nations Population
Division has developed regional patterns to describe the shift in childbearing as fertility changes, using
patterns labeled as sub-Saharan Africa, Arab nations, and Asia. In Table 3, the fertility distributions by
various total fertility rates are given for each of the four patterns.  Figure 3 depicts the shifting fertility
distribution for the sub-Saharan Africa model for changing fertility levels.  It shows a relatively flat
distribution of fertility across ages for high level of TFR, and an increasingly peaked distribution (reaching
a maximum in the age group 2024) when TFR is 2 or 3. 

Table 3: UN Model Tables of the Age Distribution of Fertility

Source:  W orld Populat ion Prospects,  as assessed in 1973.

Figure 3: Fertility Distribution by TFR:  UN Sub-Saharan Africa Pattern
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The differences among the model fertility tables can be seen in Figure 4.  In this figure, the age pattern
of fertility is compared for all four tables at a TFR of four.  The model table for sub-Saharan Africa has a
higher proportion of fertility concentrated in the youngest age groups, while the Asia table has the oldest
pattern.  

Figure 4: Comparison of Model Fertility Tables at a TFR of 4.0
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However, regions are not as well associated with fertility patterns as they are with mortality patterns.
Mortality patterns by region have been employed long and successfully to analyze and project mortality.
Regional mortality forces that tend to match up with geography are climate, country proximity, culturally
based sex roles, diet, medical practices, political stability, etc. Fertility is subject to relatively more forces
that are primarily not biological and therefore are harder to aggregate by geographic area than is true for
mortality. 

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the inconstancy of regional patterns for projecting fertility.  They show that the
Asia pattern was an adequate model for Bangladesh in 1975 when the TFR was 6.3, but by 1989, when
the TFR had dropped to 5.1, the Asia model was far from adequate.  Bangladesh’s status then was better
matched by the sub-Saharan Africa pattern.

Figure 5: Shift in Fertility Distributions – Bangladesh and UN Asia Pattern
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Figure 6: Shift in Fertility Distributions – Bangladesh and UN Sub-Saharan Africa Pattern

In sum, DemProj users should not assume that because their country lies geographically within Asia or
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sub-Saharan Africa, or is an Arab country, they should necessarily choose that respective region.  Users
should first check their country or region’s initial fertility distribution against those given in Table 3.  If
these shapes do not fit, or the country lies outside of those three regions, the Average pattern is
recommended.

Combining Data from Fertility Surveys with Model Tables 

The most common situation is one where data on the distribution of fertility by age are available for the
base year. However, most projections include changing TFR in future years. The model tables are useful
for estimating how the fertility pattern will change as fertility changes. This raises the problem of how to
use the base year survey data but still take advantage of the model tables for future values of TFR. The
simplest solution is to use the fertility survey data for the base year and the model table values for the
final year of the projection or the year in which fertility stops changing. Interpolating between these two
points will yield a fertility distribution that takes advantage of both methods. To get the most out of this
method, the interpolation for any particular year should be based on how much the TFR has changed
within the projected range, and not on the year itself. 

6.1.5.2.4  Sex ratio at birth

Using the editor

The sex ratio at birth is the number of male births per 100 female births. It is set by default to 105. For
most countries it will be about 103 to 105. If you selected a country or region when you created the
projection, you will see the default country specific values displayed.

6.1.5.2.5  Life expectancy

Using the editor
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If you selected a country or region when you created the projection, you will see the default country
specific values displayed in the editor.  You can scroll to the right and left using the scroll bar to see the
values for all years of the projection.  If you wish to edit these values, you can keep them constant over
time using the Duplicate button or can select years and interpolate them from the start year to the end
year using the Interpolate button.  Click here for instructions on how to use the Duplicate and Interpolate
features.

Base year estimates

Life expectancy at birth is the average number of years that a cohort of people would live, subject to the
prevailing age-specific mortality rates. It is a useful measure that summarizes in one indicator the effect
of age-specific mortality patterns. Life expectancy can be calculated from vital statistics on deaths if
reporting is complete. In the developing world, death registration is not usually complete enough to be
used for this purpose. Estimates of life expectancy are usually derived instead from large scale surveys or
censuses. The best source of information on life expectancy will usually be national reports prepared by
analyzing these surveys. If national estimates are not available, life expectancy estimates may be
obtained from a variety of other sources, including the United Nation’s World Population Prospects or the
Demographic Yearbook, the U.S.Census Bureau’s World Population Profile, the World Population Data
Sheet of the Population Reference Bureau, or the World Bank’s World Development Indicators. 

Future Assumptions 

An assumption about future levels of life expectancy at birth is required for all population projections.
There are several options for setting the life expectancy assumption. 

1. National projections. Many countries have official population projections that include
assumptions about the future course of life expectancy, often with several variants. If population
projections are being made for planning purposes, it is often recommended that the official
assumptions and projections be used. 

2. National goals. Many countries have national population goals that include life expectancy. It is
often useful to use these goals as a starting point for projections. In one projection it may be
assumed that the life expectancy goal has been achieved, while in others model users may
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examine the effects of a delay in achieving the goal. Sometimes goals are expressed in terms of
crude death rates or population growth rates instead of life expectancy. In these cases, different
life expectancy assumptions may be tried to discover a projection that is consistent with the
national goals for these other indicators.

3. United Nations and U.S. Census Bureau projections. The population projections prepared by
the United Nations Population Division and reported in World Population Prospects include
assumptions about levels of life expectancy for each country reported. These assumptions may be
used. The U.S. Census Bureau projections also contain a set of life expectancy assumptions. 

4. Recent trends and international experience. If information is available on life expectancy for
several years, it may be useful to analyze the trends and develop a future assumption based on
continuing past trends. It should be noted, however, that past trends cannot be expected to
continue for very long into the future. Life expectancy rarely increases at a constant pace
throughout an entire demographic transition. Rates of decline are often slow at first, increase
during the middle of the transition, and slow again as they approach high levels. 

5. United Nations model schedule. In preparing its population projections every two years, the
United Nations Population Division uses a model schedule of changes in life expectancy. This
schedule assumes that life expectancy at birth, for both males and females, increases by 2.0 to 2.5
years over each five-year period when life expectancy is less than 60 and then increases at a
slower rate at higher levels. Table 4 shows the working model used in the United Nations
population projections.

Table 4: UN Working Model of Life Expectancy Improvement During a Five-Year Period

Life Expectancy and AIDS 

In a number of countries, the AIDS epidemic has had a significant impact on mortality. It affects both life
expectancy and the age and sex pattern of mortality. This health concern raises two problems for
population projections. First, in countries with high HIV prevalence, the future course of the AIDS
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epidemic will be the single largest determinant of future life expectancy. Second, the age pattern of
mortality will depart significantly from the patterns described in the model life tables. Therefore, in
countries with adult HIV prevalence greater than a few percent, it is best to consider the effects of AIDS
explicitly in the population projection. These effects cannot be incorporated simply by changing the life
expectancy assumption since the age pattern of mortality is also affected (AIDS deaths are concentrated
in the age groups of 15-49). The recommended approach is to first develop a population projection that
ignores the effect of AIDS, then to make assumptions about the future level of adult HIV prevalence and
let Spectrum calculate the effects of AIDS on the population projection. Such projections can be prepared
using DemProj and AIM, the AIDS component of Spectrum. 

Most of the steps required to prepare a population projection that excludes the effects of AIDS are the
same as for any other projection. However, preparation of the life expectancy assumption may be
different. If AIDS has not yet contributed significantly to mortality, then estimates of current life
expectancy can be used. However, in many countries AIDS has already affected life expectancy. In these
cases, it is necessary to prepare an estimate of life expectancy that excludes the impact of AIDS. This
could be done by removing AIDS deaths from the schedule of deaths by age and recalculating life
expectancy. However, AIDS deaths are usually greatly under-reported, making this approach
questionable. 

An alternative approach is to start with an estimate of life expectancy for some year before a significant
number of AIDS deaths occurred. Then estimate how life expectancy would have changed from that year
forward to the base year of the projection in the absence of AIDS. This could be done by extrapolating
the historical trend or by using the United Nations model schedule. Life expectancy in the absence of AIDS
can be projected into the future in a similar manner. 

It should be noted that the life expectancy assumptions reported in World Population Prospects and World
Population Profiles include the effect of AIDS. In countries where AIDS is a serious problem, these life
expectancy projections cannot be used to create a population projection in the absence of AIDS. Both
organizations do produce special tables that show the nonAIDS life expectancy assumptions that can be
used in DemProj.

Adjustment to life expectancy when LiST is active

DemProj life expectancy is based upon a model life table.  When LiST and DemProj are originally loaded
with default data the under-five mortality implied by DemProj and the under-five mortality input to LiST
are inconsistent.  The life table of DemProj is shifted upward or downward based upon this inconsistency
to make the values consistent.  The adjustment is made only after the first result from LiST is requested. 
If you would like to have a particular life expectancy at your baseline, you are required to make
adjustments to the default life expectancy in DemProj in an iterative process.  After each adjustment that
you make to DemProj, LiST will make another adjustment to life expectancy. After iterations you will
eventually arrive at a life expectancy that you desire. 

6.1.5.2.6  Model life table

Using the editor
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This editor allows you to specify which model life table to use for your projection.  The default is to use
the UN POP model life table which contains country specific data.  The age-specific mortality rates needed
by Spectrum will be calculated based on the life expectancy and model life table when you leave the
editor.  

Model Mortality Tables 

The mortality input to DemProj, life expectancy at birth, indicates overall mortality in a population. But
Demproj also needs the pattern of mortality in order to produce mortality rates by age group.
Specifically, the rates required by DemProj are survival ratios, which will survive one age group into the
next five-year group. 

The majority of countries to which DemProj has been applied have had no complete, empirical life tables
- and life tables are what yields survival ratios, or sx. Even if there were such tables, generally little is

known about how the pattern of mortality would evolve, given projected changes in mortality levels. In
addition, entering data for a life table function for all 18 age groups is burdensome. So for both
parsimony and consistency with studied patterns, DemProj employs model life tables.

Regional Model Life Tables 

Two sets of model life tables are employed by DemProj: the Coale-Demeny (Coale, Demeny, and
Vaughan, 1983) model tables and the United Nations tables for developing countries (United Nations,
1982). These two sets differ in (1) the algorithm they use to generate the mortality schedules, and (2)
the empirical data sets from which they were drawn (Coale-Demeny: life tables from Europe and other
industrialized regions from the first half of the 20th century; the United Nations: life tables from
developing countries from the second half of the 20th century). 

But the two model sets are similar in one important respect: they contain regional families that are
distinguished by underlying causes of death. Referring to the regions from Europe whose life tables
provided distinct patterns, the Coale-Demeny families are known as: North, East, South, and the non-
idiosyncratic West. The United Nations families name very specific regions—Latin America, South
America, Chile, South Asia, East Asia, plus the generic General. Figures 7 through 9.  In each, the
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probability of dying during an age interval, qx , is plotted against age groups.  (A semi-log scale is used to

highlight important differences.)

In Figure 7, the probabilities of dying are generated for the Coale-Demeny West model (for females), for
five mortality levels.  The range in mortality levels is from very low [e(0)=35] to rather high [e(0)=75]. 
In this series, the effects of the changing mortality levels are most noticeable in the younger age groups.

Figure 7: Model Life Table Mortality Probabilities – Coale-Demeny West Female Models Table:
Compared by Level of Life Expectancy

In Figure 8, the qx mortality probabilities are plotted for the four Coale-Demeny regions for females

having the same life expectancy at birth:  45 years.  The North pattern has the highest death rates for
infants and children; the West has high death rates for age 15 and higher.

Figure 8: Model Life Table Mortality Probabilities – Coale-Demeny Female Model Table Families:
Comparison by Family at e(0) = 45
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In Figure 9, the mortality probabilities are graphed for the five United Nations families, again for females
with a life expectancy at birth of 45 years.  There is greater differentiation between United Nations than
between Coale-Demeny families.  One extreme is given by the East Asian pattern, which has a rather
high level of adult mortality and a relatively low level of under age 10 mortality.  The other extreme is the
South Asian family, which has a distinctly low adult mortality pattern (between ages 10 and 50), and a
relatively high child mortality pattern.

Figure 9: Model Life Table Mortality Probabilities – United Nations Female Model Table Families:
Comparison by Family at e(0) = 45
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Selecting a Model Life Table 

There are several approaches to determining the most appropriate life table for a particular country or
region in terms of the mortality level and pattern. 

1. The best way is to compare data on age-specific mortality for that country with the mortality
pattern at the corresponding level of life expectancy for each of the model tables. The appropriate
table will be the one that most closely matches the actual experience. 

2. The best model life table may already have been determined by demographers from that country.
Consulting with them or reviewing reports or official projections may indicate the model table that
the national demographers consider the best fit. 

3. If neither of the first two options is possible, a third option is to compare the crude death rate and
infant mortality rate that would result from choosing each model life table with the actual
estimates of these indicators. The table that provides the closest fit may be the most appropriate.
Spectrum will generate corresponding crude death and infant mortality rates for the first year of
the projection automatically as a guide to choosing the best table. 

Modifying the Model Life Tables 

Every effort has been made to make DemProj as easy to use as possible. This ease of use comes at the
expense of some flexibility. There may be times when it is desirable to determine an age-specific
schedule of mortality without using these model life tables. DemProj does not contain an editor to allow
interactive entry of custom tables of age-specific mortality and the majority of the data DemProj contains
are survival probabilities, not mortality rates. However, DemProj does allow for the use of a custom life
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table. A custom table can be created by editing the custom life table file. 

In a typical configuration, the computer files containing the information on model life tables are contained
in the directory C:\Spectrum\DP.  All model life table files for females have the extension “.f” while all
male files have the extension “.m”.  The Coale-Demeny tables are named “cdnorth,” “cdsouth,” “cdwest”
and “cdeast.” The United Nations tables are named “unchile,” “unea,” “ungen,” “unla,” and “unsa.”  The
custom tables are named custom.f and custom.m. These files can be edited with any editor or word
processor that can produce ASCII or text files to enter the desired patterns.  

The format of the model life table files is as follows:  

Row 1:  life expectancy at birth.

Rows 2 through 81:  one-year survival ratios for ages 0 to 79.

Row 82:  the proportion of the age group 80+ that will survive to the next year.  

Row 83:  the infant mortality rate.

Row 84:  the child mortality rate (1-4).  

In each row, the values in the columns correspond to the life expectancy shown in that same column in
the first row.

Any of the figures in these files, including life expectancy, may be changed to produce a new life table. 
To produce an entire schedule of age-specific mortality rates for a particular projection, enter the life
expectancy for each year or five-year interval in the first row and the corresponding survival rates in the
rows below.  The life expectancy values do not need to be round numbers, nor do they need to be
equally spaced; however, they do need to be arranged from the lowest value in the first column to the
highest value in the last column.  Once the new values are entered, save the table as a text file using a
unique name, and then specify the custom table and enter this name when creating the DemProj
projection file.

6.1.5.2.7  International migration

Using the editor

Migration refers to the number of migrants moving into or out of the area for which the population
projection is being prepared. If the projection is for a country, then it is international migration. If the
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projection area is a region or city, then migration refers to people moving into or out of the region or
city. 

Migration is specified through two inputs. The first is the net number of migrants, by sex and year. If the
net flow is outward, then net migration should be a negative number. If the net flow is inward, then it
should be positive. In most cases, information on migration will come from local sources, usually studies
based on a national census. The United Nations report World Population Prospects does contain estimates
and projections of total net migration, but they are not disaggregated by sex. 

The second component of the migration assumption is the distribution of migrants by age for each sex.
This information also needs to come from national studies. There are no simple model tables for patterns
of migration by age; however, the United Nations has devised an approach to developing age and sex
migration patterns. This approach is based on model schedules of gross migration developed by Castro
and Rogers (described in United Nations, 1989, pp. 65-69).

Net international migration is not a major component of population change in most countries. Often,
migration can be ignored without a significant effect on the population projection. However, for special
areas, such as cities, and for some countries, migration can be very important. Moreover, age and sex
patterns of migration vary considerably. In Nairobi, for example, migrants to the city consist largely of
young males seeking work. In other cities, such as Kinshasa, migrants to the city are composed primarily
of entire families. In Jordan, there was a significant outflow of migrants during the oil boom in the
Persian Gulf states of the 1970s and 1980s, but during the 1990s, there was a net inflow of migrants as
families returned to Jordan due to reduced employment opportunities in the Gulf.

6.1.5.2.8  Regional assumptions

Using the editor

If you selected "Include urban/rural projection" in the Projection parameters editor, there will be a tab for
“Regional assumptions” under Demographic data. 
  
There are two methods for entering regional assumptions.  The editor will first appear with the button
“Enter percentage directly” chosen.  In this editor you may enter the percentage of the entire population
that is urban for each year in the projection.  (Note:  The term “regional” may apply more broadly than to
the rural/urban distinction.  It may refer to a geographic distinction [highlands/lowlands]; a cultural
distinction [indigenous/foreign]; or a political distinction [north/south], etc.)
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To use the other method for making regional projections, click the “Use growth rate difference” button. 
This editor requires two pieces of information: the base year growth rates of the urban and rural
populations. 

Current population: urban and rural

DemProj can be used to make urban and rural population projections along with the national projection.
DemProj first projects the national population and then distributes it according to region. It does not make
a separate projection for each region. The benefit of this approach is that separate estimates of TFR, life
expectancy, and model life tables are not required. The disadvantage is a lack of flexibility in fully
specifying the differences between regions. If this flexibility is important, DemProj should be used to
project urban and rural regions separately. 

There are two methods for developing the urban and rural projections. For the first, the analyst provides
an assumption about the percentage of the total population that is urban for each year of the projection.
Then, rural population is simply the difference between the total and urban populations.

The second approach relies on a method developed and used by the United Nations Population Division.
This method assumes that the percentage of the entire population that is urban follows an S-shaped
curve. Therefore, the rate of urbanization will be slow at first, accelerate when the percent urban
reaches 30-70 percent, and then slow down once urbanization reaches high levels. This approach
requires an estimate of the annual growth rates of the urban and rural populations in the base year and
the size of the urban population by age and sex in the base year. This information should be readily
available from national censuses. A typical pattern of urbanization generated by this approach is
illustrated in Figure 10.  A complete description of the methodology used can be found in Section V.G.  

Figure 10: Typical Pattern of Urbanization
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6.1.6 DemProj results

DemProj will calculate and display the population size by year.  Projections can be examined in terms of
total population or population by age, sex, and region.  In addition, a number of demographic indicators
can also be displayed.  A complete list of indicators available is given below with definitions for those that
are not obvious.  Many of these definitions are taken from the Population Handbook (Population
Reference Bureau, 1989); a complete glossary is contained in the Glossary of terms.

6.1.6.1 Population

Total population size

Population aged 0-4

Population aged 5-14

Population aged 15-49

Population aged 15-64

Population aged 65+

Total net international migration

6.1.6.2 Fertility

Total fertility rate (TFR).  The average number of children that would be born alive to a woman
(or a group of women) during her lifetime if she were to pass through all her childbearing years
conforming to the age-specific fertility rates of a given year.

Gross reproduction rate (GRR).  The average number of daughters that would be born to a
woman (or a group of women) during her lifetime if she passed through all her childbearing years
conforming to the age-specific fertility rates of a given year.  This is similar to the TFR except that it
counts only daughters.

Net reproduction rate (NRR).  The average number of daughters that would be born to a woman
(or a group of women) during her lifetime if she passed through all her childbearing years
conforming to the age-specific fertility rates and age-specific mortality rates of a given year.  This is
similar to the GRR except that it includes the effect of mortality that would cause some women to die
before completing their childbearing years.

Mean age of childbearing.  The average age of mothers at the time of birth.

Child-woman ratio.  The number of children under the age of five per woman of childbearing age
(15-49).

6.1.6.3 Mortality

Life expectancy [e(0)].  The average number of years a person can expect to live based on the
age-specific death rates for a given year.  This is the calculated life expectancy at birth.  If AIM is not
being used, then this number will be the same as the input life expectancy.  However, if AIM is being
used, then the calculated life expectancy will include the impact of AIDS deaths.  Therefore, it will be
different from the input life expectancy.

Infant mortality rate (IMR).  The number of deaths to infants under one year of age per 1,000
live births.

Under-five mortality rate (U5MR).  The number of deaths to children under the age of five per
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1,000 live births.

6.1.6.4 Vital events

Births.  The total number of annual births.

Deaths.  The total number of annual deaths.

Deaths by age. The total number of annual deaths, broken down by age group.

Crude birth rate (CBR).  The number of live births per 1,000 population in a given year.  

Crude death rate (CDR).  The number of deaths per 1,000 population in a given year.  

Rate of natural increase (RNI).  The rate at which the population is increasing or decreasing in a
given year due to the surplus or deficit of births over deaths, expressed as a percentage of the base
population.

Annual growth rate (GR).  The rate at which the population is increasing or decreasing in a given
year due to natural increase and net migration, expressed as a percentage of the base population.

Doubling time.  The number of years it would take for the population to double its current size at the
current annual rate of growth.

6.1.6.5 Ratios

Sex ratio.  The number of males per 100 females in a population.

Dependency ratio.  The ratio of the economically dependent part of the population (those aged 0-
14 and 65 and over) to the productive part (those aged 15-64).

6.1.6.6 Age groups

All age groups. The size of the population for all age groups.

Defined age group.  The size of the population in a user-defined age group.

Median age.  The age that divides a population into two numerically equal groups.

Displaying all age groups in DemProj

If you wish to see the population size by age and sex, choose “Results,”  “Age groups,” and “All age
groups.” You can display the information as a table or as a population pyramid (see glossary) showing
either numbers of people (“Pyramid (numbers)”) or the percent distribution by age and sex (“Pyramid
(percent)”).  
The pyramid display always shows two pyramids.  If you are using a single projection, then the pyramid
on the left will always be for the base year.  You can change the year for the pyramid on the right by
clicking one of the buttons at the bottom of the screen to advance the pyramid one year (“Next”), show
the previous year (“Previous”), show the first year (“First year”) or show the last year (“Last year”).

If you have two projections loaded, then the pyramid on the left will display the first projection and the
one on the right will show the second projection.  Both pyramids will display the same year; using the
“Next” and “Previous” buttons will change both pyramids.
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If you have more than two projections loaded, you will be asked to choose which two pyramids should be
shown before the pyramids appear.  

6.1.6.7 Demographic dividend

The demographic dividend relates to the finding that populations that undergo rapid fertility decline
experience an economic benefit when the changing age structure produces a situation where the
percentage of the population of working age 15-64 is high relative to the dependent population, 0-14 and
65+. This allows for greater savings and investment, and can produce rapid economic growth if other
conditions are helpful. When fertility is high, a large portion of the population is young, under 15. When
fertility has been low for a while, a large portion of the population is older, over 65. During the transition
from high to low fertility a situation emerges where the 15-64 age group is a larger portion of the total
population than at the beginning or end of the transition. The Spectrum outputs show the population 0-
14, 15-64 and 65+ on a single graph, either by:

Percent, or

Number

6.1.6.8 Summary

Summary table. A summary table showing all indicators by year.

6.1.7 Methodology

6.1.7.1 Projecting the population by single ages

DemProj calculations are based on the standard cohort component projection modified to produce a
single-year projection.  

The inputs to the demographic projection are:

Pop5(a,s): Population by 5 year age groups (a) and sex (s) in the base year

TFR(t): Total fertility rate by year

ASFD(a,t): Distribution of fertility by age by year

SRB(t): Sex ratio at birth by year

LEB(s,t): Life expectancy at birth with AIDS by sex and year

Model life table

Migration(a,s,t): Net in-migrants by age, sex and time

We assume that the base population is a mid-year estimate and that the rates (TFR, life expectancy and
migration) are calendar year averages.

The first step is to split the base year population, which is in 5 year age groups, into single ages. This is
accomplished by using the Beers procedure (Beers, 1945). This procedure uses a series of polynomial
equations to divide the population in 5 year age groups into single year age groups while maintaining the
population total and providing a smooth transition from one age to the next. This produces a base year
population by single age: Pop(a,s,t).

The age distribution of migration is also specified in 5 year age groups. Migration is also split into single
age groups using the Beers procedure. 

Mortality is specified as life expectancy at birth by sex and a model life table. The life tables provide
survival rates by single year of age for certain values of life expectancy, such as 20, 25, 30, 25, and so
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on. DemProj interpolates between these index values to find the age-specific survival rates for the exact
life expectancy specified for each year. 

Model life tables are provided in five year age groups. These are split into single age survival rates, S(a,
a+1), using the life table indicators for nLx (the number of person-years lived between ages x and x+n by
an initial cohort of 100,000 people) and lx (the number of survivors at age x out of an original cohort of
100,000 people). 

1. Spop(0)  =  1L0

2. Spop(1) =  (l1 +  l2) / 2

3. Spop(2) = (l2 + l3) / 2

4. Spop(3) = (l3 + l4) / 2

5. Spop(4) = (l4 + l5) / 2

6. Spop(5..80+) calculated by applying Beers procedure to nLx values 

7. Calculate S(a,a+1) = Spop(a+1) / Spop(a)

The number of deaths from mid-year to mid-year is calculated as:
Deaths(a,s,t-1,1) = (Pop(a-1,s,t-1) + [migration(a-1,s,t-1)+migration(a-1,s,t))/2] * ( 1 – [S(a-1,a,t-1) +
S(a-1,a,t))/2] )

The number of deaths during the calendar year t is:
[Deaths(a,s,t-1) + Deaths(a,s,t)]/2

The population is projected by age and sex for ages 0 to 79 as:
Pop(a,s,t) =  Pop(a-1,s,t-1) + [migration(a-1,s,t-1) + migration(a-1,s,t)]/2 – deaths(a,s,t-1,t)

The number of births from mid-year to mid-year is:

1) + ASFD(a,t)] / 2

The number of births during the calendar year is:
[Births(s,t-1) + Births(s-t)]/2

The population of age 0 is:
Pop(0,s,t) = (Births(s,t-1) + Births(s,t))/2) * Spop(0)

Figure 11: Fertility Distribution by TFR:  UN Sub-Saharan Africa Pattern
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Figure 12: Fertility Distribution by TFR:  UN Arab Pattern

Figure 13:  Fertility Distribution by TFR:  UN Asia Pattern
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6.1.7.2 Urban and rural projections

The methodology of projecting urban and rural populations follows the United Nations method of growth
rate difference.   In this method the size of the urban population is projected as follows:

urbant = urbant-1 • ( tota lt + URGD • rura lt-1) / tota lt-1
where:

urbant  = urban population at time t

rura l  = rural population
tota l  = total population
URGD  = urban rural growth rate difference.

This equation is actually a logistic function.  The urbanization rate will slow after the percent of the
population which is urban passes 50 percent.
The URGD is a combination of the difference in the urban and rural growth rates actually experienced in
the most recent time period and the hypothetical difference calculated with the equation

URGD' = 0.044 - 0.028 • initia l fraction urban.

The rural population is calculated as the difference between the total population and the urban
population.

This method is described fully in Methods for Projections of Urban and Rura l Population, Manual VIII
(United Nations, 1974).

The age distributions of the urban and rural populations are also calculated as logistic functions.  This
procedure makes use of the logit function.  The logit of the percent urban is defined to be 0.5• ln
(percent urban/[1 - percent urban]).  In this approach the logit of the percent urban in each age group is
assumed, as a first approximation, to increase as the logit of the total percent urban.
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As an illustration, consider the steps in calculating the size of the 10-14 urban age group in 1985.  First
we calculate the increase in the logit of the percent of the total population that is urban:

IUL = logit(% urban in 1985) - logit(% urban in 1980),

where:
IUL = increase in urban logit.

Next, we assume that the logit of the percent of the 10-14 age group that is urban will increase by the
same amount:

logit(% 10-14 urban in 1985) = logit(% 10-14 urban in 1980) + IUL.

The logit is then transformed back into a percentage and the size of the 10-14 urban age group is
calculated:

% 10-14 urban = ( e2 • logit[% 10-14 urban] ) / ( 1 + e2 • logit[% 10-14 urban] )

urban pop 10-14 = tota l pop 10-14 • (% 10-14 urban).

These calculations are carried out for each age group.  Then all the age groups are normalized to sum to
the total urban population.  The size of the rural age groups is simply the size of the total age group

minus the size of the urban age group.

6.1.8 Glossary of terms

Many of the following terms were obtained from the Population Reference Bureau's Population Handbook
(1989); others were adapted from the International Union for Scientific Study of Population’s (IUSSP’s) 
Multilingual Demographic Dictionary (Van de Walle and Henry, 1982).

Age-specific fertility rate (ASFR).  The number of births in a year for a population of a given age and
sex to the mid-year population of that same sex and age group.

Annual growth rate (GR).  The rate at which the population is increasing or decreasing in a given year
due to natural increase and net migration, expressed as a percentage of the base population.

ASCII (text) file.  A file of text or data in a standardized, character format, which is transportable
between software applications and operating systems.

Births.  The total number of annual births.

Child-woman ratio.  The number of children under the age of five per woman of childbearing age (15-
49).

Coale-Demeny model life tables.  Families of life tables derived from empirical life tables of Europe
and other industrialized nations of the world.  They are based primarily on data from the first half of the

20th century.

Cohort.  A group of persons who experience certain events within a specified period of time, such as
those who are born or who are married in the same year.

Cohort component  projection.  A projection made by subjecting all cohorts, on an annual or five-year
basis, to mortality and migration assumptions, and applying fertility assumptions to women of
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reproductive age.

Crude birth rate (CBR).  The number of live births per 1,000 population in a given year.  

Crude death rate (CDR).  The number of deaths per 1,000 population in a given year. 
 
Deaths.  The total number of annual deaths.

Dependency ratio.  The ratio of the economically dependent part of the population (those aged 0-14
and 65 and over) to the productive part (those aged 15-64).

Dialogue box.  A box permitting users to choose among a limited number of options.  The box is
accompanied by text elaborating upon those options.

Doubling time.  The number of years it would take for the population to double its current size at the
current annual rate of growth.

Fifth root.  The fifth root of the number “n” is the number which, multiplied by itself five times, exactly
equals “n.”  For example, the fifth root of 243 is 3 (3x3x3x3x3).

Gross migration.  The total number of people who move to and depart from an area.

Gross reproduction rate (GRR).  The average number of daughters that would be born to a woman
(or a group of women) during her lifetime if she passed through all her childbearing years conforming to
the age-specific fertility rates of a given year.  This is similar to the TFR except that it counts only
daughters.

Infant mortality rate (IMR).  The number of deaths to infants under one year of age per 1,000 live
births.

Initial age distribution.  The age-sex distribution at the beginning of a projection period.

Interpolation.  Given two numbers that serve as boundary points, it is possible to estimate the values
that lie at intervals between the two points.  For example, if the total fertility rate for a country or region
was actually measured only in 1980 and in 1995, by assuming even increments from year to year, it is
possible to interpolate a TFR for each intervening year.  (Spectrum uses a linear form of interpolation so
that the difference between each annual value is the same.  Other nonlinear forms of interpolation also
are possible, but are not used in Spectrum.)

Life expectancy (e(0)).  The average number of years a newborn can expect to live based on the
mortality conditions at the time. 

Life table.  A table of values based on a series of related functions having to do with survivorship over
intervals of time.

Logit.  A function of the real number x (where x must be between 0 and 1), which is defined as logit(x)
= ln(x/(1-x)).

Mean age of childbearing.  The average age of mothers at the time of birth.

Median age.  The age that divides a population into two numerically equal groups.

Model.  Computer system designed to demonstrate the probable effect of two or more variables that
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might be brought to bear on an outcome.  Such models can reduce the effort required to manipulate
these factors and present the results in an accessible format.

Model life table.  A table of values based on a series of related functions having to do with survivorship
over intervals of time.  
Module.  Synonym for “model”.

Net migration.  The number of people who move to an area minus those who move away.

Net reproduction rate (NRR).  The average number of daughters that would be born to a woman (or
a group of women) during her lifetime if she passed through all her childbearing years conforming to the
age-specific fertility rates and age-specific mortality rates of a given year.  This is similar to the GRR
except that it includes the effect of mortality that would cause some women to die before completing
their childbearing years.

Normalized.  The transformation of a series of data points to a percent distribution summing to 100
percent.

Population aged 0-4.  The portion of the population under age five.  It is often of interest as it may be
subject to high mortality, and consequently may require a large amount of health care relative to other
age groups.

Population aged 5-14.  The portion of the population which is generally considered to be of school age.

Population aged 15-64.  The portion of the population which is generally considered to be of
employment age.

Population aged 65+.  The portion of the population which is generally considered to be of post-
employment age.

Population projection.  Computations depicting the future course of a population’s size, its structure,
and its interaction with dynamics such as fertility, mortality, and migration.  The projection is constructed
based on assumptions about the future course of those population dynamics.

Population pyramid.  A graphic that portrays an age-sex distribution.  It is so named because of its
shape.

Pop-up menu.  A menu from which users can select items or actions.  Pop-up menus can appear
anywhere on the screen.

Probability of dying (qx).  The probability that an individual (or group of individuals) having lived to

exact age x will die before reaching exact age x+5.

Probability of survival (sx).  This term is the complement to the probability of dying.  It refers to the

probability that an individual who has reached exact age x will go on to live to exact age x+5.

Pull-down menu.  A menu opened by clicking on key words at the top edge of the screen.  Pull-down
menus allow users to select operations.

Quinquennial.  Five-year age groups.  The basis for most cohort component projections is five-year age
groups over five-year intervals.
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Radio button.  These buttons emulate raised buttons on early radios, which were punched to select
radio stations.  The graphically portrayed raised “radio buttons” on interfaces permit users to select
among at least three alternatives.

Rate of natural increase (RNI).  The rate at which the population is increasing or decreasing in a
given year due to the surplus or deficit of births over deaths, expressed as a percentage of the base
population.

Semi-log graph.  A graph of data points for which one axis is graduated logarithmically, and the other is
not, almost always being arithmetic instead.
Sex ratio.  The number of males per 100 females in a population.

Survival ratio.  The proportion of the population of a particular age that survives to the next age in the
next year.

Synthetic (hypothetical) cohort.  A cross-section of the population whose various demographic
experiences (such as mortality chances) are consolidated into summary indicators, as if to a true (birth)
cohort.

Total fertility rate (TFR).  The average number of children that would be born alive to a woman (or a
group of women) during her lifetime if she were to pass through all her childbearing years conforming to
the age-specific fertility rates of a given year.

Under five mortality rate (U5MR).  The number of deaths to children under the age of five per 1,000
live births.

United Nations model fertility schedules.  Five regional schedules prescribed by total fertility rate.

United Nations model life tables for developing countries.  A set of families of life table schedules
derived from empirical life tables from developing countries, based on data from the second half of the

20th century.

Vital statistics.  Statistics on demographic events—births, deaths, marriages, and divorces—which are
recorded through an event registration system.

6.1.9 Acronyms and abbreviations

AIDS acquired immune deficiency
syndrome

AIM AIDS Impact Model

ASFR age-specific fertility rate

CBR crude birth rate

CDC U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention

CDR crude death rate

CPS Contraceptive Prevalence
Surveys

DHS Demographic and Health
Surveys

e(0) life expectancy

GDP gross domestic product
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GNP gross national product

GR annual growth rate

GRR gross reproduction rate

HIV human immunodeficiency virus

IMR infant mortality rate

NRR net reproduction rate

RAPID Resources for the Awareness of
Population Impacts on
Development [project]

RNI rate of natural increase

TFR total fertility rate

U5MR under-five mortality rate

UN United Nations

USAID United States Agency for
International Development

WFS World Fertility Surveys
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6.2 AIM

6.2.1 What is AIM?

The AIDS Impact Model, known as AIM, is a computer program for projecting the impact of the AIDS
epidemic. It can be used to estimate the number of people infected with HIV, the number of new
infections, the need for treatment, the need for programs to prevent mother-to-child transmission and
many other indicators of interest. It can also project the demographic and social impacts of AIDS.  These
projections then can be used in graphic policy presentations intended to enhance knowledge of AIDS
among policymakers and to build support for effective prevention and care. 
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The Futures Group, in collaboration with Family Health International, prepared the first version of AIM in
1991 under the AIDS Technical Support (AIDSTECH) and AIDS Control and Prevention (AIDSCAP)
projects. The program has been revised a number of times since then in collaboration with the UNAIDS
Reference Group on Estimates, Models and Projections. Since 2009 it has been maintained and updated
with support from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and UNAIDS. 

AIM (and the entire Spectrum system of models) is designed to produce information useful for policy
formulation and dialogue within a framework of computer programs that are easy to use. The focus is on
generating information useful for policy and planning purposes rather than on carrying out detailed
research into the underlying processes involved. For this reason, the program is designed to be used by
program planners and policy analysts. AIM uses data that are readily available and requires little technical
expertise beyond what can be acquired through literature review and use of this manual.

The major inputs and outputs of AIM are shown in Figure 1. Demographic projections are based on user
inputs or projections prepared by the United National Population Division. The projections start with an
estimate and projection of adult incidence, which is combined with information on the age and sex
distribution of incidence and progression to death to estimate the number of new adult infections by age
and sex. New infant infections are estimated from prevalence among pregnant women and the rate of
mother-to-child transmission, which is dependent on infant feeding practices and the coverage of
prophylaxis with antiretrovirals (ARVs). New infections progress over time to lower CD4 counts and are
subject to AIDS-related mortality. Those who receive first and or second line ART experience extended
survival. People at any stage are also subject to non-AIDS mortality at the same rates as those who are
not infected. Adult deaths result in orphans.

Figure 1. Structure of AIM module
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6.2.2 Overview of estimation and projection tools

6.2.2.1 Introduction

6.2.2.1.1  Purpose of estimation and projection tools

A well planned response to the HIV epidemic requires specific information on the projection of the
disease over time.  This projection needs to be based on previous measures of prevalence in the
population as well as data from programs on their effectiveness and coverage.

UNAIDS and partners have developed software to assist countries to map their HIV epidemic and
determine the consequences of the epidemic.  Consequences such as number of people living with HIV,
number of new infections, number of pregnant women infected with HIV, mortality due to AIDS and
treatment needs are all provided from these programs. From these data countries can estimate their
potential service and pharmaceutical needs, can plan for health care service requirements, and can get a
general understanding of the overall impact of their response.

6.2.2.1.2  Reference group on estimates, modeling and projections

The computer programs are informed by a Reference Group of experts from multiple disciplines and
institutions.  These experts include epidemiologists, demographers, clinicians, modelers, as well as
implementers from countries with different types of epidemics.  The functions and assumptions used in
the models are based on the recommendations of this Reference Group.  The Reference Group meets at
least annually and updates the software every two years.  For more information on the Reference Group
go to www.epidem.org.

6.2.2.1.3  Processes to create estimates and projections

Every two years UNAIDS and partners hold regional trainings to explain new features and review the
computer programs with country epidemiologists.  Country teams usually consist of individuals from the
national programs who have a strong capacity for epidemiology and modeling and may include
development partners who work on HIV surveillance in the country.  These teams work in groups at the
trainings to update the estimates with the country’s most recent surveillance and program data.  As a
result, the country is able to use the software to estimate and project the future consequences of the
epidemic for the country.  

After the regional trainings, countries are expected to refine and share the outcomes with other
interested parties in the country.  Once the models are completed the country provides the final results to
UNAIDS headquarters to inform the regional and global estimates of HIV.  Countries are encouraged to
create estimates and projections reports for their individual countries and to communicate the results to a
broad spectrum of potential users of the data. 

6.2.2.1.4  Different types of epidemics

There are significant variations in HIV epidemics around the world.  Different epidemics require different
types of surveillance and modeling techniques.  UNAIDS uses the classifications, generalized and
concentrated to differentiate types of epidemics. 

The type of epidemic also determines which computer programs are necessary for modeling the
epidemic and how to use those programs. 

6.2.2.1.4.1  Generalized epidemic

HIV is firmly established in the general population.  

Although sub-populations with higher risk may continue to contribute disproportionately to the spread

http://www.epidem.org/
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of HIV, sexual networking in the general population is sufficient to sustain an epidemic independent of
subpopulations at higher risk for infection. 

Numerical proxy: HIV prevalence is consistently over 1% in pregnant women. 

In generalized epidemics, the prevalence among pregnant women is usually a fairly good indicator of
prevalence in the total adult population. Prevalence is usually higher in urban areas than in rural
areas. Therefore, most countries with generalized epidemics can be modeled using two distinct sub-
populations (an urban population and a rural population). 

6.2.2.1.4.2  Concentrated epidemic

HIV has spread rapidly in at least one defined sub-population, but is not well-established in the
general population. Most often more than one subpopulation with higher risk is affected. 

This epidemic state usually suggests active networks of risk exist within and between the sub-
populations. 

Numerical proxy: HIV prevalence is consistently over 5% in at least one defined subpopulation. HIV
prevalence is below 1% in pregnant women in urban areas. 

In concentrated and low-level (low prevalence) epidemics HIV infection is primarily concentrated in
certain sub-populations.  Therefore, countries with concentrated epidemics are usually modeled by
combining epidemic curves for several subpopulations. 

6.2.2.2 Data required for estimation and projection

The quality and accuracy of the estimates depend on the quality and accuracy of the data used for the
models.  If very little information is available on HIV prevalence in the country the model will rely heavily
on assumptions used in the model.  On the other hand, countries which have conducted routine
surveillance and covered groups which are most important to the epidemic will be able to inform the
models with substantial data resulting in high quality estimates and projections.  

In generalized epidemics, data from sentinel surveillance sites at antenatal clinics (ANC) are required. 
Data from population based surveys are also very useful for informing the models.  The models are able
to utilize data to distinguish urban and rural epidemics or different regional epidemics.

In concentrated epidemics more specific information is required about the populations that are at
increased risk to HIV.  The software separates the epidemic into sub-populations.  However the user
must have information on each of the sub-populations that are used in the epidemic structure. For
example if a country specifies female sex workers and injecting drug users as important risk categories
they will be required to enter data for those two sub-populations and the remaining general population. 
Data required for each sub-population include estimates of the population size, HIV surveillance data from
the group over time.  

For all epidemic types, the software requires additional program data on the number of men, women and
children on ART, the number of women receiving ARVs for prophylaxis (PMTCT) and other demographic
and epidemiological information to determine the impact of HIV.  

If there are no recent data on HIV prevalence available in the country then no estimate should be
created. 
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6.2.2.3 Computer programs for estimation and projection

This guide describes the Spectrum program that has been developed to support national estimates and
projections. The 2014 version of Spectrum includes the Estimates and Projections Package (EPP) used to
generate an epidemic curve that used to be a separate program. Its functions are now integrated into
Spectrum. Some countries with very little surveillance data may also use an Excel-based program called
Workbook. The Workbook program will generate an HIV point prevalence estimate for a given year. This
should be repeated for several years; these prevalence estimates are then used in EPP to generate an
epidemic curve.  Consult with UNAIDS if your country needs to use Workbook (See figure below.) EPP
now contains multiple models that can be chosen based on the amount of data available (the models are
described in Step 9).

Figure . Decision tree on use of estimates tools

6.2.3 AIM input editors

AIM requires data describing the characteristics of the HIV/AIDS epidemic and the response to it.  Some
of these inputs require national data while others rely on recommended values based on a review of
scientific studies. All AIM projections require a demographic projection. There are six categories of HIV-
related inputs:

Program statistics (country specific)
o Number of women provided with PMTCT services by type of regimen

o Number or percent of adult men and women receiving anti-retroviral therapy (ART)
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o Number or percent of children receiving ART and/or co-trimoxazole

Eligibility for treatment (country specific)
o Eligibility criteria for adults

o Eligibility criteria for children

Advanced options (usually based on global or regional default patterns)
o The amount of time spent in each CD4 cell count category

o The distribution of new adult HIV infections by CD4 cell count

o Adult HIV mortality rate without ART by CD4 cell count, sex and age

o Adult HIV mortality rate while on ART by CD4 cell count when initiating ART, sex, and age

o Survival on ART for children

o Effectiveness of co-trimoxazole in reducing mortality for HIV+ children

o Survival of HIV+ children without ART by time since infection and timing of infection

o Ratio of fertility of HIV+ to HIV- women by age

Adult HIV incidence (generated using EPP)

Sex/Age pattern (Based on either country-specific estimates or global patterns)
o The ratio of new adult female infections to new adult male infections by year

o The incidence rate ratio by age, sex and year

Each of these inputs is discussed in detail in the following sections. 

6.2.3.1 Demographic projection

AIM requires that a demographic projection first be prepared using DemProj, another model in the
Spectrum system. Model users should keep three key points in mind when preparing a DemProj
projection for use with AIM:

1. DemProj contains a feature called EasyProj that automatically provides the necessary
demographic data once you have set the first and last years of the projection and selected the
country.

2. The first year of the projection should be before the starting year of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. It is
possible to start the projection in a year after the beginning of the AIDS epidemic, but this type
of projection will be less accurate.

3. The life expectancy assumption entered into DemProj should be the life expectancy in the
absence of AIDS. AIM will calculate the number of AIDS deaths and determine a new life
expectancy that incorporates the impact of AIDS. It is necessary to use this two-step process
because model life tables (for specifying the age distribution of mortality) do not contain patterns
of mortality that reflect the excess deaths caused by AIDS.

6.2.3.1.1  Adjusting the population size to match current estimates

If you use EasyProj for your demographic projection it is possible that the population size may not match
the most recent census estimate. The United Nations Population Division bases their estimates and
projections on the latest available demographic data for each country. However, a typical application of
Spectrum starts the projection in 1970 or 1980 and projects forward to today. Small variations in any of
the inputs can affect the population size 25 to 30 years later. Perhaps the most important difference is
that the UN Population Division estimates may use a different HIV prevalence trend than the one you are
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using in Spectrum. In that case, the population projected by Spectrum may not match the UN Population
Division estimate or the latest census estimate. Variations in the age distribution of mortality or migration
can also cause small difference in the population size today. 

If this problem occurs you can get a better match to the census population by adjusting some of the
inputs to the demographic projection. Changes to the fertility rate, life expectancy, the model life table
chosen and the migration inputs can help to fine tune the projection. Of course, changes to the HIV
prevalence curve could also make a difference. 

One quick way to get a good match to today’s population estimate is to adjust the starting population.
One of the demographic inputs is the population by age and sex in the base year. These inputs might
need to be adjusted upwards or downwards to modify the current year population projection. This can be
done easily by using the “Multiply” button in the editor for the base population to multiply all the inputs by
a constant factor. That factor could be the ratio of the actual current year population to the projected
population. After making this adjustment the new population projection should match the current
estimate better. This approach is only a quick fix. It is always desirable to examine the fertility, mortality
and migration assumptions as well as the starting population to reconcile them with national statistics.
Most countries have national population projections that can be used as a source of information for the
Spectrum projection.

You so not need to use EasyProj to generate the demographic projection. You can input your own data.
However, this should be done with caution. Raw census data on the number of people by age and sex
should be adjusted to account for age mis-reporting and undercounts before they can be used in
Spectrum. The projection requires past and future trends in the total fertility rate and non-AIDS life
expectancy. Information on the non-AIDS life is not likely to be readily available. Thus it is often better to
start with EasyProj and then adjust any inputs as necessary than to build your own projection from the
start. 

6.2.3.2 Program statistics

6.2.3.2.1  Prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV (PMTCT)

The mother-to-child transmission rate is the percentage of babies born to HIV-infected mothers who
become infected. The rate depends on a number of factors including the stage of infection of the mother,
the duration of breastfeeding and the use of ARV prophylaxis to prevent the transmission. 

The input editor of PMTCT is accessed by selecting: Modules -> AIM -> Program  statistics -> PMTCT

There are three inputs associated with PMTCT: the number of women receiving PMTCT services, the
pattern of breastfeeding and the transmission rates.

6.2.3.2.1.1  Women receiving PMTCT services

The editor for women receiving PMTCT services is access by clicking on the ‘ARV regimen’ button.

For past years the entries should generally be the number of women receiving each type of prophylaxis.
For future years the entries may be either projections of the number of women expected to receive
services or the coverage (the percentage of HIV+ pregnant women receiving services). The types of
prophylaxis are:

No prophylaxis

Single dose nevirapine: single dose of nevirapine (NVP) given to the mother at the time of
delivery and the child shortly after birth.
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Dual ARV: Daily zidovudine (ZDV) for the pregnant woman from the 28th week of gestation, plus
single-dose NVP during labor and 7 days of ZDV plus lamivudine (3TC) postpartum.

Option A: Twice daily ZDV starting from the 14th week of gestation, single-dose nevirapine at the
onset of labor, twice daily ZDV+3TC for seven days post-partum plus daily NVP for the infant until
one week after the cessation of breastfeeding.

Option B: Triple ARV drugs for the pregnant woman starting from the 14th week of gestation until
delivery or one week after the cessation of breastfeeding. 

Triple ART started before current pregnancy: Pregnant woman started on life-long triple ART
before the current pregnancy.

Triple ART started during current pregnancy: Pregnant women started on triple life-long ART
during the current pregnancy.

WHO currently recommends that all HIV+ pregnant women receive ART for their own health and to
reduce transmission to their babies. The other regimens are still included in AIM in order to capture past
program effects and because not all countries have adopted the new guidelines.

It is usually best to enter numbers of women by regimen for past years and coverage (percentage of HIV
+ pregnant women receiving PMTCT) for future years. It can be difficult to estimate the numbers for
future years especially if the need changes significantly. A future coverage goals can be entered and the
program will calculate the number of women needed services to achieve that goal. 

6.2.3.2.1.2  Breastfeeding patterns

The editor for breastfeeding patterns is accessed by clicking on the ‘Breastfeeding’ button.

This editor accepts information on the typical breastfeeding pattern of all women and women enrolled in
the PMTCT program. By default they are the same, but the pattern for women enrolled in the program
can be changed if information is available. 

The data are entered as the percentage of women no longer breastfeeding by the age of the child in two
month intervals. These data usually come from a national survey, such as a Demographic and Health
Survey. Default data are supplied for most countries based on the latest survey. 

Data may be entered for the current year or for all years (chosen by selecting the appropriate radio
button at the top of the screen). If data are entered for the current year only, then those data will be
used for all years in the calculations. If program recommendations regarding breastfeeding by HIV+
mothers have changed over time then these changing patterns can be entered by selected the ‘Data for
all years’ option. 

6.2.3.2.1.3  Abortion

A third editor in this section allows the specification of the percent or number of pregnancies among HIV+
women that are terminated by abortion. Most countries do not include abortion as an option in their
PMTCT programs. In those cases this editor can be ignored. 

6.2.3.2.1.4  Transmission probability

The probability of transmission of HIV from mother to child depends on the stage of infection of the
mother, the duration of breastfeeding and the prophylactic regimen. The table below summarizes the
default probabilities currently used in AIM. These are based on expert review of available studies. It is not
recommended to change these rates. 
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Table . Probability of Mother-to-Child Transmission

Source: Rollins N, Mahy M, Becquet R, Kuhn L, Creek T, Mofenson L. Estimates of peripartum and
postnatal mother-to-child transmission probabilities of HIV for use in Spectrum and other population-
based models S ex T ransm  Infect 2012;88:i44–i51. doi:10.1136/sextrans-2012-050709

6.2.3.2.2  Adult ART

There are three options for specifying coverage of ART for adults. The options are specified using the
radio button at the top of the editor. 

1. Number or percent. With this option you enter the number of men and women receiving ART
in each year. Alternatively you can enter the percentage of those eligible who receive ART. (Note
that eligibility is defined in the next section.) The best approach is usually to enter the number on
ART for past years and use a coverage rate (percentage) for the future. The numbers entered
here should refer to the number of adults currently using ART on December 31 of each year.
This is not the same as the number newly initiating ART. These figures are routinely reported by
national programs to WHO and are published in annual treatment progress reports.

2. CD4 by percent. As a second option you can specify the coverage of ART by CD4 cell count
category. If you select this option then for each year you enter ART coverage for each CD4 count
category. Typically you might have high coverage at low CD4 counts and lower coverage at
higher counts. You can also specify coverage for population groups that are considered eligible
for treatment regardless of CD4 count. 

3. CD4 by number. This is the same as ‘CD4 by percent’ except that the number of people on ART
is entered for each category instead of the coverage. 

6.2.3.2.3  Child treatment

Treatment for children includes both ART and co-trimoxazole. As with the other editors you can enter
either numbers of children receiving treatment or coverage (percentage of those eligible) as of December
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31 of each year. 

6.2.3.3 Eligibility for treatment

6.2.3.3.1  Adults

There are two components to defining eligibility for adults: CD4 count and special populations. 

1. CD4 count. For each year in the analysis you can specify the CD4 count threshold for treatment.
That is the CD4 count below which all HIV+ adults are eligible for treatment. According to WHO
guidelines this was 200 cells/µl until 2010 then changed to 350 cells/µl and changed again in
2013 to 500 cells/µl1. Criteria for national programs may differ. When a new projection is
created it will have the WHO criteria listed as a default. Those criteria can be changed to match
national guidelines.

2. Populations eligible for treatment regardless of CD4 count. Some populations are
considered eligible for treatment regardless of CD4 count. In the 2013 WHO guidelines those
population include HIV+ pregnant women, those co-infected with HIV and TB or severe HBV
disease, and discordant couples. Some programs may also include other populations, such as
sex workers, men who have sex with men, and people who inject drugs. Any populations eligible
regardless of CD4 count are indicated by checking the box in the ‘Eligible’ column. You should
also specify the year that this population became eligible and the percentage of the adult HIV+
population that is in the special population. The model will calculate this value for pregnant
women. For other populations there will be default values presented, which you can accept or
change if you have better information. If you include the ‘Other’ population group then you must
specify the percentage of HIV+ adults in this group.

1 WHO. Consolidated Guidelines on the Use of Antiretroviral Drugs for Treating and Preventing HIV
Infection: Guidelines for a Public Health Approach, Geneva: WHO, June 2013.

6.2.3.3.2  Children

For children there are three components to defining eligibility: age, CD4 count and CD4 percent. 

1. Age. In many programs all HIV+ children below a certain age are considered eligible for ART.
In 2007 WHO recommended that all HIV+ children below the age of 12 months be eligible for
treatment. That guideline was raised to 24 months in 2010 and 60 months in 2013. 

2. CD4 count. Eligibility for children may also depend on CD4 count. If the child is already eligible
because of age then the CD4 level does not matter. If the child is above the age of eligibility then
eligibility may be determined by CD4 count. In past guidelines the CD4 level for eligibility has
varied by age. 

3. CD4 percent. For very young children eligibility is often based on CD4 percent rather than CD4
count. Eligibility thresholds by CD4 percent can be entered here. 

Note that a child is considered eligible for ART if it meets any of the three criteria: age, CD4 count or CD4
percent. Table 2 shows the eligibility criteria recommended by WHO over time.

Table 2. Criteria for eligibility for ART among children over time
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6.2.3.4 Advanced options

6.2.3.4.1  HIV progression and mortality w ithout ART

New adult infections are tracked over time by their CD4 count, mortality and ART status as shown in
Figure 3 below. 

Figure . Model of Adult HIV Progression

The transition rates are specified by the variables ΅, λ, c, and α. They are defined as:

µ, the annual mortality rate due to HIV
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λ, the annual rate of progression to the next lower CD4 count category

c, the rate of initiating ART

α, the annual mortality rate while on ART

To estimate the values for these parameters we relied on five major data sources. 

1. ALPHA network data on survival. The ALPHA network is a collaboration of various cohort
sites in sub-Saharan Africa (http://www.lshtm.ac.uk/eph/dph/research/alpha/). These sites
follow community members over time to collect demographic and health information. ALPHA
network researchers pooled their individual site data and analyzed them to determine the
survival pattern of people infected with HIV who did not receive ART.1,2  Those analyses showed
a median survival time of about 11 years, with longer survival at younger ages than at older
ages. 

2. CASCADE distribution by CD4 count. CASCADE is a collaboration of 25 cohorts in Europe,
Australia, Canada and sub-Saharan Africa. Researchers from the CASCADE group analyzed the
data to determine the distribution of CD4 counts immediately after infection and changes in the
distribution over time.3

3. Rate of CD4 decline. A number of studies have reported on the rate of decline of CD4 counts

over time among HIV+ adults.4,5,6,7 These studies have found annual rates of decline between 50
and100 cells/µl per year. 

4. IeDEA patterns of mortality on ART. The IeDEA Consortium collects data on ART cohorts
from all regions of the world. They have analyzed these data to determine the annual mortality
of those on ART by their CD4 count at initiation, sex, age, region and time on ART.8  

5. Kenya AIDS Indicator Survey: The Kenya AIDS Indicator Survey (KAIS) was the first national
survey to report the distribution of HIV+ adults by CD4 count.9 The 2011 Uganda AIDS Indicator
Survey has now also reported on the distribution of the population by CD4 count and the 2013
KAIS and South Africa national surveys will report similar information in 2014. 

The parameter values for AIM were developed by fitting the progression model shown in Figure 3 to
these data. The fit was conducted with the following constraints:  

1. The mortality pattern for a cohort of newly infected adults should match the ALPHA network
patterns by age.

2. The annual rate of decline in CD4 counts should be a linear function of the CD4 count and should
be within the range reported in the literature. 

3. HIV-related mortality when not on ART should be an exponential function of CD4 count category. 

4. The proportion of new infections starting with CD4 counts below 500 cells/µl should match the
CASCADE data.

5. When applied to incidence and ART coverage data from Kenya the resulting distribution of HIV+
adults not on ART by CD4 count should match the pattern reported by the Kenya AIDS Indicator
Survey of 2007. 

http://www.lshtm.ac.uk/eph/dph/research/alpha/
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Using these constraints models were fit to data for adults aged 15-24, 25-34, 35-44, and 45+. The
resulting model fits to the ALPHA network survival data are shown in Figure 4. The final set of parameter
values are shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5.

Table 3. Average number of years in CD4 count category by age 

Note: These are the default data shown in the editor ‘Years in CD count category’.

Figure 4. Model fits to ALPHA network survival data

Table 4. Distribution of new infections by CD4 count category and age

Note: These are the default data shown in the editor ‘Years in CD4 count category’.
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Table 5. Annual probability of HIV-related mortality when not on ART by age

Note: These are the default data shown in the editor ‘HIV mortality without ART’. An annual mortality rate
greater than one means that survival is less than one year. 

1 Todd J, Glynn J, Marston M, Lutalo T, Biraro S, Mwita W, Suriyanon V, Rangsin R, et a l. Time from HIV
seroconversion to death: a collaborative analysis of eight studies in six low and middle income countries
before highly active antiretroviral therapy. AIDS 2007, 21(suppl 6):S55-S63.

2 Marston M, Todd J, Glynn JR, et a l. Estimating ‘net’ HIV-related mortality and the importance of
background mortality rates. AIDS 2007;21(Suppl 6):S65–71.

3 Lodi S, Phillips A, Touloumi G, Pantazis N, Bucher HC, Babiker A, et a l. CD4 decline in sseroconverter
and seroprevalent individuals in the precombination of antiretroviral therapy era AIDS 2010, 24:2697–
2704.

4 Wolbers M, Babiker A, Sabin C, et al. Pretreatment CD4 cell slope and progression to AIDS or death in
HIV-infected patients initiating antiretroviral therapy—the CASCADE collaboration: a collaboration of 23
cohort studies. PLoS  Med 2010;7:e1000239.

5 Mellors JW, Margolick JB, Phair JP, et al. Prognostic value of HIV-1 RNA, CD4 cell count, and CD4 Cell
count slope for progression to AIDS and death in untreated HIV-1 infection. JAMA 2007;297:2349–50.

6 Rodriguez B, Sethi AK, Cheruvu VK, et al. Predictive value of plasma HIV RNA level on rate of CD4 T-cell
decline in untreated HIV infection. JAMA 2006;296:1498–506.

7 Williams BG, Korenromp EL, Gouws E, et al. HIV infection, antiretroviral therapy, and CD4+ cell count
distributions in African populations. J Infect Dis 2006;194:1450–8.

8 Yiannoutsos CT, Johnson LF, Boulle A, Musick BS, Gsponer E, Balestre E, et a l. Estimated mortality of
adult HIV-infected patients starting treatment with combination antiretroviral therapy Sex Transm Infect
2012;88:i33–i43. doi:10.1136/sextrans-2012-050658.

9 Ministry of Medical Services and Ministry of Public Health and Sanitation.Kenya AIDS Indicator Survey,
KAIS 2007, Final Report. Nairobi, Kenya, September 2009.

6.2.3.4.2  HIV mortality w ith ART

Mortality on ART is based on the analysis by the IeDEA Consortium. These patterns result from an
analysis of 123,000 adult ART patients from Eastern, Southern and Western Africa, Asia/Pacific and Latin
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America. The analyses include adjustments for patients that were lost to follow-up. The final patterns
describe annual mortality on ART by CD4 count at initiation, age group, sex, time on ART and region. 

Although the available data include deaths to people who initiated ART at high CD4 counts, most of the
data were collected during a period when eligibility for treatment was generally set at CD4 counts less
than 200 or 250. Thus, those who started at higher CD4 counts might not be typical of patients who
would start at higher CD4 counts now that eligibility criteria have moved to higher CD4 counts. Therefore,
we did not use the IeDEA data for CD4 counts above 350 but instead estimated those mortality rates by
exponential extrapolation from the lower CD4 counts. 

Figure 5 shows the final default patterns used in AIM. They show that mortality is generally higher for
those initiating treatment at low CD4 counts compared to higher CD4 counts, for those recently initiating
treatment compared to those on treatment for more than one year, for males compared to females, for
the youngest and older age groups compared to those aged 25-44, and in southern Africa and West
Africa compared to developed countries, Eastern Europe and Latin America. 

Figure 5. Patterns of mortality on ART by age, sex, duration and region

1 Yiannoutsos CT, Johnson LF, Boulle A, Musick BS, Gsponer E, Balestre E, et a l. Estimated mortality of
adult HIV-infected patients starting treatment with combination antiretroviral therapy Sex Transm Infect
2012;88:i33–i43. doi:10.1136/sextrans-2012-050658.

6.2.3.4.3  Treatment effects for children

AIM considers two types of treatment for children: cotrimoxazole prophylaxis and ART. In settings with
high prevalence of HIV and high rates of infectious diseases WHO recommends that cotrimoxazole be
provided to all HIV-exposed infants and children starting 4 to 6 weeks after birth and continuing until the
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end of exposure to HIV and when it can be definitively determined that the child is not infected. For HIV+
infants and children cotrimoxazole is recommended for all children under the age of five, or those aged
1-4 years with WHO stage 2, 3, or 4, or CD4 percentage below 25. Children over the age of five follow

adult guidelines (WHO stage 2, 3 or 4 or CD4 count < 350 cells/µl., 

The effect of cotrimoxazole is to reduce mortality by 33% in each of the first five years of treatment for
those children who are not also receiving ART and, for those receiving ART, to reduce mortality by 33%
in the first year, 16% in the second year, 8% in the third year, 4% in the fourth year and 2% in the fifth

year.  

ART can also prolong life for infected children. Current guidelines define eligibility for ART as all children
under the age of 5 years with confirmed HIV infection plus all those children over the age of 5 who have
CD4 counts less than 500 cells/µl. 

In 2008, Dabis and colleagues conducted a literature review on child survival on ART in lower-income
countries on behalf of UNICEF. Articles were selected after screening of PubMed/MEDLINE and Scopus up
to March 2008 and abstracts of 2007-2008 international conferences. Observational cohorts, clinical trials
and programme reports were eligible as long as they took place in lower income countries and included
children on ART or on ART and cotrimoxazole. Only studies with death as the outcome were included in
this pediatric ART review update. The extracted data included patients demographic characteristics,
baseline CD4 count, survival estimates and factors associated with mortality of children receiving
cotrimoxazole and/or ART. A total of 14 prospective studies were eligible for the analysis. 

The amount of data on the survival of HIV-infected children on ART in lower and middle income countries
more than doubled since a previous review that covered a period ending in December 2006. Sample sizes
were generally larger, exceeding 400 participants for some of the studies, thereby increasing the
accuracy of the findings. Some reports allowed for the production of survival estimates up to 24 months
after ART initiation.

The authors concluded that the probability that infants survive the first year of treatment was estimated
to be 0.93-0.95 and survival until two years was estimated to be 0.91-0.92. The authors estimated that
the provision of cotrimoxazole along with ART additionally reduced mortality by approximately 32% in the
first year, 16% in the second year, and 8% in the third year.  

After adjusting for the reduced mortality due to the use of cotrimoxazole, the estimated survival among
those children who started on ART was 85% in the first year on ART and 93% for subsequent years.

1 WHO. Antiretroviral Therapy for HIV Infection in Infants and Children: Towards Universal Access. A
Public Health Approach. 2010 Revision. Geneva: World Health Organization, 2010.

2 WHO. Guidelines on Co-trimoxazole Prophylaxis for HIV-Related Infections among Children, Adolescents
and Adults: Recommendations for a public health approach. Geneva: WHO, 2006.

3 UNAIDS. Consultative Meeting on Data Collection and Estimation Methods Related to HIV Infection in
Infants and Children. UNAIDS, UNICEF, WHO, 8-10 July, 2008, New York.

4 WHO. Consolidated Guidelines on the Use of Antiretroviral Drugs for Treating and Preventing HIV
Infection: Guidelines for a Public Health Approach, Geneva: WHO, June 2013.

5 UNAIDS, World Health Organization, UNICEF. Consultative meeting on Data Collection and Estimation
Methods Related to HIV Infection in Infants and Children. New York: UNICEF, 2008. http://
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www.epidem.org/Publications/UNAIDS_UNICEF_Paediatric%20HIV%20Report_9%20Dec%
202008_Final.pdf. Accessed on: 18 March 2010

6 Coffie P, Moh R, Ekouevi DK, et al. Survival of HIV-infected adults and children on antiretroviral therapy
in low and middle-incomes countries. Bordeaux: Institut de Santé Publique, Epidémiologie et
Développement (ISPED) Université Victor Segalen 2007.

6.2.3.4.4  Progression from HIV infection to AIDS death in children

Progression from new HIV infection to AIDS death in children who do not receive cotrimoxazole or ART
depends on the timing of infection. Children infected at birth progress to death much faster than those
infected later through breastfeeding. 

Previous versions of Spectrum used two survival curves for "AIDS only" mortality of children, based on
data from 12 sub-Saharan African clinical trials and studies: the first to represent children infected at
birth, the second to represent those infected through breast feeding. Further analysis of these data gave
strong evidence that survival of children infected through breast feeding improved the later they were
infected. Marston and Becquet fit double Weibull curves to the data allowing for time of infection to give a
pattern of survival post infection for four groups: those infected at birth, at 28–179 days, 180–364 days
and after 365. Similar curves representing the survival of HIV negative children from the equivalent time
points were used to remove non-AIDS mortality. There is limited information about the survival of HIV
infected children beyond 2.5 years, so as with the previous estimates it was assumed that beyond this
point the survival for children would be equivalent to that of young adults infected at ages 15–24, with a
median survival of 15 years. Survival is described as a double Weibull curve of the form:

where

 

The parameter values are shown in table 6.

Table 6. Parameter values for child survival patterns

The resulting curves give a median AIDS only survival of 1.1, 6.4, 11.5 and 14.1 years resulting in 9%
survival at 20 years for those infected at birth and 14%, 19% and 24% for those infected through breast
feeding at 28–179 days, 180–364 days and after 365 days (figure 6). 

Figure 6. Percent of HIV+ children surviving by number of years since infection
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1 Martson M, Becquet R, Zaba B, et al. Net survival of perinatally and postnatally HIV-infected children: a
pooled analysis of individual data from sub-Saharan Africa. Int J Epidem iol 2010;40:385–96.

2 Stover J, Brown T, Marston M. Updates to the Spectrum/Estimates and Projection Package (EPP) model
to estimate HIV trends for adults and children S ex T ransm  Infect 2012;88:i11–i16. doi:10.1136/sextrans-
2012-050640

3 Marston M, Todd J, Glynn JR, et al. Estimating ‘net’ HIV-related mortality and the importance of
background mortality rates. AIDS 2007;21(Suppl 6):S65–71.

6.2.3.4.5  TFR reduction

A number of studies in sub-Saharan Africa have examined the fertility of HIV-infected women compared
to women who are not infected. These studies generally show that fertility is lower in HIV-positive
women than in HIV-negative women between the ages of 20-45. It is generally higher for HIV-positive
women aged 15-19 because they are all sexually active whereas many HIV-negative women in this age
group are not sexually active. An analysis of data from national surveys calculated this information for 20
countries and found that the average ratio of fertility among HIV+ to HIV- women drops from 0.765
among women 20-24 to just 0.47 among women 45-49 (table 7). For women 15-19 the ratio depends on
the proportion that is sexually active. 
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Table 7. Ratio of Fertility among HIV-Infected Women to HIV-Uninfected Women Based on
Analysis of DHS Data from 20 Countries in Sub-Saharan Africa

1 Lewis J, Ronsmans C, Ezeh A, and Gregson S. The Population Impact of HIV on Fertility in sub-Saharan
Africa AIDS 2004; 18 (suppl. 2): S35-S43.

2 Chen WJ, Walker N. Fertility of HIV-infected women: insights from Demographic and Health Surveys S ex
T ransm  Infect 2010;86(Suppl 2):ii22eii27. doi:10.1136/sti.2010.043620

6.2.3.5 Adult HIV incidence

Most applications of AIM use an incidence trend generated using EPP as described in the Calculating
incidence section of the program tutorial. With this approach the incidence trend estimated by EPP is
automatically transferred to AIM. The trend can be viewed by opening the Direct Incidence Input editor
(Modules -> AIM -> Incidence -> Direct incidence input). The ‘Prevalence’ tab in this editor shows the
prevalence trend estimated by EPP. 

The model used in EPP to estimate incidence from prevalence is simpler than the model used by AIM in
that it is a single sex model that uses only a single age group, 15-49. As a result using the incidence from
EPP in AIM will not exactly reproduce the prevalence trend fitted by EPP. AIM adjusts for these differences
by making small changes in incidence each year in order to match the EPP prevalence trend. These
adjustments can be turned off by unchecking the ‘EPP prevalence adjustment’ box in the ‘Direct incidence
input editor’. Normally this adjustment should be on. However, it should be turned off for any analysis
examining historical effects. For example, you can estimate the number of deaths averted by ART by
creating two projections, one with actual ART numbers and one with no ART in any year. However, this
comparison will only work correctly if the ‘EPP prevalence adjustment’ is turned off, since otherwise AIM
will ensure the same prevalence in both projections.  

The EPP prevalence adjustment is normally small but could be large in a year in which ART coverage
changed substantially. In order to avoid discontinuities in the adjusted incidence curve the adjustment is
limited to a 20% increase (ratio of 1.2). This restriction can be changed in this editor to see the effects of
different restrictions. 

6.2.3.6 Age and sex distribution of infections

Adult HIV incidence trends estimated by EPP refer to new infections among adults aged 15 and up. For
use in Spectrum these infections need to be distributed by age and sex. In recent years a number of
national surveys have provided information on HIV prevalence by age for women aged 15-49 and men
aged 15-59. Incidence by age can be estimated from two prevalence surveys spaced some years apart. 
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The same approach can be used to estimate incidence by age from a single survey if prevalence is
assumed to be stable over time. We applied this method to data from 32 surveys to estimate incidence by
age and sex. We then transformed this information into the distribution of new infections by age. These
calculations were done separately for countries with relatively large samples of HIV-infected people
(those with HIV prevalence above 4%) and those with lower levels of prevalence. The curves for the 14
surveys from high prevalence countries were averaged to produce standard patterns. The curves for the
17 surveys from lower prevalence countries were smoothed to reduce fluctuations due to small numbers
of HIV-infected people and then averaged to produce standard patterns for these countries. For countries
with epidemics driven by transmission through needle sharing for drug injection the patterns were
developed using data on new case reports provided by WHO. 

While the distribution of new infections by age is a useful way to describe historical patterns using these
distributions in AIM could produce future situations where the number of new infections exceeds the
number of susceptible people in some age groups. To avoid the problem AIM uses the incidence rate
ratio. This is the ratio of incidence at any age to incidence at the reference age group, 25-29. In this
definition ‘incidence’ refers to the percentage of the uninfected population that becomes infected during
the year. 

The ALPHA network (http://www.lshtm.ac.uk/eph/dph/research/alpha/) conducted a special analysis for
the UNAIDS Reference Group on Estimates, Modeling and Projections to determine the incidence rate
ratios by age using pooled data from their cohort sites. The ALPHA patterns match well to the pattern for
high prevalence countries estimated from national surveys, as described above, for ages 15-49. Since
national surveys do not routinely collect data on people older than 49 (or have small sample sizes) the
ALPHA patterns provide a better pattern. Therefore. The final patterns used in AIM are derived from the
ALPHA network for generalized epidemics, from the survey analysis described above for concentrated
epidemics and from the ECDC data for IDU-driven epidemics. These patterns are shown in figure 7. They
are assumed to remain constant over time. 

Figure 7. Incidence rate ratios by age and epidemic type

http://www.lshtm.ac.uk/eph/dph/research/alpha/
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Adult HIV incidence is disaggregated into female and male incidence by specifying the ratio of new female
infections to new male infections. We assume that the ratio is much less than one at the beginning of the
epidemic but increases to greater than one for generalized epidemics about 10 years into the epidemic.
The population-based surveys show a wide variation in the sex ratio of incidence prevalence from just
about o.5 in Niger to 2.4 in the Côte d’Ivoire. These data are shown in Figure 6. Based on these data we
assume a ratio of 1.38 for generalized epidemics, 0.84 in most low-level and concentrated epidemics and
0.42 in IDU-driven epidemics (based on the ECDC data.  

Figure 8. Ratio of new infections among adult females to new infections among adult males
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1 Hallett TB, Zaba B, Todd J, Lopman B, Wambura M et al. (2008) Estimating incidence from prevalence in
generalized epidemics: Method and validation. PLoS  Med 5(4): e80. Doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.0050080.

2 European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control/WHO Regional Office for Europe: HIV/AIDS
surveillance in Europe 2007. Stockholm, European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 2008.

3 Zaba B. Age-specific pattern of incidence: ALPHA sites, 1995-2010, presentation to the UNAIDS
Reference Group on Estimates, Modeling and Projections, Geneva, December 5, 2012.

4 European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control/WHO Regional Office for Europe: HIV/AIDS
surveillance in Europe 2007. Stockholm, European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 2008.

6.2.3.7 Orphans

AIM will estimate the number of AIDS and non-AIDS orphans caused by adult deaths. An orphan is
defined as a child under the age of 18 who has lost at least one parent. These estimates are based on
the fertility over time and the age at death of the parent. AIM will estimate maternal orphans (children
whose mother has died), paternal orphans (children whose father has died), and dual orphans (children
whose father and mother have both died). AIDS orphans are children who have lost at least one parent
to AIDS. To estimate double AIDS orphans, AIM needs to estimate the proportion of couples with both
parents infected with HIV. In sub-Saharan Africa, this estimation is based on a regression equation using
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data from national population surveys. These calculations are based on methods developed by Ian

Timaeus and Nicolas Grassly.,

Outside sub-Saharan Africa the estimation of orphanhood needs to be adapted for the fact that many of
the AIDS deaths will occur to high risk groups, such as men who have sex with men, infecting drug users
and sex workers, who may have fertility that is very different from the general population. The number of
orphans is adjusted for the lower fertility of these groups. Since information on the fertility of these high
risk groups is not readily available the proportion married may be used as a proxy. 

1 Grassly NC, Timaeus IM. “Methods to Estimate the Number of Orphans as a Result of AIDS and Other
Causes in sub-Saharan Africa.” Journal of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndromes 2005 July 1; 39 (3)
365-375.

2 Stover J, Johnson P, Hallett T, Martston M, Becquet R, Timaeus IM. The Spectrum projection package:
improvements in estimating incidence by age and sex, mother-to-child transmission, HIV progression in
children and double orphans S ex T ransm  Infect 2010;86(Suppl 2):ii16eii21. doi:10.1136/sti.2010.044222

6.2.4 AIM results

AIM outputs can be displayed by accessing the ‘Results’ menu (Modules -> AIM -> Results).  The
indicators are grouped by age group and by types. A complete list of indicators available and their
definitions is given below. 

Displaying All Age Groups in AIM

Displays under ‘Total population’ show indicators by age group. These include the HIV+ population, new
infections, AIDS deaths and need for ART.

You can display the information as a table, ‘Summary table’, or as a population pyramid showing either
numbers of people (‘Pyramid (numbers)’) or the percent distribution by age and sex (‘Pyramid
(percent)’).

The pyramid display always shows two pyramids.  If you are using a single projection, then the pyramids
on both the left and the right will be for the base year.  You can change the year for the pyramid on the
right by clicking one of the buttons at the bottom of the screen to advance the pyramid one year (‘Next’),
show the previous year (‘Previous’),  show the first year (‘First year’), or show the last year (‘Last year’).

If you have two projections loaded, then the pyramid on the left will display the first projection and the
one on the right will show the second projection.  Both pyramids will display the same year.  

If you have more than two projections loaded, you will be asked to choose which two pyramids should be

shown before the pyramids appear.  

6.2.4.1 Total population

HIV population:  The total number of people who are alive and infected with HIV.

HIV age distribution:  The number of infected people, by age and sex. This information can be
displayed as a table or a pyramid chart.

Number of new HIV infections: The total number of new HIV infections each year. 
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New infections by age: The number of new infections by age and sex and incidence by age and sex.

Need for ART by age. The number of people needing ART by age and sex each year. Need is defined
as all those currently receiving ART plus those who are eligible but not yet on ART. 

AIDS deaths:  The annual number of deaths due to AIDS. 

Cumulative AIDS deaths:  The cumulative number of AIDS deaths since the beginning of the
projection.

AIDS deaths by age: The number of AIDS deaths each year by age and sex.

Age-specific AIDS mortality (Mx). The annual rates of age-specific mortality due to HIV/AIDS. 

HIV/AIDS summary:  A table the total HIV population, prevalence, new infections and AIDS deaths.  

6.2.4.2 Adults (15-49)

HIV population:  The total number of adults between the ages of 15 and 49 who are alive and
infected with HIV. 

HIV population by risk group. The number of HIV+ adults 15-49 by risk group. The risk groups are
as defined in EPP. The number of HIV+ adults 15-49 is apportioned to the risk groups on the basis of
the populations in EPP. 

Adult HIV prevalence:  The percentage of adults (population aged 15 to 49) who are infected with
HIV.

Number of new HIV infections: The total number of new adult HIV infections each year. 

Adult HIV incidence:  The percentage of uninfected adults who become infected in each year. 

Annual AIDS deaths:  The annual number of adult deaths due to AIDS. Note that ‘AIDS deaths’ refer
to any HIV-related death, whether or not the person would have met the clinical definition of AIDS at
the time of death. 

Annual AIDS deaths among those on ART. The annual number of deaths to adults 15-49 who are
receiving ART. 

Annual AIDS deaths among those not on ART. The annual number of deaths to adults 15-49 who
are not on ART.

Annual AIDS deaths among pregnant women. The annual number of AIDS deaths among HIV+
pregnant women. 

Distribution by CD4 count - HIV+ not on ART (15-49). The number of HIV+ adults 15-49 who
are not on ART by their current CD4 count. 

Distribution by CD4 count - HIV+ on ART (15-49). The number of HIV+ adults 15-49 on ART by
their CD4 count at the time of initiating treatment. 

Adults 15-49 summary: A table showing indicators just for adults 15-49. 
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6.2.4.3 Adults (15+)

HIV population:  The total number of adults ages 15 and greater who are alive and infected with
HIV. 

Adult HIV prevalence:  The percentage of adults aged 15+ who are infected with HIV.

Number of new HIV infections: The total number of new adult HIV infections each year. 

Adult HIV incidence:  The percentage of uninfected adults who become infected in each year. 

Annual AIDS deaths:  The annual number of adult deaths due to AIDS. Note that ‘AIDS deaths’ refer
to any HIV-related death, whether or not the person would have met the clinical definition of AIDS at
the time of death. 

AIDS 45q15. The proportion of HIV+ that will die from HIV-related causes between age 15 and 60 at
the mortality rates prevailing in that year. 

Annual AIDS deaths among those on ART. The annual number of deaths to adults 15+ who are
receiving ART. 

Annual AIDS deaths among those not on ART. The annual number of deaths to adults 15+ who
are not on ART.

Number of non-AIDS related IDU deaths. The number of deaths to HIV+ people who inject drugs
that are not due to HIV. 

Distribution by CD4 count – HIV+ not on ART (15+). The number of HIV+ adults 15+ who are
not on ART by their current CD4 count. 

Distribution by CD4 count – HIV+ on ART (15+). The number of HIV+ adults 15+ on ART by their
CD4 count at the time of initiating treatment.

Adults 15+ summary: A table showing indicators just for adults 15+.

6.2.4.4 Young people (15-24)

HIV population:  The total number of adults between the ages of 15 and 24 who are alive and
infected with HIV. 

Adult HIV prevalence:  The percentage of adults (population aged 15 to 24) who are infected with
HIV.

Number of new HIV infections: The total number of new adult HIV infections each year. 

Adult HIV incidence:  The percentage of uninfected adults who become infected in each year. 

HIV+ pregnant women. The number of pregnant women aged 15-24 who are HIV+.

Annual AIDS deaths:  The annual number of adult deaths due to AIDS. Note that ‘AIDS deaths’ refer
to any HIV-related death, whether or not the person would have met the clinical definition of AIDS at
the time of death. 

Annual AIDS deaths among those on ART. The annual number of deaths to adults 15-24 who are
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receiving ART. 

Annual AIDS deaths among those not on ART. The annual number of deaths to adults 15-24 who
are not on ART.

Adults 15-24 summary: A table showing indicators just for adults 15-24.

6.2.4.5 Children 0-14

HIV population:  The total number of children (0-14) who are alive and infected with HIV.

Number of new HIV infections: The total number of new child HIV infections each year. 

Annual AIDS deaths:  The annual number of child deaths due to AIDS.

Population 0-14: The number of children between the ages of 0 and 14 years old.

Number of HIV+ children not on ART by time of infection: The number of children aged 0-14
who are not on ART by the timing of their infection: perinatal, 0-6 months after birth, 7-12 months
after birth, more than 12 months after birth.

Child summary: A table showing indicators just for children under the age of 15. 

6.2.4.6 Children under 1

HIV population:  The total number of children under the age of one who are alive and infected with
HIV.

Number of new infant HIV infections: The total number of new infant HIV infections each year.
 

Infant AIDS deaths:  The annual number of infant deaths due to AIDS.

Summary table for children under 1: A table showing indicators just for children under the age of
one.

6.2.4.7 Children 1-4

HIV population:  The total number of children 1-4 who are alive and infected with HIV.

Number of new child HIV infections: The total number of new HIV infections each year among
children 1-4.

Children AIDS deaths:  The annual number of deaths due to AIDS among children 1-4. 

Summary table for children 1-4: A table showing indicators just for children aged 1-4.

6.2.4.8 Children under 2

HIV+ children under 2. The number of HIV+ children under the age of 2. 

6.2.4.9 PMTCT

Mothers needing PMTCT: The number of HIV-positive women giving birth each year and, therefore,
in need of prophylaxis to prevent HIV transmission to the baby.

Mothers receiving PMTCT: The number of HIV-positive women giving birth and receiving prophylaxis
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to prevent transmitting HIV to the baby.

PMTCT coverage. The percentage of women needing PMTCT who are receiving it in that year. 

MTCT rate at 6 weeks. The percentage of babies born to HIV+ mothers who are infected by 6 weeks
of age. 

Final transmission rate including breastfeeding period. The percentage of children born to HIV+
mothers who will eventually be infected from their mothers at current transmission rates. This includes
perinatal transmission and up to 36 months of breastfeeding. 

Number of new child infections due to mother-to-child transmission. The number of children
who become infected due to transmission from their mothers. 

HIV+ pregnant women with CD4 counts < 350. The number of HIV+ pregnant women who have
CD4 counts less than 350 cells/µl.

Treatment coverage for HIV+ pregnant women. The percentage of HIV+ pregnant women
receiving ART to treat their infection. 

PMTCT summary. A table with all PMTCT indicators. 

6.2.4.10 ART - Dec 31

Total need for ART (15+) - (Dec 31): Number of adults aged 15 and older who are eligible for
ART, including those already on ART on December 31.  

Total number receiving ART (15+) - (Dec 31): Number of adults aged 15 and older who are
receiving ART on December 31.

ART coverage of eligible population (15+) - (Dec 31): The percentage of HIV+ adults 15 and
older who are eligible for ART who are receiving ART on December 31.

ART coverage of all HIV+ adults (15+) - (Dec 31): The percentage of all HIV+ adults 15 and
older who are receiving ART on December 31.

Children needing cotrimoxazole (0-14) - (Dec 31): The number of children eligible for
cotrimoxazole on December 31.

Children receiving cotrimoxazole (0-14) - (Dec 31): The number of children receiving
cotrimoxazole on December 31.

Total coverage for cotrimoxazole(0-14) - (Dec 31): The number of children eligible for
cotrimoxazole who are receiving it on December 31.

Children needing ART (0-14) - (Dec 31): The number of children eligible for ART, including those
already receiving ART. on December 31.

Children receiving ART (0-14) - (Dec 31): The number of children receiving ART on December 31.

ART coverage of eligible population (0-14) - (Dec 31): The percentage of children eligible for
ART who are receiving it on December 31.

ART coverage of all HIV+ children (0-14) - (Dec 31): The percentage of all HIV+ children who
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are receiving ART on December 31.  

ART - Dec 31 summary (all ages): Summary table showing all ART indicators for December 31. 

6.2.4.11 ART - mid-year

Total need for ART (15+) - (mid-year): The total number of people needing ARV therapy. This
includes all those currently receiving ART plus those who are eligible but not receiving treatment. 

Total number receiving ART (15+) - (mid-year): The number of people receiving ARV therapy.

Total ART coverage (15+) - (mid-year): ART coverage is the number of people currently receiving
ART divided by those in need (those on ART plus those eligible).

ART coverage by CD4 count (15+) - (mid-year): ART coverage by CD4 count category. 

Median CD4 count at ART initiation (15+) - (mid-year): The median CD4 count of adults
initiating ART in each year. 

Number newly needing treatment (15+) - (mid-year): The number of adults progressing to the
stage where become eligible for ART. 

Unmet need for treatment (15+) - (mid-year): The number needing ART who are not receiving
it. 

Total need for ART (15-49) - (mid-year) : The total number of people needing ARV therapy. This
includes all those currently receiving ART plus those who are eligible but not receiving treatment. 

Total number receiving ART (15-49) - (mid-year): The number of people receiving ARV therapy.

Total ART coverage (15-49) - (mid-year). ART coverage is the number of people currently
receiving ART divided by those in need (those on ART plus those eligible).

ART coverage by CD4 count (15-49) - (mid-year): ART coverage by CD4 count category. 

Number newly needing treatment (15-49) - (mid-year): The number of adults progressing to
the stage where become eligible for ART. 

Unmet need for treatment (15-49) - (mid-year): The number needing ART who are not
receiving it. 

Total need for ART (15-24) - (mid-year): The total number of people needing ARV therapy. This
includes all those currently receiving ART plus those who are eligible but not receiving treatment. 

Total number receiving ART (15-24) - (mid-year): The number of people receiving ARV therapy.

Number newly needing treatment (15-24) - (mid-year): The number of adults progressing to
the stage where become eligible for ART. 

Unmet need for treatment (15-24) - (mid-year): The number needing ART who are not
receiving it. 

Children needing cotrimoxazole (0-14) - (mid-year): The number of children in need of
cotrimoxazole.
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Children receiving cotrimoxazole (0-14) - (mid-year): The number of children receiving
cotrimoxazole.

Children needing ART (0-14) - (mid-year): The number of children needing ART. Need is defined
as those children receiving ART plus those who are eligible for treatment but not receiving it. 

Children receiving ART (0-14) - (mid-year): The number of children receiving ART. 

Children needing cotrimoxazole (1-4) - (mid-year): The number of children 1-4 in need of
cotrimoxazole.

Children needing ART (1-4) - (mid-year): The number of children 1-4 needing ART. Need is
defined as those infants receiving ART plus those who are eligible for treatment but not receiving it. 

Infants needing cotrimoxazole (0-1) - (mid-year): The number of infants in need of
cotrimoxazole.

Infants needing ART (0-1) - (mid-year): The number of infants needing ART. Need is defined as
those infants receiving ART plus those who are eligible for treatment but not receiving it. 

ART - mid-year summary (all ages): A table showing indicators just for ART mid-year.

6.2.4.12 Sub-populations

Sub-populations summary: If EPP has been used to prepare the incidence trend, then AIM will
display key indicators by sub-population for any year between 2005 and 2020. The sub-populations are
those included in EPP. Sub-populations may be risk groups (e.g., sex workers, people who inject drugs)
or sub-national regions. 

6.2.4.13 AIDS impacts

Deaths averted by ART:  The annual number of deaths averted by ART. This is calculated by
comparing the number of deaths in the current projection with one in which no one receives ART. 

Infections averted by PMTCT:  The annual number of new infections averted by PMTCT programs.
This is calculated by comparing the number of new child infections in the current projection with one in
which no one receives PMTCT. 

Life years gained by ART and PMTCT: The annual number of additional life-years gained due to the
effects of ART and PMTCT. 

Deaths averted by ART (0-4): The annual number of deaths to children 0-4 averted by ART. 

Deaths averted by cotrimoxazole (0-4): The annual number of deaths to children 0-4 averted by
the use of cotrimoxazole. 

Deaths averted by PMTCT (0-4): The annual number of deaths to children 0-4 averted by PMTCT. 

Impacts summary: A table showing all of the impact indicators.  

6.2.4.14 Orphans

Maternal AIDS orphans: Children under the age of 18 who have lost their mother to AIDS.
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Paternal AIDS orphans: Children under the age of 18 who have lost their father to AIDS.

Dual AIDS orphans: Children under the age of 18 who have lost both parents to AIDS. 

All AIDS orphans: Children under the age of 18 who have lost one or both parents to AIDS. 

Maternal non-AIDS orphans: Children under the age of 18 who have lost their mother due to
causes other than AIDS.

Paternal non-AIDS orphans: Children under the age of 18 who have lost their father due to causes
other than AIDS. 

Dual non-AIDS orphans: Children under the age of 18 who have lost both their parents due to
causes other than AIDS.

All non-AIDS orphans: Children under the age of 18 who have lost one or both parents due to
causes other than AIDS.

Maternal orphans: Children under the age of 18 who have lost their mothers due to any cause. 

Paternal orphans: Children under the age of 18 who have lost their father due to any cause. 

Dual orphans: Children under the age of 18 who have lost both their parents due to any cause. 

Total orphans: Children under the age of 18 who have lost one or both parents due to any cause.

Orphans summary by age: A table showing orphans by type and single age.

Orphans summary table: A table showing all orphans by type and year. 

Total new orphans: The number of children newly orphaned each year.

6.2.5 Validation

The validation section of AIM is intended to facilitate comparing AIM output with other sources of data
such a national surveys or vital registration. There are eight validation sections:

Prevalence

Adult mortality (15+)

Mortality by age (all ages)

AIDS mortality (all ages)

Adult ART (15+)

PMTCT

Under 5 mortality rate

Child ART (0-14)

6.2.5.1 Prevalence

This section compares the pattern of prevalence by age as estimated by AIM with the pattern from a
national survey. Data from most surveys are included in a database which you can read by selected the
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‘Read from database button’. The chart will look like the example below. The solid lines show the
prevalence pattern estimated by AIM (red = male, blue = female) and the dots represent the survey
data. The lines extending above and below the survey dots represent the 95% confidence interval for the
estimate. If the AIM pattern does not match the survey well it may be necessary to modify the age
pattern of incidence rate ratios.

6.2.5.2 Adult mortality (15+)

This section compares the AIM output with other data that may be available for four indicators of adult
mortality: 

AIDS 45q15: This is the probability for an HIV+ person of dying of HIV/AIDS between age 15
and 60 at the current age-specific mortality rates. 

Non-AIDS 45q15: This is the probability of dying of a non-AIDS cause between 15 and 60 at
the current age-specific mortality rates. 

Total 45q15: The probability of dying from AIDS or non-AIDS causes between 15 and 60 at the
current age-specific mortality rates. 

Mortality rates by age: This display compares mortality rates by age from Spectrum with
those that you enter from another source. 

6.2.5.3 Mortality by age (all ages)

All cause mortality: This display compares mortality from any cause by age from Spectrum with
data that you can enter from another source. 

AIDS mortality: This display compares mortality from AIDS by age from Spectrum with data that
you can enter from another source.
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6.2.5.4 AIDS mortality (all ages)

This display compares the total AIDS mortality rate (all ages combined) from Spectrum with you can
enter from another source.

6.2.5.5 Adult ART (15+)

This compares the number of people on ART with the estimated need for ART. If the implied coverage
too high or too low according to expectations it may indicate a problem with input data.

6.2.5.6 PMTCT

This compares the number of HIV+ pregnant women receiving PMTCT services with the estimated need
for PMTCT. If the implied coverage too high or too low according to expectations it may indicate a
problem with input data. It will look like the sample below. The red line is the Spectrum estimate of need
for PMTCT and the blue diamonds represent the number on PMTCT.

6.2.5.7 Under 5 mortality rate

This compares the Spectrum estimate of the under five mortality rate with an external estimate over
time. A good source of under five mortality estiamtes is the IGME (Interagency Group for child Mortality
Estimation) website at www.childmortality.org. The comparison chart looks like the sample below. The
blue diamonds represent the external estimate and the red line is the Spectrum estimate.

http://www.childmortality.org/
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6.2.5.8 Child ART (0-14)

This compares the number of children on ART with the estimated need for ART. If the implied coverage
too high or too low according to expectations it may indicate a problem with input data.

6.2.6 Program tutorial

This program tutorial describes how to:

Create a demographic projection using data from the United Nations Population Division.

Create an HIV/AIDS projection using surveillance data.

Display various HIV/AIDS indicators such as the number of people infected, the number of new infections,
AIDS cases, AIDS deaths, the number of people needing ART and the number of orphans. 

6.2.6.1 Installing the program

The Spectrum program can be downloaded from www.futuresinstitute.org.  If you are installing
Spectrum, it can also be downloaded from www.unaids.org.  Spectrum will run on any computer running
Windows 95 or later Windows versions.  It requires about 70MB of hard disk space.  

To install Spectrum from a file downloaded from the internet, just double click on the file named
“SpecInstall.exe”. This will start the installation program. Just follow the instructions on the screen to
complete the installation. 

If you have trouble installing Spectrum it may be that you do not have the appropriate permission to
install programs on your computer. In that case you should contact your IT support office to do the
installation for you. 

6.2.6.2 Changing the language

The first time you run Spectrum after installing it, all the displays will be in English. You can change to
another language by selecting the Spectrum Menu Button (the rainbow icon at the top left of the screen),

http://www.futuresinstitute.org/
http://www.unaids.org/en/
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then “Options” and “Environment” from the Spectrum menu. Then select the language you want to use
and click on the “Ok” button. If you select a language other than FrenchFrench, SpanishSpanish or
PortuguesePortuguese, you must have the proper fonts or version of Windows to display the language
correctly. 

6.2.6.3 Start the program

Start the Spectrum program by selecting it from the “Start” menu on your computer Windows 7 or
earlier) or your Start Screen (Windows 8). When the program starts you will see an opening screen
giving you the option to select ‘New Projection’, ‘Open existing projection’, select a ‘Recently opened
projection’ or use ‘Spectrum online support’. 

If you have a projection file from previous rounds of estimates you can start with that file by opening an
existing projection (skip to Displaying the AIM menus), or you can start over by creating a new
projection. 

6.2.6.4 Create a population projection

When you create a new projection you will see the “ProjectionProjection managerProjection manager”
dialogue box, shown below.   

Follow these easy steps to complete the “Projection manager” screen:  

A. Click the ProjectionProjection file name button and enter a file name for the projection.  

B. The First year and Final year will be set to 1970 and 2020 by default. In most cases you should
accept these values. You can change them if you wish, but projections submitted to UNAIDS
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should use the default settings.  

C. Click the check box next to AIDS (AIMAIM) to add the AIM module to the projection. 

D. Then click the Country Data button. A list of countries will appear. Once you select your country
from the list Spectrum will automatically load all the demographic data you need for your
projection.  

In addition Spectrum now will load data on HIV incidence, and number of people receiving ART,
cotrimoxazole and PMTCT services based on data published by UNAIDS and WHO.  It is important
that users compare these inputs with their program data and make any revisions that might be
necessary.  In particular, the data provided on PMTCT services should be reviewed. 

E. When you are done click the OK button.  

If you are updating an existing file you might want to extend the years of the projection. Select the
Manager button then change the end year (i.e. from 2015 to 2020).  Remember that projections more
than five years into the future are unreliable.

6.2.6.5 Display the AIM menus

Select Modules from the Spectrum menu and click the AIM icon to display the AIM menu as shown
below. 

To produce the projection you just need to advance through these menu items one-at-a-time: Program
statistics, Eligibility for Treatment, Incidence, Sex/age pattern, Advanced options, Results,
Validation. The following sections explain each of these items in detail.

6.2.6.6 Enter program statistics

Click on the Program statistics menu item to see the program data editor. It will look like this:
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Enter your program data using the three tabs at the top for: PMTCT (prevention of mother-to-child
transmission of HIV), men and women receiving ART, and Child treatment (including ART and
cotrimoxazole). 

In each of these editors you may enter data as the number of people receiving the service or as
coverage, the percentage of those in need of the service who receive it. If you enter coverage, Spectrum
will calculate the number receiving the service when it makes the projection. Normally you will enter
numbers from program statistics for all historical years. For the projection past the last year of program
data to 2020 you may enter either numbers or coverage targets. You can enter numbers for some years
and coverage for other years but you cannot mix numbers and coverage in the same year. Since the
PMTCT editor has a number of rows you can use the drop-down menu in the upper right of the screen to
select to show (1) just the rows for numbers, (2) just the rows for coverage or (3) both.

The grey numbers displaying the estimated number in need are based on the last time the projection was
run.  Substantial changes to the inputs (surveillance data or programme data) will result in a change in
the calculation of the need.  Consider the needs in grey as indicative values and review them after the
whole file has been updated.

All Spectrum editors have duplicate and interpolate functions to make it easier to enter all the data
required. To use these features just select a range of data with your mouse and either click the 
Duplicate or Interpolate buttons or right click with the mouse and select Duplicate or Interpolate
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from the menu. 

Duplicate copies the data from the first cell of the range to all the other cells in the range. It is
useful when you want values to remain constant over time.

Interpolate calculates values for the cells between the first and last cell in the range by
interpolation. Spectrum will perform a linear interpolation if you click the Interpolate button. It
you right click you will see a menu allowing you to choose the interpolation method: linear, S-
shaped, exponential, and front loaded.

When you are finished entering data, click the Ok button. 

6.2.6.7 Specify eligibility for treatment

Select the Eligibility for treatment menu item to see the editor shown below. 

In the top part of the screen you can specify the eligibility for ART in terms of CD4 count. By default,
eligibility is set to 200 cells/µl until 2010 and to 350 cells/µl for 2011 and later. You can modify these
inputs to match your country’s actual guidelines.

The second part of the editor allows you to specify that people living with HIV in certain population groups
may be eligible for treatment regardless of CD4 count. Specify eligible populations by clicking the check
box next to the name and set the year in which the guidelines were changed include that population
group. Spectrum will calculate the number of HIV+ pregnant women but for all other groups you need to
specify the percentage of HIV+ adults that are in that population group. Spectrum does contain default
estimates for most countries. 

For children eligibility has three components:

Age. Enter the age below which all HIV+ children should be on treatment. By default this is set
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to 12 months from 2007 to 2009 and to 24 month thereafter. 

CD4 count. The CD4 count for eligibility can be defined by four age groups and by year. The
default values follow WHO guidelines for the corresponding years. 

CD4 percent. Eligibility may also be defined in terms of CD4 percent by age. The default values
follow WHO guidelines. 

Children are considered eligible for treatment if they meet any of the three criteria.  

6.2.6.8 Advanced options

The Advanced options menu item gives you access to the default parameter values used in the
projection. These parameter values are based on special studies and surveys from a number of sites
around the world. In most cases the default values should be used. This section allows you to see these
default patterns, and change them if you have the information to do so. The patterns are grouped into
four categories:

Transition parameters. These include the amount of time a typical HIV+ adult spends in each
CD4 category, the distribution of new infections by CD4 count, HIV-related mortality by CD4
category without ART, HIV-related mortality on ART by CD4 count at the initiation of treatment,
survival on ART for children, the patterns of progression from new infection to death for children,
and the effects of HIV infection on fertility. 

o Different parameters exist by region for HIV-related mortality. By selecting the tab for HIV-

related mortality you can select the country’s region to improve the mortality estimates.  

Treatment and PMTCT costs. This section contains unit costs for key components of treatment
and PMTCT. It is only required to produce estimates of the financial resources required. 

Orphans. This section is used to indicate the relative fertility of the HIV+ population in
concentrated epidemics in order to provide a better estimate of the number of orphans caused
by AIDS. 

6.2.6.9 Calculating incidence

When you select Incidence from the menu you will see a drop down menu with six choices:
Configuration, Surveillance, Curve fitting, Restore values, Direct incidence input, Review. If
you are creating a new projection only Configuration and Direct input will be active. Once you choose
Configuration and enter the necessary details then the Surveillance item will become active and once
you enter surveillance data, the Curve fitting item will become active. Each of these options in
described in detail in the next sections.

(Previously HIV incidence was calculated through the Estimation and Projection Package (EPP) and the
results were imported into Spectrum.  Now, EPP is no longer a standalone program, but is invoked
transparently through this menu. )

NOTE: If you do not have the Java Runtime installed on your system, the first time you go to run an
incidence calculation, you will see the following prompt within Spectrum to download and install Java
before proceeding:
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Click on “Download JAVA” and you will be taken to the Java site, where you can click on “Free Java
Download” followed by “Agree and Start Free Download” to begin the install. When asked if you want to
“run or save this file?”, click on “Run” and follow the prompts to install the software. 

As an alternative, you can visit the site java.com and install the Java software directly from there prior to
running Spectrum.

6.2.6.9.1  Configuration (EPP)

The first step under incidence is to define the epidemic structure of the country by selecting an
appropriate template.

Define the epidemic structure.

1. Right click on the top entry under National epidemic structure.  Select the appropriate template. 
There are three template options: Concentrated (C), From UNAIDS Workbook, and Urban/rural (G).
For most countries with generalized epidemics use the Urban/Rural template. For most other
countries, use the Concentrated template.
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Alternatively, create a custom template by left clicking on the top entry and then add or delete sub-
epidemics or sub-populations using the buttons to the left, as shown below. For each sub-population, be
sure to select any special characteristics it may have. To rename an item, right click it in the epidemic
structure tree and choose "Rename".

Define the sub-population characteristics

2. Highlight the sub-population in the epidemic structure.

3. Click on the characteristic of that sub-population (for examples sex workers should be “FSW” and the
“General pop women” should be “low risk”).  

4. Repeat this for each sub-population

5. Click on “Save and continue”

Generalised epidemics:

For many countries with generalised epidemics, one urban and one rural sub-population are sufficient
to describe the epidemic. Alternatively you could create sub-epidemics by region if there are significant
differences in regions of the country. 

Box 1. Producing estimates for sub-national regions other than rural and urban

In some setting it might be necessary to create estimates based on sub-national regions to provide
more specific estimates. Three options are available to help countries create sub-national estimates.  

Option 1.  Create a national Spectrum file using urban/rural configuration and apply the HIV
prevalence by region through an excel sheet

Option 2.  Create a national Spectrum file using sub-regions (instead of urban/rural) to fit curves and
display a regional summary table within Spectrum
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Option 3.  Create separate regional Spectrum files

Option 1 

Fit the epidemic curve using urban and rural for generalized and most-at-risk populations for
concentrated epidemics.  Prepare a single Spectrum file for the national projection. Use a
spreadsheet to allocate key indicators by region (example available) based on regional prevalence
from national survey or surveillance. 

Use this option when there are few surveillance sites but one or more national surveys exist.  The
disadvantage is that estimates are only for regions with HIV prevalence in the national survey and it
assumes epidemic dynamics are the same in each region of the country.  

Example: Kenya district level estimates.

Option 2

Create an epidemic structure in the configuration page using regions.  Assign the sites to each region
and produce sub-epidemic curves for each region. Produce national curve in Spectrum. Use
Spectrum’s Regional Table output to see regional estimates.  
Use this option when a number of surveillance sites are available in each region.  This option captures
the different epidemics for each region. However the indicators are only allocated on the basis of
prevalence or incidence.

Option 3

Create one separate Spectrum file and curve fit for each region.  Use the Spectrum Aggregate tool to
produce a national estimate.  

Use this option when there are many surveillance sites in each region and you have full epidemic
information for each region (programme data, size estimates, non-AIDS population data).  This option
produces full epidemic information (all variables) for each region.  However it requires that all of the
demographic projection information is available by region. 

Examples: Mozambique, India, China.

Concentrated epidemics:

For concentrated epidemics each sub-population created will require the following data: HIV prevalence
data, estimates of the number of persons in the population, average time spent with the risk behaviour
for those sub-populations of persons with high risk behaviour. Do not create sub-populations for which
no data are available. 

In concentrated and low level epidemics, if there are less than 3 data points from consistent surveillance
sites for sub-populations at increased risk to HIV, then use the Workbook template. (As described earlier,
you will need to derive point prevalence estimates for several years using Workbook and then will enter
those into the incidence page to generate a curve.)
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Tip: In countries with well documented concentrated epidemics in which HIV in the general population
has increased beyond 1% (such as, Russia, Ukraine, Myanmar, Thailand), the concentrated epidemic
template should continue to be used.

Define the populations 

The Define Pops page allows you to define the size of each sub-population.

Generalised epidemic (urban/rural template):

In a generalised epidemic, when using the urban/rural structure, you define the number of the adult
population in urban and rural areas by specifying the percentage of the population living in urban areas. If
using the urban/rural structure, this is all you need to enter. The software already contains the United
Nations Population Division values for each country and these are displayed when you first open this
page. If you wish to change the urban percentages, you can by filling in the cells marked in blue. When
done, click on “Save and continue” to store your results.

Generalised epidemic (user defined regions):

If instead you have created your national epidemic using a set of regional sub-populations, you will need
to provide the population for each of those regions. The table will appear as shown below.  At the bottom
of the table is the total number of people aged 15-49 years in the population (based on the UN Population
Division Non-AIDS estimates).  You must assign all of this population to different groups within the
epidemic structure.
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6. For each region, enter the population for each year from 1970 to the end of the projection. Make
sure the numbers for each year sum to the national total populations and that “Population still to
assign” is zero for each column.

Tip: When you return to an existing Spectrum file and update the file with new demographic data,
including overall population size, the population still to assign will no longer equal 0.  To automatically
adjust the population to the updated population figure select “Adjust for changed pop” and EPP will apply
the same annual regional distribution to the new population. 

7. When done entering all population, click on “Save and continue”

If you do not have populations for each year, but do know the percentages of the total population in each
region in the starting and ending year, it is possible to have the software fill in the table for you. To do
this:

8. Change to percentages by selecting “Percent” next to the word “Display:” at the bottom left-hand side
of the page.

9. Fill in the percentages of the population in each region for the first year, 1970, in the table. Make
sure that the percentages sum to 100% so that “Population still to assign” is zero.  

10. Fill in the percentages for the final year, 2020, in the final column in the table. These need not be the
same percentages, as the software will assume they grow or decrease according to the values you
enter. Again, make sure that the percentages sum to 100% so that “Population still to assign” is zero.
 

11. Click on the button “Calculate Proportional Values” and the software will fill in the additional entries
for the entire table.

12. Hit “Save and continue” to store your results and return to the AIM interface.
 
You can also use “Calculate Proportional Values” for the actual populations (instead of the percentages) if
you have the total population in each region for the first year and final year. The procedure is the same:
fill in the table for the first and last years, making sure that “Population still to assign” is zero for both
years. Then click on “Calculate Proportional Values”.
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Concentrated epidemics:

For concentrated epidemics this page is more challenging. There are two sub-pages.  On the first page
the user should provide the estimates of the number of persons in each sub-population. Alternatively the
percent of the adult population in each sub-population can be provided. These values can be changed
over time if data permit. This is done exactly as previously described for generalized epidemics using
user-defined regions. 

6. Enter the estimated population size or the proportion of the adult (15-49) population in each sub-
population by year (see previous section for a description of the procedure)

Box 2. Estimates of the size of key populations at increased risk to HIV (For low and
concentrated epidemics)

The estimates of the size of key populations should be based on studies from the country.  (Guidelines
on how to estimate the sizes of most-at-risk populations are available at the UNAIDS website.)  For
clients of sex workers, consider using higher size estimates than those available from Demographic and
Health Surveys or other population-based surveys. The West African Modes of Transmission project
suggests that estimates of client of sex workers are higher than the estimates from these surveys,
when calculated on the basis of estimates of number of sex workers combined with data on number of
clients reported by sex workers.

Consider applying the percent of the population with increased risk to HIV (for example MSM or IDU) to
only the urban population if these behaviours are relatively rare in the rural populations. Similarly,
consider using a smaller percent when applying percent of rural population that are sex workers and
clients of sex workers.

Some estimates of population sizes by region 
(MSM and clients as % of male pop ages 15-49; FSW as % of female pop ages 15-49

Men having sex with men Injecting drug users
General High risk E. Europe and C. Asia 0.06 – 5.21%
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E. Asia 3 – 5% <2.8% E. Asia and the Pacific 0.021 – 1.33%
S & SE Asia 6 – 12% 1.2-7.2% M East, N. Africa, SSA 0.05 – 2.07%  
E. Europe 6 – 15% 1-5.5% Latin America 0.29 – 1.15%
Latin America 6 – 20% 0.8-4.8% & Caribbean

Female sex workers Clients of sex workers
Sub-Saharan Africa 0.4 – 4.3% All 9 – 10%
Asia 0.2 – 2.6% Central Africa 13 – 15%
Russian Federation 0.1 – 1.5% Eastern and southern Africa 10 – 11%
E. Europe 0.4 – 1.4% Asia 5 – 7%
W. Europe 0.1 – 1.4% Latin America 5 – 7%
Latin America 0.2 – 7.4%

Source: Sexually Transmitted Infections, 2006 Jun; 82 (suppl)3; Mathers B et al Lancet 2008,
372:1733-1745.

For concentrated epidemics, additional information is required on the proportion of the sub-population
that is male and the average duration an individual stays in the sub-population. These are used to
calculate female/male ratios and to calculate the rate of turnover in the sub-population. This is provided
on page 2 of the define populations page titled “% Male and Turnover” if you are using a concentrated
epidemic template. 
  
7. Indicate whether people are likely to move in and out of this sub-population. If you have evidence

that there is a turnover in these groups (i.e. that sex workers move in and out of the sex work
occupation) you should select the “on” button.  Populations that are static such as the remaining
populations will have no turnover. 

8. Enter the estimated time (in years) that a person spends in that sub-population. This is used to
determine the rate at which new members enter and old members leave the population. For example
if it is set to 5 years, then 1/5 of the population must change every year, i.e., 20% of older members
are replaced by newer ones. Sex workers in particular are known in most countries to have a short
average duration (few years). See box 3

9. If turnover has been selected you will need to specify where the population will go after “turnover”,
or after they have left the most-at-risk population. 

10. You also need to determine whether to add the prevalence of each sub-population to the overall
prevalence or to replace it.  You should choose “add prevalence” if those who are HIV positive from
the former at-risk group members are added to the HIV positive members of the target population.
This means they have NOT been captured in surveillance. You will need to “replace prevalence” if
some of the people who are HIV positive in the target population are assumed to come from the
former at-risk populations. The remaining infections that occurred “within group” are calculated.
Identify the population to which the prevalence from the most-at-risk group should be added. 
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Box 3. Examples of adding or replacing prevalence in concentrated epidemics

Replacing prevalence: Suppose we have former sex workers who are detected in antenatal testing. If
we fit the data to ANC prevalence, then some of the prevalence here is due to former sex workers and
some is due to other sources of infection, e.g., husband-to-wife or boyfriend-girlfriend heterosexual
transmission. Thus, the HIV infections among ex-sex workers replace some of the detected prevalence
in ANC women. They do not increase the overall prevalence rate among ANC women, but they do mean
that less transmission occurred through the other routes of transmission. 

Adding prevalence: On the other hand men who injected drugs while young and then stopped are
unlikely to be detected since we do not have routine surveillance in male populations. We do not detect
these infections in our surveillance, but the infections are definitely still out there. We need to add these
undetected infections into our total prevalence picture. For former male clients or injecting drug users
then, we would want to add these additional infections into the overall prevalence in the male
population.

Estimates of time in most-at-risk populations by region
Average duration of female sex w ork, by region

Region Duration of behaviour in years
Africa 5.5 (4 studies)
Asia/Oceania 2.9 (12 studies)
North America 10.2 to 11.0 (3 studies)
Europe 8.4 to 10.0 (10 studies)
Latin America 11.2 to 12.0 (6 studies)

Average duration of injecting drug use, by region
Region Duration of behaviour in years
Africa 5.6 (1 study)
Asia 8.7 (6 studies)
Oceania 17 (1 study)
Europe 13.9 (1 study)
North America 9.5 (1 study)
South America 21 or 19.6 (9 studies)

 
S ource: Fazito E, Cuchi P, Mahy M, Brown T. Analysis of duration of risk behavior for key populations: a
literature review S ex T ransm  Infec 2012;88:i24-I32. doi:10.1136/sextrans-2012-050647.
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6.2.6.9.2  Surveillance data (EPP)

Once the epidemic structure and populations have been defined it is time to enter the available HIV
prevalence data.  From the AIM menu choose: Incidence and Surveillance Data (EPP). This will take you
to the Surveillance Data page. There is a separate data entry spreadsheet for each sub-population. When
the page is initially open it only has one row (each row represents the data from one site).  

1. Count the number of sites with data for the sub-population.  Add rows on the data entry page by
clicking on “Add sites” so that there is one set of rows per site. (For each site there is a row for the
prevalence and a row for the sample size.) You can also add a number of sites at a time using “Add
Multiple” and entering the number of sites to be added. 

2. Enter the surveillance data:  If the data are already available in a spreadsheet format it is easy to
copy and paste the data into the workset. Copy and paste the site names into the far left column.
Copy and paste the data into the page for that sub-population (e.g. for urban sites or for sex
workers).  When pasting the data, be sure that the years align correctly.

3. Press “Save and continue”.  If you forget this step you will lose the data that you have pasted into the
page!  Enter the data for all of the remaining sub-populations using the same steps as above. After
you have saved the data for the last sub-population, you will be automatically taken to the Surveys
tab.

Tip:  If the sample sizes for each site are not available change the “Display” variable to be “% HIV”. This
will allow you to copy and paste just the prevalence information by site into the workset.  

Tip: Prevalence estimates should be entered as whole numbers not as percentages. So prevalence of
12% should be entered as 12, not as 0.12.

Tip: Be sure the boxes on the left corner are ticked.  If they are not ticked the site will not be included in
the fitting of the model.

Tip: if you do not enter sample sizes, you will receive a message when you click “Save and continue” that
will inform you that all samples sizes are being set to a default of 300.

Tip: If the prevalence for a site is 0% and this is an actual measured value (not one created to anchor
the early prevalence), then leave it in the data set along with its sample size.

Tip: if you get a warning that the prevalence is too low for the sample size, you have entered a
prevalence value that could not be determined from a set of measurements with the sample size you
provided. Please use a larger sample size that reflects the actual origin of the prevalence value. For
example, one could not determine a prevalence of 0.5% with a  sample of 100 as this would imply that
only one-half a person was living with HIV.
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4. Enter survey data. If your country has collected HIV prevalence in a national population based survey
you can add those data here to inform your curve.  Data can be entered for up to 5 surveys.  Be sure
to include the prevalence, survey year, standard error, sample size for the survey, and the non-
response rate for HIV testing (that is the percent of the total survey sample who did not receive an
HIV test for any reason: refusal to provide blood, missing test, or not interviewed. In DHS reports this
is 100% minus the “percentage interviewed and tested”).  In some surveys the HIV prevalence
results from national population based surveys can be biased because of persons refusing to take
part in the survey or persons who are absent from the household at the time of the survey.  Many
surveys thus publish an estimate of HIV prevalence adjusted for any non-response bias.  These
adjusted values are available on the training workshop CD or in the published reports. HIV prevalence
values which have been adjusted for non-response should be used in the model.

If your country does not have HIV prevalence data from a national population survey, click on the button
labeled “Do not include any surveys in the fitting process”.  

6.2.6.9.3  Curve f itting

On this page the data entered in the previous pages are used to create an HIV epidemic curve and to
analyze the uncertainty around that curve. There are three models that can be used for the curve fitting:

R-Spline: This will be the best model for most applications.

R-Trend: This will be the best model for countries with many years (8+) of surveillance data and
many (7+) surveillance sites. 

EPP Classic. This will be the best model for countries with few data points.

1. Select the model you wish to use in the upper left portion of the screen.  

2. If you are running the model as an exercise, click the “Training” button under “Purpose of run” a
smaller number of curves will be calculated (400). If you are running the model as your final country
estimation, click “For national projection” under “Purpose of run” which will increase the number of
curves to 1,900.  This number of curves will take much longer to run. 
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3. To produce the HIV incidence curve, click the green ‘Fit’ button.  This will fit a curve for the sub-
population selected. To run the curves for all sub-populations together, click ‘Fit all’ after selecting
each sub-population in the list of sub-populations on the right and choosing the model to be used for
each one.

4. Review the curve. The median curve will be shown as a red line and the 95% confidence intervals
will be shown as blue dashed lines.  Make sure the start year of the epidemic reflects the best
understanding of the HIV epidemic in your country. This is especially important if you are using EPP
classic or R-Trend. 

5. If you are satisfied with the fit choose “Save and continue” and move on to fitting a curve for the next
sub-population.  

6. If you are not satisfied with the curve you can use the model parameters tab in the lower left of the
interface to constrain the curves (see Box 4). For example if there is little data for early on in the
epidemic, the model will often allow the curves to grow very quickly at the start of the epidemic. 
This can be constrained by limiting the prevalence in 1980 to <1% (or some appropriate value). 

Box 4.  Setting restrictions on prevalence curves

In some instances, where there is limited data, the models will find curves that are not realistic given
what is known about the epidemic in your country. If the model produces curves that are not realistic,
constraints should be placed on the curves using the Model parameters tab. Under this tab, you can: a)
alter the range of possible start years to be more realistic for your country; and 2) apply conditions on
prevalence that allow you to eliminate epidemiologically unrealistic sets of curves. These constraints on
start years and prevalence should be used sparingly and with careful consideration of the following
guidance:

1. Before  making prevalence  condit ions make sure  the  start  y ear covers the  full range of
possible  start  y ears  (a range of about 15-20 years). Normally, they should start up to 5 years
before the first detection of local transmission of HIV or AIDS in your country and run until about 5
years after the first non-zero data point. This will give the models the flexibility they need to
consider all possibilities. NOTE: this does not apply to R-Spline where the start year is already set in
a country-specific way.

2. A lso before  apply ing any  prevalence  condit ions run the  model without  any  constra ints.
Then carefully examine the results to determine if there are curves which are absolutely outside the
realm of possibilities given your data.

3. Limit  the  number of prevalence  condit ions to the  minimum number needed  to eliminate
unrealistic curves. If you apply too many constraints you may eliminate curves that are legitimate
fits to the data given its statistical uncertainties.

4. Do not  set  lower constra ints  and higher constra ints  in the  same y ear. This will artificially
restrict the uncertainty in your curves and they will not reflect the true uncertainty in your data.

5. A void sett ing restra ints  close  to y ears in which data are  available (within 3-5 years) if
possible. If you must apply them in the available data range use them to reflect knowledge of
allowable prevalence in the early stages of the epidemic when data was less available or to
eliminate unrealistically high curves, e.g., 80-90% prevalence or 5 to 10 times the peak prevalence
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in the EPP fit during the data years.

6. Look at  the  result ing fit  (red line  with crosses) re lat ive  to the  data in terms of deciding
if the  fit  is  reasonable and not necessarily the full range of possible curves (gray) some of which
may be very high or low in future years. These high or low future values may reflect the true
uncertainty in your epidemic’s future when data are sparse. 

It is important to know that some calibration is normally done during the fitting procedure. If you have
entered surveys in either a generalized or concentrated epidemic, they are used to adjust the final results
of the calculation using a method that picks a best fit curve that is a good balance between the survey
data and the observed surveillance data. It should be noted that this curve will not always pass exactly
through the survey point itself – this is normal, do not be concerned by it. You can change it on the next
page, the Calibration Page.

If you do not have surveys, but have marked your sub-populations as either urban or rural on the Define
Epidemics page (or used the urban/rural template, which automatically sets these values), then
downward adjustments will be made based on the observed urban and rural difference between national
surveys and surveillance data in a large number of countries. Again, these adjustments are done
automatically during the fitting procedure for generalized epidemics. For concentrated epidemics, no such
global adjustments are made at present, although again normally some downward adjustment will need
to be made for surveillance data done with women attending antenatal clinics. This adjustment can be
made on the Calibration Page that follows the Project Page.

On the Calibration tab you can calibrate the curve based on additional data sources. 
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Generalised epidemics:

On this page you are able to adjust the curves based on any national population based survey data that
you have entered.  If you have had one or more national surveys then you can use all of the data from
those surveys. Alternatively you could use the most recent survey if it better represents HIV prevalence
than the earlier survey.

If you have not had a national population based survey then leave the default setting on “Use the
modeling results as they are”. As described earlier, this has already shifted urban and rural prevalence
down to roughly 80% of the original value based on evidence from numerous surveys that ANC
surveillance overestimates adult HIV prevalence.

There are additional options available for adjusting the curves, which are described in the next section,
but these are not normally used in generalised epidemics. 

Concentrated epidemics:

The calibration page gives you the option of specifying either an expected prevalence in a given year or a
scale factor for each individual sub-population. 

To use the calibration section:

7. Select the sub-population you wish to scale in the list of sub-populations shown 

8. Select one of the options

i. Use the modeling results are they are. This option keeps the calibration that was established
during the fitting.

ii. Adjust the results taking into account a ll surveys. This calculates an average offset between
the EPP fitted curve and the survey values in the years where surveys are done. This is then
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applied to modeled prevalence curve.

iii. Adjust the result for this projection to agree w ith most recent survey. This calculates an offset
that assures the adjusted EPP curve goes directly through the survey most recently completed
and applies it to the modeled curve.

iv. Adjust the results to global defaults for urban/rura l bias in surveillance data. In the case of
generalized epidemics, this adjusts all urban and rural sub-population projections downward
by UNAIDS-specified urban and rural amounts developed by comparing national surveys with
ANC data in a number of countries.

v. Adjust HIV  prevalence to a user specified va lue. This calibrates the best fit curve by multiplying
all prevalence values by a constant number which ensures that the adjusted best fit curve goes
through a user-specified prevalence value in a user-specified year. This might be the value
from a more representative sample of the specific surveillance population, e.g., an IBBS study
of female sex workers.

vi. S ca le the results up and dow n by a factor. Choosing this option scales all prevalence by the
user-provided provided number. For example, if you enter 0.5, it gives a prevalence curve with
each value cut in half.

vii. Remove all calibrations. This removes all calibrations done during the curve fitting and uses the
EPP curve without any upward or downward adjustments.

Box 5. Adjusting prevalence for the “remaining population” (low risk populations)

ANC prevalence can represent the remaining female population.  However, when using surveillance
data from ANC to describe the remaining female population the ANC estimate needs to be adjusted
because women attending ANC are likely to have higher HIV prevalence because of biases in the
geographic selection of antenatal clinics in the sentinel surveillance as well as a bias in the age of
women attending ANC versus women in the general population.  Comparing data available from ANC
against HIV prevalence coming from population based surveys in 12 low and concentrated epidemic
countries (or states), show that on average, HIV prevalence among all women was 60 percent of that
measured in ANC prevalence.  Thus a proposed adjustment value for women in the remaining
population of 0.6 is required when assigning the ANC data to the remaining female population.  The
option “Scale HIV by factor of” should be chosen and 0.6 should be entered into the cell. 

For men a similar analysis showed that the scale of HIV prevalence in the remaining male population is
approximately 0.5 of ANC prevalence.  Thus the adjustment from ANC data to men in the general
population should be 0.5.  (Note that these adjustments are based on a small number of countries.) 

If prevalence is available from a population-based survey (e.g. India, Cambodia, Dominican Republic,
Senegal, or Mali) use the survey results to calibrate the general population prevalence.  

Where universal PMTCT is standard practice (as in Russian Federation, Thailand, among others) it is
possible to use these data to also inform the prevalence among the female remaining population. 
However it is important to standardize the data coming from the PMTCT system to the age structure of
the general female population.  Similarly if there are data on men from a universal service, such as
mandatory military service, (which does not increase their risk to HIV) these data can also be used to
inform prevalence among the male remaining population.

Once completed you should click on ‘Save and continue’ to move to the Fitting Results page. Here you
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can review the resulting prevalence trends by population type and also see the national trend that is
produced by combining the trends for all the sub-populations. Just select the population you want to
examine from the list at the top right of the page [A].

You may also compare your new results with the prevalence trends from a previous projection by clicking
the ‘Compare’ button [B]. That will display a screen like the one shown below. You need to click the
‘Load’ button and select the comparison projection’s Spectrum (*.SPT) file which contains the necessary
information from the previous projection. Then the charts will compare your new projection (red) with
the previous projection (blue) for prevalence, inciden

ce, population size and female to male ratio (for concentrated epidemics only, this will remain blank for
generalized epidemics where female to male ratio is calculated within Spectrum). When you have
finished viewing this page, close it by clicking the ‘X’ in the top right of the window.
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For some countries you will also be able to check the estimated number of AIDS cases or HIV infections
(prevalence or incidence) from the new trend with program data on the reported number of AIDS and
HIV cases. Select this option by clicking the ‘Data Check’ button. This will bring up the display shown. 

If you enter start and end years below the graph and check the box marked “Normalize”, the reported
and model data for those years will be adjusted to the same scale as can be seen by comparing the
graphs below.
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Once you have finished viewing the results click ‘Save and continue’ to move to the next step. 

6.2.6.9.4  Direct incidence input

Direct input of incidence is used only when you already have an incidence projection that you want to
use. In most cases you should go through the Configuration, Surveillance, and Curve fitting steps to
create an incidence projection.

6.2.6.10 Set the pattern of incidence by sex and age

For concentrated epidemics the curve fitting process will produce an estimate of the sex ratio (the ratio of
female prevalence to male prevalence). For generalized epidemics a default pattern will be automatically
used that describes the general pattern of an increasing proportion of female infections reaching a ratio
of 1.38 ten years after the start of the epidemic. 

You can review the sex ratio trend by select the Sex/age pattern menu item. It will show a screen like
this:
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You should examine the chart and determine if this trend is appropriate for your country. If it is not, you
can enter a new pattern.

The second tab in this editor (HIV age distribution) allows you to examine and change the ratios of
incidence by age to the reference age group (25-29). In most cases you should accept the default
pattern. 

6.2.6.11 Results

Select the Results menu item to see a drop down menu with the categories of HIV/AIDS indicators. They
are:

Total population

Adults (15-49)

Adult 15+

Young adults (15-24)

Children (0-14)

Children under 1

Children 1-4

Children under 2

PMTCT
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Regional table

AIDS impacts

Orphans

Each category contains indicators that Spectrum can display. Choose one of these indicators, for
example, HIV+ population.  The following screen will appear:

On this screen you can set the options for displaying the results. 

A. Chart type. Select the type of chart you wish to display. 

B. Sex. By default this is set to display both sexes, but you can change it to male or female only. 

C. Display interval. By default this is set to display every year. 

D. First year and Final year. By default this is set to the first and final year of your projection. 

Once you have set the options, click Ok at the bottom of the screen.  This will display a chart showing the
indicator you have chosen, according to the variables you have selected on the previous screen.  The
following is an example of a line graph: 
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You can open up to 10 projections at one time and display the results in the same chart. The name of
each projection that you open will appear at the bottom of the screen. 

6.2.6.12 Save the projection

Save the projection by click the Spectrum menu button and selecting Save or Save As or by selecting
Home and clicking the Save icon. . 

6.2.6.13 Comparing projections

If you want to compare your new projection with a previous one you can open a ‘Comparison Projection’.
Click on the Spectrum menu icon in the upper left corner of the Spectrum window and select ‘Open
Comparison’ then select the previous projection. You will now have two projections open in Spectrum.
Any charts you display will show both the current and the comparison projection so that you can see what
has changed. You can use the editors to see the inputs to the comparison projection but you will not be
able to change anything. When Spectrum re-projects the current projection it will not re-project the
comparison projection. This maintains the integrity of the previous projection and uses it only for
comparison purposes. 

6.2.6.14 Creating alternate projections

You can compare alternate projections by opening two or more files that have exactly the same inputs
except for one indicator that you wish to examine. For example you might want to see the effect on AIDS
deaths of increasing ART coverage. The easiest way to do this is to start by opening the base file. Then
open the same file again. When you try to do this Spectrum will recognize that you are trying to open the
same file twice. It will ask you if you want to go ahead and do this or if you want to rename the
projection as you load it. If you choose to rename it, you can provide a new name, such as ‘Expanded
ART’. Then you will have two projections opens that are exactly the same. You can then edit the
‘Expanded  ART’ projection and change the projected ART coverage. Then you can display the number of
AIDS deaths to see the effect of expanded coverage. 
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When multiple projections are open Spectrum will display the names of the projections at the bottom of
the screen and show an asterisk next to the active projection. This is the projection that will appear when
you edit the data. To edit a different projection, click the Set Active button (when the Modules menu
item is selected) and select the projection to edit. 

6.2.6.15 Uncertainty analysis

Spectrum can calculate the range of plausible values for each of the output indicators. To use this feature
you should open one, and only one, projection. If you have more than one projection open the uncertainty
menu option will not appear. 

To start an uncertainty analysis, select Tools from the main menu and then click the Uncertainty
Analysis icon. You will see a display like the one below. 

The column labeled ‘s.d.’ shows the standard deviation (as a proportion of the mean value) used in the
uncertainty analysis. You can change any of these standard values if you wish to try a larger or smaller
range. The uncertainty analysis will randomly select parameter values for each of these indicators for
each iteration.  

By default the number of iterations is set to 1000. It will take 20-40 minutes to generate 1000 runs. You
can test the procedure by changing this to a smaller number but should generate 1000 curves for your
final analysis. 

When you are ready to go, click the ‘Process’ button to start the analysis. When it is finished you can
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select any of the indicators to display the average curve and the 95% plausibility bounds. A summary
table, shown below, is available to display the ranges for all indicators for a selected year. 

6.2.7 Methodology

6.2.7.1 Structure

The population is tracked over time by age, sex, HIV state and duration in that HIV state. The population
array is defined as popa,t,s,h,d where:

a = age (0..79, 80+, total)

s = sex (male, female, both)

t = time in years (1 = first year of projection)

h = HIV state

For children (0-14) the HIV states are:
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Neg: not infected

Asym: HIV+, infected at birth

BF_LT6: HIV+, infected 0-6 months after birth through breastfeeding

BF_6to12: HIV+, infected 6-12 months after birth through breastfeeding

BF_GT12: HIV+, infected 12+ moths after birth through breastfeeding

OnART: HIV+ and on ART

For adults (15+) the HIV states are:

Neg: not infected

CD4_<50: HIV+, CD4 count < 50 cells/µl

CD4_50-99: HIV+, CD4 count 50-99 cells/µl

CD4_100-199: HIV+, CD4 count 100-199 cells/µl

CD4_200-349: HIV+, CD4 count 200-349 cells/µl

CD4_350-500: HIV+, CD4 count 350-500 cells/µl

CD4_500+: HIV+, CD4 count > 500 cells/µl

ART_<50: On ART, initiated with CD4 count < 50 cells/µl

ART_50-99: On ART, initiated with CD4 count 50-99 cells/µl

ART_100-199: On ART, initiated with CD4 count 100-199 cells/µl

ART_200-349: On ART, initiated with CD4 count 200-349 cells/µl

ART_350-500: On ART, initiated with CD4 count 350-500 cells/µl

ART_500+: On ART, initiated with CD4 count > 500 cells/µl

d = duration (number of years in the HIV state), dAll refers to all durations. For adults duration is always
1 for those who are not infected and those not on ART. For those on ART there are three levels: 0-6
months, 7-12 months, and 12+ months.

Whenever a subscript is omitted it means that the variable refers to all categories. For example Pa,t,s,h,d
defines the population by each of the five characteristics, whereas Pa,t,s,h refers to the population of

age a, sex s, HIV state h at time t for all durations d and Pt refers to the total population of all ages, both

sexes, all HIV states and all durations at time t.

6.2.7.2 Initializing the population

The base year population may be entered as single ages or by five year age groups. If it is entered by
five year age groups then it is split into single ages using a modified Beers approach as described in the
manual for DemProj. In the base year the entire population is assumed to be HIV-negative. 

6.2.7.3 Progressing the population to the next year

The first step in the projection is to progress the population from the previous year to the current year
including all processes not related to HIV: aging, non-AIDS mortality, migration and births. These
calculations start with the second year of the projection and continue until the final year. Each population
group progresses one year in age and one year longer duration in the current state. Each population
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group is also subjected to non-AIDS mortality according to the input non-AIDS life expectancy and the
selected model life table. The non-AIDS mortality rate is applied equally to all HIV states and durations
within a specific age and sex group. Migration is calculated as a proportion of the population in each
category. Thus we assume that migrants, whether in- or out-migrants, are distributed by HIV state and
duration in that state according to the distribution of the resident population. The migration rate (mr) is
the average number of migrants during the year divided by the population at the beginning of the period. 

6.2.7.3.1  Uninfected population

The population that is not infected is progressed subject to aging, non-AIDS mortality and migration. 

Pa,s,t,h,d = Pa-1,s,t-1,h,d-1 x (sra-1,a,t + mra,s,t * [1 + sra-1,a,t]/2)

Where:

h = 0 (uninfected)

sra-1,a,t,s = proportion of population of sex s at time t surviving from age a-1 to age a. The

survival rates defined by country-specific life tables. In most cases these have been
prepared by the United Nations Population Division. You may also use any of the nine
model life tables built-into DemProj.

mra,s,t = migration rate for age a and sex s at time t. This is expressed as a proportion of the

resident population. 

For the HIV-infected population the calculations are somewhat different depending on the age group.

6.2.7.3.2  Children 0-4

For ages 1-14 (a) and each HIV state (h)

Pa,s,t,h,d = Pa-1,s,t-1,h,d-1 x (sra-1,a,t,s + mra,s,t x [1 + sra-1,a,t,s]/2)

6.2.7.3.3  Children 15 years old

At age 15 children transition from the HIV states associated with children 0-14 (uninfected, infected at
birth, infected through breastfeeding at 0-6/7-12/12+ months, on ART) to the adult HIV states
(uninfected, infected but not on ART by CD4 category, on ART by CD4 category at initiation). Children
who are not on ART are distributed by CD4 category according to the pattern shown in Table 8. These
patterns were derived from the HIV Paediatric Prognostic Markers Collaborative Study (HPPMCS) which
took place in western countries before ART was available. The study included a meta-analysis of
individual longitudinal data on 3,941 HIV-1 infected children enrolled in cohort studies and randomized
control trials in the USA and Europe. Care was taken to avoid using the same children in multiple
studies.1 

Table 8. Distribution of 15-year olds not on ART by CD4 count category
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For HIV states (h) including those infected at birth and through breastfeeding:

Not_on_ARTt = Σh Pa-1,t-1,s,h,d

For CD4 count categories (h) from <50 to >500:

P15,t,s,h,1 = Not_on_ART x CD4h

Where CD4h is as defined in column 2 of table 8.

Children on ART are distributed by CD4 count at initiation according to the pattern in column 3 of table 8
which is based on typical patters for adults 15-19 years old. 

1 Dunn D. Short-term risk of disease progression in HIV-1-infected children receiving no antiretroviral
therapy or zidovudine monotherapy: a meta-analysis. Lancet 2003;362(9396):1605-11.

6.2.7.3.4  Adults 15 to 79 years old

For most countries with concentrated epidemics some portion HIV infections is among people who inject
drugs (PWID). In addition to the risks of HIV-related mortality PWID experience higher rates of non-HIV
mortality compared to those who do not inject drugs. A review of mortality data found a crude non-AIDS
mortality rate of about 2.5% among PWID.1 AIM includes this excess mortality by adjusting the survival
rate for all HIV+ adults by the proportion of the HIV+ population that is PWID and the excess mortality. 

sr'a,t,s = 1 – {(1 - sra,t,s) + [0.025 – ( 1- sra,t,s)] x PropPWIDt x PropPWIDSexs 

/ (Pa-1,t-1,s /Pa-1,t-1,BothSexes)}

where:

sr’a,t,s = adjusted survival rate taking into account the excess mortality of PWID

0.025 = the crude non-AIDS mortality rate for PWID
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PropPWIDt = proportion of all HIV+ adults that are PWID

PropPWIDSexs = proportion of all PWID of sex s

If the population structure does not include designation of PWID (as is the case in most generalized
epidemics) then no adjustment is made to the survival rate. 

HIV-infected adults over the age of 15 are progressed by accounting for aging, non-AIDS mortality and
migration occurring to people in each CD4 category. 

For age a from 16 to 80, and all HIV h states and durations d:

Pa,s,t,h,d = Pa-1,s,t-1,h,d-1 x (sr’a-1,a,t,s + mra,s,t x [1 + sr’a-1,a,t,s]/2)

For those who are not on ART, HIV status h varies from CD4 count <50 to >500. For those on ART HIV
status h is the CD4 count category at ART initiation. 

The number of non-AIDS deaths in each year is the population in the previous year multiplied by one
minus the survival rate. 

For all HIV states h and all durations d 

Da,t,s = popa-1,t-1,s,h,d * (1 – sr’a-1,a,t,s)

+ (miga-1,t-1 s + miga,t,s) / 2 x (1 – sr’a-1,a,t,s)

Where:
Da,t,s = deaths occurring from t-1 to t to the population of age a and sex s

miga,t,s = number of migrants of age a and sex s in year t

1 Mathers BD, Degenhardt L, Bucello C, Lemon J, Wiessing L, Hickman M. Mortality among people who
inject drugs: a systematica review and meta-analysis

6.2.7.3.5  Adults 80+

For those aged 80+ the calculations include those aged 79 the previous year who age into the 80+ age
group and those aged 80+ in the previous year who may remain in this age group or die. 

P80+,t,s,h,d = P79,t-1,s,h,d x (sr’79,80,t,s + mr79,s,t x [1 + sr’79,80,t,s]/2)

+ P80+,t-1,s,h,d x (sr’80+,80+,t,s + mr80+,s,t x [1 + sr’80+,80+,t,s]/2)

6.2.7.4 Births

The number of births is calculated from the number of women of reproductive age (15-49), the total
fertility rate and the age distribution of fertility. 
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Bt = Σa=15-49 Pa,t,female x TFRt x ASFRa,t

Where:

Bt = the number of births occurring in year t

Pa,t,female = the number of women of age a at time t

TFRt = the total fertility rate at time t

ASFRa,t = the percentage of life time births that occur to women of age a at time t

Total births are split into male and female births using the sex ratio at birth:

Bmale,t = Bt x SexRatiot / (1 + SexRatiot)

Bfemale,t = Bt x 1 / (1 + SexRatiot)

Where:

Bs,t = births of sex s at time t

SexRatiot = the number of male births per 100 female births at time t

Women who are HIV+ have lower fertility than those who are not infected.1 However, that does not affect
the calculation of total births since this calculation is based on the TFR as measured by surveys, which
would already include any depressing effect of HIV infection. The calculation of births to HIV+ women,
described below, is adjusted to account for this effect. 

The number of children younger than one is calculated from births, survival to the end of the year and
migration. We use ½ the annual migration rate since only half of migrants in the youngest age group will
still less than one year of age by the end of the time year. For the migrants we use 2/3 of the survival
rate since, on average, they will subject to only ½ year of mortality, but mortality in the first six months
of life is higher than during the second six months. 

P0,t,s = Bs,t x (srbirth,0,t,s + migr 0,t,s /2 x (1 + 2 x srbirth,0,t,s) / 3

Deaths occurring to newborns are calculated in a similar fashion.

D0,t,s = Bs,t * {1 – sr’birth,0,t,s + mig0,t-1 s / [2 x (1 – sr’birth,0,t,s)/3]}

1 Chen WJ, Walker N. Fertility of HIV- infected women: insights from Demographic and Health Surveys
S ex T ransm  Infect 2010 86: ii22-ii27
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6.2.7.5 HIV+ adults not on ART

In each time step the HIV+ adults in each CD4 category may remain in that category, die from HIV-related
causes, initiate ART or progress to the next lower CD4 category. Thus new exits from the CD4 category are
calculated as:

Xa,t,s,h  = Pa,t-1,s,h x (µa,s,h + λa,h + ca,s,h,t)

Where:

Xa,t,s,h = number of HIV+ adults leaving the CD4 category h

µa,s,h = annual mortality rate of HIV+ adults of age a, sex s and CD4 category h

λa,h = proportion of HIV+ adults progressing the next lower CD4 count category

ca,s,h,t = proportion of HIV+ adults initiating ART

New entrants are calculated as the number progressing from the next higher CD4 category. There will
also be new infections entering into some CD4 categories but they are calculated later as described
below. 

Na,t,s,h = Pa,t-1,s,h+1 x λa,h  

Where:

Na,t,s,h = number of HIV+ adults entering the CD4 category h

Ia,s,t = the number of new HIV infections among adults of age a and sex s at time t

IPa,t,s,h = the proportion of new infections starting in CD4 category h

The updated number of people in each category is calculated from the entrants and exits.

Pa,t,s,h = Pa,t-1,s,h + Na,t,s,h – Xa,t,s,h

6.2.7.6 ART among adults

Need for ART is defined as all those currently on ART plus those eligible for treatment but not on it.
Eligibility for adults is defined by CD4 count and membership in special populations (pregnant women, TB/
HIV co-infected, sero-discordant couples, sex workers, MSM, PWID and other special populations). 

For age a from 15 to 80 

Ea,s,t = Ta,s,t +  Σh=<50,EL Pa,t,s,h,d + Σh=EL+1,>500 SPsp,t x SPEsp,t 

Where:
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Ea,s,t = Population eligible for treatment in year t

Ta,s,t = Number on treatment at age a, sex s at time t

EL = CD4 count eligibility threshold

SPsp,t = Number of people in special population sp in year t  

SPEsp,t = 1 if special population sp is eligible for treatment in year t, otherwise = 0.

Note that eligibility includes the total population Pa,t,s,h,d for all CD4 categories less than or equal to the

CD4 threshold for eligibility EL and any special populations S P for CD4 categories above the CD4 threshold
for eligibility.

The number of HIV+ people in each eligible population except pregnant women is determined from the
input on the percentage of all HIV+ adults that are members of each special population. 

For HIV state h indicating CD4 count categories above the eligibility threshold:

SPsp,t = SP%sp x Pt,s,h

Where:

SP%sp = the percentage of all HIV+ adults that are in special population sp

Note that this approach assumes that each special population is distributed by CD4 count the same as the
total adult population. 

For HIV+ pregnant women AIM calculates the number above the eligibility threshold based on the number
of HIV+ women by age, the distribution of fertility by age and the effects of HIV infection on fertility. 

PWt = Σa Pa,t,female,HIV+ x TFRt x ASFRa,t x TFRreda / [TFRreda x preva,t + (1 – preva,t)]

Where

PWt = the number of HIV+ pregnant women with CD4 counts above the eligibility threshold

TFRt = total fertility rate

ASFRa,t = percentage of lifetime births occurring to women at age a

TFRreda = ratio of TFR among HIV+ women to HIV- women of age a

preva,t = proportion of women age a who are HIV+ and not on ART. Note: we assume that the

fertility of women on ART is that same as uninfected women 

The expression TFRreda / [TFRreda x preva,t + (1 – preva,t)] converts the fertility reduction for HIV
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infection from a ratio of fertility among HIV+ to HIV- women to a ratio of fertility among HIV+ women to
all women. 

The number of adults on treatment is determined from the inputs, which may expressed as the number
of men and women on treatment or the percentage of those eligible who are on treatment. If the inputs
are percentages they are converted to numbers by multiplying by the number eligible for treatment. 

The numbers (or percentages) of adults on ART are entered for December 31 of each year because that
is the normal reporting date for programs reporting to WHO and UNAIDS. Most Spectrum calculations
refer to July 1 so the inputs numbers need to be converted to July 1 by interpolation. The AIM calculations
for adults are done in 1/10 year time steps. So for the first 5 time steps (from July 1 to Jan 1) the
interpolation is between the data entered for t-1 to t and for the second 5 time steps (Jan 1 to July 1) the
interpolation is between data entered for t to t+1. In other words, to calculate the number on treatment
for October 2012 the model interpolates between entries for December 31, 2011 and December 31, 2012
and for March 2013 it interpolates between entries for December 31, 2012 and December 31, 2013. This
interpolation established the number on treatment at any time t. 

The number that need to start treatment at time t is the difference between the number on treatment
and the number surviving on treatment from the previous time step.
 
NewTa,t,s = NeedTa,t,s –  Σd Ta,t-1,,s,h,d x (1 – αa,t,h,d)

Where:

NewTa,t,s = number of adults of age a and sex s newly stating treatment at time t

NeedTa,t,s = number of adults of age a and sex s eligible for treatment at time t

Ta,t,s,h,d = number of adults of age a and sex s who initiated treatment at CD4 category h who have

been on treatment for duration d at time t. Note that duration is either 0-6 months, 7-12 months or
12+ months. CD4 categories are <50, 50-99, 100-199, 200-249, 250-349, 350-500. 500+.

αa,t,h,d = mortality rate among adults of age a and sex s who initiated treatment at CD4 category h

who are still on treatment at time t

New ART patients are distributed by CD4 count according to the average of two allocation schemes. The
first scheme assumes that new patients are distributed according to the distribution of the number
eligible for treatment but not on treatment. 

P1h = E’h / Σh E’h

Where:

P1h = proportion of new ART patients starting ART at CD4 category h under scheme 1

E’h = number eligible for ART but not on ART at CD4 category h 

The second scheme allocates new patients according to the expected number of deaths if no one starts
ART.
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P2h = Eh x µh / Σh (Eh x µh)

Where:

P2h = proportion of new ART patients starting ART at CD4 category h under scheme 2

µh = mortality rate for HIV+ adults not on treatment with CD4 count h

The final allocation is the average of the two approaches.

P0h = (P1h + P2h) / 2

New ART patients are distributed according to the final proportions:

NewTa,t,s,h = NewTa,t,s x P0h

These new patients are added to existing patients.

Ta,t,s,h = Ta,t,s,h + NewTa,t,s,h

In each time step the number of people on ART by CD4 category at initiation may be increased by those
newly initiating ART and decreased by death. ART patients are tracked by duration on treatment. Thus
the calculations are done for three categories of ART patients: those on ART for 6 months or less (d=1),
those on ART for 7-12 months (d=2) and those on ART for longer than 12 months (d=3):

For those on treatment for 0-6 months

Aa,t,s,h,1 = Aa,t,s,h,1 x (1 - αa,s,h,1 - 12/6) / ts + NewTa,t,s,h 

Where:

Aa,t,s,h,1 = number on treatment 

αa,s,h,1 = mortality rate of those on treatment for 0-6 months

ts = time step equal to 1/10 year

12/6 = adjustment to account for movement to the 7-12 month duration category

For those on treatment for 7-12 months

Aa,t,s,h,2 =  Aa,t,s,h,2 x (1 - αa,s,h,2 - 12/6) / ts + Aa,t,s,h,1 x (12/6)/ ts

For those on treatment 12+ months

Aa,t,s,h,3 =  Aa,t,s,h,3 x (1 - αa,s,h,2) / ts + Aa,t,s,h,2 x (12/6)/ ts
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6.2.7.7 New adult HIV infections

New adult HIV infections are calculated from HIV incidence among adults aged 15 to 49 provided by EPP.
The incidence provided by EPP is defined calculated as:

New Infection from July 1 year t to July 1 year t+1

Susceptible population on July 1 2006

Since Spectrum is age and sex-structured (calculating by sex and single age) and EPP is not (calculating
for all 15-49 and both sexes) when the incidence provided by EPP is used in Spectrum it may not exactly
reproduce the prevalence trend fit by EPP. Therefore Spectrum adjusts the incidence each year in order
to more closely match the EPP prevalence curve. 

First we calculate the number of HIV+ adults 15-49 needed to match the prevalence specified by EPP.

NeededHIVt = P15-49,t x pt

Where

NeededHIVt = number of HIV+ adults 15-49 needed to match EPP prevalence

P15-49,t = number of adults 15-49

pt = prevalence among adults 15-49 in year t from EPP

NeededNewHIVt = NeededHIVt – P15-49,t,Both Sexes,HIV+

Where:

NeededNewHIVt  = the number of new infections among adults 15-49 needed to match

EPP prevalence

P15-49,t,Both Sexes,HIV+ = the number of adults 15-49 of both sexes who are HIV+

The adjustment factor is the needed incidence (NeededNewHIV / (population – HIV population) divided by
the incidence coming from EPP.

AdjFt  = [NeededNewHIVt / (P15-49,t – P15-49,t,Both Sexes, HIV+)] / I_EPPt

Where:

AdjFt = incidence adjustment factor at time t

I_EPPt = incidence provided by EPP in year t
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The incidence adjustment factor is calculated for all historical years. The adjustment factor for the
current year is used for all future years. 

The incidence adjustment factor may be turned off by unchecking the ‘EPP prevalence adjustment’ in the
‘Direct incidence input’ editor. It should be turned on for most analyses but should be turned off when
comparing two files with different historical inputs (such as difference levels of ART coverage). 

In the approach currently used in EPP a smooth prevalence curve is fit to surveillance and survey data
and then incidence is estimated from the prevalence curve. This approach works well to smooth annual
fluctuations in surveillance data. However, when something happens that should cause a sharp change in
prevalence, such as a sharp rise of fall in ART coverage, then this approach works less well, since it will
still produce a smooth prevalence curve and the rapid changes will show up in the estimated incidence
curve. To avoid these sharp changes in incidence from showing up in Spectrum output, we impose a limit
on the size of the adjustment factor, usually 1.2, in order to smooth fluctuations in incidence.

The final incidence is the incidence from EPP multiplied by the adjustment factor.

It = I_EPPt x AdjFt

Incidence among males and females is determined from incidence among all adults 15-19 (It) and the

sex ratio of incidence, which is an input. The sex ratio of incidence is defined a female incidence divided
by male incidence. 

If,t = It x (P15-49,t,f – P15-49,t,f,HIV+ + P15-49,t,m - P15-49,t,m,HIV+) 

         / [P15-49,t,f – P15-49,t,f,HIV+ + (P15-49,t,m - P15-49,t,m,HIV+) / SRt]

Im,t = If,t / SRt

Where:

If,t = female incidence at time t

Im,t = male incidence at time t

SRt = ratio of female to male incidence at time t

New male and female infections are calculated from incidence. 

NIs,t = Is,t x (P15-49,t,s – P15-49,t,s,HIV+)

Where:

NIs,t = new infections among sex s at time t

New adult infections with in each sex are distributed by age according to the input pattern of incidence
rate ratios. These patterns describe the ratio of incidence at any age to incidence in the 25-29 age group.
Thus a ratio of 0.5 means that incidence at that age is half the incidence at age 25-29.
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The first step is to calculate new infections if the incidence for the 25-29 age group is assumed to be 1.0.
In that case the number of new infections would be simply the susceptible population multiplied by the
incidence rate ratio for each age. 

For all ages 15 to 80

I1s,t = Σa Pa,t,s,HIV- x IRRa,t,s 

Where:

I1s,t = New infections is incidence among 25-29 is assumed to be 1.0 

Pa,t,s,HIV- = uninfected population of age a and sex s at time t

IRRa,t,s = incidence rate ratio for age a and sex s at time t

Then an adjustment factor is calculated as the ratio of the total number of new infections required
divided by the number new infections when incidence among 25-29 is assumed to be 1.0 

IAFs,t = NIs,t / I1s,t 

Where:

IAFs,t = incidence adjustment factor for sex s at time t

New infections at each age are calculated from the EPP incidence, the adjustment factor and the
incidence rate ratio for that age.

For all ages a from 15 to 80

NIa,t,s = Pa,t,s,HIV- x Is,t x IAFs,t x IRRa,t,s

Note that this final calculation includes all ages up to age 80. Thus the pattern of incidence rate ratios
specifies the new infections occurring to adults above the age of 49. 

Finally, new adult infections are added to the appropriate population.

Pa,t,s,h = Pa,t,s,h + NIa,t,s x IPa,t,s,h

Where:

IPa,t,s,h = the proportion of new infections starting in CD4 category h

6.2.7.8 Births to HIV+ women

The number of HIV+ births is calculated from total births, the prevalence among pregnant women and
the transmission rate. 

Births to HIV+ women are calculated in a similar manner to the calculation of all births. The number of
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HIV+ women in each age group is multiplied by the total fertility rate and by the proportion of life time
births that occur in that age group. The fertility of HIV+ women is adjusted for the effects of HIV infection
on fertility as described in Chapter 4. 

For age a from 15 to 49

PWt = Σa Pa,t,f,HIV+ x TFRt x ASFRa,t x TFRreda / [TFRreda x preva,t + (1 – preva,t)]

Where:

PWt = the number of HIV+ pregnant women with CD4 counts above the eligibility threshold

TFRt = total fertility rate

ASFRa,t = percentage of lifetime births occurring to women at age a

TFRreda = ratio of TFR among HIV+ women to HIV- women of age a

preva,t = proportion of women age a who are HIV+ and not on ART. Note: we assume that the

fertility of women on ART is that same as uninfected women 

The expression TFRreda / [TFRreda x preva,t + (1 – preva,t)] converts the fertility reduction for HIV

infection from a ratio of fertility among HIV+ to HIV- women to a ratio of fertility among HIV+ women to
all women. 

In some countries some women who know that they are HIV-infected may elect an abortion to avoid the
chance of transmitting the infection to their newborn child. The number of births to HIV+ mothers is
reduced by the proportion of pregnancies terminated by abortion.

BHIV+,t = PWt x (1 – AbortionRatet)

Where:

BHIV+,t = births occurring to HIV+ women at time t

Abortion Ratet = the proportion of pregnancies occurring to HIV+ women that are terminated

by abortion

Note that the number of births to HIV+ women is different from the number of HIV+ pregnant women.
About 15% of pregnancies do not result in a live birth due to miscarriage, spontaneous abortion and still
births.1  However, most of these miscarriages occur early in the pregnancy, often before a woman knows
she is pregnant. Most services for HIV+ pregnant women are provided later in the pregnancy. So we do
not adjust for miscarriage. 

The need for prophylaxis to prevent mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT) is defined as the number of
HIV+ women giving birth.
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1 Nybo Anderson AM, Wohlfarht J, Christens P, Olsen Jorn, Melbye M (2000) Maternal age and fetal loss:

population based register linkage study BMJ 2000;320;1708-1712.

6.2.7.9 Mother-to-child transmission

The transmission of HIV from mother to child is divided into two components: transmission during
gestation and delivery and postnatal transmission through breastfeeding. The perinatal mother-to-child
transmission rate is the weighted average of the proportion in each prophylaxis group and the
corresponding probability of transmission. The prophylaxis groups are:

No prophylaxis, CD4 count < 200 cells/µl

No prophylaxis, CD4 count 200-350 cells/µl

No prophylaxis, CD4 count >350 cells/µl

Incident infection

Single dose Neviripine

Dual ARVs

Option A

Option B

ART started during current pregnancy

ART started before current pregnancy

The transmission probabilities are as defined in Table 1 in Chapter 4.

PTRt c Prophylaxisc,t x TRc

Where:

PTRt = perinatal transmission rate

Prophylaxisc,t = the proportion of women by prophylaxis category

TRc = probability of transmission of HIV by prophylaxis category

The distribution of women not receiving prophylaxis by CD4 count is assumed to be the same as for all
HIV+ women 15-49 not on ART.  

The proportion of women with an incidence infection is assumed to be the same as all the incidence rate
for all women 15-49. 

In general we assume that women receiving Option A or Option B have CD4 counts greater than 350
cells/µl, otherwise they should be receiving ART. However, if the number of women receiving Option A
and/or Option B exceeds the number of pregnant women with CD4 counts > 350 cells/µl then we assume
that the excess represents women with CD4 counts < 35 cells/µl. We assume that the transmission rate
for these women is double the rates when CD4 counts are > 350 cells/µl. In this case the transmission
rate for all women receiving Option A or Option B is increased by multiplying by 1 + ExcessRatio, where
the ExcessRatio is the proportion of HIV+ pregnant women receiving Option A or Option B divided by the
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proportion of HIV+ pregnant women with CD4 counts > 350 cells/µl. 
 
The number of HIV+ births is equal to the number of births to HIV+ women multiplied by the perinatal
transmission rate.

BHIV+,t = BHIV+,t x PTRt

These births are added to the HIV+ population of age 0.

P0,t,s,PTR = BHIV+,t x SRBs

Where:

P0,t,s,PTR = Population at age 0 infected perinatlly (PTR)

SRBs   = proportion of births that are of sex s

   

HIV transmission from mother to child also may occur through breastfeeding. The number of children
infected through breastfeeding is calculated as the product of the number of children born to HIV+
mothers who were not infected perinatally, the proportion of children exposed to transmission through
breastfeeding, the monthly probability of transmission through breastfeeding and the duration of
breastfeeding. 

The distribution of women by type of feeding is an input. The distribution of women may be different for
those exposed to the PMTCT program and those not exposed to it and may change over time. The overall
distribution is a weighted average of the distributions for women exposed to the program and those not
exposed. 

Women using Option A or Option B at the start of breastfeeding, may not continue on prophylaxis for the
entire breastfeeding period. The proportion still on Option A or Option B is calculated by month from the
monthly dropout rate. 

OptA0,t = input percentage of breastfeeding women using Option A

Opt_Am,t = Opt_Am-1,t  x e
m x 2 x ln(1 + OptA_DOt) 

OptB0,t = input percentage of breastfeeding women using Option B

Opt_Bm,t = Opt_Bm-1,t  x e
m x 2 x ln(1 + OptB_DOt) 

Where:

OptA0,t = Percentage of mothers using Option A at start of breastfeeding

OptAm,t = Percentage of mothers using Option A in month m

m = age of child in months
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OptA_DO = monthly rate of drop out from prophylaxis

For each month m from birth to 36 months, the number of new infections through breastfeeding is
calculated as:

No_prophylaxism,t = 1 – OptAm.t – OptBm,t – ARTbeforet - ARTRduringt

BFTRm,t = No_prophylaxism,t x [PropLT350 x TRLT350 + (1 – PropLT350) x TRGT350 + PropInct x

TRincident ] + OptAm,t x TROptA + OptBm,t x TROptB + ARTbeforet x TRARTbefore +

ARTcurrentt x TRARTcurrent 

Where:

BFTRm,t = breastfeeding transmission rate at month m

PropLT350 = proportion of HIV+ pregnant women with CD4 counts < 350

TR = monthly transmission rate

PropInct = incidence among HIV+ pregnant women

The number of new infections is the number of exposed children (HIV-negative children born to HIV+
mothers who are still breastfeeding) multiplied by the transmission rate.

NIm,t = (BHIV+,t – Σm1=0 to m-1 NIm1,t) x PropBFm,t x  BFTRm,t   

Where:

NIm,t = new infections occurring through breastfeeding in month m to children born in year t

PropBFm,t = proportion of children born in year t who are still breastfeeding at age m months

6.2.7.10 ART for children

Eligibility for ART for children may be defined as all HIV+ children below a specific age or those with CD4
counts or CD4 percents below a certain threshold. Children who are not on ART are distributed by CD4
category according to the pattern shown in Table 8. These patterns were derived from the HIV Paediatric
Prognostic Markers Collaborative Study (HPPMCS) which took place in western countries before ART was
available. The study included a meta-analysis of individual longitudinal data on 3,941 HIV-1 infected
children enrolled in cohort studies and randomized control trials in the USA and Europe. Care was taken
to avoid using the same children in multiple studies.1

HIV+ children at age 0 are distributed by CD4 count and CD4 percent according to the distributions found
by HPPMCS shown in Table 9.
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Table 9. Distribution of HIV+ Children Age 0 by CD4 Count and CD4 Percent

The distribution of children at older ages is determined by the retention rates, the proportion of children
in a category who remain in that category the following year. These retention rates were calculated from
the HPPMCS data. They are shown in Table 10. These retention rates are used rather than the actual
distributions from the HPPMCS data because some children will get on ART and they are likely to come
from the lowest CD4 categories resulting in a changing distribution with ART coverage. 

Table 10. Proportion of children remaining in the category after one year

The percentage of HIV+ children not on ART by CD4 count is calculated as

CD4_Dista,c,t = CD4_Dista-1,c,t-1 * RRc + CD4_Dista-1,c+1,t x (1 – RRc)

Where:

CD4_Dista,c,t = proportion of HIV+ children of age a in CD4 count category c at time t

RRc  = retention rate for CD4 category c

A similar calculation is used for CD4 percent distributions.
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The unmet need for ART is determined as all those HIV+ children not on ART who are below the age
threshold or below the CD4 threshold for that age or below the CD4 percent threshold for that age. 

The number of children on ART is defined directly by the inputs if they are provided in terms of the
number of children on ART or calculated from need if the inputs are provided as coverage of those
eligible for ART. 

The number of children newly starting on ART is calculated as the difference between the total number
that should be on ART (from the inputs converted from December 31 to July 1) minus those surviving on
ART from the previous year.

NewARTt = (OnARTt – OnARTt-1) /2 – Σa=0,14 Pa,t,ART

New child ART patients are distributed by age and sex according to unmet need.  

NewARTa,t,s = NewARTt x UnmetNeeda,t,s / Σa=0-14,s=male to female UnmetNeeda,t,s

The child populations are updated for changes in ART.

Pa,t,s,ART = Pa,t,s,ART + NewARTa,t,s

Pa,t,s,NoART  = Pa,t,s,NoART  - NewARTa,t,s

1 Dunn D. Short-term risk of disease progression in HIV-1-infected children receiving no antiretroviral
therapy or zidovudine monotherapy: a meta-analysis. Lancet 2003;362(9396):1605-11.

6.2.7.11 Cotrimoxazole for children

Children are assumed to need cotrimoxazole under the following conditions:

Less than 18 months of age, born to an HIV+ mother with unknown HIV status because PCR is

not available

HIV+ and under the age of five

Age 5 and older and in need of treatment

For children less than 18 months of age the need for cotrimoxazole is all children born to HIV+ mothers.
The totals are inflated to 18 months by multiplying by 1.5.

NeedCTXt = PWt a=18months to 4 years Pa,t,HIV+ a=5-14 Pa,t,NeedART

   
The number of children receiving cotrimoxazole may be a direct input or may be calculated from the input
coverage. 
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6.2.7.12 Child AIDS mortality

Children who are HIV+ and in need of ART but are not receiving either ART or cotrimoxazole progress to
AIDS death according to the mortality schedules shown in Figure 6. For children on ART or cotrimoxazole
or both the mortality rate is reduced by according to the input rates as described in Chapter 4.  

For HIV+ children not on ART:

µp,d = µ’p,d  x (1 + %Ctx x CtxRedd)

where:

µ’p,d+ = mortality rate for children infectd at age p and d years ago not on cotrimoxazole

µp,d = mortality rate adjusted for cotrimoxazole use

%Ctx = percent of children on cotrimoxazole

CtxRedd = reduction in mortality among children receiving cotrimoxazole for d years. 

For children receiving ART:

µp,d = µ’p,d  x  ARTRedd x (1 + %Ctx x CtxARTRedd)

where

ARTRedd = reduction in mortality for children on ART for d years

CtxARTredd = reduction in mortality for children on both ART and cotrimoxazole)

The child population in any state is reduced by mortality

Pa,t,s,p,d = Pa,t,s,p,d-1  x (1 - µp,d)

Where:

p = indicates the timing of infection: perinatal, at 0-6 months, 7-12 months, 12+ months

d = time since infection, in years

µp,d = mortality rate for children infected at age p and d years ago
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6.2.7.13 Orphans

The orphan calculations estimate the number of surviving children of adults who die from AIDS or other
causes. The program calculates the expected number of children that were born to an adult before his or
her death, and estimates how many are still alive and their age. The same approach is used for AIDS and
non-AIDS orphans and for maternal and paternal orphans. For dual AIDS orphans the program uses a
regression equation to estimate the proportion of children who are likely to have both parents die from
AIDS given that one parent has died. The initial methodology was developed by Timeaus and Grassly and
was updated in 2012 to incorporate PMTCT and ART dynamics. 

We define a maternal (paternal) orphan as a child of age 0 to 17 years who has lost his/her mother
(father) and consider the child a double orphan if he/she has lost both parents. Maternal and paternal
orphans are inclusive of double orphans. To analyze the impact of the HIV-infection on the number of
orphans, we estimated number of AIDS and non-AIDS orphans as surviving children of adults who, at the
time of death, were HIV-infected and uninfected, respectively. 

6.2.7.13.1  Maternal non-AIDS orphans

Each year (t), age-based estimates of number of deaths in uninfected women and their fertility rates in
the past 17 years were used to calculate the number of children born to those women during that time

period.  Using survival rates of children when uninfected, maternal non-AIDS orphans, , were
estimated using the equation 

where,  is the mother’s age at death, a f is the maximum fertility age for women, c is the age of child at
time t, Dt,a are the number of deaths at time t in women of age a,  ft,a are the fertility rates at time t in

women of age a, and st,a is the cumulative survival probability to age a at time t (for children of both

sex). 

6.2.7.13.2  Maternal AIDS orphans

Women infected with HIV have a reduced rate of fertility when not on treatment with antiretroviral
therapy (ART).  Therefore, in addition to the variables used in non-AIDS orphans, estimating the number
of AIDS orphans requires the additional knowledge of the age of the mother at the time of acquisition of
HIV and at the time of ART initiation. 

To estimate the age at infection for women not on ART we first generate a lookup age-matrix of constant
values (M) with rows representing age a and columns representing CD4 count category i (=1 (highest) to
the lowest CD4 cell count categories), such that, for a woman not on ART and at age â and CD4
category i at death, if matrix element m (a,i) equals â then age at infection ah,â,i+ = a.  To generate such

a matrix we assumed exponentially distributed rates of transition µi from CD4 count category i to i+1, and

estimated matrix elements m (a,i) as the average age of a person in CD4 count category i given age at
infection equals a. That is, 

Where xi are instances of random variables X i ~exp(µi) and n is a large number so as to obtain an
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average duration of a large enough sample (we assumed n = 1000). 
Age at infection for women on ART can also be estimated using matrix M if age at ART initiation is
known. To estimate age at ART initiation we generated a constant duration-matrix L such that the
elements l(t,i) represent the average duration on ART at year t for women starting ART at CD4 count
category i, i.e., 

where, N”t,a,I and D”t,a,I are the number of surviving persons on ART and number of deaths,

respectively, at year t among women of age a and CD4 count category at ART initiation of i. For women

with age â at death, we approximate age at ART initiation aA
t,â,i = â – l(t,i) and, given matrix element

m(a,i) = â – l(t,i) approximate age at infection ah
â,i = a. 

The number of AIDS-orphans for a woman at age â at death and CD4 count category i (at death, if the
woman was not on ART, and at ART initiation, if the woman was on ART) can be estimated as the sum
of surviving children born before infection (Ω’t,a,i), during infection when not on ART (Ω”t,a,i), and, if the

woman was on ART, during infection when on ART (Ω’’’t,a ,i), using, 

where, for notational clarity aA
t,â,I and ah

â,I  were written as aA and as ah, respectively, ra is the

relative reduction in the fertility rate due to HIV-infection in women at age a, pt,c are probability values

that a child of age c at time t had acquired HIV from vertical transmission from mother, and s’c are the

probability values that a child infected through vertical transmission survives to age c. Since children can
be infected at birth (perinatal) or during breastfeeding we approximate 
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where, Nt,a are the number of newly infected children of age a at time t infected through vertical

transmission, B’t,a,i are the number of births at time t to HIV-infected women at age a, CD4 count

category i and not on treatment at time t, B”t,a,i are the number of births at time t to HIV-infected

women at age a, CD4 count category I, and on treatment at time t, N’t,c,i are the number of surviving

HIV-infected persons of age c at time t, CD4 count category i, and not on treatment, and N”t,c,i are the

number of surviving HIV-infected persons of age c at time t, CD4 count category i, and on treatment.

The total number of new AIDS orphans from all women dying at time t was estimated as

where, D’t,â,i are the number of deaths at time t in women of age â, at CD4 count category i, and not on

ART, and D”t,â,i are the number of deaths at time t in women of age â with CD4 count category i at ART

initiation. A schematic view of the different time periods has been presented in Figure 1.

6.2.7.13.3  Paternal non-AIDS orphans

The number of surviving children born to uninfected men who died in year t (Ωt), i.e., non-AIDS orphans,

were calculated using estimates of fertility rates of those men in the past 17 years and also the HIV-
status of the mother at the time of birth as it affects the fertility rate of the mother and survival of the
child due to chances of vertical transmission, as, 

where, â  is the father’s age at death, a-f is the maximum fertility age for men, c is the age of child at

time t, D-
t,a are the number of deaths at time t in men of age a, f- t,a are the fertility rates at time t in

men of age a, st,a are the probabilities of survival to age a at time t (for children of both sex), pt(w
- | m-)

and pt(w
+| m-) are the conditional probabilities that the mother was not infected and infected,

respectively, given that the father was not infected at time t, kt  are the relative reduction in fertility due

to HIV-infection in women at time t, pt,c  are probability values that a child of age c at time t had

acquired HIV from vertical transmission from mother, and s’c  are the probability values that a child

infected through vertical transmission survives to age c (for children of both sex). We use the method
proposed by Grassly and Timaeus, 20051, to determine the HIV-status of the mother given the HIV-status

of the father at time of birth as, Pt(w
+| m-) = {Pt(w

+) – Pt(w
+| m+)Pt(m

+)} / {1 – Pt(m
+)}, where, Pt(w

+) and Pt(m
+) are the prevalence of HIV among women (and men) in partnerships at time t and whose
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values were approximated by adult prevalence of HIV in women (and men), and Pt(w
+| m-) was obtained

through  logistics regression with dependent factor as the HIV-prevalence (P’t(w
+)) in women tested in

antenatal clinics as, Pt(w
+| m-) = {exp[-0.84+9.1P’t(w

+)]} / {1 + exp[-0.84+9.1P’t(w
+)]}. Assuming HIV-

infected women have a reduced rate of fertility when not on ART, kt was estimated as

{Σaf
a=15Σvi(raN’t,a,i+N”t,a,i)} / {Σaf

a=15Σvi(N’t,a,i+N”t,a,i)}, where the approximation over all ages was

performed because it is difficult to predict the age of the mother.

1Grassly, N.C. and I.M. Timaeus, Methods to estimate the number of orphans as a result of AIDS and
other causes in Sub-Saharan Africa. J Acquir Immune Defic S yndr, 2005. 39(3): p. 365-75.

6.2.7.13.4  Paternal AIDS orphans

Similar to the method in maternal AIDS orphans, the total number of paternal AIDS orphans were
estimated as, 

where, Ω-
t,â,i, Ω

- ‘
t,â ,i, and Ω- ‘‘

t,â ,i are the surviving children born to men before they were infected,

during infection when not on ART, and, for men on ART, during infection when on ART, respectively, 

D- ‘
t,a ,i are the number of deaths at time t in men of age a, at CD4 count category i, and not on ART, and

D-
t,a,I are the number of deaths at time t in men of age a with CD4 count category i at ART initiation. As

in maternal AIDS orphans, ah and aA represent aA
t,â,i (age at infection) and ah

â,i (age at ART

initiation), respectively, and were estimated as in the case of women.

6.2.7.13.5  Double orphans

We estimate double orphans using the regression method first proposed in Grassly and Timaeus1 and

later updated2,3 where risk of double orphanhood of children at age a at time t  were  estimated as
correlates of age a, adult (women and men) HIV-prevalence at two points in time, and risk of double

orphanhood if risk of maternal or paternal orphanhood were independent of each other  as,
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where, θ are the coefficient values of the dependent variables, vk and ut are normally distributed random

intercept terms that indicate the degree to which the excess risk of dual orphanhood varies between
countries (k) and over time (t) within countries, and γ is a residual term.

Figure 12. Schematic representation of surviving orphans born during different time periods
of mother’s life based on HIV-status of mother at the time of death

1 Grassly, N.C. and I.M. Timaeus, Methods to estimate the number of orphans as a result of AIDS and
other causes in Sub-Saharan Africa. J Acquir Immune Defic S yndr, 2005. 39(3): p. 365-75.

2 Stover, J., et al., The Spectrum projection package: improvements in estimating incidence by age and
sex, mother-to-child transmission, HIV progression in children and double orphans. Sex Transm Infect,
2010. 86 Suppl 2: p. ii16-21.

3 Timaeus, I.M., Estimation and progression of dual orphans in populations with generalized HIV
epidemics: Updated methods, Report to UNAIDS, 2008.
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6.3 FamPlan

6.3.1 What is FamPlan?

In the past several decades, more and more governments have become conscious of the importance of
population and fertility as a key factor in human rights, the health of mothers and children, and social and
economic development.  Most developing countries now have population policies and programs and
consider population in their national development plans.  The 1994 International Conference on
Population and Development (ICPD) held in Cairo encouraged all countries to adopt goals of meeting the
reproductive health needs of their populations within the next few decades.  Thus, it becomes
increasingly important to (1) ensure that the adopted goals and timetables are feasible and (2) determine
the requirements for achieving the goals.  Only then will the goals be effectively used in development
planning and the implementation of expanded family planning programs.

In 1986, The Population Council and The Futures Group developed the Target-Setting Model (Bongaarts
and Stover, 1986).  This model determined the family planning requirements to meet specific fertility
goals.  It could be used to determine the number of family planning users, new acceptors, and
commodities required by method and source to achieve a total fertility rate (TFR) goal given estimates of
changes in the other proximate determinants of fertility (i.e., the proportion of women of  reproductive
age in union, postpartum infecundability, etc.;  see Chapter III).  Researchers and family planning
program managers widely used that model.  It was implemented in two computer programs and
produced in English, French and Spanish.  

In 1993 The Futures Group produced a revised version of this model called Target-Cost.  This version
expanded the model’s scope in several ways, primarily by adding a cost component to the calculations.  A
detailed manual was also prepared containing information on costing family planning programs.  The
computer program was available in English, French, Spanish, Russian and Vietnamese.
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In 1989 Research Triangle Institute began the development of FamPlan.  FamPlan could also project the
numbers of users and acceptors required to meet a fertility or prevalence goal, but was used most often
to project the future implications of achieving a certain number of acceptors of different family planning
methods.  In addition, FamPlan contained a module to calculate the costs and benefits of family planning
and to calculate the improvements in per capita coverage of social services that might be expected as a
result of reduced population growth.

The new family planning module in Spectrum continues the FamPlan name and incorporates elements of
the previous programs.  The benefit-cost portion of the old FamPlan model has been moved to a
separate module in Spectrum.

The new family planning module (FamPlan, Version 4) incorporates a number of changes suggested by
users of earlier versions of both Target and FamPlan as well as changes required to meet the new needs
of reproductive health programs following the ICPD guidelines.  First, it includes a number of new options
for setting program goals (meeting unmet need, achieving desired fertility).  Second, it contains some
modifications to the equations of the proximate determinants of fertility that have been developed from
the wealth of new information from Demographic and Health Surveys since the original framework was
developed.  Third, the program includes some new options to make it more flexible (such as calculating
on an age-aggregate or age-specific basis).  Finally, the program has been rewritten in Windows and
integrated into the Spectrum system of policy models under the POLICY Project.

It should be noted that the provision of high-quality family planning services is a complicated process
requiring skilled and dedicated personnel; appropriate technologies, legislation and infrastructure; and
adequate funds.  Although FamPlan can be used to calculate the family planning program costs to achieve
a particular goal, it does not imply that the goals can be achieved merely by allocating the necessary
funds.  

In recent years there has been much public discussion about the use of targets in family planning
programs.  In some programs, national targets are translated into regional, district, facility and even
personnel targets.  In some cases, individual family planning workers are given annual targets for new
acceptors that they must meet.  These approaches have been rightly criticized.  They put the emphasis
on achieving numerical contraception targets rather than on providing high-quality reproductive health
services to those who need it.  They also encourage misreporting by family planning workers trying to
achieve impossible targets.  India, for example—in recognition of these problems—announced the
abolition of its national targeting system in April 1996.  FamPlan is not intended to be used for setting
individual targets for family planning workers.  
FamPlan’s purpose has always been to help planners and policymakers understand the requirements for
achieving national goals.  Users have always been encouraged to think about the needs of the population
when considering future goals.  This latest version of FamPlan includes additional options that make this
point even more explicit.  Goals can be set in terms of meeting unmet need or achieving the desired
fertility rate.  The use of FamPlan for examining national goals should not be confused with the practice
of setting individual-level targets for family planning workers.  In countries such as India, where target-
driven approaches are being discarded, there is an urgent need for new approaches to setting goals and
monitoring achievement.  Various approaches based on unmet need and desired fertility have been
proposed and are being tested.  FamPlan can help in the development and application of these new
approaches by illustrating the requirements to achieve various need-based goals.

6.3.2 Why make family planning projections?

Family planning projections may be made for several reasons.  One of the most common reasons is to
estimate the service and resource requirements to meet a family planning goal.  The goal may be
expressed in terms of demand (i.e., meeting unmet need, achieving the desired total fertility rate);
resources available (how much can be done with a given level of expenditure); continuance or
improvement of past trends (in terms of annual increases in prevalence or acceptors); health indicators
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(reducing the number or percentage of high-risk births); or in demographic terms (achieving a goal for
population growth rate or the total fertility rate, such as replacement-level fertility).  Family planning
projections can help in setting the goal.  By showing the resources required to achieve any proposed
goal, these projections can help planners choose goals that are attainable and useful.  

Once goals are chosen, it is important to estimate the service and resource requirements to achieve
those goals.  This is important at the aggregate level and even more important when disaggregated by
sector.  Thus the plan can be specific about the contribution expected from the commercial sector and
from nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), for example.  The public sector resources required to
achieve the goal can be estimated and planned for several years.  

Another important use of family planning projections is the examination of alternative program
configurations.  Rather than simply project the current configuration into the future, the analyst can ask,
“What would happen if new methods were introduced? How much would it help if the commercial sector
could be stimulated to contribute more? Would the addition of a small fee for public sector services have
a significant impact on the ability of the program to achieve its goals?”

6.3.3 Steps in making a family planning projection

There are six key steps in making most population-based projections within FamPlan.  The amount of
time spent on each step may vary, depending on the application, but most projection activities will include
at least these six steps.  

1. Prepare a demographic projection.  FamPlan requires a population projection prepared with
DemProj.  This projection should be prepared first or at the same time as the FamPlan projection. 
The first year and final year of the DemProj projection will determine the span of the FamPlan
projection; the DemProj manual contains instructions on the steps associated with this module.

2. Collect data.  At a minimum, two types of base year data need to be collected:  (1) information
on the proximate determinants of fertility (see glossary) and (2) program characteristics, including
method and source mix.  Some additional information (unmet need, costs of services) is required
for most projections.  Since the projection will only be as good as the data on which it is based, it
is worth the effort to collect and prepare appropriate and high-quality data before starting the
projection.

3. Make assumptions.  Family planning projections require assumptions about the future levels of
the family planning goals and method characteristics.  These assumptions should be carefully
considered and based on reasonable selection guidelines.

4. Enter data.  Once the base year data are collected and decisions made about projection
assumptions, the FamPlan module of the Spectrum model can be used to enter the data and make
a population projection.

5. Examine projections.  Once the projection is made, it is important to examine it carefully.  This
includes consideration of the various family planning indicators produced.  Careful examination of
these indicators can act as a check to ensure that the base data and assumptions were understood
and entered correctly into the computer program.  This careful examination is also required to
ensure that the consequences of the assumptions are fully understood.  

6. Make alternative projections.  Many applications require alternative projections.  Once the
base projection has been made, the program can be used to quickly generate alternative
projections as the result of varying one or several of the model assumptions. 
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6.3.4 Before you get started

First, you will need to run DemProj, part of the Spectrum system of policy models; please refer to its
manual for more information.  Then, you will need to collect data and make certain decisions before
running the model.  For example, you will need to decide the following at the very beginning:

The types of contraceptives to include in the model. You may choose any or all of the following: 

o Condom: male and female

o Sterilization: male and female

o Injectable: 3 month (Depo Provera), 2 month (Noristera), 1 month (Lunelle), 6 month, Uniject

o Implant: Implanon, Jadelle, Sino-implant

o Pill: Standard Daily Regiment, Progestin only, Peri-coital contraception (PCC)

o Traditional: periodic abstinence, withdrawal, traditional (not specified)

o IUD: Copper-T 380-A IUD, LNG-IUS

o Fertility Awareness: LAM, SDM

o Barrier methods: vaginal barriers, spermicides

o Custom methods

method sources:  you may enter as many or as few as you wish

age group option:  one age group of 15-49, including all women of reproductive age, or seven five-year
age groups (15-19, 20-24, etc. until the final category of 45-49).

Abortion option: specify total abortion rate or calculate from unintended pregnancies.

whether to disaggregate unmet need by spacing or limiting births.

whether to calibrate projection to country survey year.

which of these goals should be considered: reducing unmet need for contraception, total wanted
fertility, reaching a goal for contraceptive prevalence, or reaching a goal for total fertility rate.

The data you will need include:

for the contraceptive methods you have chosen to include, the units of CYP (couple-years of protection)
for the temporary methods, the average duration of use for the long-term methods, and the average
age at sterilization for the permanent methods.

the effectiveness rates for the methods you have chosen to include.

the method mix (e.g., condom usage is x percent of the total contraceptives used).

the sources of the various methods, by percentages.

the cost per user of each method included in the model, by source.
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the fees per user of each method, by source.

the proximate determinants, including the percentage of women ages 15-49 married or in union, the
number of months of postpartum insusceptibility, the abortion rate, and sterility.

You will also need to make decisions about the model’s goal options:  what do you want to change?  How
quickly? 
These inputs are all described in FamPlan input editors.

6.3.5 FamPlan input editors

FamPlan requires:

(1) data describing the use of family planning in the country or region being studied and 

(2) data about the use, effectiveness and costs of the different contraceptive methods and services. 
Some of these data (e.g., prevalence of contraceptive use) must be specific for the area being studied
and some of the data (e.g., method effectiveness) can be based either on local data or on international
averages when local data are unavailable.  

6.3.5.1 Configuration

FamPlan contains a number of different options that can be used to tailor the model to the needs of
different situations. 

Contraceptive methods

The family planning program must be described in terms of the contraceptive methods that are available.
All methods that are available in the program or that might become available during the projection period
should be included in the analysis. The methods that may be included in FamPlan projections are:

Condom - male and female

Sterilization - male and female

Injectable - 3 month (Depo Provera), 2 month (Noristera), 1 month (Lunelle), 6 month, Uniject

Implant - Implanon, Jadelle, Sino-implant

Pill - Standard Daily Regiment, Progestin only, Peri-coital contraception (PCC)

Traditional - periodic abstinence, withdrawal, traditional (not specified)

IDU - Copper-T 380-A IUD, LNG-IUS

Fertility awareness - LAM, SDM

Barrier methods - vaginal barriers, spermicides

Custom methods

Method sources

Sources of contraception may also be specified in FamPlan projections. The user has complete flexibility
in specifying sources. The list can be simple and generic, such as "public," "private," and "NGO”"or may
include specific sources such as "Ministry of Health clinics," "social marketing," "Profamilia," etc. All the
important sources of family planning services and commodities should be included. You do not have to
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include any sources in the projection; if you do not, FamPlan will treat the projection as if all methods
came from one source.  However, in most cases, it will be useful to include sources.

Goal option

In order to make a projection of family planning requirements, it is necessary to state the goal of the
family planning program. In the FamPlan program, there are four possible goals from which you can
select. They are:

Reducing unmet need for contraception

Tota l w anted fertility

Reaching a goal for contraceptive prevalence

Reaching a goal for tota l fertility rate

Age group option

There are two age group options available in FamPlan: ages 15-49 clustered into one single age group,
or seven five-year age groups (15-19, 20-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49). Either option will work
reasonably well. More precise estimates will be produced with five-year age groups. However, the data
requirements are considerably larger and the extra precision may not be needed for many projections.
Generally, the five-year age group option should be chosen for full-scale applications that are made for
planning purposes, and the single age group option may be used when the projections are being used to
illustrate trends or to do initial examinations of potential future goals.

Abortion option

The specification of induced abortion is always a problem in FamPlan projections. Abortion is an
important proximate determinant in many countries. However, good information about the amount of
abortion is often not available. In practice, the number of abortions may have little impact on the
projections if the abortion rate does not change significantly over the projection period. In many cases,
users are tempted to assume that abortion will not change just because there are no good data on
abortion. 

In order to make it more likely that users will consider abortion carefully, FamPlan provides two methods
of specifying the effects of abortion. In the first, the user specifies the total abortion rate. This is the
average number of abortions that a woman would have during her lifetime if she survived to age 50 and
had abortions according to the current pattern of age-specific abortion rates. This is the standard
approach. When data are available they are often expressed in terms of the total abortion rate. The
disadvantage to this approach is that the user may have little feeling for how this rate may change in the
future.

In the second approach, the user specifies the proportion of unintended pregnancies that end in abortion.
It may be more difficult to find country-specific data to make this assumption, but the advantage to using
this number is that it allows the total abortion rate to vary within the model in the future (even if the
proportion of unintended pregnancies ending in induced abortion remains constant) due to changes in
prevalence and unmet need. 
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As noted, however, it is very difficult to obtain a good empirical estimate of the proportion of unintended
pregnancies which terminate in induced abortions. This type of information needs to come from surveys -
but abortions are notably underreported in surveys, especially in those countries where abortion is illegal
and/or is socially disapproved. That a pregnancy was unintended is also underreported in retrospective
surveys. 

This option of FamPlan, then, serves best as a modeling option. It permits comparing the consequences
of all vs. some vs. none of the unintended pregnancies being terminated by abortions. A recent figure for
the United States showed that nearly half (47 percent) of its unintended pregnancies end in abortion (and
13 percent in miscarriage; Gold, 1990). This figure could be a starting point for illustrative comparisons.

Disaggregate need by spacing and limiting 

If you select a goal of achieving a particular level of contraceptive prevalence (see discussion below of
the goals of reducing unmet need or contraceptive prevalence), the goal can be specified either in terms
of total prevalence or in terms of spacing and limiting prevalence, separately.  Since the need for family
planning for spacing and limiting may evolve quite differently over time, it is generally recommended that
you select the “Yes” option.  This selection is particularly important for method mix.  

Projection calibration

The projection calibration lists the survey year for the country.

6.3.5.2 Family planning

6.3.5.2.1  Method mix

Using the editor
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1. Scroll to the right or left to see all the years.

2. Enter the method mix for the projection.  The method mix is the percentage of all users of each
method.  Thus, the values for all of the methods should sum to 100.  If the values for at least one year
do not sum to 100, you will see an error message when you click the “Ok” button to leave the editor. 
This is a warning that you should return to the Method Mix editor and correct the inputs until all
columns sum to 100.  (It is just a warning.  The program will not force you to make all the columns
sum to 100.  You can consider dual method use by allowing the method mix to sum to more than 100.
 If a column sums to 110, it indicates that 10 percent of users are using more than one method at a
time.  In this case, the prevalence and TFR calculations will be correct, while the commodity
requirements will reflect the fact of dual method use by some portion of users.) 

3. The Method Mix editor and the Source Mix editor both have an additional button labeled “Normalize.” 
Clicking this button will force the entries to sum to 100 for each year by adjusting each entry up or
down by the same proportion.  

4. For some goals, you can specify the method mix separately for spacers and limiters.  Select spacers or
limiters by clicking on the appropriate button near the bottom of the editor (not shown).  

What is method mix?

Method mix is the percentage of all users who use a particular method. These figures should sum to 100
percent. The best source of method mix for the base year is likely to be a national survey such as DHS,
WFS or CPS. 

Estimating future method mix patterns
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Survey data can provide information useful to estimating future method mix patterns. Those who intend
to use family planning in the future are often asked which methods they prefer to use. This preferred
method mix may indicate which methods may be in demand in future years. Another approach is to
examine the current mix of contraceptive users who are deemed “knowledgeable” about contraception. A
“knowledgeable” user is often defined as a user who knows at least four modern methods. An alternative
definition is users who mention spontaneous awareness of two supply methods and one clinical method
and who also know where they can obtain each of these methods. The current method mix of these
knowledgeable users may indicate likely future changes in method use if knowledge and access improve.
A third approach is to examine the method mix currently being used by urban, educated women. These
women are assumed to have good knowledge of methods and access to services. The method mix of this
group may indicate likely future directions if the family planning program is able to increase knowledge
and access.

A more detailed approach to future method mix involves the definition of an appropriate method mix. An
appropriate mix is the distribution of methods when every woman who needs to use contraception uses a
method suited to her fertility goal and personal characteristics. For example, women who wish to delay
the next birth are candidates for a temporary method of contraception, such as orals or the injectable.
For those who do not want more children, sterilization or another long-term method is ideal. There are
some women who have unrecognized physical health conditions or personal characteristics that place
them at an elevated risk for problems related to pregnancy and childbearing. Included in this category are
women who are too young or too old to have a child, women who recently had a birth and should ideally
wait at least two years before having another child, and those who already have many children and, for
health reasons, should not have more. Methods suited to the particular circumstances of current and
potential users can define an appropriate method mix. The FamPlan model can be used to examine the
resources required to allocate this appropriate method mix to the population.

More information

More information on these approaches to defining the future method mix can be found in several
publications (see Galway, Katrina and Stover (1995)). 

If the TFR is changing appreciably during the projection period, it is likely that method mix will also
change.  In addition, there may be specific program goals set by the family planning program regarding
method mix.  Whatever the case, careful thought should be given to how method mix will change in the
future since a particular mix has different effects on a number of factors, including average effectiveness,
prevalence, costs, and the logistics burden.  

Figures 2 and 3 show the method mix of users in Muslim and non-Muslim countries, based on
information in a set of 273 national surveys from 101 countries.  The method mix changes as prevalence
rises, moving toward less traditional method use and greater dominance of longer acting methods.  In
Muslim countries the IUD has been considerably more prominent where prevalence is high. In non-Muslim
countries increasing prevalence is associated with greater roles for injections (particularly in sub-Saharan
Africa) and female sterilization.

Figure 2:  Method Mix – Muslim Countries
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Figure 3:  Estimated Evolution of Method Mix for SSA

6.3.5.2.2  Source mix

Using the editor
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1. Scroll to the right or left to see all the years.

2. Enter the source mix for the contraceptive methods in the projection.  In the screen shown, the first
contraceptive method is condom. The source mix is the percentage of all users or acceptors who get
their services from each source.  Note that it is not necessary to enter values for all sources for all
methods.  Some sources may be zero for some methods.  However, the source mix should sum to 100
for each method and each year. 

To enter source data for the other contraceptive methods in the projection, select a tab near the bottom
of the screen.  In the example screen shown, contraceptive methods include Male condom, Female
sterilization, Vaginal barrier, Withdrawal, Periodic abstinence and Traditional (not specified).  

More information

FamPlan can project requirements by source if information on sources is available. If information is
unavailable or output on requirements by source is not desired, the inputs for source mix can be ignored.
If source specific information is required, the source mix in the base year and future years must be
entered. The source mix is the percentage of all users of a particular method who obtain services from
each source. The best information on source of services and supplies is usually a national survey. The
mix of sources is affected by several factors, including regulation, the extent of government involvement
in family planning services, and the strength of the private sector. For a good discussion of changes in
source mix over time, see Cross et al. (1991). For a discussion of factors affecting source mix, see
Winfrey, Heaton, and Dayaratna (1997).

Survey questions concerning source of supply have improved over time to enable a more accurate
determination, particularly for the DHS round of surveys. However, determining the base year source mix
is not always a straightforward exercise. Even though the categorization of source types has improved,
some respondents may not correctly identify the true nature of their source. For example, some
respondents may only know that they go to a "clinic" for their services and supplies and not whether the
clinic is operated by the public, private or NGO sector.

Another area of confusion arises in situations where a specific source of supply receives support from a
variety of entities.  For example, a source may receive public funding to operate and be located within a
public sector structure but have services and supplies actually provided by private doctors.  Classification
of such a source as a public or a private one becomes difficult.  

Table 8 shows the mix of public, private and NGO sources for a number of countries that have
had a recent DHS. 
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Source: Macro International Inc, 2013. MEASURE DHS STATcompiler. http://www.measuredhs.com,
January 18 2013.

6.3.5.2.3  Proximate determinants

Using the editor

http://www.measuredhs.com
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1. Scroll to the right or left to see all the years.

2. Enter values for these proximate determinants of fertility for each year of the projection.  In many
cases it will be sufficient to enter a base year value and a value for the final year of the projection, and
then to interpolate between these two years. 

Proximate determinants of fertility

For many years, the factors which directly affected fertility levels were called “intermediate fertility
variables,” being intermediate between major social forces, like urbanization and education, and
childbearing. They included all factors which determine whether a conception transpires and whether that
conception ends in a live birth. As better measures and a greater understanding of this set of factors
evolved, the variables were reduced in number and labeled as “proximate determinants of fertility” or
variables which directly impinge on fertility outcomes.

With the increased ability to measure these several variables, the most important variables in terms of
influencing resulting fertility were found to be: the proportion of women in sexual union, the duration of
the period of inability to conceive following a birth, and the level and quality of contraceptive practice and
to a lesser degree, the underlying capability to conceive, the level of induced abortion, and the prevalence
of pathological sterility.

Percentage in Union

In order to determine the number of women of reproductive age who are in union, FamPlan requires an
estimate of the percentage of women 15-49 who are in union. The best source for this figure will usually
be a national census or national survey.

The information presented in Table 20 consists of recent estimates available on the percentage of
women of reproductive age (WRA) in union for a number of countries.  For many of these countries, the
information comes from the most recent DHS or CPS survey. 

Table 20: Percentage of Women of Reproductive Age Who Are in Union
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The percentage of women in union usually changes as a country develops.  Typically, the average age at
first marriage rises with development.  The result of this change is that the percentage of women in
union declines.  Figure 5 shows that the percentage of women in union is generally lower at higher
levels of per capita gross national income (GNI).  For most countries, the percent in union is likely to
decline as the country develops, education enrollment increases, and the percentage of the population
living in urban areas increases, primarily due to the increase in the age at first marriage.  Model users
should consider this pattern when estimating future values of the percentage of WRA in union.

Figure 5:  Percentage of Women Aged 15-49 in Union versus GNI Per Capita
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Sources: ICF International, 2012. MEASURE DHS+ STATcompiler. http://www.measuredhs.com,
January 18, 2013; The World Bank. http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.PCAP.CD, January 18,
2013.

Duration of Postpartum Insusceptibility

Postpartum insusceptibility is the period after a birth during which a woman is not exposed to the risk of
pregnancy either because of postpartum amenorrhea or because of postpartum abstinence. FamPlan
requires an estimate of the average duration of postpartum insusceptibility, expressed in months.
Estimates may be available from national surveys; data for a number of countries that have had DHS
surveys are provided in Table 21.   

Table 21: Mean Duration of Postpartum Insusceptibility (PPI), in Months

http://www.measuredhs.com
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.PCAP.CD
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Postpartum infecundability has a tendency to decline as a country develops, due to reductions in the
prevalence and duration of breastfeeding and the decline of the practice of postpartum abstinence.  The
increase in female employment in the formal labor force and the increase in urbanization that usually
occur over time can make it more difficult for women to breastfeed for long periods.  However, a number
of countries have implemented programs to encourage more breastfeeding.  An examination of trends in
40 developing countries (not shown) that compares PPI in the earliest survey to the latest one shows a
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net decline in 20 countries, a net rise in 10, and essentially no change in 10.

Figure 6 shows the average PPI duration for selected countries. The three countries in West Asia/North
Africa (Egypt, Jordan, and Turkey) lie at the bottom, at about 3-6 months, whereas the five in Sub-
Saharan Africa (Ghana, Kenya, Mali, Senegal, and Uganda) lie at the top, at about 11-17 months.  The
three in Asia (Bangladesh, India, and Indonesia) lie between 4-11 months. The four in Latin America
(Bolivia, Colombia, Dominican Republic, and Peru) vary, with two high and two low.

Figure 6: Change in the Mean Duration of Postpartum Insusceptibility (PPI) for Selected
Countries (in months)

Source:  ICF International, 2012. MEASURE DHS+ STATcompiler. http://www.measuredhs.com, January
18, 2013.

Total Abortion Rate

The total abortion rate is the average number of induced abortions a woman would have if she survived
to age 49 and had abortions at the prevailing age-specific rates.  Thus, in concept, it is similar to the total
fertility rate.  Since abortions are illegal in many countries, data on abortion are not widely available. 
Information that is available for developing countries is usually derived from incomplete statistics,
surveys, or indirect estimates based on hospital data.  Table 22 presents data primarily compiled by The
Alan Guttmacher Institute (in 1997) on total abortion rates for a number of countries, and in addition
contains several special estimates based on recent survey data. 
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Table 22:  Total Abortion Rates in Selected Countries

Notes:
1.  Believed to be complete
2.  Incomplete or of unknown completeness

Sources:
All but three entries come from Stanley K. Henshaw, Susheela Singh, and Taylor Haas,
"The Incidence of Abortion Worldwide," International Fam ily Planning Perspectives, 
1999, 25 (Supplement):S30S38.  

MOH,U  –   Uzbekistan Health Exam ination S urvey 2002.  Issued by Ministry of Heath, 
State Department of Statistics and ORC Macro.  April 2004.  

Turner, R.  "Tajiks Have the Highest Fertility Rates in Newly Independent Central Asia."  
Fam ily Planning Perspectives 25 (3): 141-142.  

If information is unavailable, the total abortion rate may be set to zero. On the other hand, if a significant
amount of abortions does take place, it is advisable to make some
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estimate of the rate in order to be able to use the model to examine the effects of reducing the abortion
rate.

It should also be noted that the induced abortion rate is the only one of the proximate determinants that
can affect the required level of prevalence, even if it remains constant. This is because the calculation of
the abortion index includes the TFR and the prevalence rate. Therefore, if the abortion rate is not set to
zero, careful consideration should be given to both the present and future rates. With a TFR of 7, an
abortion rate of 1 means that one-eighth of pregnancies are ended by abortions, but at a TFR of 2, an
abortion rate of 1 means that one-third of all pregnancies are terminated by abortions.

Sterility

The sterility variable measures both natural sterility and pathological sterility.  Since natural sterility is not
likely to change much, the major effect will be from pathological sterility.  In practice, this variable is
likely to be significant only in societies with high levels of pathological sterility resulting in significant
infertility and subfecundity.  This effect is most pronounced in certain regions of sub-Saharan Africa,
where primary and secondary infertility are caused by sexually transmitted diseases.  The extent of
sterility is gauged by the percentage of women who are childless at the end of the reproductive period. 
The best sources will be national surveys and censuses that report the percentage of women childless at
ages 45-49.  Table 23 presents data on percentages of childless women from a number of DHS reports.
 These data presume a strong prevailing norm that all married women attempt to have at least one child.

Table 23: Percentage of Women Who Remain Childless at Ages 45-49
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Source:  Demographic and Health Surveys. 

Note:  Data for additional countries, including European and Western countries, appear in United Nations, World Fertility
Report: 2009, published in 2011.  Figures for early and recent dates are given to provide time trends, and data are classified

separately for women aged 35-39, 40-44, and 45-49.
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6.3.5.2.4  Child survival

6.3.5.2.4.1  What is the child survival component of FamPlan?

FamPlan includes a component for child survival which can be used to estimate the effects of
contraceptive use upon infant and child mortality, through the intermediate influence of high-risk births.
Higher contraceptive use means fewer high-risk births, and fewer high-risk births mean lower infant and
child mortality rates.

A user of FamPlan always produces a projection for contraceptive prevalence, and that projection drives
the estimated percentage of births that fall into high-risk categories: births below maternal age 18 or
above age 34, births occurring within 24 months of a previous birth, and births of orders 4 or higher. All
such births are included in one category termed “any risk” births. 

In turn, the percentage of “any risk” births drives the infant and child mortality rates. The FamPlan user
sets the baseline levels for high-risk births, infant mortality, and child mortality, and the subsequent
values for future years are generated automatically.

The IMR (infant mortality rate) is the number of deaths in the first year of life among a starting group of
1000 births. 

The U5MR (under five mortality rate) is the number of deaths before age five among a starting group of
1000 births. 

In practice each cohort cannot be followed for five years to see what happens, so all births in one
calendar years are compared to the number of deaths to children below age five in that same year. The
same is done to obtain the number of deaths below age one, for the IMR.

6.3.5.2.4.2  Why make projections for child survival?

Past experience in developing countries shows that as contraceptive use increases, the percentages of
births at the later ages and higher orders declines; in addition the percentage of births at short intervals
may also decline, as well as births among very young women. Because those births carry elevated
mortality rates, an increase in contraceptive use can yield savings in infant/child deaths. By exploring
alternative projections for contraceptive use and the consequent changes in expected percentages of high
risk births and infant/child deaths, the user can estimate the effects of increased use upon the mortality
projections. Additional declines should result from national health programs that directly reduce infant/
child mortality, and these in combination with rising contraceptive use and fewer high-risk births can
produce substantial savings in deaths. This component only estimates the changes that would arise from
increased contraceptive use.

Concepts: The IMR (infant mortality rate) is the number of deaths in the first year of life among a starting
group of 1000 births. The U5MR (under five mortality rate) is the number of deaths before age five
among a starting group of 1000 births. In practice each cohort cannot be followed for five years to see
what happens, so all births in one calendar years are compared to the number of deaths to children
below age five in that same year. The same is done to obtain the number of deaths below age one, for
the IMR. Illustrative rates appear in Table 34.

6.3.5.2.4.3  Child survival editor inputs

Using the editor
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The six baseline inputs, for the first year of the projection as listed above are:

the percentage of all births classified as “any risk.”

the IMR in the survey year

the U5MR in the survey year

Relation of risky births to contraceptive use

Relation of IMR to risky births

Relation of U5MR to risky births

NOTE:  As explained below the child survival component of FamPlan uses international averages for the
three relationships involved:  for “Risk” to contraceptive use, for the IMR to Risk, and for the U5MR to
Risk.  If you wish to override the default values for these and use others that apply to your own country,
enter those values as well. 

The slope for the relationship of the  percent of  births with “any risk” (Y-axis) to the percent of

married women using contraception (X-axis).

The slope for the relationship of the IMR (Y-axis) to the percent of births with any risk (X-axis).

The slope for the relationship of the U5MR (Y-axis) to the percent of births with any risk (X-axis).
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NOTES:
(a) Based on experience in the 5 years prior to the survey.
(b) Percent of married/in union women using any method.

Source: ICF International, 2012. MEASURE DHS+ STATcompiler. http://www.measuredhs.com, January
18, 2013.

6.3.5.2.4.4  Results

The results from the child survival component of FamPlan correspond to the items described in Child
survival editor inputs. These appear for all years included in your FamPlan projection. 

http://www.measuredhs.com
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To examine the results of the projection, click on “Results” on the menu bar.  

To see values for "Percent of births with any risk" click on "Fertility and FP use" then scroll down to the
bottom.

To see value for "Risk-adjusted IMR" and "Risk-adjusted U5MR" click on "Mortality rates" from the results
menu.

“Risk-adjusted” simply means that the projected IMR reflects its fixed relationship to the percentage of
high-risk births, and similarly for the U5MR. Note that the actual mortality rates in the country may be
different from this projection, since they also reflect the direct action of various health programs and
special causes of deaths such as HIV/AIDS. The child survival component of FamPlan simply lets the user
estimate the difference in future mortality rates due just to rising contraceptive use.

6.3.5.2.4.5  Sample applications

The following shows two alternative projections that run from 2000 to 2015, using an East African
country for illustrative purposes. One advantage of a starting date in the past is that a national survey
may be available to provide baseline data for the FamPlan application. 

The following are the inputs, as of 2000, for three of the required items (default values, if available can
be used for the additional items):

Percentage of high-risk births: 67%
Baseline IMR 102
Baseline U5MR 148

Since the child survival component for FamPlan starts from the projection for contraceptive use, the first
display below gives the time trend under two assumptions for the possible rise in prevalence. Next comes
the resulting change in the percentage of high-risk births, and then the corresponding infant and child
mortality rate projections. As these charts indicate, a substantial difference in contraceptive use is
paralleled by substantial improvements in high-risk births and in mortality.
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By the end of the projection period, in 2015, there is a difference of 15 points in prevalence. The
corresponding differences in outputs are 9 points (14%) in the percentage of high-risk births, 20 points
(22%) difference for the IMR, and 26 points (23%) for the U5MR.

The outputs also include the numbers of infant and child deaths that correspond to the projected IMR and
U5MR rates. 

Note: the user can convert these outputs to numbers of births and deaths, obtained them by going to the
“Results” menu under “Demography (DemProj),” then “Vital Events,” then “Births,” or “Deaths by Age.”

6.3.5.2.4.6  Methodology

The methodology and equations for the child survival component of FamPlan are relatively simple. First is
the linkage from contraceptive prevalence to the percent of high-risk births. Then the percent of high-risk
births is linked to the IMR and to the U5MR.

Default values are used for each of these three links, as shown in Equations 1-3 below.  You may
override these if you have reliable trend data from your own country.

The three links are established from international experience, in countries that have multiple surveys to
show actual time trends. For the first link the following chart shows, for 36 countries, the past trends.
The slopes vary, but the overall pattern is clearly an inverse one: over time, rising contraceptive use has
been accompanied by fewer high-risk births. For example, as couples want smaller families they use
contraceptive methods to avoid births at higher orders and later ages, as clearly documented in many
national surveys, and such births carry elevated rates of infant and child deaths.

After considerable analysis we decided to use the median slope as the best single estimate of this first
relationship. The median slope in the figure is -0.55, that is, a one point rise in prevalence is
accompanied by 0.55 point fall in the percent of high-risk births. See Equation (1).
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The second relationship, between high-risk births and the IMR, is shown in the next chart. Here the
median slope is 2.31, that is, a one point fall in the percent of high-risk births is accompanied by a fall of
2.31 points in the IMR. See Equation (2). 

The third relationship, between high-risk births and the U5MR, appears in the following chart. The
median slope is 3.54, that is, a one point fall in the percent of high-risk births is accompanied by a fall of
3.54 points in the U5MR. See Equation (3).
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The equations follow. Note that they relate change to change: starting from the baseline values in the
initial year for the various quantities, the values for each following year are determined just by the
change from the baseline year. Let 

R = percent of high risk births

IMR = infant mortality rate

U5MR = under five mortality rate

B = absolute number of births

DI = absolute number of infant deaths

DC = absolute number of child deaths

b = baseline year

t = projection year

Equation (1) Rt = Rb – 0.55*(Pt-Pb)           

[to relate risky births to contraceptive use]

For example, suppose that in 2000, Pb is 25 and Rb is 60, and in 2010 Pt is 40, then in 2010 Rt will

be:

60 – 0.55*(40-25) or 51.75 for the percent of high-risk births, down from 60%.
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Equation (2) IMRt = IMRb – 2.31*(Rb-Rt)    

[to relate the IMR to risky births]

For example, suppose that in 2000 Rb is 60 and IMRb is 120, and in 2010 Rt is 51.75, then in 2010

IMRt will be:

120 – 2.31 *(60-51.75) or 101 as the IMR in 2010, down from 120. 

Equation (3) U5MRt = U5MRb – 3.54*(Rb-Rt)    

[to relate the U5MR to risky births]

For example, suppose that in 2000 Rb is 60 and U5MR is 145, and in 2010 Rt is 51.75, then in 2010

U5MRt will be:

145 – 3.54*(60-51.75) or 115 as the U5MR in 2010, down from 145. 

 
Equation (4)   DI = Bt*IMRt    

[to compute the number of infant deaths]

For example suppose that in the base year there are 1,000,000 births and the IMR is 120.  Then
there will be 120,000 infant deaths.

Equation (5)  DC = Bt*U5MRt

[to compute the number of child deaths]

For example suppose that in the base year there are 1,000,000 births and the U5MR is 145.  Then
there will be 145,000 child deaths.

6.3.5.2.5  Costs of services

Using the editor

1. Scroll to the right or left to see all the years.
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2. Enter the total public sector costs per user or acceptor for each source and each method, for all years
(unless you plan to use the “Regression” feature, described just below).  Select the methods from the
tabs near the bottom of the editor, just like in the “Source Mix” editor.  If a particular source is not
available for some method, the cost may be left at zero.  

FamPlan can project future costs per user using the relationship shown in Figure 3.  To use this feature,
click the check box marked “Regression” at the bottom of the edit screen for “Costs of Services” (just
above the method tabs).  Then enter the cost per user or acceptor for the first year for each method and
source.  The program will calculate the (eventual) declining cost per user or acceptor in the future as a
function of increasing prevalence.

Cost information

FamPlan allows for input of cost information associated with the provision of family planning services and
supplies.  Service costs are specified by method and source.  For the temporary methods (condoms,
injectables, pills, vaginal barriers and vaginal tablets), costs are specified as cost per user.  For the long-
term methods (sterilization, IUD, Norplant), costs are specified as costs per acceptor.  Costs generally
refer to the public sector costs of providing the services.  

A second input related to the total cost of services is the fee paid by users.  This information is used to
determine public sector revenues and net public sector costs.  

Various estimates of the costs of family planning services have been made.  Most of these studies
estimate the annual expenditure on family planning rather than the costs (which would amortize capital
investments over the lifetime of the capital goods).  The World Bank compiled a set of estimates on
expenditure per user in 1980 (Bulatao, 1985).  These figures were calculated on the basis of estimates of
per capita public expenditures on population programs in 1980 from various sources.  Another set of
data, prepared from figures submitted by governments on their family planning expenditures, was
published in Fam ily Planning and Child S urviva l (Ross, 1988).  Population Action International recently
prepared estimates of family planning expenditures from all sources for 79 countries (Conly, Chaya, and
Helsing, 1995).  Since each of these studies used different approaches and different data sources, the
results are not strictly comparable.  However, they do provide the best picture available of the overall
pattern of expenditure on family planning services.  Several country-specific studies of family planning
expenditure are available to supplement these three sources.  The information on cost per user from the
Population Action International study is shown in Table 9.

More detailed studies have been conducted for a small number of countries.  The results of these studies
are summarized in Table 10.

Determining the costs of family planning programs is not a simple exercise.  No systematic series of
surveys or reports exists to give easy access to method-specific costing data.  Yet the use of reasonable
costing data makes FamPlan an attractive tool for rationally planning a program’s expansion or
reconfiguration.  The figures in Tables 9 and 10 are all methods and sources combined.  Therefore, their
utility will be in providing a reliability check against summary costs generated by a FamPlan application. 
Method- and source-specific figures are provided later in this section.

Table 9:  Expenditures per Family Planning User (US Dollars)
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Table 10: Government Expenditure per Family Planning User (US Dollars)
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As Table 10 illustrates, there is considerable variation by country, year, and source of data.  Much of this
variation is clearly due to the difficulty of estimating total expenditures and to differences among
definitions used by those preparing the estimates.  

Figure 4 presents the results of a regression analysis that illustrates the relationship between
expenditure per user and contraceptive prevalence.  In this figure, observations from Table 9 are plotted
versus total prevalence.  The smooth curve depicts the inverse relationship between expenditure per user
and prevalence.  The equation for this curve is:

Expenditure/user = 10.51 + 240.68.

prevalence                          

This figure illustrates that cost per user may decline as prevalence increases.  This fact seems to suggest
an economy of scale or efficiency gained as prevalence increases.  This relationship should be considered
for projecting cost per user or acceptor into the future. 

Figure 4: Relationship Between Expenditure per User and Contraceptive Prevalence

The figures on aggregate expenditure per user vary significantly from country to country.  Some of this
variation is due to different cost structures and differences in implementation approach.  Some of the
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variation is due to different source and method mixes.  An indication of how cost may vary by source is
given in Table 11.

Table 11:  Cost per CYP by Source of Family Planning (U.S. Dollars)

Costs also vary by method.  Several studies have examined costs by method and reported these costs on
either a per-procedure or a per-visit basis.  Tables 12 through 18 present data collected from various
sources.  Not surprisingly, cost differentials exist even in the same country.  These data are not strictly
comparable since different definitions of cost have been used, but they do serve to illustrate the range of
costs that is experienced in programs today.
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Table 12:  Costs of Female Sterilization Procedures

Table 13:  Costs of Male Sterilization Procedures

Table 14:  Costs of IUD Insertion
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Table 15:  Costs of Oral Contraceptive Delivery
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Table 16:  Costs of Condom Delivery
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Table 17:  Costs of Injectable Delivery

Table 18:  Costs of Implant Procedures
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If country-specific estimates of the costs of family planning are not available and cannot be developed
with the time and resources available, it is possible to make a rough estimate of costs using the
information in the tables presented above.  The information in these tables indicates that costs are likely
to be in the ranges shown in Table 19.  

Table 19:  Ranges of Cost by Method

1 Expenditure figures in Table 10 and Tables 12 through 18 are from various years and sources and are
not adjusted for inflation.

6.3.5.2.6  Fees

Using the editor

1. Scroll to the right or left to see all the years.

2. Enter any fees associated with method-specific services by source.  Note that the fee unit changes with
each method.  It is shown in the title just above the edit tables (e.g., Fee per condom?Condom, Fee
per operation?Female sterilization, Fee per injection?Injectable, etc.). 

Note that since most projections define the costs to be public sector costs, the fees should be those fees
that accrue to the public sector.  Thus, for condoms sold by pharmacies with no public sector subsidy, the
costs and fees for condoms provided by pharmacies would generally be set to zero.  However, for a
community-based distribution (CBD) program that does receive public sector subsidies, the public sector
costs and fees should be specified.

A second input related to the total cost of services  is the fee paid by users. This information is used to
determine public sector revenues and net public sector costs.
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6.3.5.2.7  Method attributes

Using the editor

1. Scroll to the right or left to see all the years.

2. For each year of the projection, only those methods chosen in the Configuration screen will be shown.
 Enter the units per CYP for the temporary methods (Condoms, Injections, Pill cycles and Vaginal
tablets), the average duration of use for the long-term methods (IUD and Norplant), and the average
age at sterilization for the permanent methods (male and female sterilization). The model contains
default values that can be used for most methods.  However, the age at sterilization should be
changed to reflect the actual program situation.  

Characteristics of method practice

"Method attributes" refers to the characteristics of method practice that are needed to calculate the
number of users, acceptors and commodities required to meet the chosen goals. For the temporary
methods (condoms, injections, pills, LAM, SDM and vaginal tablets), the key attribute is couple-years of
protection, or CYP (defined below). The connection between the method used and the goal sought is in
terms of the protection given to couples against unintended pregnancy. For the longer-term methods (IUD
and implants), the key attribute is the average duration of use. For the permanent methods (female and
male sterilization), the duration of use is determined from the average age at the time of sterilization.

Commodity Units per CYP

FamPlan calculates the commodity consumption needed to achieve the family planning goal. For the
temporary methods (condoms, injections, pills and vaginal tablets) the commodities needed are
calculated from the number of units required to provide one couple-year of protection. One CYP is the
protection required by one couple using a contraceptive method for an entire year.
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For temporary hormonal methods, the number of units per CYP is determined by the recommended
usage pattern and by any wastage that occurs. Theoretically, one CYP requires 13 cycles of pills or four
injections of Depo-Provera or six injections of Noristerat, since these are the amounts required to protect
one woman for an entire year. The actual number of units per CYP may be larger than this theoretical
number because of wastage. For injectables, this wastage factor is likely to be small since it depends
only on the clinical warehousing and distribution system. For pills the wastage factor could be
considerably higher, particularly when pills are provided free.

For coitus-dependent methods (condoms and vaginal tablets), the number of units per CYP depends on
the frequency of coitus and on wastage.

In 1997, USAID revised its recommended CYP factors based on a comprehensive study by the
EVALUATION Project (Stover et al., 1997). These recommendations for the temporary methods are
shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Standard Values of Commodity Units per CYP for Temporary Methods

Average Duration of Use

For the long-term methods (IUD and Implant), the average duration of use determines the number of
new acceptors (and thus the service requirements) required to achieve a certain number of users or
method prevalence. Information on the average duration of use for the IUD is available from some DHS
studies, from randomized clinical trials, and from follow-up studies. Stover et al. (1997) concluded that
the average duration of use for IUDs is about 3.5 years. Since very little country-specific data are
available, this figure is recommended for most countries.

The EVALUATION Project also reviewed information on duration of use of implants such as Norplant. Data
are available from 11 countries. The recommended figure for average duration of use for Norplant is 3.5
years.

Average Age of Users

The single-age-group version of FamPlan does not require any age-specific information. All inputs such
as "percent in union" and "percent using a method" refer to the entire group of women of reproductive
age. Age-specific information is required only in the calculation of the number of users of each method
who age out of the reproductive years. In practice, this calculation is only significant in the case of male
and female sterilization. In this case, FamPlan estimates the percentage of users of each method who
are aged 45-49 from the average age at the time of sterilization.

Aging out of the reproductive years is significant to a family planning model because the protection given
by a long term contraceptive method becomes moot after menopause. An IUD may be maintained in
place, and of course a sterilization doesn’t become reversed. But these methods no longer protect against
pregnancy. The younger a couple is at the time a procedure is performed, then the more years of actual
protection are given before such protection is no longer relevant.
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The average age at the time of sterilization is usually available from service statistics or national surveys.
 Table 6 shows the average age at the time of female sterilization for a number of countries.

Table 6:  Average Age at Sterilization

6.3.5.2.8  Effectiveness

Using the editor
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1. Scroll to the right or left to see all the years.

2. The model contains default values which are recommended for most projections; if these are not
appropriate for this particular projection, make any changes necessary.

Method effectiveness

As used in FamPlan, method effectiveness is the proportion of users who do not become pregnant during
a year of method use. For each method used in FamPlan, it is necessary to specify an average
effectiveness rate, or the extent by which the practice of a method of contraception lowers fecundability.
It is determined by both a population’s ability to conceive and the extent of contraceptive method failure.

The EVALUATION Project recently reviewed a large number of studies of method effectiveness (Stover et
al., 1997).  That study found that method failure rates ranged from about 4 to 20 percent for the pill, 1 to
8 percent for the IUD and 11 to 40 percent for barrier methods.  Failure rates for Norplant and injectables
were found to be nearly zero.  Based on these results, the recommended effectiveness rates for use in
FamPlan are shown in Table 7.  While the method failures normally do not make a large demographic
impact, they can constitute a significant proportion of pregnancies at a given time.

Table 7:  Effectiveness of Contraceptive Methods
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6.3.5.3 Goal

6.3.5.3.1  Reducing unmet need for contraception

Using the editor

1. Percent of unmet need that is satisfied.  In the third portion of this dialogue box, enter the
percent of unmet need that will be satisfied for each year of the projection.  In many cases it will be
sufficient to enter a goal for the final year of the projection and interpolate from zero in the first year.

2. Prevalence and unmet need in the base year.  In the first column of this section, enter the
contraceptive prevalence in the base year.  (Prevalence may be disaggregated by prevalence for
spacing and prevalence for limiting if that option was selected under Configuration.  This choice is not
shown on this screen.)  Information on contraceptive prevalence is usually available from fertility
surveys.  In the second column, enter the base year estimate of unmet need.

3. The total fertility rate in the base year.  Enter the TFR in the base year in the edit box in middle
of the screen.

To state the goal of the family planning program, this approach follows the recommendations of the 1994
International Conference on Population and Development. It allows you to specify the current use of
contraception and the unmet need for contraception. Unmet need is concerned with exposure to an
unintended pregnancy. As such, the concept includes both the current exposure to pregnancy and the
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wishes of a woman. To be at risk of a pregnancy, a woman needs to be in a relationship, be neither
currently pregnant nor amenorrheic as a result of a recent pregnancy, be fertile and pre-menopausal,
and not be using contraception. Fertility preferences are equally important. Women with an unmet need
are those who are at risk of pregnancy and either want no more children or want no children in the next
two years. In sum, unmet need refers to couples who should logically be using contraception based on
their fertility desires and susceptibility to a pregnancy, but for some reason are not using contraception. 

There are three main categories of women who are classified as having an unmet need for
contraception:

1. women who do not want another birth soon, but are exposed to the risk of pregnancy and are not
using any method of contraception; 

2. women who have had a recent birth that was unintended or mistimed and did not use
contraception to try to prevent that pregnancy; 

3. women who are currently pregnant but either did not intend the current pregnancy or did not want
it at this time and were not using contraception to try to prevent it. Estimates of unmet need are
available from most fertility surveys. 

Unmet need is often expressed as unmet need for spacing and for limiting. Unmet need for spacing refers
to those women who say that they want more children in the future, but not within the next two years.
Unmet need for limiting refers to those women who say they do not want any more children. 

To use this goal with FamPlan, you specify the net percentage of current unmet need that will be
converted to contraceptive use by some time in the future. This amount of unmet need is added to
current prevalence to determine the required prevalence in the future. Calculations may be done
separately for spacing and limiting or for both types of need combined. 

For example, assume that the prevalence of contraception is currently 20 percent. Also assume that the
unmet need for contraception is measured at 10 percent. If you specify that 50 percent of unmet need
should be met by the year 2000, then prevalence in the year 2000 would be set at 25 percent (20 percent
current prevalence plus one-half of unmet need). 

Of course, reality is more complicated. During the projection period, some people who are currently using
contraception will stop. Some people with an unmet need will start using while others will not. Some
people who currently have no need for contraception will become users during the projection period.
Finally, people will move in and out of the unmet need category during the projection period as their
situation changes. Even if 100 percent of current unmet need is satisfied by some future year, new unmet
need may be created as fertility desires change, so that unmet need will not necessarily drop to zero. 

This approach is not intended to suggest that prevalence will increase in the future simply by having more
people with an unmet need start using contraception. However, this approach is a useful way for
programs to think about the future when making projections of resource requirements, since it is
grounded in current use and one measure of current need for contraception.

6.3.5.3.2  Total w anted fertility

Using the editor
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1. Percent reduction between actual and desired TFR.  Enter the percent reduction in the base
year difference between the actual TFR and the desired TFR for each year of the projection.  If the
difference is 100 percent in some year, then the TFR will equal the desired TFR in that year.  In many
cases it will be sufficient to enter a goal for the final year of the projection and interpolate from zero
in the first year.

2. Base year values for the contraceptive prevalence and TFR.  Enter the contraceptive
prevalence rate and the total fertility rate in the base year.  

3. Wanted TFR.  Enter the wanted total fertility rate.  

To state the goal of the family planning program, one alternative is to specify the current level of the total
fertility rate and the desired fertility rate and then to set a goal in terms of how quickly the desired fertility
rate can be achieved. The desired fertility rate, also called the wanted total fertility rate, is an indicator
similar to the total fertility rate. It indicates the average number of children that a woman would have if
her expressed fertility desires w ere achieved. The wanted total fertility rate is calculated as the level of
fertility that would have prevailed during the past few years if all unintended births had been prevented.
Unintended births are defined as those births which would cause the number of surviving children to a
woman to exceed her stated desired family size. 

To choose this option in FamPlan, users specify the percent reduction in the difference between the
actual TFR and the desired TFR by some future year. In this case, the future TFR is determined and
FamPlan calculates the required prevalence to achieve this goal. 

For example, suppose the current TFR is 5.0 and the desired TFR is 4.0. If the goal were to reduce the
difference between the two by 50 percent by 2000, then the TFR goal for 2000 would be calculated to be
4.5.

6.3.5.3.3  Reaching a goal for contraceptive prevalence

Spectrum editor
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1. Prevalence.  Enter the goal level of contraceptive prevalence.  This series should start with the actual
prevalence in the base year of the projection.  In many cases, it will be sufficient to enter a goal for
the final year of the projection and interpolate from the actual value in the first year.  Prevalence may
be disaggregated by prevalence for spacing and prevalence for limiting if that option was selected
under Configuration.  This choice is not shown on this screen.

2. Total fertility rate.  Enter the TFR in the base year.

In this approach, a contraceptive prevalence goal for the future is set. Certainly when setting this goal,
the analyst should take into account the current prevalence as well as the amount of unmet need and the
proportion of women who say they intend to use contraception in the near future. Contraceptive goals
may also be based on rules of thumb (i.e., the most successful programs increase prevalence by about
two percentage points per year).  

A family planning projection may require an assumption about contraceptive prevalence if the goal is to
achieve a certain level of prevalence or to meet unmet need.  (For other goals, contraceptive prevalence
is calculated as an output of the projection.)

Contraceptive prevalence consists of the percentage of women of reproductive age who are in union and
who use contraception.  Estimates of prevalence are usually derived from national surveys, including the
DHS.  Recent estimates of contraceptive prevalence are given for over 150 countries in Table 3. 
Prevalence may be further disaggregated to use of contraception for spacing and limiting.  These
categories are constructed from survey questions that ask respondents whether they want any more
children and, if so, when they want them.  Those who are using contraception and report that they want
no more children are classified as using contraception for limiting.  Those who are using contraception
and report that they do want more children but not right away are classified as using contraception for
spacing.

Table 3: Contraceptive Prevalence of Women in Union by Year of Survey
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Table 3, Notes
aAdjusted.
bPreliminary data.
cFigures by method do not add up to the total.
dFigures by method do not add up to the total because some methods are used in combination.
eData pertain to a non-standard age or marital status group/definition of unmet need for family planning.
f Data pertain to methods used during the last 12 months.
gData pertain to nationals of the country
h Excluding Northern Ireland.
l Excluding Northern Province.

Source:  United Nations Population Division: “World Contraceptive Use 2010” Wall Chart.

Although trends in prevalence vary from country to country, in the most successful programs the increase
is about two percentage points a year (e.g., from 40 percent using a method to 42 percent).  Increases
above this level are not likely to be sustainable over the long term.  That is why, in Table 4, such
countries as Thailand, Cuba, Korea, and China fall into the bottom row and the left column. They already
had large prevalence increases in the past and had reached high levels, and then slowed down.  

In contrast, some countries with low starting levels, of 15 to 34 percent, have registered large gains.
Examples include Oman and Afghanistan.

A third group of importance includes countries that started at very low levels and did not improve
appreciably, shown in the upper left cell.  Of the 77 countries contained in the table, 60 increased less
than 1 percent a year (column 1), 13 increased between 1.0 and 1.9 percent a year (column 2), and only
4 increased by 2.0 percent or more a year.

Table 4: Annual Increase in Contraceptive Prevalence Around 1997-2009,  by Prevalence at the Start of
the Period 
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Source:  United Nations Population Division: “World Contraceptive Use 2010” Wall Chart.

As shown in Figure 1, contraceptive prevalence and total fertility rates have a close linear relationship. 
Each increase of 10 points in prevalence is associated with a decline in the total fertility rate of 0.6 births.
 The variation around the regression line is due to differences in the pattern of contraceptive use and
differences in the other proximate determinants.

Figure 1. The Relationship between the Total Fertility Rate and Contraceptive Prevalence,
194 Surveys from 80 Countries

6.3.5.3.4  Reaching a goal for total fertility rate

Spectrum editor
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1. Prevalence.  Enter the contraceptive prevalence level in the base year.

2. Total fertility rate.  Enter the actual TFR in the base year and the goal of the total fertility rate for
all other years of the projection.  In many cases it will be sufficient to enter a goal for the final year
of the projection and interpolate from the first year.

The program goal may also be expressed as a future level of the total fertility rate for the region or
nation. This approach is often used when the goal is to calculate the program requirements to achieve
replacement-level fertility by some future year.

6.3.5.4 Post-abortion care

6.3.5.4.1  What is the post-abortion care component of FamPlan?

FamPlan includes a component for post-abortion care that can be used to estimate the effects of family
planning programs on the number of abortions and the effects of changing numbers of abortions and
treatment programs on maternal mortality. 

The post-abortion care (PAC) component can be used to analyze how family planning programs and
programs to treat abortion complications affect maternal deaths. It estimates the number of maternal
deaths due to wanted births, unwanted births, and abortions, and shows how the allocation of
expenditures can increase abortion treatments and reduce deaths.  

6.3.5.4.2  Why make projections for post-abortion care (PAC)?

“PAC” is important because unsafe abortions are responsible for a substantial share of maternal deaths,
and because treatment for abortion-related difficulties focuses upon a clearly identifiable clinical episode.
The number of abortions is related to the number of unwanted pregnancies. Family planning programs
and changes in the other proximate determinants of fertility can affect the number of unwanted
pregnancies and, therefore, the number of abortions. The PAC component of FamPlan helps planners
understand these interactions. 

6.3.5.4.3  Post-abortion care editor inputs

Using the editor
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In FamPlan, under “Configuration,” you must choose the goal of reducing unmet need.  Also under
“Configuration,” you must select the abortion option, “calculated from unwanted pregnancies.”  Then the
following inputs are required. 

1. The percent of unwanted pregnancies that terminate in abortion (an input in FamPlan under
Proximate Determinants)  

2. The percent of abortions that are legal  
3. The percent of illegal abortions needing treatment 
4. The percent of legal abortions needing treatment   
5. The maternal mortality ratio (MMR)   
6. The percent of all maternal deaths due to abortions   
7. The relative risk of mortality for untreated vs. treated abortions  
8. The annual expenditure on post-abortion care   
9. The average cost per abortion complication treated
10.The average cost for family planning counseling/service per case.

For each input, here are suggestions for ways to obtain reasonable values. Illustrative numbers are
shown in the Figure 7 diagram. The number of pregnancies is calculated by FamPlan based on the total
fertility rate. The number of unwanted pregnancies is calculated from two sources: pregnancies due to
contraceptive method failure and pregnancies that occur to women with an unmet need for family
planning. 

Figure 7: Diagram for the Post-Abortion Care Model Illustrative Values for the First
(Baseline) Year
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The proportion of unwanted pregnancies that are aborted is a direct input in FamPlan. This is assumed to
be half in Figure 7, producing 300,000 abortions. The other 300,000 unwanted pregnancies are
discounted by the 15 percent of miscarriages, producing 255,000 births. These births are subjected to the
same mortality risk as before, resulting in 2,287 deaths.   

In practice you must decide the proportion of unwanted pregnancies that are aborted from available data
or local studies.  A preliminary calculation can be made from the number of births, the numbers of
abortions, an allowance for miscarriages as 15 percent of all pregnancies, and the proportion of births
that are unwanted.  The numerator is all abortions. The denominator, unwanted pregnancies, is the sum
of all abortions, unwanted births, and perhaps half of all miscarriages.  Alternative values can be tried
and the final results examined to see whether small changes matter.
  
Table 28 provides estimates of unwanted births from DHS surveys.
Table 29 provides estimates for numbers of all abortions, and unsafe abortions
Table 30 provides estimates for numbers of maternal deaths and births.

Table 28:  Percentage of Births Not Wanted or Wanted Later in the Five Years Preceding the
Survey (including current pregnancy)
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1) Northeast region 
Source: ICF International, 2012. MEASURE DHS+ STATcompiler. http://www.measuredhs.com, January
18, 2013.

Table 29: Estimates of abortion numbers, rates, ratios, and mortality (annual averages for
1995-2000)

http://www.measuredhs.com
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Sources: "Unsafe Abortion: Global and Regional Estimates of Incidence of and Morta lity Due to Unsafe
Abortion w ith a Listing of Available Country Data." Third Edition. Geneva:  WHO Division of Reproductive
Health (Technical Support) 1998.  Also: S.K. Henshaw,  S. Singh, and T. Haas.  "The Incidence of
Abortion Worldwide."  International Fam ily Planning Perspectives, vol. 25, Supplement, Table 1, Jan.
1999.  

Table 30: Estimates for 2000 of Maternal Deaths, MMRs, and Implied Number of Births
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Sources: Carla Abou-Zahr and Tessa Wardlaw, "Maternal Mortality in 2000: Estimates Developed by
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WHO, UNICEF, and UNFPA" http://www.childinfo.org/files/maternal_mortality_in_2000.pdf accessed
March 17, 2004. 
For 1995 estimates see Kenneth Hill, Carla AbouZahr, and Tessa Wardlaw.  “Estimates of Maternal
Mortality for 1995.” Bulletin of the W orld Health Organization, 2001, 79(3). 

1. The percentage of all abortions that are legal, assumed to be zero in Figure 7.  This is highly
dependent on the country situation; it can vary from nearly zero to nearly one hundred.  Also, the laws
may say that only some abortions are legal depending upon the specific justification.  The compilation
in Table 29 provides estimates, which may be applicable to your country, or you may have more
recent information that you prefer to use. In Figure 7 essentially no abortions are legal, so zero is
used as the input.   

The PAC software assumes that legal abortions are safe, and so for simplicity they are assigned a zero
mortality rate.  If abortions are legal in your country, and you wish to allow for a mortality risk for
them, you can do so by assigning all abortions to the illegal category and simply regard that as the
legal category.  (Then enter zero as the input for “legal” abortions.) You then proceed to follow all the
instructions above in the same way, to obtain the numbers of deaths that result under “Outputs” below.

However in countries where most abortions are illegal it is hardly necessary to allow for deaths from
legal abortions.  The legal abortions will be very few and generally safe, and so the numbers of deaths
from them will be quite small in comparison to deaths from the many illegal abortions.  

2. The percentage of illegal abortions needing treatment, assumed to be 18 percent in Figure 7, yielding
54,000.  Among illegal abortions, some will not require any treatment whereas others will need
attention.  This varies by country:  in some places many or most illegal abortions are performed in
safe settings and rather few have side effects requiring treatment. A rough indicator for the
percentage of abortions needing treatment is in Table 31, which has estimates of the percent of the
population with ready access to safe abortion. When this percentage is very low, more abortions will
be unsafe and will require special post-abortion care.  However a high figure does not guarantee that
few post-treatments will be needed, since actual use of a safe service normally falls well below the
percent making actual use of it.  In many countries a substantial percentage of abortions are quite
unsafe, and many require subsequent clinical treatment.  After you input the percentage needing
treatment, the model calculates the percentage not needing treatment (246,000) all of which are
presumed to be relatively safe. The 54,000 needing treatment are divided into those receiving it
(25,000) and those not (29,000).  As explained below, the total expenditure divided by the total cost
per case treated produces the number that can be treated. Then separate mortality risks are applied
to those treated (lower risk) and those not (higher risk). The Figure 7 result is 203 deaths and 707
deaths for the two groups respectively.  

Table 31: Estimates of the Percentage of the Population Having Ready and Easy Access to
Safe Abortion Services, 1999 

http://www.childinfo.org/files/maternal_mortality_in_2000.pdf
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3. The maternal mortality ratio (MMR) is assumed here to be 1050 in the baseline year (stated per
100,000 births even though some deaths come from abortions, since births are easier to count as the
denominator).   Sources for the MMR include certain DHS and other surveys.  Also, estimates for most
countries for 2000 are given in Table 30.

All maternal deaths can be divided into those related to delivery and those related to abortions.  Thus
abortion deaths are a percentage of all maternal deaths, so the MMR can be divided between the
portion related to deliveries and that related to abortions.  The former may be termed the “Birth-
MMR” (897 used in Figure 7) and the later  “the Abortion-MMR” (153 used in Figure 7).  The two are
additive and sum to the MMR of 1050.  (They use the same denominator of all births, but divide the
numerator into the delivery-related deaths and the abortion-related deaths.)   For the latter, values for
around 1995-2000 are available by region from WHO; these appear in Table 29 (next to last column)
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and can be converted to the proportion of  all maternal deaths due to abortion (last column).  A value
in this table may appear applicable to your country, or you may have a local estimate.  Note that a local
estimate may pertain to abortion deaths on the denominator of abortions, not births as in the Abortion-
MMR; if so it would need to be adapted.

The MMR you enter, along with the input for the percent of deaths due to abortions, fix the baseline
mortality risks.  Another input below, the relative risk between treated and untreated abortions, is also
important.  All these together determine the base-year mortality risks for births, treated abortions, and
untreated abortions.  In later years the MMR varies, being dependent upon the number of abortions

that are treated (as well as the changing number of births and unwanted pregnancies). 
 
4. The percent of maternal deaths due to abortions: assumed to be 14.6 percent in the base year.  This

may come from local data based upon available surveys, hospital statistics, or other sources of death
statistics (see Table 29, last column).  If the figure is subject to considerable guesswork it can be
varied in alternative runs to see if the final conclusions are very sensitive to this input.  After the base
year the percent of all deaths due to abortions varies, depending upon the number of abortions that
are treated.  

5. The relative risk of mortality for untreated versus treated abortions, assumed to be 3 to 1 in Figure 7.
 Abortions needing treatment are split between those that actually receive treatment and those that do
not, and the risk of death will be quite different between them.  If only the most desperate cases are
seen clinically their death rate may be above that of the untreated group, but the reverse situation may
prevail, in which serious cases unable to reach treatment in time die at high rates.  In any case, to use
the software it is best to assume a higher risk among untreated cases, so that program actions that
treat more cases will lower the overall death rate rather than raise it.  Therefore the relative risk
should be set at a value above 1, to make the risk of untreated cases higher than that of treated cases.

 
Table 30 provides country estimates for maternal deaths, maternal mortality ratios, and by division,
the implied number of births.  It must be emphasized that the MMR estimates are subject to large
errors; the original  source cited gives a range of uncertainty for each one, with a lower and upper
estimate.  Also, the number of births, as of 2000, may differ in other sources.  The United Nations
provides estimates of births as averages for five-year periods or you may have recent country figures.
 

Figure 7 assumes that the untreated group is made up of the more serious cases, so their death rate
is three times the rate for the treated group. This ratio is combined with the baseline risk of death
among all illegal abortions needing treatment to produce the actual risk assigned to each group, which
turns out to be 0.81 percent for treated cases and 2.44 percent for untreated cases in a 1 to 3 ratio). 
As noted above, these baseline risks are then kept fixed over time, so that program interventions to
treat more abortions move more cases to the lower risk group and so reduce total deaths.     

6. The annual expenditure on post-abortion care is assumed to be  $US 1,000,000 for calculating treated
abortions in Figure 7.  This would normally come from the national health budget and must be
estimated from the available information, both for the baseline amount and the projected amounts. An
alternative is that it might come from local studies in specific geographic areas that are reasonably
representative and give results that can be enlarged proportionately to the whole population.  Note that
a precise figure is not necessary since the model is generally used to explore changes from a base
plan to an alternative.  The changes in outcomes may be about the same whether one starts from the
precise annual expenditure or something close to it.  All this allows for “what-if” explorations of how
much maternal deaths might be reduced if funding could be increased, in combination with changes in
various program inputs either in FamPlan or in the Post-Abortion Care module.

7. The average cost per post-abortion case that is treated is the sum of two separate inputs:  (a) the
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average cost of treating the complications of the abortion itself, and (b) the average cost of providing
family planning counseling and service.  Each of the two costs must be estimated and entered
separately.  For simplicity, each input is a single figure:  the first one is to summarize the various
treatment costs such as supplies and personnel time, and the second one is for the various family
planning costs that reflect the percent of treated cases who are offered family planning, the percent
who adopt a method, and the costs of the particular methods chosen (pill, IUD, sterilization, etc.). 
Some local data may be available on the proportions who adopt each method, or no method, at the
time of the post-abortion treatment. The sum of the two costs is assumed to be $40 in Figure 7, and
that is divided into the total expenditure in item 9 to determine how many abortions can fall into the
treated category. ($1,000,000/$40 = 25,000 cases treated.)  

For your country you may be able to access Ministry of Health records or use local studies that seem
fairly representative.  An alternative is to conduct a fresh study to gather current data. Trying
alternative values for this input will show how sensitive to it the final conclusions are.

Note also that if you are exploring all family planning costs for the entire country in FamPlan, there will
be a small overlap between those and the family planning costs in the PAC module.  This will normally
not be a serious problem since the latter will be very small in comparison to the costs in the whole
country. Further, this can be ignored if you are using the PAC module as a stand-alone exercise, to
explore alternative assumptions for PAC activities.

That completes the list of inputs. In Figure 7 the boxes give the numbers of deaths; these are
generated from the death rate applied to the group at risk just above each box.  The six boxes for
deaths sum to all maternal deaths in the entire population.  After the first year the numbers of deaths
can change depending upon changes in the program inputs. 

Percentage of abortions that are legal

The percentage of abortions that are legal is highly dependent on the country situation; it can vary from
nearly zero to nearly one hundred. Also, the laws may say that only some abortions are legal depending
upon the specific justification. FamPlan assumes that legal abortions are safe, and so for simplicity they
are assigned a zero mortality rate. If abortions are legal in your country, and you wish to allow for a
mortality risk for them, you can do so by assigning all abortions to the illegal category and simply regard
that as the legal category. (Then enter zero as the input for “legal” abortions.) However in countries
where most abortions are illegal it is hardly necessary to allow for deaths from legal abortions. The legal
abortions will be very few and generally safe, and so the numbers of deaths from them will be quite
small in comparison to deaths from the many illegal abortions.

Percentage of illegal abortions that need treatment 

Among illegal abortions, some will not require any treatment whereas others will need attention. This
varies by country: in some places many or most illegal abortions are performed in safe settings and
rather few have side effects requiring treatment. When the percentage of the population with ready
access to safe abortion is very low, more abortions will be unsafe and will require special post-abortion
care. However a high figure does not guarantee that few post-treatments will be needed, since actual
use of a safe service normally falls well below the percent making actual use of it. In many countries a
substantial percentage of abortions are quite unsafe, and many require subsequent clinical treatment.

Maternal mortality ratio (MMR)
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All maternal deaths can be divided into those related to delivery and those related to abortions. Thus
abortion deaths are a percentage of all maternal deaths, so the Maternal mortality ratio (MMR) can be
divided between the portion related to deliveries and that related to abortions. The former may be
termed the “Birth-MMR” and the later “the Abortion-MMR”. The two are additive and sum to the MMR.
(They use the same denominator of all births, but divide the numerator into the delivery-related deaths
and the abortion-related deaths.)

The MMR you enter, along with the input for the percent of deaths due to abortions, fix the baseline
mortality risks. Another input, the relative risk between treated and untreated abortions, is also
important. All these together determine the base-year mortality risks for births, treated abortions, and
untreated abortions. In later years the MMR varies, being dependent upon the number of abortions that
are treated (as well as the changing number of births and unwanted pregnancies).

Percent of maternal deaths due to abortions

The percent of maternal deaths due to abortions may come from local data based upon available
surveys, hospital statistics, or other sources of death statistics.  If the figure is subject to considerable
guesswork it can be varied in alternative runs to see if the final conclusions are very sensitive to this
input. After the base year the percent of all deaths due to abortions varies, depending upon the number
of abortions that are treated.

Relative risk of mortality for untreated versus treated abortions

Abortions needing treatment are split between those that actually receive treatment and those that do
not, and the risk of death will be quite different between them. If only the most desperate cases are seen
clinically their death rate may be above that of the untreated group, but the reverse situation may prevail,
in which serious cases unable to reach treatment in time die at high rates. In any case, to use FamPlan it
is best to assume a higher risk among untreated cases, so that program actions that treat more cases
will lower the overall death rate rather than raise it. Therefore the relative risk should be set at a value
above 1, to make the risk of untreated cases higher than that of treated cases.

Annual expenditure on post-abortion care

The annual expenditure on post-abortion care would normally come from the national health budget and
must be estimated from the available information, both for the baseline amount and the projected
amounts. An alternative is that it might come from local studies in specific geographic areas that are
reasonably representative and give results that can be enlarged proportionately to the whole population.
Note that a precise figure is not necessary since the model is generally used to explore changes from a
base plan to an alternative. The changes in outcomes may be about the same whether one starts from
the precise annual expenditure or something close to it. All this allows for “what-if” explorations of how
much maternal deaths might be reduced if funding could be increased, in combination with changes in
various program inputs in FamPlan.

Average cost per post-abortion case

The average cost per post-abortion case that is treated is the sum of two separate inputs: (a) the
average cost of treating the complications of the abortion itself, and (b) the average cost of providing
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family planning counseling and service. Each of the two costs must be estimated and entered separately.
For simplicity, each input is a single figure: the first one is to summarize the various treatment costs such
as supplies and personnel time, and the second one is for the various family planning costs that reflect
the percent of treated cases who are offered family planning, the percent who adopt a method, and the
costs of the particular methods chosen (pill, IUD, sterilization, etc.). Some local data may be available on
the proportions who adopt each method, or no method, at the time of the post-abortion treatment. 

For your country you may be able to access Ministry of Health records or use local studies that seem
fairly representative. An alternative is to conduct a fresh study to gather current data. Trying alternative
values for this input will show how sensitive to it the final conclusions are. 

6.3.5.4.4  Sample applications

Suppose you wish to use the PAC component of FamPlan for your country as of the year 2000.  A key
advantage of the model is that you can explore the effects of alternate scenarios, or intervention plans. 
You set up the baseline situation, for 2000, by assembling the information for all inputs. Here they pertain
approximately to the situation in an East African country. Four variations are then introduced, each one
illustrating a different way to strengthen post-abortion care.   The results are compared for what they
imply for maternal deaths and other results. This illustrates the way in which managers can compare
alternative actions and costs.
  
A convenient way to produce alternative sets of inputs like these is to save the baseline set under a new
name for each set.  That preserves all of the numerous specifications that you entered for DemProj and
for FamPlan, including PAC, and you can then simply make the few modifications in each set that
correspond to the alternative actions for it.  Doing this repeatedly can create as many variations as you
wish, and you can show up to four different plans on the screen simultaneously for convenient
comparisons.  

Here are the variations:

a. Baseline (the others below are exactly the same as the Baseline except for the change
noted.)

b. Meet  more  unmet  need.  Unmet need in FamPlan in the baseline is 35 percent in
2000, and the percentage met increases linearly from 5 to 50 percent from 2001 to
2015. In the “B” run, the increase is to 80 percent in 2015 instead of 50 percent.

c. Improve the  contracept ive  method mix.  In the baseline modern methods have
only a constant 68.3 percent of the total; the “C” run improves this linearly to 90
percent by 2015.

d. Increase  the  nat ional budget .  In the baseline this is a flat $1 million a year; in the
“D” run this increases to $1.75 million by 2015.

e. A ll of the  above, from B, C, and D. 

The results are contrasted in Table 32 below.  

Comments: 

Scenario E, which does everything, has the fewest number of total deaths (only 13,370 deaths in 2015)
and on the sum of deaths from treated and untreated abortions (all abortions are treated in E, partly
because fewer abortions occur in E and also because the increased budget in D is incorporated). 
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However E has the most deaths from wanted births  (8,307) but the fewest from unwanted births
(4,255), since it incorporates B and C, with their better method mix and reduced unmet need, which
together shift the ratio of wanted to unwanted pregnancies. 

For total deaths the various scenarios reduce the baseline figure by 17 percent, 8 percent and 4
percent for B, C, and D respectively, but by a full 30 percent for all three in E.   For total abortion deaths
(sum of columns 4 and 5) however, the reductions from the baseline are more impressive:  34 percent,
22 percent, and 21 percent, for B, C, and D respectively, but by 78 percent for E.  The strong effect in E
reflects the interactive advantage of having fewer abortions and treating them all. 

(In all projections the relative risk is set at 3;  30 percent of abortions need treatment; and  20 percent of
maternal deaths are due to abortions.  The first year MMR is 1048.)  

Table 32:  Comparative Results from Five Scenarios Post-Abortion Care  
(The 2000 Baseline figures apply to all scenarios.)   

Table 33 gives the full detail of results for the five scenarios, and illustrates the time trends.  (The
software also provides for results by individual years.)

Table 33:  Results from Five Scenarios for PAC Programs
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6.3.5.4.5  Methodology

The methodology of the PAC component is relatively straightforward.  First the number of pregnancies is
split between wanted and unwanted pregnancies.  Then 85 percent of wanted pregnancies produce
births; the other 15 percent is for miscarriages (not shown in Figure 7).  Also, some unwanted
pregnancies produce births, again after the 15 percent discount.   The births then produce maternal
deaths according to the specialized MMR value that pertains to deaths associated just with births (not
with abortions).  It is important to note that the full MMR, for the entirety of all maternal deaths, is
partitioned to those associated with births (the “Birth-MMR”) and those associated with abortions (the
“Abortion-MMR”).  As noted elsewhere, the two are additive; they have the same denominator, and the
two numerators can be summed to equal all maternal deaths.   

To split unwanted pregnancies between abortions and births, the abortions are subtracted out first, then
the remainder is multiplied by 85 percent to produce the number of births, thus allowing for miscarriages.
 The births are subjected to the “Birth-MMR” to produce deaths, as was done with the births from wanted
pregnancies.  

The abortions on the other hand are divided into legal and illegal abortions.  Legal abortions are assumed
for simplicity to be sufficiently safe to produce essentially no deaths.   

Illegal abortions are then split between those that need treatment and those that do not. Those not
needing treatment are again assumed for simplicity to be sufficiently safe to produce essentially no
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deaths.  

Abortions needing treatment are of two types:  those that actually receive treatment and those that do
not.  The model calculates the number receiving treatment by dividing the total expenditures by the total
cost per treated case.

There are two mortality risks, one for abortions and one for births, which total to the MMR.  An oddity in
statistical practice is that the full MMR is calculated on the denominator of births, even though deaths
come from both births and abortions. It is useful to separate deaths by the two causes, and one may be
termed the “Abortion-MMR” and the other the “Birth-MMR,” which add to the usual MMR.  
 
The following equations follow Figure 7, taking each box in turn. 

1. Number of Pregnancies (Box 1)  PREG

The number of pregnancies is a FamPlan output and is a complex result of numerous demographic
and family planning inputs.   

2. Number of Wanted Pregnancies (Box 2) PREGW

This uses the input for the percent of all pregnancies that are unwanted.

[2] PREGW = PREG  X  (1 – %PREGNW)

where:

PREGW = the number of pregnancies that are wanted

PREG = the number of all pregnancies

%PREGNW = the proportion of all pregnancies that are not wanted

Example:  1,000,000  X  (1 - .60) = 400,000 wanted pregnancies.

3. Number of Unwanted Pregnancies (Box 3) PREGNW

[3]  PREGNW = PREG  X  %PREGNW

where:

PREGNW = the number of pregnancies that are unwanted

PREG = the number of all pregnancies

%PREGNW = the proportion of all pregnancies that are not wanted

Example:  1,000,000  X  (.60) =  600,000 unwanted pregnancies.
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4.  Number of Births from Wanted Pregnancies (Box 4)  BW

[4]  BW = PREGW  X  0.85

where

BW =  the number of births from wanted pregnancies in Box 4

PREGW = the number of wanted pregnancies from above

0.85 = the proportion of all pregnancies not ending in miscarriages

Example: BW  =  400,000  X  0.85  =  340,000 births

5.  Number of Deaths Associated with Births from Wanted Pregnancies  (Box 5) D1

[5] D1 = BW  X  Birth-MMR/100,000

where 

D1 =  the number of deaths in Box 5

BW = the number of  births from wanted pregnancies  in Box 4 

Birth-MMR = MMR – Abortion-MMR = 1050 - 153

Example:  D1 = 340,000 *  897/100,000 =   3050 deaths

6. Number of Abortions from Unwanted Pregnancies (Box 6)  AB

This variable is based upon the separation of all unwanted pregnancies into those ending in births
and those ending in pregnancies.

[6]  AB = PREGNW  X  %PREGAB

where:

AB =  the number of unwanted pregnancies

PREGNW = the number of  births from wanted pregnancies  in Box 4 

%PREGAB = the proportion of unwanted pregnancies ending in abortions

Example:  ANW = 600,000  X  0.50  = 300,000 abortions

7. Number of Births from Unwanted Pregnancies (Box 7)  BNW
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[7]  BNW = (PREGNW – AB)  X  0.85  

where:

BNW =  the number of births from unwanted pregnancies

PREGNW = the number of unwanted pregnancies in Box 3

AB = the number of abortions from unwanted pregnancies

0.85 = the proportion of  pregnancies not ending in miscarriages

Example:  BNW = (600,000 - 300,000)  X  0.85  =  255,000

8. Number of Deaths from Births from Unwanted Pregnancies (Box 8) D2

[8]  D2  =  BNW  X  (MMR - Abortion-MMR)/100,000

where:

D2 =  the number of deaths associated with births from unwanted pregnancies

BNW = the number of births produced from unwanted pregnancies in Box 7

MMR =  the maternal mortality ratio (all deaths over all births/100,000)

Abortion-MMR = the ratio of all abortion-deaths to all births/100,000) 

Example:  D2 = 255,000  X  (1050 – 153)/100,000  =  2287

9. Number of Legal Abortions (Box 9)  ABL

(In the Figure 7 illustration all abortions are assumed to be illegal; none are legal. The proportion
that are legal is an input and can vary from zero to 100%.)

[9]  ABL = AB  X  %ABL

where

ABL = the number of legal abortions

AB = the number of all abortions in Box 6

%ABL =  the proportion of all abortions that are legal

Example:  ABL = 300,000  X  ZERO  =  300,000
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10. Number of Illegal Abortions  (Box 10)  ABNL

[10]  ABNL  = AB – ABL

where:

ABNL =   the number of illegal abortions

AB = the number of all abortions in Box 6

ABL = the number of legal abortions in Box 9

Example:  ABNL = 300,000  -  ZERO  =  300,000

11. Number of Deaths from Legal Abortions  (Box 11) D3

All legal abortions, for simplicity, are assumed to be sufficiently safe that no deaths result.  D3 is
assumed to be zero.

12. The Number of Illegal Abortions Needing Treatment (Box 12)  ABNT

[11]  ABNT  =  ABNL  X  %ABNT

where:

ABNT =    the number of illegal abortions needing treatment

ABNL = the number of illegal abortions from Box 10 

%ABNT = the proportion of illegal abortions needing treatment

Example:  ABNT = 300,000  X  0.18  =  54,000 illegal abortions needing treatment

13. The Number of Illegal Abortions Not Needing Treatment  (Box 13)  ABNNT

[12]  ABNNT = ABNL – ABNT

where:

ABNNT = the number of illegal abortions not needing treatment

ABNL = the number of illegal abortions from Box 10 (FIX)

ABNT = the number of illegal abortions that need treatment.  

Example:  ABNNT = 300,000  -  54,000  =  246,000 illegal abortions not needing treatment
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14. Deaths from Illegal Abortions that Do Not Need Treatment (Box 14)  D4

All such abortions, for simplicity, are assumed to be sufficiently safe that no deaths result.    

D4 is assumed to be zero.

15. Number of Illegal Abortions Needing Treatment and Receive It  (Box 15)  ABNTT

The number of abortion cases that can be treated depends upon the total funding available and upon
the total cost for treating each case.  Note that if enough funding were available, the number of
abortion cases that could be treated might exceed the total number needing it in Box 14.  The
software therefore includes a maximum limit, equal to the total number needing treatment.  

   
[13]  ABNTT =   TC/CPC 

where:

ABNTT = the number of illegal abortions that both need treatment and receive it.

TC = Total Expenditure

CPC = Cost per case treated

Example:  ABNTT = $1,000,000/$40  = 25,000 cases treated 

16. Number of Illegal Abortions That Need Treatment But Do Not Receive It  (Box 16) 
ABNTUT

[14]  ABNTUT = ABNT – ABNTTT

where:

ABNTUT = Number of illegal abortions needing treatment but are untreated 

ABNT = the number of illegal abortions needing treatment

ABNTT = the number of illegal abortions that need treatment and do receive it.

Example:  ABNTUT = 54,000 – 25,000 = 29,000 cases not treated 

NOTE:  Numbers of Deaths from Treated and Untreated Illegal A bort ions (Boxes 17 and
18)  D5 and D6.  

The sum of deaths from treated and untreated abortions is made consistent with the overall risk of
death from abortions in the baseline year.   As inputted in this example that ratio is 153 abortions
per 100,000 births, which is converted by the model to the ratio of 303 abortion deaths per
100,000 abortions.  However of all abortions, those in Box 13 involve no deaths, so a ratio is needed
for all abortion deaths among cases needing treatment, in Box 12, and that is much higher, at 1683
(in this example, it is the 303 ratio divided by 0.18, due to the input that 18 percent of all illegal
abortions require treatment. Applying the 1683 ratio to the 54,000 cases in Box 12 produces 910
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abortions, which must be allocated to Boxes 17 and 18.   
 
Thus the death ratio, of 1683, governs the two ratios that apply to Boxes 15 and 16.  In this
illustration, the relative risk between the two boxes was inputted as 3 (i.e., the Box 16 risk is 3
times higher than the Box 15 risk).  These levels, together with the number of cases in the two
boxes, produce the numbers of deaths.  The two equations follow.

    
17.  Numbers of Deaths from Treated Illegal Abortions (Box17) D5

[15]  D5 = ABNTT  X  DEATH RATIO

where:

ABNTT =  Treated cases in Box 15

DEATH RATIO: depends upon the following:

0.463 of the 54,000 cases in Box 12 fall into Box 15 (= 25,000)

0.537 of the 54,000 cases in Box 12 fall into Box 16 (= 29,000)

3 is the relative risk as inputted

Example:  25,000  X  (303/.18)/((.463 + (3  X  .537))/100,000

Simplified:  25,000  X  1683/2.074/100,000  =  203 deaths 

18. Numbers of Deaths From  Untreated Illegal Abortions (Box18)  D6

[16]  D6 = ABNTUT  X  DEATH RATIO

where:

ABNTUT = untreated cases in Box 16

DEATH RATIO :  depends upon the following:   

0.463 of the 54,000 cases in Box 12 fall into Box 15

0.537 of the 54,000 cases in Box 12 fall into Box 16

3 is the relative risk as inputted

Example:  29,000  X  (303/.18)/(.463/3 + .537)/100,000

Simplified:  29,000  X 1683/.691/100,000  =  707 deaths 

Cost of Treating Illegal Abortions That Need It (TC)

The model lets you vary the expenditures on post-abortion care in order to explore the outcomes above. 
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It starts therefore with a budget figure that represents the current annual expenditure on post-abortion
care.  This is an input, and it is allocated entirely to (a) treating unsafe abortions and (b) providing family
planning counseling/services (Box 15).  A total, for the sum of (a) and (b), is also inputted ($48 in this
illustration).  If the expenditure is large enough all abortions needing treatment receive it; otherwise only
part of them will be treated.   

TC   =   Inputted annual expenditure.

Where 
 

TC = total cost

Example:  TC = US $872,197 

Cost of Treating Abortions per Death Averted (CDA)

If you compare two or more scenarios you can calculate the cost per additional death averted.  Suppose
that you compare a baseline projection with an alternative projection.  Then the number of deaths
averted is the difference between the base application and the intervention application.  (All the inputs
can be varied to represent the intervention plan, including the annual expenditure.)  The model then
calculates the numbers of deaths under both the base and the intervention, takes the difference (deaths
averted), and compares that to the addition in the annual expenditure.  Thus the calculation compares
two increments:  the deaths avoided and the expenditure increase. 
 

[17] CDA = (Intervention expenditure – Base expenditure)/(Base deaths – Intervention deaths)

where

CDA  = Cost per death averted

Base and intervention expenditures are inputted

Base and intervention deaths come from Boxes 17 and 18

Example:   CDA = (1,500,000 - 872,197/(911 – 720)  =  $3313
 

6.3.5.5 Distribution of fertility related risk

Depending on the age of the mother, parity and interval between births, a birth may be more or less risky
for the health of the child and the mother.  The data in this table establish the baseline proportions of
births that fall into each of the risk categories.  FamPlan calculates reduction in proportions of risky births
based on reductions in the total fertility rate.  The user may click on “Advanced Parameters” for further
information or to edit the relationship.

Default data comes from Demographic and Health Surveys or regional averages.

If activated, the Lives Saved Tool will translate reductions in the proportions of risky births into reductions
in infant and child mortality.
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Advanced parameters

This table presents the parameters underlying the relationship between TFR and proportions of risky
births. Click on the highlighted hyper-link to download a spreadsheet that shows how the relationship
works.

Example spreadsheet

6.3.5.6 LAM

What is the Lactational Amenorrhea Method (LAM)?

The Lactational Amenorrhea Method (LAM) is a modern, temporary family planning method that has been
developed as a tool to help support both breastfeeding and family planning use. It is based on the natural
infertility resulting from certain patterns of breastfeeding. "Lactational" means related to breastfeeding;
"Amenorrhea" means not having menstrual bleeding; and "Method" means a technique for contraception.

LAM is defined by three mandatory criteria: 

1. the woman’s menstrual periods have not resumed, AND

2. the baby is fully or nearly fully breastfed, AND

https://spectrummodel.zendesk.com/entries/22349373-fertility-relative-risk-sample-spreadsheet
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3. the baby is less than six months old. 

6.3.6 FamPlan results

6.3.6.1 Fertility and FP use

Total fertility rate - The average number of children that would be born to a cohort of women who
survive until age 50 and have births according to the prevailing age-specific birth rates.

Prevalence - The percentage of married women of reproductive age using some form of
contraception.  Prevalence can be displayed for all methods, sources and needs (spacing or limiting) or
for any combination of methods, sources and needs.

Percent unmet need

Average effectiveness - The average effectiveness of the methods selected, weighted by the
number of users.  This is the proportion of women using a method who will not become pregnant in
that year. 

Total fecundity - The calculated total fecundity rate.  Total fecundity is the average number of
children who would be born to women if none of the proximate determinants were acting to reduce
fertility from its biological maximum.  In the model, fecundity is calculated for the base year only.  It
remains constant in all other years.

Users - The number of women who are using some form of contraception.  Users can be displayed for
all methods and sources or for any combinations of methods and sources.  

Acceptors - The number of new users of a particular method in a particular year.  A woman is
classified as an acceptor if she starts using a method during the year and was not using that method at
the start of the year.  Previously she may have been using nothing or she may have been using a
different method.  Acceptors are calculated only for long-term methods where acceptance requires
special service: IUD, sterilization, and implants.  For short-term methods (pill, condom, injectable,
vaginal, traditional) a new acceptor is difficult to identify and there is little difference in service
requirements between an acceptor and a continuing user.

CYP

Commodities - The amount of supplies required for different methods to provide a specified level of
family planning services.  Commodities are expressed in terms of numbers of condoms, sterilization
kits, injectable vials, IUDs, Norplant implants, pill cycles, and vaginal tablets.  They can be displayed for
any method and for all sources or any combination of sources.  

Growth rates - The increment in total number of contraceptive users from year to year.  These are
net figures, consisting of new users and the continuing users who remain after previous users either
have discontinued or have “aged out.” 

Percent of births with any risk

6.3.6.2 Women of reproductive age

Women of reproductive age - The number of women of reproductive age, 15-49.

Married women of reproductive age - The number of women of reproductive age who are married
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or in union.  

6.3.6.3 Demographic events

Pregnancies - The number of pregnancies occurring during a year.  Pregnancies can be wanted,
unwanted or mistimed.  Unwanted pregnancies are those that occur due to method failure or those
that occur to women who have an unmet need for limiting.  Mistimed pregnancies are those that occur
to women who have an unmet need for spacing.  Wanted pregnancies are calculated as the total
pregnancies minus those that are unwanted or mistimed.  The selection of the goal for the family
planning projections can have an impact on these indicators.  Information about unmet need for
spacing and limiting is available only for goal one (meeting unmet need).  For all other goals, there will
be no pregnancies that are designated as mistimed. Note that if unmet need is not taken into account,
unwanted pregnancies may actually rise as prevalence increases, since more women will be exposed
to the risk of contraceptive failure than when few women are using contraception. 

Births - The number of live births occurring during a year. 

Abortions - The number of induced abortions occurring during the year.  

6.3.6.4 Fertility related risks

Age and birth order

Birth intervals

6.3.6.5 Mortality rates

Risk-adjusted IMR

Risk-adjusted U5MR

6.3.6.6 Costs and revenues

Gross cost - The total public sector cost of providing family planning services.  Gross cost can be
displayed for all methods and sources or for any combinations of methods and sources.

Cost per user - The public sector cost of providing family planning, per family planning user. 

Revenue - The total amount of revenue collected from fees for family planning services.  Revenue can
be displayed for all methods and sources or for any combinations of methods and sources. 

Net cost - The net public sector cost of family planning services.  This figure is equal to gross cost
minus revenue collected.  Net cost can be displayed for all methods and sources or for any
combinations of methods and sources.  

6.3.6.7 Post-abortion care

The results from the post-abortion care component of FamPlan correspond to the items described in 
Post-abortion care editor inputs. These appear for all years included in your FamPlan projection.
Alternative program scenarios can easily be constructed by simply saving the original file under new
names and then varying some of the inputs in each one.

To examine the results of the projection, click on “Results” on the menu bar, then click on "Post-abortion
care" and you will see the following options ready to be viewed:  

Maternal deaths: total
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Maternal deaths from wanted births

Maternal deaths from unwanted births

Maternal deaths from treated abortions

Maternal deaths from untreated abortions

Total deaths averted

Total abortions

Illegal abortions

Abortions not needing treatment

Abortions needing treatment

Treated abortions

Untreated abortions

MMR

Abortion deaths per 100,000 abortions

Post-abortions care summary table

The result items are self-explanatory, and are discussed further in Sample applications and Methodology.

 

6.3.6.8 Summary

Summary of inputs - Displays or prints a summary of all the input assumptions.

Summary of outputs - Displays or prints a summary of all the output indicators.  

6.3.7 Sample application

This section describes a typical application of FamPlan.  It uses a data file that is a composite of data for
several countries with low levels of prevalence.  

We assume that a DHS is available for the sample country.  We also assume that:

most of the information regarding the proximate determinants of fertility is derived from the DHS
report.  

The source of the initial method mix is also the DHS report.  

The projection of women of reproductive age is taken from a DemProj projection.  

Changes in method mix and other variables are estimated using general patterns described in this
section.  

The default values in the model are used for method attributes, such as effectiveness and couple-
years of protection.   

Cost per user estimates are derived from the average values presented in this chapter.  

The basic model inputs for this example are shown in Tables 24 and 25.

These inputs assume a decline in the percentage of women of reproductive age who are in union as the
country develops socially and economically.  They also assume that the duration of postpartum
infecundability decreases as a result of declines in breastfeeding.  Also included are changes in the
method mix that are typical for a country undergoing this type of fertility transition.  The method mix
changes from one dominated by traditional methods when prevalence is low to one where more effective
methods are used by the majority of users.  Costs per user are assumed to decline as the program
matures.  
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In this example, the goal is to achieve desired fertility, based on the wanted total fertility rate reported in
the DHS final report.  We assume that desired fertility will be attained by 2020.   

Table 24:  Proximate Determinants and Method Mix for Sample Application

Table 25:  Method Attributes for Sample Application

A.  Contraceptive Prevalence

The prevalence level in 2020 that is required to achieve this fertility level is calculated by the model to
be 34.4 percent, compared to 15 percent in the base year.  The increase would have been even
higher, except that the shift in method mix away from heavy reliance on traditional methods to more
effective methods resulted in the average effectiveness increasing from 66 percent in 1995 to 81
percent by 2020. 

B.  The Effect of Changes in the Proximate Determinants of Fertility
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In order to see the effect of a change in percent in union, postpartum insusceptibility, and method
mix, we can compare the prevalence required in the base case with the prevalence requirement if
there were no changes in these variables.  Table 26 compares the base case with projections,
assuming changes in these variables.  

Table 26: Effect on Required Prevalence of Holding Constant the Other Proximate
Determinants

If the percent in union remained constant while the other two factors changed, as in the base case,
the required prevalence would increase to 42.4 percent.  Thus, the expected drop in the percent in
union, due largely to increasing age at first marriage, would reduce the prevalence required to
achieve desired fertility by 
19 percent.   

If the duration of postpartum infecundability remained constant while the other two factors changed,
as in the base case, the required prevalence would be 26.7 percent.  This figure is 22 percent lower
than the base projection.  Clearly, if the expected decline in breastfeeding could be avoided, then the
required prevalence would be much less.  A program to promote breastfeeding in order to provide
health benefits to infants would also have a positive impact on the family planning effort required to
achieve desired fertility.   

Holding constant both percent in union and postpartum infecundability would result in a required
prevalence of 35.5 percent.  This is only slightly more than the base case.  In this example, changes
in marriage patterns and breastfeeding roughly cancel each other out in terms of the effect on
required contraceptive prevalence.  

If the method mix remained as it was in 1995, then the required prevalence in 2020 would be 42.3
percent instead of 34.4 percent, as in the base case.  This difference is due to the increase in the
average effectiveness that results when the method mix reflects greater use of modern methods.  

If we held all three factors constant, required prevalence would be 43.7 percent in 2020.  

C.  The Number of Users Required

Although the level of prevalence required would increase by 129 percent, the number of users would
increase even more, by 365 percent.  This is true because the number of women of reproductive age
is also changing during this period, increasing by 125 percent from 1995 to 2020. Perhaps more
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pertinent to the family planning program is the increase in the number of modern method users. 
Modern method users represent 37 percent of all users in 1995 but increase to 72 percent by 2020. 
The number of modern method users increases by 800 percent.  This is an annual increase of 9.2
percent per year.  Thus, the combination of increasing prevalence, growth in the number of women
of reproductive age, and the changing method mix results in rapid growth in required family planning
services to meet desired fertility by 2020.  Growth in the number of users of particular methods is
also quite large, especially in the case of injectables.   

At this point in the analysis it would be wise to review these results and begin to think about whether
such a rapid increase in services is feasible.  The following paragraphs investigate further some of
the related indicators of family planning service requirements.  If, after a review of these results, it
appears that the rapid growth rates required do not seem feasible, it may be necessary to either
adjust the fertility goal or extend the projection period to accomplish the original fertility goal.  

D.  The Number of New Acceptors Required

The annual number of new acceptors of female sterilization and IUDs increases from 31,700 in 1995
to 232,000 by 2020.  While the share of the mix for both methods is fairly similar, fewer acceptors of
sterilization are needed due to the longer-lasting nature of sterilization as compared to the IUD.   

E.  Total Costs of Family Planning

The total costs of providing these services increase from $5.67 million in 1995 to $18.62 million in
2020, using the cost per user assumptions shown in Table 27.  The increase in costs averages
approximately 9 percent for the first few years, but because the cost per user decreases over time
due to the prevalence rise, the annual increase in total costs ranges from 0.5 percent to 1.0 percent
by the end of the projection period.   

Table 27:  Comparison of Costs by Method, 1995 and 2020

F.  Exploring Alternate Program Configurations 

Once the initial analysis has been prepared, it can be used to explore the consequences of different
program configurations for program goals.  Several of the issues that might be investigated using
FamPlan are discussed briefly below.

1.  Programs to Promote  Long-Last ing Methods

A program to promote the use of long-lasting methods could result in increased effectiveness
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and lower costs.  Of course, such a program would only be successful in situations where there
was significant demand for limiting births.  Users can test the effects of this type of program with
FamPlan by changing the method mix.  Suppose, for example, that the method mix for 2020 in
the sample application were changed to increase female sterilization from 11 to 20 percent and
IUD from 10 to 20 percent, and to show a substantial drop in use of traditional methods.  The
result would be an increase in average effectiveness in 2020 from 81 percent to 90 percent due
to increased use of more effective methods.  The required prevalence would decrease slightly
from 34.4 percent to 30.7 percent.    

2.  Introduct ion of New Technology

The next decade may see the introduction of a number of new contraceptive technologies. 
FamPlan can be used to examine the effects of these new technologies on acceptors and total
costs.  Suppose, for example, that a new method such as Norplant was introduced in the sample
country and that it was expected to provide 10 percent of modern method use by 2020
(substituting equally for the other modern methods).  If Norplant were assumed to have a cost
per acceptor of $60 by 2020, then the total costs for modern methods in 2020 would be 40
percent greater.  The number of Norplant users would rise to 406,000 by 2020.

3.  Mult iple  Method Use

The method mix describes the distribution of users by the main method they use.  Generally, the
figures for method mix sum to 100 percent, indicating that all users are using one main method. 
But some users may use multiple methods.  Although the prevalence of multiple method use is
probably small in most societies, it may increase in the future, particularly as programs are
expanded to promote condom use for protection against sexually transmitted diseases, especially
AIDS.  Although the use of condoms to protect against HIV transmission may not provide much
protection against pregnancy, it could be useful to consider the costs of additional condom
programs in relation to the family planning program.  Users may make this comparison with
FamPlan by increasing the percentage of people using condoms without offsetting this increase
by decreases in other methods.  The method mix will sum to more than 100 percent to reflect the
fact that there is considerable multiple method use.

In the sample application used here, the percent using condoms in 2020 could be increased from
13 percent to 23 percent.  The result would be a much greater increase in the number of condom
users.  For example, the total number of users would be 62 percent greater in 2020.  This result
has many implications for a condoms logistics system.   

4.  Programs to Promote  Breastfeeding

Programs to promote the practice of breastfeeding can have beneficial effects on child survival. 
They can also affect the requirements for family planning since increased breastfeeding lengthens
the period of postpartum infecundability.  Users can replicate this effect in FamPlan by
lengthening the period of postpartum insusceptibility or by slowing the decrease that might
otherwise be expected to take place as the society develops.  The result will be a lower level of
required prevalence and fewer required users and costs.  For example, if the period of
postpartum insusceptibility were to remain constant in the sample application, then the required
prevalence would rise to only 27 percent instead of 34 percent.  This would mean 22 percent
fewer modern method users and a 22 percent reduction in costs in the year 2020.

5.  Programs to Reduce Sterility
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In some countries, high levels of sexually transmitted diseases lead to problems of subfertility and
infertility.  Programs to detect and treat these diseases can reduce the incidence of pathological
sterility in the population.  To examine this effect, users may reduce the estimate of sterility.  In
the sample application, a reduction in the prevalence of sterility from 2 percent to 0.5 percent by
2020 would result in an increase of 6 percent in the required number of users, raising prevalence
from 34 percent to 36 percent to attain desired fertility.   

6.  Programs to Reduce the  Incidence of A bort ion

Although the sample application used here assumes no abortion, in some countries abortion does
have a significant affect on the TFR.  FamPlan can be used to examine this relationship by way of
a change in the assumed abortion rate.  For example, the model can be used to determine what
amount of additional contraceptive prevalence would be required to achieve the same TFR, if
abortions could be eliminated.  

7. Programs to Improve the  Quality  of Family  Planning Serv ices

Although the quality of services is not easy to measure, there are several indicators in FamPlan
that are related to quality of service.  The average effectiveness of temporary methods is affected
by the degree to which family planning providers ensure that clients understand how to use the
method correctly and that the method is appropriate for that client.  Model users could at least
partially examine the effects of a program to improve quality by increasing effectiveness rates in
the model, or by increasing the average duration of use for IUDs or Norplant.  For example, an
increase in effectiveness for orals and condoms in the sample application would result in a 3
percent reduction in the number of users and a 4 percent reduction in costs by 2020.

8.  Cost  Recovery

Although not considered in this sample application, FamPlan can also be used to examine cost
recovery.  Initiating or increasing user fees might be one way to improve cost recovery.  The
model can be used to examine the change in net costs and percentage of costs recovered that
result from different levels of user fees.  It should be noted, however, that the model does not
consider the fact that higher user fees might result in some decline in the demand for family
planning services.  The relationships between demand and cost need to be considered when
FamPlan is being used to examine the impact of cost-recovery programs.

9.  Changes in Source  Mix

Although not examined in this sample application, FamPlan can also be used to investigate the
effects of a changing source mix.  This change might occur through the introduction of new
programs, such as a social marketing program, or through activities to encourage the commercial
or NGO sector to expand services.  FamPlan could be used to examine the effects of this changing
source mix on the number of users and acceptors who would require service from each source. 
The results might be used to plan for public sector service expansion or to check the feasibility of
expanding the private sector rapidly enough to achieve the program goals.

6.3.8 Methodology

The methodology section describes the equations used in FamPlan.  The equations differ depending on
which of the family planning goals is chosen.  The equations are explained first for goal 3 (achieving a
specified level of contraceptive prevalence).  Then the equations that change when other goals are
chosen are explained.  
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The main calculations in FamPlan are based on the proximate determinants of fertility framework
developed by John Bongaarts (Bongaarts and Potter, 1983).  This framework has been implemented and
explained in Bongaarts (1978) and Bongaarts and Stover (1986).

6.3.8.1 Proximate determinants of fertility

The relationship between the contraceptive prevalence rate and the total fertility rate is based on the
proximate determinants of fertility framework developed by John Bongaarts.  This framework describes
the factors that determine the observed TFR.  These factors are:

Proportion of women of reproductive age in union

Contraception

Postpartum infecundability

Induced abortion

Sterility

Frequency of intercourse

Spontaneous abortion

Total fecundity rate.

The total fecundity rate is the fertility rate that would be achieved in the absence of any fertility-limiting
effect of the proportion in union, contraception, induced abortion, or postpartum infecundability.  The
other factors all act to produce an observed TFR that is lower than the total fecundity rate.  

Applications of this framework generally focus on only the first five of these factors and the total fecundity
rate.  Variations in the frequency of intercourse are assumed to have a minor effect on TFR, except in
cases of spousal separation (where these women can be classified as not in union).  Spontaneous
abortion is not easily measured.  Therefore, in practice, frequency of intercourse and spontaneous
abortion are often ignored or combined with the total fecundity rate to produce a single measure.  

These modifications to the proximate determinants framework allow us to specify the total fertility rate as
a function of six factors: proportion in union, contraception, postpartum infecundability, induced abortion,
sterility and the total fecundity rate.  Bongaarts developed indices to measure each of these factors. 

1.  Single Age Group, 15-49

In the aggregate, the use of these six indices yields the following equation:

[1] TFRt = Cm t • C it • Cat • Cst • Cct • TF  ,

where:

TFRt =  total fertility rate

Cmt = marriage index

Cit =  insusceptibility index

Cat = abortion index

Cst = sterility index

Cct = contraception index

TF = total fecundity
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t = time index.

The index of marriage is simply the percentage of women in the age group who are married or in
union: 

[2] Cm t = Percent of w omen 15-49 in uniont  .

The index of postpartum infecundability is calculated as the ratio of the average birth interval with
and without breastfeeding:  

[3] C it = 20.0 / (18.5 + Period of postpartum  insusceptibilityt) .

The index of induced abortion is calculated as a function of the total abortion rate, the total fertility
rate and the contraceptive prevalence rate:

[4] Cat = TFRt-1 / {TFRt-1 + [0.4 • (1 + prevt-1) • TARt]}  ,

where:

prevt = contraceptive prevalence

TARt = total abortion rate.

The index of sterility is calculated from the percentage of women in union who remain childless at
the end of their reproductive years:

[5] Cst = (7.63 - 0.11 • Percent sterilet) / 7.3  ,

where:

Percent sterilet = Percentage of women 15-49 who are sterile.

The index for contraception (equation 6) is calculated as a function of the proportion of women using
contraception and the effectiveness of the contraception. 

[6] Cc = 1 - 1.08 • prevt  • effectivenesst  ,

where:

prevt = prevalence of contraception at time t

effectivenesst = average effectiveness of all methods at time t.

The average effectiveness is a weighted average of the effectiveness of each method and the
proportion of users using that method:
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[7] effectivenesst = (  prevm ,t • effectivenessm ,t ) / prevt   ,

where:

effectivenessm,t =   use effectiveness of method m.

2.  Five-Year Age Groups, 15-19, ..., 45-49

For five-year age groups, the calculations are similar, but age-specific equations are used to
calculate TFR, the contraceptive index and the average effectiveness of contraception (equations 8
through 15).  The TFR is a result of the age-specific fertility rates, which were themselves generated
by the six age-specific indices.  

[8] TFRt = 5 • AS FRa,t  / 1000  ,

where:

prevt =  contraceptive prevalence

t =  time index
a =  age index from 15-19, 20-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49
ASFRa

,t

=  age-specific fertility rate.

[9] AS FRa,t = Cma,t • C ia,t • Caa,t • Csa,t • Cca,t • TFa   ,

where:

Cma,t =  marriage index

Cia,t = insusceptibility index

Caa,t = abortion index

Csa,t = sterility index

Cca,t = contraception index

TFa = total fecundity.

[10] Cma,t = Percent of w omen in age group a in uniont  .

[11] C ia,t = 20.0 / (18.5 + Period of postpartum  insusceptibilitya,t) .
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[12] Caa,t = AS FRa,t-1 / {AS FRa,t-1 + [0.4 • (1 + preva,t-1) • AS ARa,t]}  ,

where:

preva,t = contraceptive prevalence

ASARa,t = age-specific abortion rate.

[13] Csa,t = (7.63 - 0.11 • Percent sterilea,t) / 7.3  ,

where:

Percent sterilea,t = percent of women in age group a who are sterile.

[14] Cca,t = 1 - ICa • preva,t • effectivenessa,t   ,

where:

ICa =      infecundability coefficient

a = 15-19,      IC = 1.02
a = 20-24,      IC = 1.02
a = 25-29,      IC = 1.03
a = 30-34,      IC = 1.04
a = 35-39,      IC = 1.12
a = 40-44,      IC = 1.13
a = 45-49,      IC = 2.08

effectivenessa,t = average contraceptive effectiveness.

[15] effectivenessa,t = ( preva,m ,t • effectivenessm ,t) / preva,t   ,

where:

effectivenessm,t   =      use effectiveness of method m.

6.3.8.2 Method prevalence

The contraceptive prevalence for each method is calculated by multiplying the method mix for each
method by the total prevalence for all methods:
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[16] preva,p,t = MethodM ixa,m ,t • preva,t   ,

where:

preva,t    = contraceptive prevalence 

MethodMixa,m,t = method mix (percent of all users using method m)...

6.3.8.3 Contraceptive users

For users, by methods

The number of users of each method is calculated by multiplying the method prevalence by the
number of women of reproductive age who are in union:

[17] usersa,m ,t = preva,m ,t • MW RAa,t    ,

[18] MW RAa,t = W RAa,t • percent marrieda,t   ,

where:

usersa,m,t
    

= contraceptive prevalence 

MWRAa,t = method mix (percent of all users using method m)...

WRAa,t   = number of women in age group a.

For users, by source

Users by source are calculated by multiplying the number of users of each method by the proportion
of those users who receive their services from a particular source:  

[19] usersa,m ,s,t = usersa,m ,t • S ourceM ixm ,s,t   ,

where:

s = source of services

SourceMixm,s,t = proportion of users receiving their services from source s.

6.3.8.4 Contraceptive acceptors

The number of new acceptors of contraceptive methods (equation 20) is determined only for the long-
term methods: sterilization, IUD and Norplant.  Acceptors are the number of new users that must be
added during a year to achieve the required number of users by the beginning of the next year. 
Acceptors are calculated as the number of new users required to achieve the specified growth in total
users (users next year minus users this year) plus the number of new users required to replace those
that discontinue use, age out of the age group, or die, minus the number of current users aging into the
age group.
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Note: Acceptors and discontinuers are used in both equation 20 and equation 21.  The calculating
equation for acceptors is actually:

[20] acceptorsa,m ,t = ( usersa,m ,t+1 - usersa,m ,t  + usersa,m ,t • DiscontinuationRatem ,t  +

AgingOuta,m ,t  + deathsa,m ,t - AgingIna,m ,t ) / ( 1 - DiscontinuationRatem ,t / 2 ) .

[20] acceptorsa,m ,t = usersa,m ,t+1 - usersa,m ,t + discontinuersa,m ,t + AgingOuta,m ,t + deathsa,m ,t
- AgingIna,m ,t   ,

where:

acceptorsa,m,t = source of services

discontinuersa,m,t = proportion of users receiving their services from source s.

AgingOuta,m,t = number of current users of method m aging out of age group a

AgingIna,m,t = number of current users of method m aging into age group a.

The number of people discontinuing use of a method (equation 21) is calculated as the number of users
at the beginning of the year multiplied by the discontinuation rate (to determine the number of users at
the beginning of the year who discontinue) plus the number of new acceptors during the year multiplied
by one-half the discontinuation rate (since new acceptors are assumed to be subject to discontinuation as
well, but for only half a year since, on average, they will be users for only half a year).  The
discontinuation rate is approximated by the reciprocal of the average duration of use (equation 22). 
Discontinuation is calculated only for the IUD and Norplant since sterilization is considered permanent.  

[21] discontinuersa,m ,t = usersa,m ,t • DiscontinuationRatem ,t + acceptorsa,m ,t •

DiscontinuationRatem ,t / 2  ,

[22] DiscontinuationRatem ,t = 1 / durationm ,t  ,

where:

DiscontinuationRatem,t = percentage of users of method m stopping use during the year

durationm,t = the average duration of use, measured in years.

The number of users who die each year (equation 23) is calculated as the number of users multiplied by
the female annual death rate.  This calculation assumes that contraceptive users experience the same
mortality as all women of the same age.  This assumption slightly overstates the mortality rate since
users are less likely to experience a death due to birth complications, but the overall effect is minor.  For
the single age group projection, this assumption will slightly understate the actual mortality since
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contraceptive users will be somewhat older than all women in the 15-49 age group.  

[23] deathsa,m ,t = usersa,m ,t • FemaleMorta lityRatea,t   ,

where:

FemaleMortalityRatea,t =   proportion of females in age group a who die each year.

The number of users who age out of the age group each year (equation 24) is simply the number in the
last age in the age group (e.g., those aged 29 are in the last year of the 25-29 age group) in the previous
year.  This figure is approximated by the average number of people in the age group of interest and the
next older age group.  This arrangement assumes that the progression is roughly linear from the
youngest single age in the age group of interest to the oldest single age in the next older age group.  

[24] AgingOuta,m ,t = (usersa,m ,t + usersa+1,m ,t) / 10  .

The number of users aging into the age group is simply the number aging out of the next younger age
group, except for the youngest age group, which has no users aging in:  

[25] AgingIna,m ,t = AgingOuta-1,m ,t  .

When the single age group option is being used, a different approach is required.  In this case we
assume that the number of users aging past 49 is negligible for the IUD and Norplant.  For sterilization,
we employ a regression equation that uses the average age at the time of sterilization to estimate the
percentage of all sterilization users who are 49 (equations 26 and 27).

[26] AgingOutm ,t = usersm ,t • Percent49m ,t

[27] Percent49m ,t = e0.1577 • AverageAge
m ,t 

- 3.1831 .

The number of acceptors by source is calculated by multiplying the number of acceptors by the proportion
of users receiving their services from each source:  

[28] acceptorsa,m ,s,t = acceptorsa,m ,t • S ourceM ixm ,s,t  .

6.3.8.5 Commodities required

For long-term methods

For the long-term methods (sterilization, IUD, Norplant), the commodities required are equal to the
number of acceptors:

[29] Commoditiesm ,s,t = acceptorsm ,s,t  .
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For short-term methods

For the temporary methods, commodities are calculated by multiplying the number of users by the
number of units per users:

[30] Commoditiesm ,s,t = usersm ,s,t • UnitsPerUserm ,s,t   ,

where:

Commoditiesm,s,t = number of commodities required

UnitsPerUserm,s,t = commodity units per user.

6.3.8.6 Expenditure required

The gross expenditure required is calculated by multiplying the number of users or acceptors of each
method and source by the cost per user or acceptor for that source.   

For temporary methods:  Expenditure

Expenditure required for the temporary methods (condom, injectable, pill, vaginal barrier, vaginal
tablets, other) is based on the number of users:

[31] GrossExpenditurem ,s,t = usersm ,s,t • CostPerUserm ,s,t  .

For long-term methods:  Expenditure

The expenditure required for long-term methods (sterilization, IUD, Norplant) is based on the number
of acceptors:

[32] GrossExpenditurem ,s,t = acceptorsm ,s,t • CostPerAcceptorm ,s,t   ,  

where:

GrossExpenditurem,s,t = gross expenditure required

CostPerUserm,s,t =  cost per user

CostPerAcceptorm,s,t = cost per acceptor.

Net expenditure is calculated by subtracting recovered costs from the gross expenditures:

[33] NetExpenditurem ,s,t = GrossExpenditurem ,s,t - CostsRecoveredm ,s,t   ,

where:

NetExpenditurem,s,t =  net expenditure for family planning services
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CostsRecoveredm,s,t = revenue from service fees.

For long-term methods:  Revenue

For long-term methods, the revenue from services is calculated by multiplying the number of
acceptors by the fee per acceptor:

[34] CostsRecoveredm ,s,t = acceptorsm ,s,t • FeePerAcceptorm ,s,t   ,

where:

FeePerAcceptorm,s,t  =   fee charged per acceptor.

For temporary methods:  Revenue

For the temporary methods, the revenue from services is calculated by multiplying the commodities
required by the fee per unit:

[35] CostsRecoveredms,t, = Commoditiesm ,s,t • FeePerUnitm ,s,t   ,

where:

UnitsPerUserm,t =  number of commodity units per user

FeePerUnitm,s,t = fee charged per unit

6.3.8.7 Goal 1 - Reducing unmet need for contraception

Additional inputs required for goal 1 are:

1. Prevalence in the base year by spacing and limiting

2. Unmet need in the base year by spacing and limiting

3. The proportion of unmet need that is meet by spacing and limiting by year

4. Method mix by spacing and limiting.

When the goal is reducing unmet need, then the prevalence goal and the method mix are specified by
spacing and limiting purposes.  In this case, the method prevalence equation is modified.  The method
prevalence becomes the weighted average of the spacing and limiting method prevalence:  

[41] preva,p,t =  ( MethodM ixa,p,m ,t • preva,p,t ) / preva,t   ,

where:

preva,p,t =  prevalence for purpose p

p = purpose of contraception:  s = spacing; l = limiting
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MethodMixa,p,m,t =  method mix (percentage of all users using method m).

The calculation of pregnancies is also modified for this option.  In this case, pregnancies can be either
wanted, unwanted, or mistimed.  Unwanted or mistimed pregnancies are those that occur because of
method failure or that occur to women with an unmet need for contraception.  Pregnancies due to
method failure are considered to be unwanted if they occur to women who are limiters, or are
considered to be mistimed if they occur to women who are spacers.  Similarly, pregnancies to women
with an unmet need for limiting are considered to be unwanted and those occurring to women with an
unmet need for spacing are assumed to be mistimed.  

Pregnancies as a result of method failure are calculated by multiplying the number of women using
spacing or limiting methods by the average failure rate (equations 42 and 43).

[42] UnwantedPregnanciesfailure,a,t = ( prevlimiting,a,t • MWRAa,t ) • ( 1 - effectivenesslimiting,a,t ) ,

[43] MistimedPregnanciesfailure,a,t =  prevspacing,a,t • MWRAa,t ) •(1 - effectivenessspacing,a,t ) ,

where:

UnwantedPregnanciesfailure,a,t = unwanted pregnancies due to method failure

MistimedPregnanciesfailure,a,t =  mistimed pregnancies due to method failure.

Pregnancies occurring to women with an unmet need are also assumed to be unwanted or mistimed. 
The number of these pregnancies is calculated as the difference between the actual number of
pregnancies and the number of pregnancies there would be if prevalence were increased to current
prevalence plus unmet need.  The first step is to calculate prevalence: 

[44] NeededPreva,t = preva,t + UnmetNeeda,t   ,

where:

NeededPrevt = prevalence needed to eliminate unmet need

UnmetNeeda,t = proportion of women in union with an unmet need.

Next, the proximate determinants equation is used to calculate the difference in fertility.  This is
illustrated in equation 45 for the case of a single age group.  This equation accommodates changes in the
population’s underlying susceptibility to a pregnancy.

[45] TFRt - TFRw ithNoUnmetNeedt =

Cmt • C it • Cat • Cst • TF • (1-1.08 • prevt • effectivenesst) - 

Cm t • C it • Cat • Cst • TF • (1-1.08 • NeededPrevt • effectivenesst) ,
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where:

TFRwithNoUnmetNeedt = TFR if there were no unmet need.

Next, pregnancies due to unmet need (PregnanciesUnmetNeed,t) are calculated from the difference in

TFR:

[46] PregnanciesUnmetNeed,t = ( TFRt - TFRw ithNoUnmetNeedt) • W RAt / 35

This approach is used to calculate pregnancies due to unmet need for limiting (unwanted pregnancies)
and those due to unmet need for spacing (mistimed pregnancies).  

6.3.8.8 Pregnancies

For total pregnancies

The total fertility rate is used in the demographic module to calculate the total number of live births. 
The number of pregnancies is estimated as the number of live births plus the number of spontaneous
and induced abortions.  Spontaneous abortions are assumed to average 13 percent of pregnancies. 
Therefore, total pregnancies are calculated as births plus induced abortions divided by 1 - 0.13:

[36] pregnanciesa,t = ( birthsa,t + InducedAbortionsa,t ) / (1  - 0.13 )  ,

where:

pregnanciesa,t =  number of pregnancies

birthsa,t =  number of live births

InducedAbortionsa,t =  number of induced abortions.

For unwanted pregnancies

Pregnancies can be either wanted or unwanted.  In goal 3 of FamPlan, we are interested only in
unwanted pregnancies that occur because of method failure (UnwantedPregnanciesa,t).  Pregnancies

as a result of method failure are calculated by multiplying the number of women using contraception
by the average failure rate:

[37] Unw antedPregnanciesa,t  = ( preva,t • MW RAa,t ) • ( 1 - effectivenessa,t ) 

6.3.8.9 Abortion

There are two options to determine abortions.  If the total abortion rate is entered, then induced
abortions are calculated directly.  

For single age group 
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 [38] InducedAbortionst = TARt • W RAt / 35 .

For five-year age groups

[39] InducedAbortionsa,t = AS ARa,t •W RAa,t / 1000  ,

where:

ASARa,t     =  age-specific abortion rate.

The second option is to calculate abortions as a percentage of the number of unwanted pregnancies.

[40] InducedAbortionsa,t = Unw antedPregnanciesa,t • PercentTerm inateda,t   ,

where:

PercentTerminateda,t =  percentage of unwanted pregnancies terminated by abortion.

6.3.8.10 Goal 2 - Total wanted fertility

If goal 2 is selected, users will be required to enter the current TFR, the desired TFR, and the percent
reduction in the difference between the actual and desired TFR to be achieved in each year.  The first
step in the calculations is to determine the TFR goal for each year:

[47] TFR_goalt = TFRt=1 - ( TFRt=1 - DesiredTFR ) • PercentReductiont   ,

where:

TFR_goalt =  TFR goal for year t

DesiredTFR = desired TFR

PercentReductiont =  percentage reduction in gap between actual and desired TFR.

Once the TFR goal is known, the required contraceptive prevalence is calculated from the proximate
determinants of fertility.  Equation 1 is rearranged to solve for prevalence rather than TFR:

[48] prevt = ( 1 - TFR_goalt / (Cm t • C it • Cat • Cst • TF)) / (1.08 • effectivenesst)

6.3.8.11 Goal 4 - Reaching a goal for total fertility rate

The calculations for this goal are the same as for goal 2 (achieving desired fertility) except that the total
fertility rate is already given and does not need to be calculated from the desired fertility rate.  

6.3.9 Fertility level

A family planning projection may require an assumption about the total fertility rate if the goal is to
achieve a certain TFR or to reduce the difference between the desired TFR and the actual TFR.  (For
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other goals, the TFR is calculated as an output of the projection.)

Base Year Estimates of the Total Fertility Rate

The TFR is the number of live births a woman would have if she survived to age 50 and had children
according to the prevailing pattern of childbearing at each age group.  It is a synthetic measure since no
individual woman will necessarily have this number of children (since it is usually not a whole number of
births) and it is not an average of the number of live births for currently living women.  Rather, it
expresses the current level of fertility in terms of the average number of live births that would occur per
woman if the current age-specific fertility rates remained constant and all women survived to age 50.  

Estimates of the TFR are available from a number of sources.  The best sources will be national fertility
surveys, which have been conducted by most countries.  A large number have been conducted under a
series of international projects, including the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS), the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Fertility Surveys, the Contraceptive Prevalence Surveys (CPS) and
the World Fertility Surveys (WFS).  Information from these and other national surveys is collected and
reported in a variety of sources, including summary reports from the DHS, the Population Reference
Bureau’s W orld Population Data S heet, and the W orld Development Indicators from the World Bank. 
Internet sources of information include the U.S. Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/ipc/www/), and
Macro International (http://www.macroint.com/dhs/.

Future Assumptions of the Total Fertility Rate

There are several means by which a TFR goal may be selected. 

1. National projections.  Many countries have official population projections that include
assumptions about the future course of TFR, often with several variants.  If population projections
are being made for planning purposes, it is often recommended that the official assumptions and
projections be used.  

2. National goals.  Many countries have national population goals that often include TFR.  It is often
useful to use these goals as a starting point for projections.  One projection may assume that the
TFR goal is achieved, while others may examine the effects of a delay in achieving the goal. 
Sometimes goals are expressed in terms of crude birth rates, population growth rates, or
contraceptive prevalence rates instead of TFR.  In these cases, different TFR assumptions may be
tried to discover a TFR projection that is consistent with the national goals for these other
indicators.  

3. United Nations projections.  The population projections prepared by the United Nations
Population Division and reported in W orld Population Prospects include three assumptions (low,
medium and high) about future fertility for each country included in the report.  These fertility
assumptions may be used.  The disadvantage to using these projections is that it is not clear what
“low,” “medium” and “high” mean.  The U.S. Census Bureau projections also contain a set of TFR
assumptions.

4. Recent trends and international experience.  
If information is available on TFR for several years, it may be useful to analyze the trends in TFR
and develop a future assumption based on continuing past trends.  It should be noted, however,
that past trends cannot be expected to continue for very long into the future.  TFR rarely declines
at a constant pace throughout an entire demographic transition.  Rates of decline are often slow at
first, increase during the middle of the transition, and slow again as they approach replacement-
level fertility.  Table 1 shows the experience with fertility decline for a number of countries with

http://www.census.gov/ipc/www/
http://www.macroint.com/dhs/
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good estimates of fertility from two different years. 
 

Table 1:  Historical Declines in TFR for Selected Countries
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Source: Demographic and Health Surveys.

5. Socioeconomic development and population program effort.  Studies have shown that the
pace of fertility decline is related to the level of socioeconomic development of a country and the
amount of effort put into the family planning program (Bongaarts, Mauldin, and Phillips 1990). 
These studies are summarized in Table 2; e.g. Mexico declined by 0.37 child (from 3.12 to 2.75).
TFR declines were greatest in the six middle cells, for the two middle SES groups and the three
highest effort ratings.  The top SES group declined less since most of its declines already occurred
in prior decades.  Average declines were least in the lowest SES group (0.29) and weakest effort
group (0.27). This may help to develop TFR assumptions for your projections.

Table 2: Declines in TFR in 1990s by Level of Program Effort During 1994-1999 and
Socioeconomic Setting
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Source:  Ross and Stover, 2001.

6. Socioeconomic status.  An alternative method of estimating a likely decline in the fertility rate is
to examine TFR by socioeconomic status.  National fertility surveys usually report TFR by urban/
rural residence and education.  Typically, TFR is lower for urban women than for rural women,
and lower for women with more than a primary education.  If we can estimate the proportion of
women who will be urban residents or who will have more than primary education in the target
year, a new estimate of TFR can be prepared, assuming that TFR remains constant by
socioeconomic group.  For example, assume that the TFR is 4 for urban women and 6 for rural
women, and that 30 percent of the population is urban.  The total TFR will be 5.4.  If it is expected
that in the target year, 50 percent of the population will be urban, and that the new urban
migrants will adopt the behavior of current urban dwellers, then the TFR will drop to 5.0 (0.5 x 4 +
0.5 x 6).  This approach will indicate the decline in TFR that might be expected from development
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alone, without a significant increase in family planning efforts.

6.3.10 Glossary of terms

Some of the following terms were obtained from the Population Reference Bureau's Population Handbook
 (1989); others were adapted from the International Union for Scientific Study of Population’s (IUSSP’s)
Multilingual Demographic Dictionary (Van de Walle and Henry, 1982);  while still others are definitions
employed by the Demographic and Health Surveys program executed by Macro International.  These
terms are defined in the context of their use within FamPlan.  

Abortions.  The number of induced abortions occurring during the year.  

Acceptors.  The number of new users of a particular method in a particular year.  A woman is classified
as an acceptor if she starts using a method during the year and was not using that method at the start of
the year.  Previously she may have been using nothing or she may have been using a different method.

Aggregation.  A group of elements to be considered as a whole, such as women of reproductive age.

Appropriate method mix.  The distribution of contraceptive methods which correspond to the individual
fertility intentions and personal characteristics of a population of women.

Births.  The number of live births occurring during a year. 

Cohort.  A group of persons who experience certain events within a specified period of time, such as
those who are born or who are married in the same year.

Commodities.  The amount of supplies required for different methods to provide a specified level of
family planning services.  Commodities are expressed in terms of numbers of condoms, sterilization kits,
injectable vials, IUDs, Norplant implants, pill cycles and vaginal tablets. 

Contraceptive prevalence.  The percentage of women of reproductive age using some form of
contraception.  Most commonly, prevalence is given for women in unions.

Cost per user.  The public sector cost of providing family planning, per family planning user.

Couple-year of protection.  The number of units of a contraceptive needed to provide protection from
pregnancy for one couple for an entire year.  For example, 13 units of oral contraceptives are needed to
provide one couple with a full year of protection.

Desired fertility rate.  The desired fertility rate is an indicator similar to the total fertility rate.  It
indicates the average number of children that a woman would have if her expressed fertility desires w ere
achieved. 

Dialogue box.  A box (shown on the computer screen) permitting users to choose among a limited
number of options.  The box is accompanied by text elaborating on those options.

Disaggregation.  A group of elements broken down into subsets, such as a population broken down into
single-age categories (ages 1, 2, 3, etc.)

Effectiveness.  Effectiveness is the extent by which a contraceptive method lowers the chances to
become pregnant in a given month.  This measure depends both on the ability of women to conceive and
on the method’s failure rate.
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Fecundity.  The calculated total fecundity rate.  Total fecundity is the average number of children that
would be born to women if none of the proximate determinants was acting to reduce fertility from its
biological maximum.  In the model, fecundity is calculated for the base year only.  It remains constant in
all other years.

Gross cost.  The total public sector cost of providing family planning services.

Growth rates.  The increment in total number of contraceptive users from year to year.  These are net
figures, consisting of new users and the continuing users who remain after previous users either have
discontinued or have “aged out.”

Interpolation.  Given two numbers that serve as boundary points, the estimation of values that lie at
intervals between the two points.  For example, if the total fertility rate for a country or region was
actually measured only in 1980 and in 1995, by assigning a relationship between the values from year to
year, it is possible to estimate a TFR for each intervening year.  (Spectrum uses a linear form of
interpolation so that the difference between each annual value is the same.  Other nonlinear forms of
interpolation also are possible, but are not used in Spectrum.)

MWRA.  The number of women of reproductive age who are married or in union.  

Method mix.  The distribution of contraceptive users by contraceptive method.

Mistimed pregnancy. Pregnancies which were wanted to occur, but at a time other than the time of
their conception.

Model.  Computer system designed to demonstrate the probable effect of two or more variables that
might be brought to bear on an outcome.  Such models can reduce the effort required to manipulate
these factors and present the results in an accessible format.  

Module.  Synonym for “model.”

Net cost.  The net public sector cost of family planning services.  This figure is equal to gross cost minus
revenue collected.

Normalization.  The transformation of a series of data points into a percent distribution summing to 100
percent.

Pop-up menu.  A menu (shown on the computer screen) from which users can select items or actions. 
Pop-up menus can appear anywhere on the screen.

Postpartum insusceptibility.  The period after a birth during which a woman is not exposed to the risk
of pregnancy either because of postpartum amenorrhea or because of postpartum abstinence.

Pregnancies.  The number of pregnancies occurring during a year.  Pregnancies can be wanted, wanted
later, or not wanted. 

Proximate determinants.  Variables which directly impinge on fertility outcomes; these variables
include the proportion of women in sexual union, the duration of the period of inability to conceive
following a birth, and the level and quality of contraceptive practice?and to a lesser degree, the
underlying capability to conceive, the level of induced abortion, and the prevalence of pathological
sterility.

Pull-down menu.  A menu (shown on the computer screen) opened by clicking on key words at the top
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edge of the screen.  Pull-down menus allow users to select operations.

Radio button.  These buttons (shown on the computer screen) emulate raised buttons on early radios,
which were punched to select radio stations.  The graphically portrayed raised “radio buttons” on
interfaces permit users to select among at least three alternatives.

Revenue.  The total amount of revenue collected from fees for family planning services.

Total abortion rate.  The average number of induced abortions a woman would have if she survived to
age 49 and had abortions at the prevailing age-specific rates.  Thus, in concept, it is similar to the total
fertility rate.

Total fertility rate.  The average number of children that would be born alive to a woman (or a group
of women) during her lifetime if she were to pass through all her childbearing years conforming to the
age-specific fertility rates of a given year.

Unmet need.  Refers to couples who presumably should be using contraception based on their fertility
desires and susceptibility to a pregnancy, but are not using contraception. 

Unwanted pregnancy.  Either a pregnancy that occurs due to method failure, or simply one that occurs
to a woman who did not want to become pregnant at the time she conceived.

Users.  The number of women who are using some form of contraception. 

Wanted pregnancies.  Calculated as the total pregnancies which were wanted at the time of
conception or were wanted to occur at a later time.

Wanted total fertility rate.  An indicator similar to the total fertility rate. The wanted total fertility rate
is calculated as the level of fertility that would have prevailed during the past few years if all unwanted
births had been prevented.  (See also desired fertility rate.)

WRA.  The number of women of reproductive age, 15-49.

6.3.11 Acronyms and abbreviations

CBD community-based distribution

CDC U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

CPS Contraceptive Prevalence Survey

CYP couple-year of protection

DHS Demographic and Health Survey

GDP gross domestic product

ICPD International Conference on Population and Development, Cairo, 1994

IUD intrauterine device

MWRA married women of reproductive age

NGO nongovernmental organization 

PPI postpartum insusceptibility

TFR total fertility rate

UN United Nations
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USAID United States Agency for International Development

VFT vaginal foaming tablet

WFS World Fertility Survey

WRA women of reproductive age
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6.4 LiST

6.4.1 What is LiST?

The Lives Saved Tool (LiST) is computer-based application for modeling the impact of maternal and child
health interventions.  LiST is included as a module within Spectrum, a policy modeling system comprised
of several software components.  To estimate maternal, child, or stillbirth outcomes in a projection, LiST
models changing coverage for a wide range of maternal and child health interventions over time
combined with inputs from the following SPECTRUM modules: 1) DemProj, the demography module,
provides demographic information for the projection; 2) A IM (AIDS Impact Module), incorporates the
impact of HIV/AIDS and trends in HIV/AIDS treatment; and 3) FamPlan incorporates determinants of
fertility into the projection.

LiST is based on the initial work of the Bellagio Child Survival Study Group, the Child Health Epidemiology
Reference Group (CHERG), and the International Child Development Steering Group. Their work has
sought to further specify the global burden of disease for neonates and children under-5 years of age
both by region and by cause, and to identify and assess those interventions that will be the most effective
in increasing child survival and developmental potential. This work has been published in the Lancet
global health series on child survival, neonatal survival, maternal survival, and infant and young child
nutrition. 

The LiST module offers two different options: 1) EasyLiST which can be used to execute basic operations
and 2) standard LiST which provides the full range of functions and features for advanced users. 
EasyLiST includes previously prepared targets for child and maternal health and intervention coverage
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data to quickly make child and maternal survival projections.  Users can simply choose the intervention(s)
of interest and target coverage for each projection.  The full version of LiST allows for detailed editing of
projection inputs such as: intervention coverage by year, baseline health status, child and maternal
mortality rates, stillbirth or abortion information, economic status data, effectiveness of interventions, and
the impact of under-nutrition upon mortality.  Subnational projections for LiST may be created by making
modifications to related components in LiST as well as DemProj, AIM, and FamPlan.  

The LiST module is a work in progress that is continuously adapting to meet the needs of users in
countries, institutions, and partner organizations.  LiST has been used for global planning, project
planning, and project evaluation purposes.  In addition to updates for nutrition indicators and
interventions, the components for maternal health and stillbirths and the ability to link to an external
costing module are now included. 

6.4.2 EasyLiST

Configure years button    On/Off column    Coverage targets    Add results button

EasyLiST is a special feature of the Lives Saved Tool that allows you to use previously prepared child and
maternal health and intervention coverage data to quickly make child and maternal survival projections,
by simply choosing the interventions and target coverage for each projection you would like to make.

1. Click on the "Configure years" button at the bottom of the EasyLiST editor screen.  In the
Configuration box, select the first year of the intervention program and the target year for which
you are setting a goal for intervention coverage. In most cases the first year of intervention
program is the current year.    Top 

2. In the "On/Off" column of the editor screen, click the boxes next to the interventions you would like
to include in your projection.  A blue check mark will show that the intervention will be included. 
Please note the scroll bar on the right side of the editor screen.  You may click on the scroll bar
and drag down to see all interventions.    Top

3. Next to the "On/Off" column, you will see the current coverage for each intervention.  These data
come from the latest DHS, MICS, AIS, MIS, and household surveys for each country.  For the
vaccination, Vitamin A and 3 water and sanitation coverage indicators, the data comes from WHO/
UNICEF.  Please note, values that can’t be changed are shown in gray.  Some values are default
values, and some are values that tied to another indicator value.

4. In the third column of the editor screen are the Coverage targets.  Values have been provided
based upon expert review of available survey data and consequent theoretical scale-up for each
intervention.  However, you may enter in a target coverage value of your choosing.  Please note,
values than can’t be changed are shown in gray.    Top 

5. If you would like to set the same target coverage for multiple interventions in adjoining rows, you
may click on the first box in the target coverage that you wish to set and then drag your cursor
down to the last box in the target coverage column that you wish to set.  The area will be
highlighted in orange.  Right click with your mouse, and click on "duplicate".  All values in the
highlighted range will then be changed to the equal the first value in the range.   Please note,
some indicators can not be scaled up to 100%, because they are tied to another indicator.  For
example, "improved water source" and "water connection in the home" are tied together because
"water connection in the home" is a subset of improved water source.

6. Once you have decided upon the interventions and the associated target coverages that you would
like to include in your projection, click on the "Add results" button and select from the drop-down
menu the indicator you would like to see results for.  If you do not click on the “Add results” button
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after making changes to the editor screen, you will not see a change in results because the
program has not yet recalculated using the changes you made to the editor.  The tab for the
projection results you are working in be highlighted in red to remind you that you have made
changes to the editor and need to recalculate through the "add results" button.    Top  

7. The results of the projection can be viewed on the right side of the EasyLiST screen.  The results
are shown by age group (for children) and year.  In addition, you can compare the child, maternal
and stillbirth survival results of your projection to the child survival results if there were no
changes to the intervention coverage from the base year. If you would like to change how the
results are displayed on the screen, click on the "Configure" button.  Top

6.4.3 Expert LiST analysis

Overview of Basic Analysis 

1. Create or Edit a projection so it contains all of the appropriate baseline data.  This includes
checking and adjusting the configuration years, coverage and health status, mortality and
economic status sections. Save this with a name which indicates that it is your baseline
projection.

2. Open the baseline projection and rename it as the scale-up of interest.  Edit the coverage
values to create the scale up as desired.  Save these changes. Check the results by looking at
the ‘Additional deaths averted by intervention’ to ensure that only the interventions of interest
display any changes (excluding the HIV interventions) and that the first year of intervention has
0 deaths averted.  Correct as needed.  When finished save changes and close the projection.

3. Note: Repeat step 2 as many times as necessary to create a ll the comparisons of interest.

4. Open the baseline projection and up to 9 additional projections of interest.  They will only open
if the configuration years and modules are identical for all projections. 

5. Display the results and choose ‘copy all’ to copy the relevant tables into Excel.  Figures can also
be exported by copying and directly pasting to Word, Excel, or PowerPoint.

Detailed Steps for Basic Analysis

1. Click ‘New projection’ or ‘Open existing projection’ to create or edit a projection.  For a new
projection, you will need to set the following: projection file name, first and final years for the
projection, active modules (select LiST), and the country or global region of interest.

2. Click ‘Modules’ tab on the top toolbar and Click ‘LiST’ under the MNCH options.  A horizontal
tool bar will appear directly below the menu tabs

3. Select ‘Configuration’, the first item on the horizontal tool bar, from the left hand side.

4. The ‘Base year of coverage’ refers to the year in which you have BOTH cause of death and
coverage data.  It is set by default to 2012 although data are available from 2000.  Change if
needed. Note that if you change to a year later than 2012, LiST will still use 2012 data.

5. The ‘First year of intervention program’ refers to the baseline year from which you are
calculating the impact of a specific coverage change (i.e. a program to introduce rotavirus
vaccine starting in 2012; the first year of intervention program would be 2011). Click OK when
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finished.

NOTE: It is a lw ays a good idea to save your changes as you go a long to prevent the loss of data.
Remember to ‘S ave As’ w hen you start w orking on a new  projection (set of data) so you can
return to your origina l projection if needed.

6. Select ‘Health status, mortality, and economic status’ from the horizontal tool bar, the second
item from the left hand side.

7. Note that the ‘baseline year’ should be the same year as the ‘Base year of coverage’, which is
the year for which cause of death data are available. All data on these tabs should be from as
close as possible to that year.  Correct data if necessary.  If you are unsure, the default data
can remain.  

8. Select ‘Coverage’, the third item on the horizontal tool bar, from the left hand side.

9. Edit the coverage values for the base year to the first year of intervention.  To change the
coverage values independently for items which are linked to other coverage values, follow the
directions at the top of each coverage editor screen as to which box to ‘Uncheck’.  This will de-
link the items.  

10. Edit the coverage values from the first year of intervention to the target year.  An easy way to
change this coverage for is to set the coverage in the target year and highlight from the first
year of intervention to the target year.  Then click the ‘Interpolate’ button displayed below for a
linear trend or right click and scroll to ‘Interpolate’ for more options.

11. Return to the ‘Home’ tab of the SPECTRUM menu and click ‘Save As’.  You now have your
“Scenario 1” projection.

12. If you would like to create alternate scenarios to compare against scenario 1, you can do
this by FIRST saving Scenario 1, and then with Scenario 1 is open, use SaveAs to rename
this projection to indicate it is a comparison to the Scenario 1 (e.g. Scenario 2 Senegal
Vaccines).

13. Do not change the baseline health, mortality or economic status from Scenario 1, or the
intervention coverage between the baseline year to the first year of program intervention. 
Otherwise Scenario 2 will not compare accurately against Scenario 1 in terms of the impact of
change in intervention coverage.  When you have finished all coverage editors, click “ok”.  Be
sure to save your Scenario 2.  Close Scenario 2.  

14. Repeat as many times as necessary to create alternate comparisons.  Please note, when you
are working with multiple projections, be sure that you are editing in the one you want to be
making changes in,  The title of the projection that you are currently ‘in’ will be highlighted in
BOLD at the bottom of the screen.

15. To display the results of your projections, close all projections and begin by opening the
projection you want to compare against (usually Scenario 1).  Please note, whichever
projection you open first will display first in the results tables.  Then open the projections you
want to compare against the first, in the order that you want the comparison.

16. Select ‘Results’ from the LiST menu and choose your category and indicator for display.

17. A Configure window will appear where you can choose the chart type for the indicator chosen
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(e.g. tables, pie charts, graphs, etc.).  Select the first year and final year to match the years of
interest in the projection.  Only LiST interventions modeled by the user should contribute to the
total(s) for any deaths averted (with the exception of PMTCT, Cotrimoxazole and ART from
AIM).  If that is not the case, then unintentional changes may have been made and should be
corrected.  In addition, the deaths averted in the first year of intervention program should all
be 0.  Make any necessary corrections.  Save and Close the projection.

6.4.4 LiST input editors

6.4.4.1 LiST configuration

Base year of coverage    First year of intervention program    Use annual cohort coverage approach for
entering vaccination coverage    Direct entry of stunting    Direct entry of wasting    Direct entry of fertility
risks    Manage interventions    

1. Select the base year of coverage for the Lives Saved Tool from the drop-down menu. It is the
starting point from which the Lives Saved Tool begins to project future child and maternal survival.
 Currently, the software defaults to the year 2012, using data from as close to that year as
possible. You will have default data provided that can be used directly or altered as needed. There
are also default data for the years 2000-2010 built into the software. If you change the baseline
year to one prior to 2000, it will default to 2000 data. If you choose a year later than 2012, it will
default to 2012.        Top  

2. Select the first year of intervention program by selecting a year from the drop-down menu.  The
‘First year of intervention program’ refers to the baseline year from which you are calculating the
impact of a specific coverage change and this is the first year for which the Lives Saved Tool will
show output results.  Although SPECTRUM technically anchors a projection based on DemProj and
AIM data from the first year specified as the start year for the projection, selecting the first year of
intervention program will allow you to narrow the LiST output of the projection.  Based on the
coverage rates specified through the base year for the Lives Saved Tool, the impact of an
intervention program scaling up coverage from the current year (or year of your choice) can be
readily viewed.    Top

3. [Optional] You may also click on "Use an annual cohort coverage approach for entering vaccination
coverage" If you would like to directly enter vaccination coverage by the mechanism by which the
vaccination program is carried out or the number of doses that a child receives.  This option offers
greater detail for describing year by year the coverage of the routine vaccination program and
follow-up via supplemental vaccine campaigns.    Top 

4. [Optional] Then, choose "Direct entry of stunting" If you would like to directly enter stunting values
yourself on the Stunting tab in Coverage.    Top 

5. [Optional] Then, choose "Direct entry of wasting" If you would like to directly enter wasting values
yourself on the Wasting tab in Coverage.     Top

6. [Optional] Then, choose "Direct entry of fertility risks" IF you would like to directly enter fertility
risk values yourself on the Fertility Risk tab in Coverage. This will automatically be checked if the
family planning module is not selected.       Top

7. [Optional] Finally, if you would like to create a custom intervention not currently included in LiST,
click on the "Manage interventions" button and follow the instructions provided in the ‘Manage
interventions’ box.  Then click "Close".  To close the LiST configuration window, click "Ok" to return
to the main LiST menu.        Top
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6.4.4.2 Manage interventions

Create custom interventions    Link interventions    Export interventions

This section allows users to create customized analyses which include features that are not part of the
validated and standardized model. These include creating new interventions from scratch, allowing
interventions to have non-standard effects and to copy custom interventions to other LiS T projections.
The results of any changes made in this section are solely the responsibility of the user.  The LiST team
is responsible for the functionality but not the results themselves. 

Create custom interventions 

In this section, the users can create an intervention which is not part of the standard LiST package.

1. First enter the name of this intervention.  It should not be the same as any existing intervention
within Spectrum.

2. Select the type of intervention time period in which the intervention is to be delivered.  Only one
may be selected even if the intervention actually crosses many periods.

a. If the period/type is Vaccines, then the user must also select at least one specific cause
of death which this intervention can affect. This will create the space to also create herd
effects/indirect effects as well.

Once the intervention has been created, then the user must also enter the coverage of the intervention in
the main coverage tabs as well as the effectiveness of the intervention in the effectiveness tabs.  Note
that these interventions can only affect causes of death.  They cannot affect intermediate outcomes such
as breastfeeding, stunting or wasting.
Top

Link interventions 

The link feature creates a special link between any selected existing intervention(s) (not custom
interventions) and all causes of death.  It allows the user to specific effects which are not part of the
standard LiST package.  It does not modify the existing linkages at all.  To use this feature, the user must
simply check the On/Off box to identify which existing interventions need to be allowed to affect non-
standard causes of death.  

Once the intervention has been linked, the user needs to enter the effectiveness tab for the relevant
cause of death.  On that tab, select the ‘Show all interventions options’. The selected intervention will
appear and the user can enter their individual effectiveness and affected fraction information. It will be
saved when the projection is saved.
Top

Export interventions

This feature allows the user to copy the information in a custom intervention into an already existing
projection.  This will copy selected custom interventions as well as any links created with the ‘Link
interventions’ feature.  Then identify the projections you would like to add this information into.  Currently
the affected fractions are not being copied.  However, the effectiveness is being copied.
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Top

6.4.4.3 Health status, mortality, and economic status

This editor grouping gives what could be termed the “baseline status” of a mother, neonate or child born
in the country or region you are analyzing.  It provides specific information about nutritional deficiencies,
nutritional status at birth, incidence of certain illnesses, stunting and wasting distributions, pathogen
distributions, baseline mortality rates and the proximate causes for death, abortion incidence, stillbirth
rate, and household economic details.  

1. Review the default values for all the indicators under each tab and these data can modified if
more appropriate or updated data sources are available.

2. To change the data, click on that box to highlight and type to enter the data.  If you have
changed the base year away from the default, ensure that the values are appropriate for the
year of interest.

3. Remember to enter a record of any changes you make to the data sources and assumptions.  To
document this, right click on the table and select "All sources" or "Data Source (row)". 

6.4.4.3.1  Baseline child health status

Nutritional deficiencies    Percent vitamin A deficient    Percent zinc deficient    Percent of pregnant
women who have iron deficiency anemia    IPTp    Percent of women exposed to falciparum    Status at
birth    Incidence of diarrhea    Incidence of clinical pneumonia    Incidence of bacterial meningitis    

1. Please see the nutritional deficiency table which identifies the percent of the intervention population
which is deficient for those vitamins. Also, please click the box for IPTp, if IPTp or sleeping under an
ITN is recommended by the national government of the country you are working on. This can be
modified if working on a subnational area or otherwise needed. Then review the default values for all
other indicators on the tab.   

2. To change the data, click on that box to highlight and type to enter the data.  If you have changed the

base year away from the default, ensure that the values are appropriate for the year of interest.

3. Remember to enter a record of any changes you make to the data sources and assumptions.  To

document this, right click on the table and select "All sources" or "Data Source (row)". 

Nutritional deficiencies
 

This table provides information about specific maternal and child nutritional deficiencies.  The

percentages of zinc and vitamin A deficiency are reported for children under five and the percentage of

iron deficiency anemia is among pregnant women. See below for additional details about these specific

nutritional deficiencies.

Top
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Percent vitamin A deficient
 

Ideal indicator: Vitamin A deficiency is defined as serum vitamin A concentrations of less than 0.70
mol/L in children < 5 years of age.    

Default data source: Black RE et al. Lancet 2013; 382: 427-51.    

Notes: These values are regional estimates of deficiency.
Top

Percent zinc deficient
 

Ideal indicator:  Percent of the population with inadequate intake of zinc.

Default data source:   Wessells KR and Brown KH. PLoS One. 2012;7(11):e50568. doi: 10.1371/
journal.pone.0050568. Epub 2012 Nov 29.

Notes:  This was calculated based on a combination of both the food availability and the biological
needs. See article for details.

Top

Percent of pregnant women who have iron deficiency anemia
 

Ideal indicator:  Percent of pregnant women with hemoglobin levels < 110 g/L that would
respond to iron.

Default data source:   Stevens GA et al. Lancet Global Health 2013; 1:e16-25.

Notes: 
Top

IPtp (Intermittent preventive treatment of malaria in pregnancy)

Ideal indicator:  This will be checked if IPTp or sleeping under an insecticide treated bednet (ITN)
is recommended by the national government during pregnancy.

Default data source:   Roll Back Malaria - Malaria & Children: Progress in intervention coverage 

Notes:  By default, IPTp can only benefit populations where the government has recommended
that IPTp be used.  The user can check the box if they would like to see the benefit of IPTp in other
populations.

Top

Percent of women exposed to falciparum
 

Ideal indicator:  Percent of women exposed to falciparum malaria during pregnancy. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23209782
http://www.childinfo.org/files/malaria_and_children.pdf
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Default data source:  Guerra CA et al. PLoS  Medicine Vol. 5, No. 2, e38

Notes:  
Top

Status at birth

Ideal indicator:  Percentage of children born in one of four categories: Pre-term and small for
gestational age (SGA), pre-term and appropriate for gestational age (AGA), term and SGA and
term and AGA. SGA is defined as <10 percentile; Pre-term is defined as <37 weeks.

Default data source:  Lee AC et al. Lancet Glob Health 2013; 1:e26-36.

Notes: 
Top

Incidence of diarrhea

Ideal indicator:  Number of episodes of diarrhea that would be observed per child-year.

Default data source:   Fischer Walker CL et al. BMC Public Health 2012, 12:220. 2010 data from
paper; 2005 data from unpublished addendum to this paper.

Notes:   The standard DHS estimates cannot be used as they are typically collected in the dry-
season.  The values are regional values.  

Top

Incidence of clinical pneumonia

Ideal indicator:  Number of episodes of clinical pneumonia that would be observed per child-year.

Default data source:   Walker CL et al. Lancet 2013; 381: 1405-16.

Notes:
Top

Incidence of bacterial meningitis

Ideal indicator:  Number of episodes of bacterial meningitis that would be observed per child-
year.

Default data source:   N/A

Notes:   The incidence estimates are currently not available.
Top

http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.0050038
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6.4.4.3.2  Nutritional status distributions

Stunting Distributions    Wasting Distributions

Stunting distributions
 

Ideal indicator: Distribution of the percent of children falling into one of four Z-score categories
for height for age: <-3Z (severe stunting), -3to-2Z (moderate stunting), -2to-1Z (mild stunting),
and >-1Z (not stunted).  Stunting reflects chronic malnutrition.

Default data source: Data have been recalculated for consistency across countries, using DHS
and MICS datasets.  This also ensures that the values reflect the exact age groups of interest. 

Notes: Data are not available for 0-1 and 1-5 months.  As a proxy, the 0-6 month values are
applied to both age groups.  When raw datasets are not available, the WHO nutrition database is
used and missing data are interpolated based upon other country data.

Top

Wasting distributions
 

Ideal indicator: Distribution of the percent of children falling into one of four Z-score categories
for weight for height: <-3Z (severe wasting), -3to-2Z (moderate wasting), -2to-1Z (mild wasting),
and >-1Z (not wasted).  Wasting reflects acute malnutrition.

Default data source: Data have been recalculated for consistency across countries, using DHS
and MICS datasets.  This also ensures that the values reflect the exact age groups of interest. 

Notes: Data are not available for 0-1 and 1-5 months.  As a proxy, the 0-6 month values are
applied to both age groups.  When raw datasets are not available, the WHO nutrition database is
used and missing data are interpolated based upon other country data.

Top

6.4.4.3.3  Pathogens

Diarrhea    Pneumonia    Meningitis

This editor contains pathogen distribution in the absence of effective interventions.

Diarrhea
 

Ideal indicator: Proportion of incident cases of diarrhea categorized by the causal pathogen. 
Proportion of deaths due to diarrhea categorized by the causal pathogen.

Default data source: Lanata CF et al. PLoS One. 2013 Sep 4;8(9):e72788

Notes: Vaccine B and Vaccine C serve as placeholders for future diarrhea analysis work.
Top

Pneumonia
 

http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0072788
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Ideal indicator: Proportion of incident cases of pneumonia categorized by the causal pathogen. 
Proportion of deaths due to pneumonia categorized by the causal pathogen.

Default data source: Fischer Walker C et al. Lancet 2013; 381: 14

Notes: Note that this only refers to severe cases, not all cases.
Top

Meningitis
 

Ideal indicator: Proportion of incident cases of meningitis categorized by the causal pathogen. 
Proportion of deaths due to meningitis categorized by the causal pathogen.

Default data source: No data available.

Notes: 
Top

6.4.4.3.4  Baseline child mortality

Neonatal mortality rate    Infant mortality rate    Under five mortality rate    Percent of child deaths by
proximate cause

You may choose to review and leave the default values for baseline child mortality (neonatal mortality
rate, infant mortality rate, and under five mortality rate), or you may click anywhere in table of interest to
begin entering data. Review the distributions for child deaths by proximate cause (neonatal and post-
neonatal), and adjust as appropriate.

Neonatal mortality rate

Ideal indicator:   Number of deaths during the first 28 completed days of life per 1,000 live births
in a given year or period.

Default data source:  Levels and trends in Child Mortality Report 2013. Estimates developed by
the UN Inter-agency Group for Child Mortality Estimation. www.childmortality.org

Notes:   The current estimates are through the year 2012.  All values can be replaced with DHS/
MICS or other estimates (such as IHME) if they are more appropriate for the analysis that will be
completed.

Top

Infant mortality rate

Ideal indicator:   Number of deaths of babies under one year of age per 1,000 live births.

Default data source:   Levels and trends in Child Mortality Report 2013. Estimates developed by
the UN Inter-agency Group for Child Mortality Estimation.  www.childmortality.org

Notes:   The current estimates are through the year 2012.  All values can be replaced with DHS/
MICS or other estimates (such as IHME) if they are more appropriate for the analysis that will be

http://www.childmortality.org
http://www.childmortality.org
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completed.
Top

Under five mortality rate

Ideal indicator:   Probability of a child born in a specific year or period dying before reaching the
age of five, if subject to age-specific mortality rates of that period.

Default data source:   Levels and trends in Child Mortality Report 2013. Estimates developed by
the UN Inter-agency Group for Child Mortality Estimation.  www.childmortality.org

Notes:   The current estimates are through the year 2012.  All values can be replaced with DHS/
MICS or other estimates (such as IHME) if they are more appropriate for the analysis that will be
completed.

Top

Percent of child deaths by proximate cause

Ideal indicator:   

Default data source:   Liu L et al. Lancet, 379(9832):2151 - 2161

Notes:   Some of the data are from unpublished tables associated with this article. The causes of
death are individual causes based on data from a series of studies, including verbal autopsy where
the most appropriate cause was identified.  In addition, all causes of death can be modified in this
table except the HIV deaths which are brought in from the AIDS Impact Module (AIM). To modify
these, you will need to open and edit within AIM.  Also note that the sum of these causes should

equal 100%.  
Top

6.4.4.3.5  Baseline maternal mortality

Maternal mortality ratio    Percent of maternal deaths by proximate cause

You may choose to review and leave the default values for the maternal mortality ratio and the percent of
maternal deaths by proximate cause, or you may click anywhere in the editor screen to make it active
and begin entering data.

Maternal mortality ratio 

Ideal indicator:  The ratio of the number of maternal deaths per 100,000 live births.  A maternal
death is the death of a woman while pregnant or within 42 days of termination of pregnancy,
irrespective of the duration and site of the pregnancy, from any cause related to or aggravated by
the pregnancy or its management but not from accidental or incidental causes.

Default data source:  Trends in maternal mortality: 1990-2010. WHO, UNICEF, UNFPA, and the

World Bank Estimates. 2012 http://www.unfpa.org/public/home/publications/pid/10728.

Notes:  All values can be replaced with DHS/MICS or other estimates (such as IHME) if they are
more appropriate for the analysis that needs to be completed.

http://www.childmortality.org
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/issue/vol379no9832/PIIS0140-6736%2812%29X6023-9
http://www.unfpa.org/public/home/publications/pid/10728
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Percent of maternal deaths by proximate cause

Ideal indicator:  

Default data source:  Modified from Khan et al, Lancet 2006 Apr 1;367(9516):1066-74.

Notes:  Default regional values for proximate causes of maternal death are based upon and
modified from the regional causes published by WHO in 2006. They have not been individually
reviewed and users should accept these values with caution.

Top

6.4.4.3.6  Abortion

Percent of pregnancies ending with spontaneous abortion    Abortion incidence ratio

Review the default percent of pregnancies ending with spontaneous abortion and the abortion incidence
ratio, and make any changes you feel are necessary.  If you have FamPlan active, you may click on
"Calculate abortion ratio based on FamPlan outputs" if you would like the abortion ratio to be calculated
from FamPlan inputs such as method mix and proximate determinates of fertility.

 

Percent of pregnancies ending with spontaneous abortion 

Ideal indicator:  The spontaneous end of a pregnancy at a stage where the embryo or fetus is
incapable of surviving independently, generally defined in humans as prior to 20 weeks of
gestation.

Default data source:  Gold, Rachel. 1990. Abortion and Women's Health: A Turning Point
for America? New York and Washington, DC: The Alan Guttmacher Institute

Notes:  Spontaneous abortions are not easily measured, and are assumed to average 13% of
pregnancies. 

Top

Abortion incidence ratio

Ideal indicator:  The abortion incidence is expressed as a ratio of abortions per 100 live births.

Default data source:   Sedgh G. et al. 2007. Legal Abortion Worldwide: Incidence and Recent
Trends, International Family Planning Perspectives, 33(3): 106-116 and WHO. 2007. Unsafe
Abortion: Global and Regional Estimates of the Incidence of Unsafe Abortion and Associated
Mortality in 2003. Geneva.  The Sedgh article has data for safe abortion at the country level for 60
countries and the WHO report provides data for unsafe abortion for 18 sub-regions (including North
America and Oceania).  Countries were allocated to the regions in the WHO publication.  The
Sedgh ratio (for safe abortion) was used as the primary default and if not available, the WHO ratio
for unsafe abortion was used, under the assumption that very few countries have a significant
incidence of both.

Notes:  
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Top

6.4.4.3.7  Stillbirth

Stillbirth rate    Percent of stillbirths by proximate cause

Review the stillbirth rate and percent of stillbirths by proximate cause, and make any changes you feel
are necessary.  Please note that that still birth rate is expressed as stillbirths per 1000 births.  

Stillbirth rate

Ideal indicator:  For international comparisons, WHO considers stillbirths as pregnancy losses at
or after 28 weeks of pregnancy, or a birth-weight of at least 1,000 grams.

Default data source:   Cousens S et al, Lancet. 2011 Apr 16;377(9774):1319-30. 

Notes:  All values can be replaced or other estimates which more closely reflect the analysis that
needs to be completed.

Top

Percent of stillbirths by proximate cause 

Ideal indicator: Stillbirths are categorized as antepartum and intrapartum. 

Default data source:   Cousens S et al, Lancet. 2011 Apr 16;377(9774):1319-30. 

Notes:  
Top

6.4.4.3.8  Household status

Poverty/food security    Average household size

Please review the default values for the household, poverty/food security and average household size.
Make any changes needed.

Poverty/food security

Ideal indicator:  The percent of the population living on less than $1.25/day according to
purchasing power parity (adjusted to 2005 international dollars) or the population living on less
than $1.25/day according to the international poverty line.

Default data source:   World Bank; World Bank low income country estimate: Poverty headcount
ratio at $1.25 a day (PPP) (% of population), updated Feb 2012

Notes:  This is only used to determine the percent of the population which can benefit from
balanced energy supplementation (maternal) or complementary feeding education and
supplementation.  Previously sources were provided by UNDP, SOWC and refer to $1 per day.  

Top

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21496917
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21496917
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SI.POV.DDAY
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Average household size

Ideal indicator:  The average number of people living in a household.

Default data source:   DHS and MICS Survey results

Notes:  This is only used to estimate households in need for costing purposes.
Top

6.4.4.4 Coverage

This section describes the types of interventions which are available within LiS T for modification.  Each
type is characterized by either the time in which the intervention is delivered (i.e. during pregnancy) or by
the mode of activity (i.e. vaccines or curative).  All items which fall under the categories of breastfeeding,
preventive, vaccines, and curative occur after birth.  Select any one of the types/time periods for more
information on all interventions which are included.

6.4.4.4.1  Periconceptual

Contraceptive use    Folic acid supplementation/fortification    Safe abortion services    Post abortion case
management    Ectopic pregnancy case management

To enter coverage data:

1. Click on the tab for the editor screen that you wish to work in, to bring that screen to the forefront.
 

2. Review the default values listed for each child health intervention for all years displayed.

3. Edit the coverage targets for future years past the first year of intervention manually if you have
data you feel is more accurate than what is listed.  If you w ould like to make this first projection a
"do nothing" scenario (or a theoretica l counterfactual for your intended coverage changes), w here
the intervention coverage is by default he ld constant from  the first year of intervention, do not
change the default va lues after the first year of intervention.  C lick "Ok" and save the projection
through the "Home" tab of the S pectrum  menu.  [Then, proceed to review ing effectiveness
values].

4. Edit the coverage values from the first year of intervention to the target year.  By changing the
target, you will be able to project the impact upon child survival in your country.  Most
often, users set a target for the final year of the projection (2015 in the case of the MDGs) and
interpolate between the base year and the target year.

5. An easy way to change this coverage is to set the coverage in the target year and highlight from
the first year of intervention to the target year.  Then right click and scroll to "interpolate". There
are four different interpolate options.  Choose the one that best suits your data. Use the duplicate
function if you would like several adjoining data boxes in a row or column to have the same value.
 

Contraceptive use
 

Ideal indicator: Coverage and effectiveness of Family Planning interventions are specified in the
FamPlan module. 

Top
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Folic acid supplementation/fortification

Ideal indicator:  Percent of women 15-49 at risk of getting pregnant that are taking folic acid
supplements (5.0 mg folic acid per day for three months) or have appropriate food fortification
taken around the time of pregnancy. 

Default data source:   Currently set at 0 for baseline.

Notes:  These data are typically not available. This is not the same indicator as iron/folate (IFA)
supplementation.  The Flour Fortification Initiative, has collected data by country about food
fortification by nutrients, including folic acid.  However, there are no data sources to report what
proportion of the flour is being fortified and consumed in each country.  

Effect size reference:  Blencowe et al. International Journal of Epidemiology 2010, 39: i110-
i121.

Top

Safe abortion services

Ideal indicator: Percent of women who do get an abortion who get a safe abortion (defined as
via D&C, vacuum aspiration, or medical abortion). 

Default data source:  Sedgh et al. Lancet 2012, 379(9816):625-32.

Notes: Country-specific estimates are not available. Regional data are being used.

Effect size reference:  Pollard et al. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S12
Top

Post abortion case management

Ideal indicator: Percent of women who have had an abortion who get the appropriate post-
abortion case management at a Basic Emergency Obstetric level. 

Default data source:  Currently set at 0 for baseline.

Notes: These data are not readily available.

Effect size reference:  Pollard et al. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S12
Top

Ectopic pregnancy case management

Ideal indicator:  Percent of women with an ectopic pregnancy who have it managed at a Basic
Emergency Obstetric level.

Default data source:  Currently set at 0 for baseline.

http://www.ffinetwork.org/country_profiles/index.php
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Notes: These data are not readily available.

Effect size reference:  Pollard et al. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S12
Top

6.4.4.4.2  Pregnancy

Antenatal care    TT- tetanus toxoid vaccination    IPTp-pregnant women protected via intermittent
preventive treatment of malaria in pregnancy    Syphilis detection and treatment    Calcium
supplementation    Multiple micronutrient supplementation    Iron folate supplementation    Balanced
energy supplementation    Hypertensive diseases case management    Diabetes case management   
Malaria case management    MgSO4- management of pre-eclampsia    FGR-fetal growth restriction
detection and management    PMTCT - Prevention of mother to child transmission of HIV

To enter coverage data:

1. Click on the tab for the editor screen that you wish to work in, to bring that screen to the forefront.

2. Review the default values listed for each child health intervention for all years displayed.

3. Edit the coverage targets for future years past the first year of intervention manually if you have
data you feel is more accurate than what is listed.  If you w ould like to make this first projection a
"do nothing" scenario (or a theoretica l counterfactual for your intended coverage changes), w here
the intervention coverage is by default he ld constant from  the first year of intervention, do not
change the default va lues after the first year of intervention.  C lick "Ok" and save the projection
through the "Home" tab of the S pectrum  menu.  [Then, proceed to review ing effectiveness
values].

4. Edit the coverage values from the first year of intervention to the target year.  By changing the
target, you will be able to project the impact upon child survival in your country.  Most
often, users set a target for the final year of the projection (2015 in the case of the MDGs) and
interpolate between the base year and the target year.

5. An easy way to change this coverage is to set the coverage in the target year and highlight from
the first year of intervention to the target year.  Click the ‘Interpolate’ button displayed below for a
linear trend or right click and scroll to ‘Interpolate’ for more options.  Choose the one that best
suits your data.  Alternatively, the ‘Duplicate’ function can be used if you would like several
adjoining data boxes in a row or column to have the same value.  

Antenatal care

Ideal indicator: Percent of women who go to four or more antenatal care visit s during their
pregnancy (ANC 4+).

Default data source: Most recent DHS/MICS.  

Notes: This has no impact alone.  It is used to estimate the coverage of syphilis detection and
treatment, calcium supplementation, and case management indicators. Each linked indicator is
noted with a * in the editor.

Top
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TT- tetanus toxoid vaccination

Ideal indicator: Percent of neonates who are protected at birth (PAB) from tetanus infection. PAB
is defined as the percent of women who received two doses of tetanus toxoid during this
pregnancy or ever: Received at least 2 doses, the last within 3 years; Received at least three
doses, the last within 5 years; Received at least 4 doses, the last within 10 years, Received at least
five doses during lifetime. Also known as TT2+.

Default data source:  “Protected at birth” from WHO/UNICEF. The most recent available data are
through 2012.  http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/data/data_subject/en/index.html

Notes: Default data can be replaced with data from DHS/MICS or other sources as appropriate.

Effect size reference: Blencowe H et al. International Journal of Epidemiology 2010. 39: i102-
i109.

Top

IPTp- pregnant women protected via intermittent preventive treatment
of malaria or sleeping under an insecticide treated bednet (ITN)

Ideal indicator: Percent of pregnant women receiving 2+ doses of Sp/Fansidar during pregnancy
or sleeping under an insecticide treated bednet.

Default data source:  Typically available in MIS/DHS/MICS

Notes: By default, this indicator can only be modified if the national government recommends
IPTp.  This can be changed on the Health status, mortality, and economic status tab.  The effect is
only applied to the 1st/2nd pregnancy.  In addition, use the higher of 2+ Sp/Fansidar or sleeping
under an ITN if the combined indicator is not available.

Effect size reference: Eisele TP et al. International Journal of Epidemiology 2010;39:i88-i10.
Top

Syphilis detection and treatment
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of pregnant women tested for syphilis and given treatment if needed.

Default data source:  Calculated as a standard fraction of women receiving 4+ ANC visits: If
ANC4 < 40%, then ANC4 *.2; ANC4< 75%, then ANC4 *.5; ANC4< 95% then ANC4 *.7; ANC4 >=
95%, then ANC *1.0

Notes: These data are not readily available. Uncheck the box below the table to enter the value
directly if better data are available or if you would not like to scale up this intervention as a
component of ANC4+.

Effect size reference: Blencowe H et al. BMC Public Health 2011 Apr 13;11(Suppl 3):S9.
Top

http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/data/data_subject/en/index.html
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Calcium supplementation

Ideal indicator: Percent of pregnant women taking 1g of calcium daily.

Default data source:  These data are not readily available.

Notes: Uncheck the box at the bottom of the table to enter the value directly if better data are
available or if you would not like to scale up this intervention as a component of ANC4+.

Effect size reference: Jabeen M et al. BMC Public Health 2011 Apr 13;11(Suppl 3): S6.
And 
Ronsmans C and Campbell O (2011). Quantifying the fall in mortality associated with interventions
related to hypertensive diseases of pregnancy BMC Public Health 11(Suppl 3): S8.

Top

Multiple micronutrient supplementation
 

Ideal indicator:  Percent of pregnant women taking a multiple micronutrient supplement daily.  A
multiple micronutrient supplement is defined as a supplement containing at least iron, folate, and
additional vitamins.

Default data source: These data are not readily available. 

Notes: The sum of multiple micronutrient supplementation and iron folate supplementation cannot
be greater than 100%.

Effect size reference: Haider BA et al. BMC Public Health 2011 Apr 13;11(Suppl 3):S19.
Top

Iron folate supplementation
 

Ideal indicator:  Percent of pregnant women taking an iron-folate supplement daily, for at least
90 days.

Default data source: Some DHS/MICS surveys will have these data. 

Notes: Iron alone will likely overestimate the impact of this information. The sum of iron folate
supplementation and multiple micronutrient supplementation cannot be greater than 100%.

Effect size reference: Yakoob MY, Bhutta ZA. Effect of routine iron supplementation with or
without folic acid on anemia during pregnancy. BMC Public Health 2011, 11(Suppl 3):S21

Top

Balanced energy supplementation
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of pregnant women who are food insecure who receive balanced protein
energy supplements.

Default data source:  These data are not readily available.
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Notes: For India, Aganwandi statistics from the NFHS have been used.  All other countries, the
value is assumed to be 0.  The proxy for food insecurity is the percent of the population who are
living on less than $1.25/day  (Poverty/food security), on the Health status, mortality, and economic
status tab.

Effect size reference: Imdad A, Bhutta ZA. Effect of balanced protein energy supplementation
during pregnancy on birth outcomes. BMC Public Health 2011 Apr 13;11(Suppl 3):S17.

Top

Hypertensive diseases case management

Ideal indicator: Detection and appropriate management of moderate to severe hypertension
during pregnancy. 

Default data source:  These data are not readily available.

Notes:

Effect size reference: Pollard et al. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S12
Top

Diabetes case management

Ideal indicator:  Percent of pregnant women screened for diabetes and managed appropriately, if
needed.

Default data source:  These data are not readily available.  A standard formula is being used to
suggest that 5% of women who attend 4 or more ANC visits will be appropriately screened and
managed.

Notes: This currently only impacts stillbirths. Uncheck the box at the bottom of the table to enter
this value directly or to choose to not include as a standard part of ANC4+.

Effect size reference: Syed M, Javed H, Yakoob MY, Bhutta ZA. Effect of screening and
management of diabetes during pregnancy on stillbirths. BMC Public Health 2011 Apr 13;11(Suppl
3):S2.

Top

Malaria case management

Ideal indicator: Percent of pregnant women experiencing malaria that are appropriately managed.

Default data source:  These data are not readily available.

Notes: The intervention covers the entire period between conception and six weeks after delivery.
Uncheck the box at the bottom of the table to enter this value directly.

Effect size reference: Pollard et al. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S12.
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Top

MgSO4- management of pre-eclampsia

Ideal indicator: Treatment of pre-eclampsia with intravenous Magnesium sulfate (4-6g).

Default data source:  These data are not readily available.

Notes: Uncheck the box at the bottom of the table to enter this value directly or to choose not to
scale it up with ANC4+.

Effect size reference:   Ronsmans C and Campbell O (2011). Quantifying the fall in mortality
associated with interventions related to hypertensive diseases of pregnancy BMC Public Health
11(Suppl 3): S8.
And
Jabeen M, Yakoob MY, Imdad A, Bhutta ZA. Impact of interventions to prevent and manage
preeclampsia and eclampsia on stillbirths. BMC Public Health 11(Suppl 3): S6.

Top

FGR- fetal growth restriction detection and management

Ideal indicator: Percent of pregnancies screened for fetal growth restriction (including BMI, fundal
height, ultrasound, and/or Doppler) and managed with appropriate obstetric intervention, including
early delivery, if needed. 

Default data source:  These data are not readily available. Assumed to be 10% of CEMOC level
deliveries, using the standard formulas linking to institutional delivery values taken from DHS/MICS. 
The user should enter their local data if possible and available.

Notes: Uncheck the box at the bottom of the table to enter this value directly or to choose to not
include this within the standard ANC4+ package.

Effect size reference: Imdad A, Yakoob MY, Siddiqui S, Bhutta ZA. Screening and triage of
intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) in general population and high risk pregnancies: a systematic
review with a focus on reduction of IUGR related stillbirths. BMC Public Health 2011 Apr 13;11(Suppl
3):S1.

Top

PMTCT – Prevention of mother to child transmission of HIV

Ideal indicator: Coverage and effectiveness of PMTCT interventions are specified in the AIM
module. 

Default data source:  

Notes:
Top
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6.4.4.4.3  Childbirth

Skilled birth attendance (SBA)    Facility delivery    Unassisted deliveries    Assisted deliveries at home
(SBA)    Essential care    BEmOC    CEmOC    Clean birth practices    Immediate assessment and
stimulation    Labor and delivery management    Neonatal resuscitation    Antenatal corticosteroids for
preterm labor    Antibiotics for PPRoM    MgSO4-management of eclampsia    AMTSL-active management
of the third stage of labor    Induction of labor for pregnancies lasting 41+ weeks

To enter coverage data:

1. Click on the tab for the editor screen that you wish to work in, to bring that screen to the forefront.
 

2. Review the default values listed for each child health intervention for all years displayed.

3. Edit the coverage targets for future years past the first year of intervention manually if you have
data you feel is more accurate than what is listed.  If you w ould like to make this first projection a
"do nothing" scenario (or a theoretica l counterfactual for your intended coverage changes), w here
the intervention coverage is by default he ld constant from  the first year of intervention, do not
change the default va lues after the first year of intervention.  C lick "Ok" and save the projection
through the "Home" tab of the S pectrum  menu.  [Then, proceed to review ing effectiveness
values].

4. In the "Childbirth" editor, begin by entering the birth survey data.  This will automatically calculate
the percent coverage for "level of delivery" and "childbirth interventions for all deliveries".  The
percent coverage of "level of delivery" and "childbirth interventions for all deliveries" will remain in
gray and can’t be edited, unless you uncheck "Allow LiST to calculate place and level of delivery" to
manually change coverage of level and place of delivery or you unclick "Allow LiST to calculate
intervention coverages" to manually enter coverage for childbirth interventions.  Please note, to
manually edit coverage of childbirth interventions you must (after unchecking "Allow LiST to
calculate intervention coverages") specify which of the childbirth interventions are available at
which level of care, before proceeding to the tab for the each delivery level to enter coverage
values. Coverage for each intervention can be entered as either the percentage of all deliveries, or
as the coverage percentage within that delivery level specifically.   If you need to return the box
where you specify the availability of childbirth interventions, you must recheck and then uncheck
the "Allow LiST to calculate intervention coverages" box. This will require you to reenter all
changes made.

5. Edit the coverage values from the first year of intervention to the target year.  By changing the
target, you will be able to project the impact upon child survival in your country.  Most
often, users set a target for the final year of the projection (2015 in the case of the MDGs) and
interpolate between the base year and the target year.

6. An easy way to change this coverage is to set the coverage in the target year and highlight from
the first year of intervention to the target year.  Click the ‘Interpolate’ button displayed below for a
linear trend or right click and scroll to ‘Interpolate’ for more options.  Choose the one that best
suits your data.  Alternatively, the ‘Duplicate’ function can be used if you would like several
adjoining data boxes in a row or column to have the same value.  

Skilled birth attendance (SBA)
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children born with a skilled attendant present, including doctors,
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nurses, or midwives, in a facility or at home.  An SBA in the home is defined as a skilled birth
attendant who deliveries the infant at home without benefit of referral to a facility in case of
emergency.  An SBA in a facility is defined as a medically skilled attendant who has the ability and
facilities needed to monitor labor progress with a partograph and detect complications.  Episiotomy
is available, if needed. Infection control is covered under clean birth practices. 

Default data source: Coverage data typically taken from DHS/MICS.

Notes: This intervention has no effect alone.  It is used to calculate the coverage of home delivery
interventions. See assisted deliveries at home (SBA) below. The value for SBA must be equal to or
greater than InstDel.  Within EasyLiST, when one intervention is selected, the other must also be
selected.

Top

Facility delivery

Ideal indicator: Percent of children born in an institution.  

Default data source: Coverage data typically taken from DHS/MICS.

Notes: This intervention has no effect alone.  It is used to calculate the estimated coverage of all
childbirth care interventions in combination with skilled birth attendance.

Top

Unassisted deliveries

Ideal indicator: Percent of deliveries without skilled attendance in the home.  

Default data source:  This is calculated by subtracting the percent skilled birth attendance from
100% of all births.

Notes: This value can only be modified by adjusting Institutional delivery values, skilled birth
attendance values, or components of institutional delivery (essential care, BEmOC, CEmOC). The
sum of the five places and levels of delivery must be 100%. It is assumed that there is no possibility
for referral and that an unassisted delivery is the highest level of care available.

Top

Assisted deliveries at home (SBA)

Ideal indicator: Percent of deliveries with a skilled attendant in the home. 

Default data source: Skilled birth attendance (SBA) minus Facility Delivery. 

Notes: We are aware that not all deliveries at a facility have a skilled attendant.  However, in the
absence of additional data, we must make this assumption.  If you have better data for your
country/community, please feel free to change this by unchecking the box to ‘Allow LiST to
calculate place and level of delivery’. The sum of the five places and levels of delivery must be
100%. It is assumed that there is no possibility for referral to a facility and that the SBA at home is
the highest level of care available to the women.
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Top

Essential care

Ideal indicator: This includes monitoring labor progress with a partograph, detection of
complications and infection control via a clean delivery, Episiotomy is available, if needed.  For the
neonate, this includes routine care practices including: immediate drying, skin-to-skin contact or
immediate wrapping for thermal care and clean cord cutting.

Default data source:  Calculated from institutional delivery (FacDel) with the following formula: If
FacDel < 30%, then FacDel*0.9; FacDel <50%, then FacDel*0.5; FacDel< 95% then FacDel 0*.25;
FacDel >= 95%, then FacDel *0

Notes: Feel free to change any of the assumptions in this table.  Simply uncheck the box ‘Allow
LiST to calculate place and level of delivery’ to allow direct entry of these values.  The sum of all
five delivery levels must be no more than 100%. Note that the values listed assume the highest
level of care that is available for that particular delivery.  So the percent of deliveries with essential
care selected assume that none of these pregnancies have BEmOC or CEmOC available.

Top

BEmOC

Ideal indicator:  This includes deliveries in facilities with access to case management of direct
obstetric complications. Methods include: shock management, pain relief, ABC, parenteral
antibiotics, IV fluids, instrumental delivery, and removal of the placenta and retained products. 
Includes all essential care as well.  

Default data source: Calculated from Institutional delivery (FacDel) with the following formula: If
FacDel < 30%, then FacDel*0; FacDel <50%, then FacDel*0.3; FacDel< 95% then FacDel *0.15;
FacDel >= 95%, then FacDel *0 

Notes: Feel free to change any of the assumptions in this table.  Simply uncheck the box ‘Allow
LiST to calculate place and level of delivery’ to allow direct entry of these values.  The sum of all
five delivery levels must be no more than 100%. Note that the values listed assume the highest
level of care that is available for that particular delivery.  So the percent of deliveries with BEmOC
selected assumes that none of these pregnancies have CEmOC available and that all also have
essential care available.

Top

CEmOC 

Ideal indicator: This includes deliveries in facilities with access to case management of direct
obstetric complications.  Methods include: ultrasound, culdocentesis, induction, laparotomy,
salpingectomy, blood transfusion, caesarian section, hysterectomy, symphisiotomy, balloon
tamponade, uterine ligature, MRVOP, surgical infection control and episiotomy.

Default data source:  Calculated from Institutional delivery (FacDel) with the following formula: If
FacDel < 30%, then FacDel*0.1; FacDel <50%, then FacDel*0.2; FacDel< 95% then FacDel *0.6;
FacDel >= 95%, then FacDel *1.0
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Notes: Feel free to change any of the assumptions in this table.  Simply uncheck the box to allow
direct entry of these values.  The sum of all five delivery levels must be no more than 100%. Note
that the values listed assume the highest level of care that is available for that particular delivery. 
So the percent of deliveries with CEMOC selected assumes that all of these deliveries also have
essential care available as well as BEMOC.

Top

Clean birth practices
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of deliveries where clean birth practices including handwashing by the
attendant, cleaning the maternal perineum, using a clean birth surface, clean cutting of the cord and
tying of the cord, as well as hygienic cord and skin care immediately after delivery are performed.

Default data source:  The default assumptions are that 50% of SBAs in the home, 60% of
essential care, 85% of BEmOC and 95% of CEmOC deliveries are using clean birth practices.

Notes: The assumptions should be adjusted based on local knowledge and data. One potential
choice is to use a clean delivery kit in the home for unassisted deliveries as an indicator of clean
birth practices.

Effect size reference: Blencowe H, Cousens S, Mullany LC, Lee ACC, Kerber K, Wall S, Darmstadt
G, Lawn JE Clean birth and postnatal care practices to reduce neonatal deaths from sepsis and
tetanus: a systematic review and Delphi estimation of mortality effect BMC Public Health 2011,
11(Suppl 3):S11.
And
Pollard et al. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S12.

Top

Immediate assessment and stimulation

Ideal indicator:  Defined as rubbing and drying of the neonate immediately after delivery.

Default data source:  The default assumptions are that 25% of SBAs in the home, 50% of
essential care, 80% of BEmOC and 90% of CEmOC deliveries are giving the births appropriate and
immediate assessment and stimulation.

Notes: The assumptions should be adjusted based on local knowledge and data. 

Effect size reference: Lee ACC, Cousens S, Mullany LC, Wall S, Niermeyer S, Darmstadt G, Carlo
WA, Keenan WJ, Bhutta ZA, Gill C, Lawn JE. Neonatal resuscitation and immediate newborn
assessment and stimulation for the prevention of neonatal deaths: a systematic review, meta-
analysis and Delphi estimation of mortality effect. BMC Public Health 2011, 11(Suppl 3):S12.

Top

Labor and delivery management

Ideal indicator: Defined as the percent of women within a level of care receiving a skilled
attendant and the care that is standard for the given level, i.e. percent of women receiving BEmOC
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within a BEmOC facility.

Default data source:   The default assumptions are that 100% of SBAs in the home, 100% of
essential care, 100% of BEmOC and 100% of CEmOC deliveries are being attended by a skilled birth
attendant with access to the appropriate facilities for the given level of care.  

Notes:Although we assume that all SBAs (regardless of location) are giving appropriate labor and
delivery, the quality of this care and thus the impact will differ based upon the location at which the
delivery occurs.  Access, ability to identify need, and actual utilization in case of need are all
required for this indicator to be applied correctly.  IN ADDITION, THIS INTERVENTION INCLUDES ALL
RESIDUAL ACTIVITIES WHICH CAN BE DELIVERED AT THESE SKILL AND FACILITY LEVELS BUT
CAN’T BE QUANTIFIED SEPARATELY.  DEFINITIONS: An SBA in the home is defined as a skilled birth
attendant who delivers the infant at home without benefit of referral to a facility in case of
emergency. An SBA in a facility (i.e. essential care) is defined as a medically skilled attendant who
has the ability and facilities needed to monitor labor progress with a partograph and detect
complications.  Episiotomy is available, if needed. Infection control is being modeled under clean
birth practices. A BEmOC level facility refers to management of delivery at a health center and
covers case management of direct obstetric complications.  The intervention includes: Case
management of ante-partum hemorrhage, prolonged/obstructed labor, post-partum hemorrhage
and severe infection.  Methods include: shock management, pain relief, ABC, IV fluids, instrumental
delivery and manual removal of the placenta and retained products. BeMOC includes seven signal
functions that must be available. The signal functions modeled under this intervention are: Assisted
delivery, removal of retained products, manual removal of the placenta.  Although oxytocics,
antibiotics and anticonvulsants should ALL be delivered at this level, they are modeled separately to
show their impact. This intervention does NOT include MgSO4, AMTSL or antibiotics!  Although these
should be part of a basic emergency obstetric program and delivered at the same time, their effect
is being calculated separately.  A CEmOC level facility refers to management of delivery at a hospital
and covers case management of direct obstetric complications.  This is in addition to all
interventions included in Basic Emergency Obstetric Care.  This intervention includes: Case
management of ante-partum hemorrhage, prolonged/obstructed labor, post-partum hemorrhage
and severe infection. Additional methods include: ultrasound, culdocentesis, induction, laparotomy,
salpingectomy, blood transfusion, caesarian section, hysterectomy, symphisiotomy, balloon
tamponade, uterine ligature, MRVOP, surgical infection control and episiotomy. CEmoC includes nine
signal functions. The signal functions modeled under this intervention are: Assisted delivery, removal
of retained products, manual removal of the placenta, blood transfusion and c-section.  Although
oxytocics, antibiotics and anticonvulsants should ALL be delivered at this level, they are modeled
separately to show their impact.'

Effect size reference: Lee ACC Cousens S, Darmstadt G, Blencowe H, Pattinson R, Moran NF,
Hofmeyr GJ, Haws RA, Bhutta SZ, Lawn JE. Care during labor and birth for the prevention of
intrapartum-related neonatal deaths: a systematic review and Delphi estimation of mortality effect.
BMC Public Health 2011, 11(Suppl 3):S10.
And
Yakoob MY, Ali MA, Ali MU, Imdad A, Lawn JE, van den Broeak N, Bhutta ZA. The effect of providing
skilled birth attendance and emergency obstetric care in preventing stillbirths.  BMC Public Health
2011, 11(Suppl 3):S7.

Top

Neonatal resuscitation

Ideal indicator: Percent of newborns with access to detection of breathing problems and
resuscitation (with a mucous extractor) in a facility, if needed.
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Default data source:  Coverage typically is not available.  The default assumptions are that 20% of
BEmOC and 70% of CEmOC deliveries have access to neonatal resuscitation if needed.

Notes: We do not assume that neonatal resuscitation IS done in the home, but that it is possible to
train someone in the home to do this.

Effect size reference: Lee ACC, Cousens S, Mullany LC, Wall S, Niermeyer S, Darmstadt G, Carlo
WA, Keenan WJ, Bhutta ZA, Gill C, Lawn JE. Neonatal resuscitation and immediate newborn
assessment and stimulation for the prevention of neonatal deaths: a systematic review, meta-
analysis and Delphi estimation of mortality effect. BMC Public Health 2011, 11(Suppl 3):S12.

Top

Antenatal corticosteroids for pre-term labor
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of women with premature labor receiving an intramuscular injection of
betamethasone sodium phosphate (6mg, every 12 hours for 2 days).

Default data source:  These data are typically not available. The default assumptions are that 20%
of essential care, 85% of BEmOC and 95% of CEmOC deliveries have access to antenatal
corticosteroids for pre-term labor if needed.    

Notes: 

Effect size reference: Mwansa-Kambafwile J (2010).  Antenatal steroids in preterm labor for the
prevention of neonatal deaths due to complications of preterm birth.  Int J Epi 39:i22-i33.

Top

Antibiotics for pPRoM 

Ideal indicator: Percent of pregnant women with premature rupture of the membranes (pPRoM)
who are not in labor and are given oral erythromycin (250mg, 4 times daily for 7 days) to prevent
infection.

Default data source:  These data are typically not available. The default assumptions are that 20%
of essential care, 85% of BEmOC and 95% of CEmOC deliveries have access to antibiotics for
preterm prelabor rupture of membranes, if needed.

Notes:

Effect size reference:  Cousens S (2010). Antibiotics for preterm prelabour rupture of the
membranes: prevention of neonatal deaths due to complications of preterm birth and infection. Int J
Epi 39: i34-i43.

Top

MgSO4- management of eclampsia

Ideal indicator: Percent of pregnant women with access to magnesium sulfate for eclampsia during
delivery. Access includes the ability to receive this intervention during delivery in case of need,
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meaning being both willing and able to pay for the service as well as having the service available as
needed.

Default data source:  The default assumptions are that 20% of essential care, 85% of BEmOC and
95% of CEmOC deliveries have access to MgSO4 for eclampsia, if needed.

Notes: 

Effect size reference:   Ronsmans C and Campbell O (2011). Quantifying the fall in mortality
associated with interventions related to hypertensive diseases of pregnancy BMC Public Health
11(Suppl 3): S8.
And
Jabeen M, Yakoob MY, Imdad A, Bhutta ZA. Impact of interventions to prevent and manage
preeclampsia and eclampsia on stillbirths. BMC Public Health 11(Suppl 3): S6.

Top

AMTSL- Active Management of the Third Stage of Labor

Ideal indicator: Percent of women with their third stage of labor managed actively.  Active
management of the third stage of labor (AMTSL) is defined as controlled cord traction, uterine
massage, and appropriate oxytocics.

Default data source:  These coverage data are not typically available. The default assumptions are
that 20% of essential care, 85% of BEmOC and 95% of CEmOC will have appropriate active
management during and after delivery.

Notes: Pollard et al. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S12.
Top

Induction of labor for pregnancies lasting 41+ weeks

Ideal indicator: Percent of women who are 41 or more weeks pregnant who are managed with
induction of labor if needed.

Default data source:  The default assumptions are that 20% of CEmOC will have access to
induction of labor for post-term pregnancies, if needed.

Notes: The current impact of this intervention is only on stillbirths.

Effect size reference:   Hussain AA, Yakoob MY, Imdad A, Bhutta ZA. Elective induction for
pregnancies at or beyond 41 weeks of gestation and its impact on stillbirths: a systematic review with
meta-analysis. BMC Public Health 2011 Apr 13;11(Suppl 3):S5.

Top

6.4.4.4.4  Scale-up of childbirth care interventions

LiST calculates intervention scale up and impact based upon the access to each delivery level (Skilled
Birth Attendance in the home (SBA), Essential Care, Basic Emergency Obstetric Care (BEMOC) and
Comprehensive Emergency Obstetric Care (CEMOC)), along with the availability of proven interventions at
each level of service (%).  
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As a first step you should review the availability of interventions at each level of childbirth care in the
bottom-most editor. Note that you can make improvements in the availability of interventions over time. 
Next, you will scale up the availability of the various levels of childbirth care. It is important to note that
these refer to availability of the services and not the use. For example if CEMOC were set at 100% it
would mean that 100% of women would have access to CEMOC services if the need arose.  It does not
mean that 100% of women would actually use those services.

You can review the overall availability of interventions by clicking on the tab “All Deliveries” or the
availability of interventions by delivery channel by clicking on the “% of all deliveries” radio button.

6.4.4.4.5  Breastfeeding

Breastfeeding prevalence    Exclusive breastfeeding    Predominant breastfeeding    Partial breastfeeding  
 Any breastfeeding    No breastfeeding    Breastfeeding promotion

To enter coverage data:

1. Click on the tab for the editor screen that you wish to work in to bring that screen to the forefront.

2. Review the default values listed for each child health intervention.

3. Edit the coverage targets for future years past the first year of intervention manually if you have
data you feel is more accurate than what is listed.  If you w ould like to make this first projection a
"do nothing" scenario (or a theoretica l counterfactual for your intended coverage changes), w here
the intervention coverage is by default he ld constant from  the first year of intervention, do not
change the default va lues after the first year of intervention.  C lick "Ok" and save the projection
through the "Home" tab of the S pectrum  menu.  [Then, proceed to review ing effectiveness
values].

4. In the "Breastfeeding" editor, data may be entered by either breastfeeding prevalence (Top)
or breastfeeding promotion (Top).  Breastfeeding promotion is set by default to equal the
exclusive breastfeeding rate for children 1-5 months old.  However, if you have information on
coverage of breastfeeding promotion in your country, you may enter it manually.

5. Edit the coverage values from the first year of intervention to the target year.  By changing the
target, you will be able to project the impact upon child survival in your country.  Most
often, users set a target for the final year of the projection (2015 in the case of the MDGs) and
interpolate between the base year and the target year.

6. An easy way to change this coverage is to set the coverage in the target year and highlight from
the first year of intervention to the target year.  Click the ‘Interpolate’ button displayed below for a
linear trend or right click and scroll to ‘Interpolate’ for more options.  Choose the one that best
suits your data.  Alternatively, the ‘Duplicate’ function can be used if you would like several
adjoining data boxes in a row or column to have the same value. 

Exclusive breastfeeding
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children receiving only breastmilk for food (plus medication, vaccines,
and vitamins).

Default data source: Coverage data are typically taken from a DHS or MICS, however it has
been recalculated from the raw data sources to reflect the entire age period of interest. If
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recalculated data are not available,  0-2 months has been used as a proxy for 0-1 months while 4-
5 months has been used as a proxy for 1-5 months.  These can be replaced with other estimates if
they are available.   

Notes: The age groups of interest are 0-1 and 1-5 months.

Effect size references: Lamberti LM, Zakarija-Grkovic I, Fischer Walker CL, Theodoratou E, Nair
H, Campbell H, Black RE. Breastfeeding for reducing the risk of pneumonia morbidity and mortality
in children under two: a systematic literature review and meta-analysis. BMC Public Health 2013,
13(Suppl 3):S18 (17 September 2013) and Black et al. Lancet 2013; 382: 427-51.

Top

Predominant breastfeeding

Ideal indicator: Percent of children receiving only breastmilk plus water and/or other non-milk
liquids such as juices (plus medication, vaccines, and vitamins).

Default data source:  Coverage data are typically taken from a DHS or MICS, however it has
been recalculated from the raw data sources to reflect the entire age period of interest. If
recalculated data are not available,  0-2 months has been used as a proxy for 0-1 months while 4-5
months has been used as a proxy for 1-5 months.  These can be replaced with other estimates if
they are available. 

  
Notes: The age groups of interest are 0-1 and 1-5 months.

Effect size references: Lamberti LM, Zakarija-Grkovic I, Fischer Walker CL, Theodoratou E, Nair
H, Campbell H, Black RE. Breastfeeding for reducing the risk of pneumonia morbidity and mortality
in children under two: a systematic literature review and meta-analysis. BMC Public Health 2013,
13(Suppl 3):S18 (17 September 2013) and Black et al. Lancet 2013; 382: 427-51.

Top

Partial breastfeeding

Ideal indicator: Percent of children receiving breastmilk plus complementary foods and/or milk-
based liquids (plus medication, vaccines, and vitamins).

Default data source:  Coverage data are typically taken from a DHS or MICS, however it has
been recalculated from the raw data sources to reflect the exact age period of interest. If
recalculated data are not available, 0-2 months has been used as a proxy for 0-1 months while 4-5
months has been used as a proxy for 1-5 months.  These can be replaced with other estimates if
they are available.  

Notes: The age groups of interest are 0-1 and 1-5 months.

Effect size references: Lamberti LM, Zakarija-Grkovic I, Fischer Walker CL, Theodoratou E, Nair
H, Campbell H, Black RE. Breastfeeding for reducing the risk of pneumonia morbidity and mortality
in children under two: a systematic literature review and meta-analysis. BMC Public Health 2013,
13(Suppl 3):S18 (17 September 2013) and Black et al. Lancet 2013; 382: 427-51.

Top
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Any breastfeeding

Ideal indicator: The percent of children still receiving any breastmilk.

Default data source:  Coverage data are typically taken from a DHS or MICS however it has been
recalculated from the raw data sources to reflect the exact age period of interest.  

Notes: This applies to children 6-11 months and 12-23 months of age. Note that no health benefit
is assumed to accrue to children breastfed after 24 months of age.

Effect size references: Lamberti LM, Zakarija-Grkovic I, Fischer Walker CL, Theodoratou E, Nair
H, Campbell H, Black RE. Breastfeeding for reducing the risk of pneumonia morbidity and mortality
in children under two: a systematic literature review and meta-analysis. BMC Public Health 2013,
13(Suppl 3):S18 (17 September 2013) and Black et al. Lancet 2013; 382: 427-51.

Top

No breastfeeding

Ideal indicator: The percent of children not receiving any breastmilk.

Default data source:  Coverage data are typically taken from a DHS or MICS.   

Notes: This can apply to children of any age group 0-23 months.  Note that no benefit is assumed
to accrue to children breastfed after 24 months of age.

Effect size references: Lamberti LM, Zakarija-Grkovic I, Fischer Walker CL, Theodoratou E, Nair
H, Campbell H, Black RE. Breastfeeding for reducing the risk of pneumonia morbidity and mortality
in children under two: a systematic literature review and meta-analysis. BMC Public Health 2013,
13(Suppl 3):S18 (17 September 2013) and Black et al. Lancet 2013; 382: 427-51.

Top

Breastfeeding promotion

Ideal indicator: Breastfeeding promotion can either be one-one-one or group meetings.  

Default data source: Equal to the percent of children 1-5 months of age that are exclusively
breastfed.  Coverage data are typically taken from a DHS or MICS.    

Notes: It is assumed that children 1-5 months of age who are exclusively breastfed do not need
this behavior. See the reference below for alternative possible effect sizes based upon specific
types of promotion programs.

Effect size reference:  Haroon S, Das JK, Salam RA, Imdad A, Bhutta ZA. Breastfeeding
promotion interventions and breastfeeding practices: a systematic review. BMC Public Health 2013,
13(Suppl 3):S20 (17 September 2013) .

Top

6.4.4.4.6  Preventive

Clean postnatal care practices    Chlorhexidine    Complementary feeding - education only   
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Complementary feeding - education and supplementation    Vitamin A supplementation    Zinc

supplementation    Improved water source    Water connection in the home    Improved sanitation    Hand

washing with soap    Hygienic disposal of children’s stools    ITN/IRS 

To enter coverage data:

1. Click on the tab for the editor screen that you wish to work in, to bring that screen to the forefront.
 

2. Review the default values listed for each child health intervention for all years displayed.

3. Edit the coverage targets for future years past the first year of intervention manually if you have
data you feel is more accurate than what is listed.  If you w ould like to make this first projection a
"do nothing" scenario (or a theoretica l counterfactual for your intended coverage changes), w here
the intervention coverage is by default he ld constant from  the first year of intervention, do not
change the default va lues after the first year of intervention.  C lick "Ok" and save the projection
through the "Home’" tab of the S pectrum  menu.  [Then, proceed to review ing effectiveness
values].

4. In the "Preventive editor", unclick on the box "Preventive postnatal care- automatically calculate
components" if you would prefer to calculate coverage for the components (identified by an *)
manually.

5. Edit the coverage values from the first year of intervention to the target year.  By changing the
target, you will be able to project the impact upon child survival in your country.  Most
often, users set a target for the final year of the projection (2015 in the case of the MDGs) and
interpolate between the base year and the target year.

6. An easy way to change this coverage is to set the coverage in the target year and highlight from
the first year of intervention to the target year.  Click the ‘Interpolate’ button displayed below for a
linear trend or right click and scroll to ‘Interpolate’ for more options.  Choose the one that best
suits your data.  Alternatively, the ‘Duplicate’ function can be used if you would like several
adjoining data boxes in a row or column to have the same value.  

Clean postnatal care practices

Ideal indicator: Percent of neonates where the mother washes her hands frequently, where the
child lives in a clean environment and no harmful practices are performed.

Default data source:  There is no data on this indicator.  Thus, we are assuming that all
neonates with a preventive postnatal visit within 48 hours of delivery will receive adequate clean
postnatal practices.  Preventive postnatal care is taken from DHS/MICS where available.

Notes:

Effect size reference: Blencowe H, Cousens S, Mullany LC, Lee ACC, Kerber K, Wall S,
Darmstadt G, Lawn JE Clean birth and postnatal care practices to reduce neonatal deaths from
sepsis and tetanus: a systematic review and Delphi estimation of mortality effect BMC Public Health
2011, 11(Suppl 3):S11.

Top
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Chlorhexidine 

Ideal indicator: Percent of neonates with chlorhexidine applied after birth to the cord.

Default data source:  There is no data on this indicator.  We are assuming 0% coverage until
additional data comes available.

Notes: 

Effect size reference: Imdad A, Mullany LC, Baqui AH, El Arifeen S, Tielsch JM, Khatry SK, Shah
R, Cousens S, Black RE, Bhutta ZA. The effect of umbilical cord cleansing with chlorhexidine on
omphalitis and neonatal mortality in community settings in developing countries: a meta-analysis.
BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S15 (17 September 2013) .

Top

Complementary feeding - education only 

Ideal indicator: Percent of mothers intensively counseled on the importance of continued
breastfeeding beyond six months and appropriate complementary feeding practices.  Standard
indicator would be the % of 6-23 month old children receiving all three IYCF practices.  The three
IYCF practices refer to continued breastfeeding, appropriate quantity of diet and appropriate
diversity of diet.  When these data are not available it is possible to use the percent of children 6-9
months old receiving breastmilk and complementary foods (this is NOT an ideal indicator).

Default data source:  Coverage data from DHS/MICS.

Notes: This is applied to the food secure population.  The proxy used is those living on more than
$1.25/day.  This proxy can be modified in the household status tab.  The combined effect of both
complementary feeding indicators will appear under results as ‘appropriate complementary
feeding’.

Effect size reference: Imdad A, Yakood MY, Bhutta ZA Impact of maternal education about
complementary feeding and provision of complementary foods on child growth in developing
countries BMC Public Health 2011, 11(Suppl 3):S25.

Top

Complementary feeding - education and supplementation

Ideal indicator:Percent of mothers intensively counseled on the importance of continued
breastfeeding beyond six months and appropriate complementary feeding practices, and given
appropriate supplements.  Standard indicator would be the % of 6-23 month old children receiving
all three IYCF practices.  The three IYCF practices refer to continued breastfeeding, appropriate
quantity and diversity of diet.  When these data are not available it is possible to use the percent of
children 6-9 months old receiving breastmilk and complementary foods (this is NOT an ideal
indicator).

Default data source:  Coverage data from DHS/MICS.

Notes: This is applied to the food insecure population.  The proxy used is those living on less than
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$1.25/day.  This proxy can be modified in the household status tab. If there is additional data from
other sources on education and supplementation, they can be used to replace this indicator. The
combined effect of both complementary feeding indicators will appear under results as ‘appropriate
complementary feeding’.

Effect size reference: Imdad A, Yakood MY, Bhutta ZA Impact of maternal education about
complementary feeding and provision of complementary foods on child growth in developing
countries BMC Public Health 2011, 11(Suppl 3):S25.

Top

Vitamin A supplementation

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 6-59 months of age receiving 2 doses of Vitamin A during the
last 12 months.

Default data source:  UNICEF - Vitamin A coverage (www.childinfo.org)

Notes: The full indicator is typically not available from a DHS survey. However, the percent of
children 6-59 months receiving 1 dose of Vitamin A in the past 6 months can be used if necessary
from these sources. 

Effect size reference: Imdad A, Yakoob MY, Sudfeld CR, Haider BA, Black RE, Bhutta ZA. Impact
of vitamin A supplementation on infant and childhood mortality. BMC Public Health 2011 Apr
13;11(Suppl 3):S20.

Top

Zinc supplementation

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-59 months of age who were given daily supplements of
10mg zinc.

Default data source: These data are typically not available.  There are no known programs.
This is not the same indicator as zinc treatment for diarrhea.

Notes: 

Effect size reference: Yakoob MY, Theodoratou E, Jabeen A, et al. Preventive zinc
supplementation in developing countries: impact on mortality and morbidity due to diarrhea,

pneumonia and malaria. BMC Public Health 2011 Apr 13;11(Suppl 3):S23. 
Top

Improved water source

Ideal indicator: Percent of households having an improved water source within 30 minutes.

Default data source:  The default indicator used is "percent of households with an improved
water source".  Default data are from the 2012 estimates from the WHO/UNICEF Joint Monitoring
Program on Water and Sanitation (wssinfo.org).

http://www.childinfo.org/vitamina_coverage.php
http://www.wssinfo.org/
http://www.wssinfo.org/
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Notes: The effect is applied to the difference between an improved water source and a household
connection.  The value must be greater than or equal to water connection in the home.  A water
connection in the home is a subset of improved water within 30 minutes. 

Effect size reference: Cairncross S (2010). Water, sanitation, and hygiene for the prevention of
diarrhea. J Intl Epi 39: i93-i205.  

Top

Water connection in the home

Ideal indicator: Percent of households with a household connection, including water piped into
the home or yard.

Default data source: Default data are from the 2012 estimates from the WHO/UNICEF Joint
Monitoring Program on Water and Sanitation (wssinfo.org).

Notes: A water connection in the home is a subset of improved water within 30 minutes. The
model automatically ensures no double counting of impact.

Effect size reference: Cairncross S (2006).  Water supply, sanitation, and hygiene promotion.  In
Jamison DT, Breman JG, et al., editors.  Disease control priorities in developing countries.
Washington DC: The World Bank. Pp.771-792. 

Top

Improved sanitation

Ideal indicator: Percent of households using an improved sanitation facility.

Default data source:  Default data are from WHO/UNICEF Joint Monitoring Program on Water
and Sanitation (wssinfo.org).

Notes: 

Effect size reference: Cairncross S (2010). Water, sanitation, and hygiene for the prevention of
diarrhea. J Intl Epi 39: i93-i205.  The effect is applied to the difference between an improved water
source and a household connection.  

Top

Hand washing with soap

Ideal indicator: Percent of mothers using appropriate handwashing practices including washing
hands with soap, ash, or other materials and using adequate water after handling feces and before
preparing food.

Default data source:  Default data from Curtis VA, Health Education Research, March 2009.  All
others set to 17%, the global average in the paper.

Notes: Neither reported handwashing behavior nor availability of handwashing materials in the
home are appropriate indicators.  Observational data are required.

http://www.wssinfo.org/
http://www.wssinfo.org/
http://www.wssinfo.org/
http://www.wssinfo.org/
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Effect size reference:  Cairncross S, Hunt C, Boisson S, et al (2010). Water, sanitation and
hygiene for the prevention of diarrhoea. Int J Epidemiol 39:i193-i205.

Top

Hygienic disposal of children’s stools

Ideal indicator: Percent of children’s stools that are disposed of safely and contained.  Stools are
considered to be contained if: 1) the child always uses a toilet/latrine, 2) the feces are thrown in
the toilet or latrine, or 3) the feces are buried in the yard.

Default data source:  Default data are available in DHS and MICS surveys. 

Notes: In some countries, utilization of disposable diapers may be considered hygienic disposal,
but this is included on a country by country basis as the DHS/MICS has chosen.

Effect size reference:  Presented at the 2008 CHERG meeting.
Top

ITN/IRS - ownership of insecticide treated bednets (ITN) or household
protected by indoor residual spraying
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of households owning at least 1 insecticide treated bed net or protected
by indoor residual spraying.

Default data source:  Default data from the most recent MIS/DHS/MICS.

Notes: The indicator can be substituted with trends in "children sleeping under an ITN", but the
estimate will be conservative.  The default effect size is based on household ownership of at least 1
ITN, and not utilization. Note that any bednet is not an adequate indicator.

Effect size reference:  Eisele TP, Larsen D, Steketee RW (2010).  Protective efficacy of
interventions for preventing malaria mortality in children in Plasmodium falciparum endemic areas.
 Int J Epi 39: i88-i101.

Top

6.4.4.4.7  Vaccines

BCG    Polio    Pentavalent    DPT    Hib    HepB    Pneumococcal    Rotavirus    Measles    Herd
effectiveness of vaccines

To enter coverage data:

1. Click on the tab for the editor screen that you wish to work in, to bring that screen to the forefront.
 

2. Review the default values listed for each child health intervention and for the base year to the
intervention year.

3. Edit the coverage targets for future years past the first year of intervention manually if you have
data you feel is more accurate than what is listed.  If you w ould like to make this first projection a
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"do nothing" scenario (or a theoretica l counterfactual for your intended coverage changes), w here
the intervention coverage is by default he ld constant from  the first year of intervention, do not
change the default va lues after the first year of intervention.  C lick "Ok" and save the projection
through the "Home’" tab of the S pectrum  menu.  [Then, proceed to review ing effectiveness
values].

4. In "Vaccines", click on the box "Pentavalent- automatically components" if you would like the
program to assume calculation of coverage for the components (identified by an *) that comprise
pentavalent vaccines.  [This is appropriate if Pentavalent vaccine has already been introduced in
your community.] Please remember that, to use an annual cohort coverage approach for entering
vaccine coverage, you must first activate/check that box on the "Configuration" tab. This will allow
users to enter detailed measles vaccination coverage, which includes first and second doses of
measles vaccine as well as supplemental campaigns. Detailed coverage can also be modeled for
other vaccines, including supplemental campaigns if desired.  Top

5. Edit the coverage values from the first year of intervention to the target year.  By changing the
target, you will be able to project the impact upon child survival in your country.  Most
often, users set a target for the final year of the projection (2015 in the case of the MDGs) and
interpolate between the base year and the target year.

6. An easy way to change this coverage is to set the coverage in the target year and highlight from

the first year of intervention to the target year.  Click the ‘Interpolate’ button displayed below for a

linear trend or right click and scroll to ‘Interpolate’ for more options.  Choose the one that best

suits your data.  Alternatively, the ‘Duplicate’ function can be used if you would like several

adjoining data boxes in a row or column to have the same value.  

BCG

Ideal indicator: Percent of neonates receiving at least one dose of BCG.

Default data source: Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.
 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data.  The default coverage is birth cohort coverage
which is currently being applied to all children 1-59 months of age.  The same values are applied to
the actual cohort when using the cohort model.

Notes: BCG is included here to indicate that it is an important intervention delivered during the first
five years of life.

Effect size reference: The current assumption is that BCG has no measurable impact upon
under-five mortality.

Top

Polio

Ideal indicator: Percent of neonates receiving at least three doses of polio vaccine.

Default data source:  Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.

http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
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 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data.  The default coverage is birth cohort coverage
which is currently being applied to all children 1-59 months of age.  The same values are applied to
the actual cohort when using the cohort model.

Notes: Polio vaccination is included here to indicate that it is an important intervention delivered
during the first five years of life.

Effect size reference: The current assumption is that polio vaccination has no measurable
impact upon under-five mortality.

Top

Pentavalent

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received 3 doses of pentavalent
vaccine.

Default data source: Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.
 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data.  The default coverage is birth cohort coverage
which is currently being applied to all children 1-59 months of age.  The same values are applied to
the actual cohort when using the cohort model.  

Notes: Changing the Pentavalent vaccine coverage will automatically change the coverage of DPT,
Hib, and HepB.  See the individual vaccines for effect information.

Top

DPT

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received 3 doses of DPT vaccine.

Default data source:  Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.
 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data. The default coverage is birth cohort coverage
which is currently being applied to all children 1-59 months of age. The same values are applied to
the actual cohort when using the cohort model.  

Notes: The effect of DPT is only on pertussis mortality.  There is currently no impact due to
tetanus or diphtheria.  Default herd effect is 0.  Note that herd immunity can be adjusted if desired.
 For more detailed analysis of DPT vaccine or other vaccines, please use the cohort model.  The
cohort model can be activated under configuration.

Effect size reference: The review of this effect is ongoing.  The current estimate of 85% is a
placeholder based on opinion.

Top

Hib
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received 3 doses of Hib vaccine.

Default data source: Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.
 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data. The default coverage is birth cohort coverage

http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
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which is currently being applied to all children 1-59 months of age.  

Notes: Default herd effect is 0.  Note that herd immunity can be adjusted. For more detailed
analysis of Hib vaccine or other vaccines, please use the cohort model.  The cohort model can be
activated under configuration. Estimates of affected fraction of Hib vaccine on pneumonia and
meningitis mortality (percent of all pneumonia (chest x-ray confirmed) due to H. Influenzae b , and
proportion of all-cause meningitis deaths due to Hib), and affected fraction of Hib vaccine on
pneumonia and meningitis morbidity (percent of all clinical pneumonia due to H. influenza b, and
proportion of all-cause meningitis cases due to Hib) come from spreadsheets associated with this
publication: Fischer Walker C, Rudan I, Liu L, Nair H, Theodoratou W, Bhutta ZA, O’Brien KL,
Campbell H, Black RE. Lancet 2013; 381: 14 

Effect size reference: Theodoratou E (2010). The effect of Haemophilus influenzae type B and
pneumococcal conjugate vaccines on childhood pneumonia incidence, severe morbidity and
mortality.  Int J Epi 39: i72-i85.
Griffiths UK, Clark A, Gessner B, et al (2012). Dose-specific efficacy of Haemophilus influenzae type
b conjugate vaccines: a systematic review and meta-analysis of controlled clinical trials. Epidemiol
Infect 140(8):1343-55
And
Davis S, Feikin D, Johnson HL. The effect of Haemophilus influenzae type B and pneumococcal
conjugate vaccines on childhood meningitis mortality: a systematic review. BMC Public Health 2013,
13(Suppl 3):S21 (17 September 2013).

Top

HepB

Ideal indicator: Percent of infants receiving at least three doses of Hepatitis B vaccine.  

Default data source: Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.
 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data. The default coverage is birth cohort coverage
which is currently being applied to all children 1-59 months of age.

Notes: Hepatitis B vaccination is included here to indicate that it is an important intervention
delivered during the first five years of life.  

Effect size reference: The current assumption is that hepatitis B vaccination has no measurable
impact upon under-five mortality.

Top

Pneumococcal
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received 3 doses of Pneumococcal
vaccine.

Default data source:  Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.
 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data. The default coverage is birth cohort coverage
which is currently being applied to all children 1-59 months of age. The same values are applied to
the actual birth cohort when using the cohort model.  

Notes: Default herd effect is 0.  Note that herd immunity can be adjusted.  For more detailed
analysis of pneumococcal vaccine or other vaccines, please use the cohort model.  The cohort

http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
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model can be activated under configuration. Estimates of affected fraction of Pneumococcal vaccine
on pneumonia mortality (percent of all pneumonia mortality due to S. pneumoniae – assuming no
Hib/PCV use, and affected fraction of Pneumococcal vaccine on pneumonia morbidity (percent of all
clinical pneumonia due to S pneumonia – assuming no Hib/PCV use) come from spreadsheets
associated with this publication: Fischer Walker C, Rudan I, Liu L, Nair H, Theodoratou W, Bhutta
ZA, O’Brien KL, Campbell H, Black RE. Lancet 2013; 381: 14. 

Estimates of affected fraction of Pneumococcal vaccine on meningitis mortality (percent of all-cause
meningitis mortality due to S pneumoniae), and affected fraction of Pneumococcal vaccine on
meningitis morbidity (percent of meningitis morbidity due to S pneumoniae) come from Davis S,
Feikin D, Johnson HL. The effect of Haemophilus influenzae type B and pneumococcal conjugate
vaccines on childhood meningitis mortality: a systematic review. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl
3):S21 (17 September 2013). 

Reference for Range of point estimates of the percent of invasive pneumococcal disease cases due
to vaccine serotypes (PCV10):  Davis S, Feikin D, Johnson HL. The effect of Haemophilus influenzae
type B and pneumococcal conjugate vaccines on childhood meningitis mortality: a systematic
review. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S21 (17 September 2013).

Johnson HL, Deloria-Knoll M, Levine OS, Stoszek SK, Freimanis Hance L, et al. (2010) Systematic
Evaluation of Serotypes Causing Invasive PneumococcalDisease among Children Under Five: The
Pneumococcal Global Serotype Project. PLoS Med 7(10): e1000348. doi:10.1371/
journal.pmed.1000348

Effect size reference: Theodoratou E (2010). The effect of Haemophilus influenzae type B and
pneumococcal conjugate vaccines on childhood pneumonia incidence, severe morbidity and
mortality.  Int J Epi 39: i72-i85.
And
Davis S, Feikin D, Johnson HL. The effect of Haemophilus influenzae type B and pneumococcal
conjugate vaccines on childhood meningitis mortality: a systematic review. BMC Public Health 2013,
13(Suppl 3):S21 (17 September 2013).

Top

Rotavirus
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received 2 or 3 doses of Rotavirus
vaccine (according to manufacturer’s schedule).

Default data source:  Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and
Biologicals.  These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data. The default coverage is birth cohort
coverage which is currently being applied to all children 1-59 months of age.  The same values are
applied to the actual birth cohort when using the cohort model.  

Notes: The effect size varies by geographic region.  Default herd effect is 0. Note that herd
immunity can be adjusted. For a more complete estimate of effect, when introducing a new
vaccine, it may be better to use the cohort model instead of the default model. For more detailed
analysis of rotavirus vaccine or other vaccines, please use the cohort model.  The cohort model can
be activated under configuration.

Effect size reference: Fisher-Walker CL and Black RE. (2011) Rotavirus vaccine and diarrhea
mortality: quantifying regional variation in effect size. BMC Public Health 11(Suppl 3): S16.

http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
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Top

Measles 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received 1 dose of measles vaccine.

Default data source:  Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and
Biologicals.  These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data. The default coverage is birth cohort
coverage which is currently being applied to all children 1-59 months of age.  

Notes: The default model is appropriate for vaccines which have already been rolled out, but not
necessarily for new vaccines. The model may not necessarily correctly estimate the time to
elimination of disease (at the very extremes of coverage) but will correctly model control of
disease. Note that the impact of herd immunity can be adjusted.  Default herd effect is 100% at
95% coverage. The effect of supplemental campaigns and 2nd opportunity measles vaccination can
also be calculated by choosing the cohort model under configuration. For more detailed analysis of
measles vaccine or other vaccines, please use the cohort model.  

Effect size reference: Sudfeld CR, Navar AM, Halsey NA (2010). Effectiveness of measles
vaccination and vitamin A treatment.  Int J Epi 39: i48-i55.

Top

6.4.4.4.8  Vaccines (annual cohort coverage)

BCG    Polio    Pentavalent    DPT    Hib    HepB    Pneumococcal    Rotavirus    Measles    Meningococcal A
   Diarrheal vaccine pathogen B    Diarrheal vaccine pathogen C    Malaria vaccine    Vaccine D

To enter coverage data:

1. Click on the tab for the editor screen that you wish to work in to bring that screen to the forefront.
 

2. Review the default values listed for each child health intervention and for the base year to the
intervention year. 

3. Edit the coverage targets for future years past the first year of intervention manually if you have
data you feel is more accurate than what is listed.  If you w ould like to make this first projection a
"do nothing" scenario (or a theoretica l counterfactual for your intended coverage changes), w here
the intervention coverage is by default he ld constant from  the first year of intervention, do not
change the default va lues after the first year of intervention.  C lick "Ok" and save the projection
through the "Home’" tab of the S pectrum  menu.  [Then, proceed to review ing effectiveness
values].

4. In "Vaccines-Detailed Coverage Options", each vaccine has its own tab.  Within each vaccine, the
number of doses that is considered ‘full coverage’ is marked with an *.  There are no default
effects for additional doses (i.e. boosters) although there are effectiveness estimates for
suboptimal dosing.  The sum of all the doses must add to less than or equal to 100% of children.
If a supplemental campaign is being modeled, check the box for ‘supplemental vaccination –
campaign implemented’. Then the user needs to enter data on geographic coverage, low and high
age groups targeted, and the average number of doses per child.  Then the user needs to select
the radial button at the top of the page choosing to enter either the number of doses provided or
the percent of target population reached and then enter those values at the bottom of the page.

http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
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Default values are not available for this section of the model. 

5. Edit the coverage values from the first year of intervention to the target year.  By changing the
target, you will be able to project the impact upon child survival in your country.  Most
often, users set a target for the final year of the projection (2015 in the case of the MDGs) and
interpolate between the base year and the target year.

6. An easy way to change this coverage is to set the coverage in the target year and highlight from
the first year of intervention to the target year.  Click the ‘Interpolate’ button displayed below for a
linear trend or right click and scroll to ‘Interpolate’ for more options.  Choose the one that best
suits your data.  Alternatively, the ‘Duplicate’ function can be used if you would like several
adjoining data boxes in a row or column to have the same value.  

BCG

Ideal indicator: Percent of neonates receiving at least one dose of BCG.

Default data source: Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.
 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data.  The default coverage is birth cohort coverage
which is currently being applied to the birth cohort in the given year. 

Notes: BCG is included here to indicate that it is an important intervention delivered during the first
five years of life.

Effect size reference: The current assumption is that BCG has no measurable impact upon
under-five mortality.

Top

Polio

Ideal indicator: Percent of neonates receiving at least three doses of polio vaccine.

Default data source:  Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.
 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data The default coverage is birth cohort coverage
which is currently being applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

Notes: Polio vaccination is included here to indicate that it is an important intervention delivered
during the first five years of life.

Effect size reference: The current assumption is that polio vaccination has no measurable
impact upon under-five mortality.

Top

Pentavalent

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received 3 doses of pentavalent
vaccine.

Default data source:  Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and

http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
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Biologicals.  These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data.  The default coverage is birth cohort
coverage which is currently being applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

Notes: Changing the Pentavalent vaccine coverage will automatically change the coverage of DPT,
Hib, and HepB.  See the individual vaccines for effect information.

Top

DPT

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received 3 doses of DPT vaccine.

Default data source:  Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.
 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data. The default coverage is birth cohort coverage
which is currently being applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

Notes: The effect of DPT is only on pertussis mortality.  There is currently no impact due to
tetanus or diphtheria.  Default herd effect is 0.  Note that herd immunity can be adjusted if desired.
 For more detailed analysis of DPT vaccine or other vaccines, please use the cohort model.  The
cohort model can be activated under configuration.

Effect size reference: The review of this effect is ongoing.  The current estimate of 85% is a
placeholder based on opinion.

Top

Hib
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received 3 doses of Hib vaccine.

Default data source: Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.
 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data. The default coverage is birth cohort coverage
which is currently being applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

Notes: Default herd effect is 0.  Note that herd immunity can be adjusted. For more detailed
analysis of Hib vaccine or other vaccines, please use the cohort model.  The cohort model can be
activated under configuration. Estimates of affected fraction of Hib vaccine on pneumonia and
meningitis mortality (percent of all pneumonia (chest x-ray confirmed) due to H. Influenzae b , and
proportion of all-cause meningitis deaths due to Hib), and affected fraction of Hib vaccine on
pneumonia and meningitis morbidity (percent of all clinical pneumonia due to H. influenza b, and
proportion of all-cause meningitis cases due to Hib) come from spreadsheets associated with this
publication: Fischer Walker C, Rudan I, Liu L, Nair H, Theodoratou W, Bhutta ZA, O’Brien KL,
Campbell H, Black RE. Lancet 2013; 381: 14 

Effect size reference: Theodoratou E (2010). The effect of Haemophilus influenzae type B and
pneumococcal conjugate vaccines on childhood pneumonia incidence, severe morbidity and
mortality.  Int J Epi 39: i72-i85.
Griffiths UK, Clark A, Gessner B, et al (2012). Dose-specific efficacy of Haemophilus influenzae type
b conjugate vaccines: a systematic review and meta-analysis of controlled clinical trials. Epidemiol
Infect 140(8):1343-55
And
Davis S, Feikin D, Johnson HL. The effect of Haemophilus influenzae type B and pneumococcal
conjugate vaccines on childhood meningitis mortality: a systematic review. BMC Public Health 2013,

http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
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13(Suppl 3):S21 (17 September 2013) 
Top

HepB

Ideal indicator: Percent of infants receiving at least three doses of Hepatitis B vaccine.  

Default data source: Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.
 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data. The default coverage is birth cohort coverage
which is currently being applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

Notes: Hepatitis B vaccination is included here to indicate that it is an important intervention
delivered during the first five years of life.  

Effect size reference: The current assumption is that hepatitis B vaccination has no measurable
impact upon under-five mortality.

Top

Pneumococcal
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received 3 doses of Pneumococcal
vaccine.

Default data source:  Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and Biologicals.
 These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data. The default coverage is birth cohort coverage
which is currently being applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

Notes: Default herd effect is 0.  Note that herd immunity can be adjusted.  For more detailed
analysis of pneumococcal vaccine or other vaccines, please use the cohort model.  The cohort
model can be activated under configuration.

Effect size reference: Theodoratou E (2010). The effect of Haemophilus influenzae type B and
pneumococcal conjugate vaccines on childhood pneumonia incidence, severe morbidity and
mortality.  Int J Epi 39: i72-i85.
And
Davis S, Feikin D, Johnson HL. The effect of Haemophilus influenzae type B and pneumococcal
conjugate vaccines on childhood meningitis mortality: a systematic review. BMC Public Health 2013,
13(Suppl 3):S21 (17 September 2013) 

Top

Rotavirus
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received 2 or 3 doses of Rotavirus
vaccine (according to manufacturer’s schedule).

Default data source:  Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and
Biologicals.  These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data. The default coverage is birth cohort
coverage which is currently being applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
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Notes: The effect size varies by geographic region.  Default herd effect is 0. Note that herd
immunity can be adjusted. For a more complete estimate of effect, when introducing a new
vaccine, it may be better to use the cohort model instead of the default model. For more detailed
analysis of rotavirus vaccine or other vaccines, please use the cohort model.  The cohort model can
be activated under configuration.

Estimates of affected fraction of Pneumococcal vaccine on pneumonia mortality (percent of all
pneumonia mortality due to S . pneumoniae – assuming no Hib/PCV use, and affected fraction of
Pneumococcal vaccine on pneumonia morbidity (percent of all clinical pneumonia due to S
pneumonia – assuming no Hib/PCV use) come from spreadsheets associated with this publication:
Fischer Walker C, Rudan I, Liu L, Nair H, Theodoratou W, Bhutta ZA, O’Brien KL, Campbell H, Black
RE. Lancet 2013; 381: 14 

Estimates of affected fraction of Pneumococcal vaccine on meningitis mortality (percent of all-cause
meningitis mortality due to S pneumoniae), and affected fraction of Pneumococcal vaccine on
meningitis morbidity (percent of meningitis morbidity due to S pneumoniae) come from Davis S,
Feikin D, Johnson HL. The effect of Haemophilus influenzae type B and pneumococcal conjugate
vaccines on childhood meningitis mortality: a systematic review. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl
3):S21 (17 September 2013).

Reference for Range of point estimates of the percent of invasive pneumococcal disease cases due
to vaccine serotypes (PCV10):  Davis S, Feikin D, Johnson HL. The effect of Haemophilus influenzae
type B and pneumococcal conjugate vaccines on childhood meningitis mortality: a systematic
review. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S21 (17 September 2013).

Johnson HL, Deloria-Knoll M, Levine OS, Stoszek SK, Freimanis Hance L, et al. (2010) Systematic
Evaluation of Serotypes Causing Invasive Pneumococcal

Disease among Children Under Five: The Pneumococcal Global Serotype Project. PLoS Med 7(10):
e1000348. doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1000348

Effect size reference: Fisher-Walker CL and Black RE. (2011) Rotavirus vaccine and diarrhea
mortality: quantifying regional variation in effect size. BMC Public Health 11(Suppl 3): S16.

Top

Measles 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received 1 dose of measles vaccine.

Default data source:  Default data from WHO/UNICEF for Immunization, Vaccines and
Biologicals.  These data can be replaced with DHS/MICS data. The default coverage is birth cohort
coverage which is currently being applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

Notes: The default model is appropriate for vaccines which have already been rolled out, but not
necessarily for new vaccines. The model may not necessarily correctly estimate the time to
elimination of disease (at the very extremes of coverage) but will correctly model control of
disease. Note that the impact of herd immunity can be adjusted.  Default herd effect is 100% at
95% coverage. The effect of supplemental campaigns and 2nd opportunity measles vaccination can
also be calculated by choosing the cohort model under configuration. For more detailed analysis of
measles vaccine or other vaccines, please use the cohort model

http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
http://www.who.int/immunization/en/
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Effect size reference: Sudfeld CR, Navar AM, Halsey NA (2010). Effectiveness of measles
vaccination and vitamin A treatment.  Int J Epi 39: i48-i55.

Top

Meningococcal A
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received a full course of
Meningococcal A vaccine (according to manufacturer’s schedule).

Default data source:  There is no data currently available. The default coverage is birth cohort
coverage which is currently being applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

Notes: For default, we assume a single dose is full coverage. This is a placeholder for research
purposes.  There is no default effect size.  To use this indicator, the user must enter their
predicted data. This is indicator is not available in the standard model.

Effect size reference: None.
Top

Diarrheal Vaccine Pathogen B
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received a full course of Pathogen B
vaccine. 

Default data source: The default coverage is birth cohort coverage which is currently being
applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

Notes: For default, we assume a single dose is full coverage.  This is a placeholder for research
purposes.  There is no default effect size.  To use this indicator, the user must enter their
predicted data. This is indicator is not available in the standard model.

Effect size reference: None.
Top

Diarrheal Vaccine Pathogen C
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received a full course of Pathogen C
vaccine. 

Default data source: The default coverage is birth cohort coverage which is currently being
applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

Notes: For default, we assume a single dose is full coverage. This is a placeholder for research
purposes.  There is no default effect size.  To use this indicator, the user must enter their
predicted data. This is indicator is not available in the standard model.

Effect size reference: None.
Top
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Malaria Vaccine 
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received a full course of malaria
vaccine. 

Default data source: The default coverage is birth cohort coverage which is currently being
applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

Notes: For default, we assume a single dose is full coverage. This is a placeholder for research
purposes.  There is no default effect size.  To use this indicator, the user must enter their
predicted data. This is indicator is not available in the standard model.

Effect size reference: None.
Top

Vaccine D
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children 12-23 months who have received a full course of vaccine D. 

Default data source: The default coverage is birth cohort coverage which is currently being
applied to the birth cohort in the given year.

Notes: For default, we assume a single dose is full coverage. This is a placeholder for research
purposes.  There is no default effect size.  To use this indicator, the user must enter their
predicted data. This is indicator is not available in the standard model.

Effect size reference: None.
Top

6.4.4.4.9  Curative

Maternal sepsis case management    Case management of premature babies    Thermal care    KMC -
Kangaroo Mother Care    Full supportive care for premature babies    Case management of severe
neonatal infections    Oral antibiotics    Injectable antibiotics    Full supportive care for sepsis/pneumonia  
 ORS    Antibiotics - treatment for dysentery    Zinc - treatment of diarrhea    Oral antibiotics - case
management of severe pneumonia in children    Vitamin A - treatment of measles    Antimalarials -
Artemesinin compounds for malaria    Therapeutic feeding for severe wasting    Treatment for moderate
acute malnutrition    Cotrimoxazole    ART (for children)

To enter coverage data:

1. Click on the tab for the editor screen that you wish to work in, to bring that screen to the forefront.
 

2. Review the default values listed for each child health intervention for the base year to the
intervention year.

3. Edit the coverage targets for future years past the first year of intervention manually if you have
data you feel is more accurate than what is listed.  If you w ould like to make this first projection a
"do nothing" scenario (or a theoretica l counterfactual for your intended coverage changes), w here
the intervention coverage is by default he ld constant from  the first year of intervention, do not
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change the default va lues after the first year of intervention.  C lick "Ok" and save the projection
through the "Home" tab of the S pectrum  menu.  [Then, proceed to review ing effectiveness
values].

4. Edit the coverage values from the first year of intervention to the target year.  By changing the
target, you will be able to project the impact upon child survival in your country.  Most
often, users set a target for the final year of the projection (2015 in the case of the MDGs) and
interpolate between the base year and the target year.

5. An easy way to change this coverage is to set the coverage in the target year and highlight from
the first year of intervention to the target year.  Click the ‘Interpolate’ button displayed below for a
linear trend or right click and scroll to ‘Interpolate’ for more options.  Choose the one that best
suits your data.  Alternatively, the ‘Duplicate’ function can be used if you would like several
adjoining data boxes in a row or column to have the same value.    

Maternal sepsis case management 

Ideal indicator: Percent of newly delivered mothers with suspected sepsis managed at a basic
emergency care level.

Default data source: There is no data currently available. 

Notes: 

Effect size reference: Pollard et al. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S12.
Top

Case management of premature babies
 

Ideal indicator: This refers to the sum of the three levels of management of prematurely born
infants in the neonatal period: with thermal care, Kangaroo mother care and full supportive care
for prematurity. 

Default data source:  Complete coverage data not typically available.

Notes: The sum of the coverage values for thermal care, kangaroo mother care and full
supportive care for prematurity must be less than or equal to 100%.  

Effect size reference: This intervention does not have a direct effect, but refers to the sum of
the coverage of the three indicators listed above.

Top

Thermal care
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of neonates whose mother delays the infant’s bath and who practices
skin-to-skin to maintain thermal control of the infant.

Default data source: There is no data on this indicator.  Thus, we are assuming that all
neonates with a preventive postnatal visit within 48 hours of delivery will receive adequate thermal
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care.  Preventive postnatal care is taken from DHS/MICS where available.

Notes: This only benefits premature infants.  

Effect size reference: Also, currently, we assume that there is no benefit from this indicator as
the data are preliminary.  If you would like to use an effect size, consider using 0.2.

Top

KMC - Kangaroo Mother Care
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of premature neonates receiving facility based Kangaroo Mother Care. 
Kangaroo Mother Care is defined as continuous skin-to-skin contact between a mother and her
newborn as well as frequent and exclusive breastfeeding.

Default data source:  Coverage data not typically available.

Notes: There is inadequate data to include community-based Kangaroo Mother Care.

Effect size reference: Lawn JE (2010).  Kangaroo Mother Care to prevent deaths due to preterm
birth complications.  Int J Epi 39: i44-i54.  The affected fraction is the percent of premature births
that survive to day 3 (an average of 58%).   

Top

Full supportive care for premature babies
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of prematurely born neonates who have access to and receive full
supportive care, hospital based.  

Default data source:  Coverage data not typically available.  Default set to a standard proportion
of institutional deliveries.  For institutional delivery, default data are from DHS/MICS.  Formula: If
InstDel is <30 then InstDel*.1, If InstDel is <50 then InstDel*.2, If InstDel is <95 then InstDel*.5,
else InstDel*.8.

Notes: The impact of this intervention will appear as part of "case management of severe
neonatal infection".  The sum of the coverage values for thermal care, KMC and full supportive
care of prematurity must be less than or equal to 100%.  This assumes that access is critical. 
Thus, the coverage of full supportive care for premature babies refers to access only.  If only
thermal care is needed, that is all that will be delivered. Similarly, if kangaroo mother care is
needed, that will be used, but all children have access to full supportive care, if needed.

Effect size reference: There is no published reference.  This value is the average of an estimate
for benefit at the BEmONC level (0.7) and at the CEmONC level (0.9). 

Top

Case management of severe neonatal infection
 

Ideal indicator: This refers to the sum of the three types of management in the neonatal period:
oral, injectable and full supportive care. 
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Default data source:  Complete coverage data not typically available.

Notes: The sum of oral antibiotics, injectable antibiotics, and full supportive care must be less
than or equal to 100%.  

Effect size reference: This intervention does not have a direct effect, but refers to the sum of
the coverage of the three indicators listed above.

Top

Oral antibiotics
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of neonates with suspected sepsis/pneumonia treated with oral
antibiotics. 

Default data source:  Coverage data not typically available. Default set to 25% of the child
indicator ‘Oral antibiotics – case management of pneumonia in children’.

Notes: This references the highest level of care received by the child.  The sum of oral antibiotics,
injectable antibiotics, and full supportive care must be less than or equal to 100%.  The impact of
this intervention will appear as part of "case management of severe neonatal infection".

Effect size reference: Zaidi AKM (2011).Effect of case management on neonatal mortality due to
sepsis and pneumonia. BMC Public Health 11(Suppl 3):S13

Top

Injectable antibiotics

Ideal indicator: Percent of neonates with suspected sepsis/pneumonia treated with injectable
antibiotics.

Default data source:  Coverage data not typically available. Default set to 0%.

Notes: This excludes hospitalized children who are included under "full supportive care" and also
assumes that oral antibiotics can be given if that is all that is needed.  The sum of oral antibiotics,
injectable antibiotics, and full supportive care must be less than or equal to 100%.

Effect size reference: Zaidi AKM (2011).Effect of case management on neonatal mortality due to
sepsis and pneumonia. BMC Public Health 11(Suppl 3):S13  

Top

Full supportive care for sepsis/pneumonia
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of neonates with suspected sepsis/pneumonia treated with full
supportive care.  This hospital based care includes: oxygen, IV fluids, IV antibiotics, blood
transfusion, phototherapy, etc. if needed.  

Default data source:  Coverage data not typically available.  Default set to a standard proportion
of institutional deliveries.  For institutional delivery, default data are from DHS/MICS.  Formula: If
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InstDel is <30 then InstDel*.1, If InstDel is <50 then InstDel*.2, If InstDel is <95 then InstDel*.5,
else InstDel*.8.

Notes: The impact of this intervention will appear as part of "case management of severe
neonatal infection".  The sum of oral antibiotics, injectable antibiotics, and full supportive care must
be less than or equal to 100%. This intervention can have a minor impact on other causes of
neonatal mortality beyond sepsis/pneumonia.  This assumes that if only oral antibiotics are
needed, that is all that will be delivered. Similarly, if only injectable antibiotics are needed, they will
be used, but all children have access to full supportive care, if needed.

Effect size reference: Zaidi AKM (2011).Effect of case management on neonatal mortality due to
sepsis and pneumonia. BMC Public Health 11(Suppl 3):S13.    

Top

ORS - oral rehydration solution 
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children with suspected diarrhea treated with oral rehydration
solution, including sachets or pre-mixed solutions.  This indicator does not include homemade
sugar-salt solution or recommended home fluids due to lack of adequate data.  Also, note that this
is an indicator of appropriate diarrhea treatment.  This does not suggest that increased fluids,
continuous feeding or ORT should not be recommended. 

Default data source:  Data typically from DHS/MICS.

Notes: It is assumed that 90% of diarrhea mortality can benefit from ORS.  To change this
assumption, visit the effectiveness tabs to alter the affected fraction.

Effect size reference: Munos M (2010).  The effect of oral rehydration solution and
recommended home fluids on diarrhea mortality.  Inst J Epi 39: i75-i87.

Top

Antibiotics - treatment for dysentery
 

Ideal indicator: Percent of children with bloody diarrhea who receive appropriate antibiotic
treatment (including ciprofloxacin, ceftriaxone, and pivmecillinam).

Default data source:  Coverage data are not typically available.  The standard available indicator
is percent of children with suspected diarrhea treated with antibiotics.  If available, coverage is
taken from DHS/MICS.  If the standard available indicator is not available, "case management of
pneumonia (oral antibiotics)" can be used as a proxy.  

Notes: It is assumed that 10% of diarrhea deaths are due to dysentery.  To change this
assumption, visit the effectiveness tabs to alter the affected fraction.

Effect size reference: Traa B (2010).  Antibiotics for the treatment of dysentery in children.  Int
J Epi 39: i170-174.

Top

Zinc - treatment of diarrhea
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Ideal indicator: Percent of children 6-59 months of age with suspected diarrhea treated with
20mg of zinc daily.  

Default data source: Coverage data are not typically available.  It may be available in DHS/
MICS, but if not, assume current coverage is 0%.  

Notes:

Effect size reference: Fischer-Walker (2010).  Zinc for the treatment of diarrhea: effect on
diarrhea morbidity, mortality, and incidence of future episodes.  Int J Epi 39: i63-i69. 

Top

Oral antibiotics - case management of severe pneumonia in children

Ideal indicator: Percent of children with suspected pneumonia treated with appropriate
antibiotics.  

Default data source:  Coverage data from DHS/MICS if available.  If not available, assume 60%
of appropriate care seeking behavior.  If developing a trend analysis, use a constant ratio of
antibiotics to care seeking unless there is an expected quality change over time.

Notes: 

Effect size reference: Theodoratou E (2010).  The effect of case management on childhood
pneumonia mortality in developing countries.  Int J Epi 39: i55-i71.

Top

Vitamin A - treatment of measles

Ideal indicator: Percent of children with measles treated with Vitamin A.

Default data source:  These data are typically not available.  The proxy indicator is the same as
the percent of children 6-59 months receiving two doses of vitamin A in 12 months.  Default data
are from UNICEF for Vitamin A coverage. 

Notes: 

Effect size reference: Sudfeld CR (2010).  Effectiveness of measles vaccination and Vitamin A
treatment.  Int J Epi 39: i48-i55.

Top

Antimalarials - Artemesinin compounds for malaria

Ideal indicator: Percent of children treated within 48 hours of the onset of fever in malaria
endemic areas with an artmesinin containing compound.   

Default data source:  Data are typically taken from DHS/MICS/MIS.

http://www.childinfo.org/vitamina_coverage.php
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Notes: Historic data included any antimalarial.  It can be used instead of an artemesinin, but there
is not a good way to translate ‘any antimalarial’ into an estimate of an artemesinin compound.

Top

Therapeutic feeding for severe wasting (Severe acute malnutrition
(SAM))

Ideal indicator:  Percent of severely wasted children (< -3Z) receiving therapeutic feeding. 
Therapeutic feeding is outpatient treatment including supplementation with food (such as
PlumpyNut) and maternal education.

Default data source: These coverage data are typically not available. 

Notes: Therapeutic feeding is only applied to the percent of children severely wasted.  It shifts
children from the severely wasted category to moderately (-3to-2Z) and mildly (-2to-1Z) wasted
categories.

Effect size reference: Lenters LM, Wazny K, Webb P, Ahmed T, Bhutta ZA. Treatment of severe
and moderate acute malnutrition in low- and middle-income settings: a systematic review, meta-
analysis and Delphi process BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S23 (17 September 2013).

Top

Treatment for moderate acute malnutrition (MAM)

Ideal indicator:  Percent of moderately wasted children (-3to-2Z) receiving outpatient treatment
including supplementation with food (such as PlumpyNut) and maternal education. 

Default data source: These coverage data are typically not available. 

Notes: Treatment for MAM shifts children from the moderately wasted category into the mildly
wasted category (-2to-1Z).

Effect size reference: Lenters LM, Wazny K, Webb P, Ahmed T, Bhutta ZA. Treatment of severe
and moderate acute malnutrition in low- and middle-income settings: a systematic review, meta-
analysis and Delphi process BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S23 (17 September 2013).

Top

Cotrimoxazole

Ideal indicator: Coverage and effectiveness of AIDS and HIV interventions are specified in the
AIM module.

Default data source:  

Notes: 
Top

ART (for children)
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Ideal indicator: Coverage and effectiveness of AIDS and HIV interventions are specified in the
AIM module.

Default data source:  

Notes: 
Top

6.4.4.4.10  Fertility risks

Age and birth order    Birth intervals

To enter coverage data:

1. Click on the tab for the editor screen that you wish to work in, to bring that screen to the forefront.
 

2. Review the default values listed for each child health intervention for the base year to the
intervention year.

3. Edit the coverage targets for future years past the first year of intervention manually if you have
data you feel is more accurate than what is listed.  If you w ould like to make this first projection a
"do nothing" scenario (or a theoretica l counterfactual for your intended coverage changes), w here
the intervention coverage is by default he ld constant from  the first year of intervention, do not
change the default va lues after the first year of intervention.  C lick "Ok" and save the projection
through the "Home" tab of the S pectrum  menu.  [Then, proceed to review ing effectiveness
values].

4. Edit the coverage values from the first year of intervention to the target year.  By changing the
target, you will be able to project the impact upon child survival in your country.  Most
often, users set a target for the final year of the projection (2015 in the case of the MDGs) and
interpolate between the base year and the target year.

5. An easy way to change this coverage is to set the coverage in the target year and highlight from
the first year of intervention to the target year.  Click the ‘Interpolate’ button displayed below for a
linear trend or right click and scroll to ‘Interpolate’ for more options.  Choose the one that best
suits your data.  Alternatively, the ‘Duplicate’ function can be used if you would like several
adjoining data boxes in a row or column to have the same value.  

Age and birth order

Ideal indicator: Distribution of all births, categorized by the maternal age and the parity of the
birth. 

Default data source: DHS/MICS; The sum of all categories must add to 100%.

Notes: This piece of the model is still under construction.  For more details contact the
developers.

Effect size reference: Kozuki N, Sonneveldt E, Walker N. Residual confounding explains the
association between high parity and child mortality. Kozuki BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S5
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(17 September 2013).
Top

Birth intervals

Ideal indicator: Distribution of all births, categorized by the number of months between births.

Default data source: DHS/MICS; The sum of all categories must add to 100%.

Notes: This piece of the model is still under construction.  For more details contact the
developers.

Effect size reference: Kozuki N, Walker N Exploring the association between short/long
preceding birth intervals and child mortality: using reference birth interval children of the same
mother as comparison. BMC Public Health 2013, 13(Suppl 3):S6 (17 September 2013).

Top

6.4.4.5 Effectiveness

6.4.4.5.1  Effectiveness of interventions (maternal)

1. The effectiveness editor groupings show the default values for the effectiveness (the percent of
deaths due to a specific cause that are reduced by the intervention) and affected fraction (the
percent of deaths due to a specific cause which are potentially able to be impacted by a specific
intervention) for each maternal or child health intervention.   

2. The first four editor groupings (maternal, stillbirth, <1, and 1-59 months) have editor screens

organized by cause of death, which display the default values by intervention and age grouping if

applicable.  Please note that for "effectiveness of interventions (maternal)" there are two sub-tabs

that each contain editor screens organized by cause of death: effectiveness of intervention

(maternal) and maternal delivery effectiveness.  The effectiveness of intervention includes all

interventions which are given prior to or after delivery/birth.  The maternal delivery effectiveness

includes all interventions which are given during and around delivery/birth.

3. You may view the interventions only in reference to the related condition (on tabs at the top of the
screen), which is the default presentation; or all types of interventions on one page by checking the
box "Show all items".  

4. If you disagree with the default values for effectiveness or affected fraction and would like to enter
values that you have prepared, click anywhere inside the editor [screen] to make it active and enter
the data. Because the default values are based on rigorous scientific study and are unlikely to need
alteration, the cell for any default value that you change will be highlighted in red to show that the
value was changed from the default value.  

5. Please remember to right click on the table to access the sources option to enter a record of the data
sources and assumptions as you make changes to the default effectiveness estimates. 

6. Click the "Display Default" button if you would like to view the value for a cell that was entered in
comparison to the default value.  If, at any time you decide that you would prefer to revert to the
default values over the data that you have entered, click the "Restore Defaults" button, and the
default values for all indicators in the editor will be restored.
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7. Click here for more information on each of the interventions in this section.  This will take you to the
main coverage information page.  From there, you can navigate to the correct type/time period for
the specific interventions which are listed on these effectiveness pages.

6.4.4.5.2  Effectiveness of interventions (stillbirths)

1. The effectiveness editor groupings show the default values for the effectiveness (the percent of
deaths due to a specific cause that are reduced by the intervention) and affected fraction (the
percent of deaths due to a specific cause which are potentially able to be impacted by a specific
intervention) for each maternal or child health intervention.   

2. The first four editor groupings (maternal, stillbirth, <1, and 1-59 months) have editor screens

organized by cause of death, which display the default values by intervention and age grouping if

applicable.  Please note that for "effectiveness of interventions (stillbirths)" there are two sub-tabs

that each contain editor screens organized by cause of death: effectiveness of intervention

(maternal) and maternal delivery effectiveness.  The effectiveness of intervention includes all

interventions which are given prior to or after delivery/birth.  The stillbirths delivery effectiveness

includes all interventions which are given during and around delivery/birth.

3. You may view the interventions only in reference to the related condition (on tabs at the top of the
screen), which is the default presentation; or all types of interventions on one page by checking the
box "Show all items". 

 
4. If you disagree with the default values for effectiveness or affected fraction and would like to enter

values that you have prepared, click anywhere inside the editor [screen] to make it active and enter
the data. Because the default values are based on rigorous scientific study and are unlikely to need
alteration, the cell for any default value that you change will be highlighted in red to show that the
value was changed from the default value.  

5. Please remember to right click on the table to access the sources option to enter a record of the data
sources and assumptions as you make changes to the default effectiveness estimates.

6. Click the "Display Default" button if you would like to view the value for a cell that was entered in
comparison to the default value.  If, at any time you decide that you would prefer to revert to the
default values over the data that you have entered, click the "Restore Defaults" button, and the
default values for all indicators in the editor will be restored.

7. Click here for more information on each of the interventions in this section.  This will take you to the

main coverage information page.  From there, you can navigate to the correct type/time period for

the specific interventions which are listed on these effectiveness pages.

6.4.4.5.3  Effectiveness of interventions (<1 month)

1. The effectiveness editor groupings show the default values for the effectiveness (the percent of
deaths due to a specific cause that are reduced by the intervention) and affected fraction (the
percent of deaths due to a specific cause which are potentially able to be impacted by a specific
intervention) for each maternal or child health intervention.   

2. The first four editor groupings (maternal, stillbirth, <1, and 1-59 months) have editor screens
organized by cause of death, which display the default values by intervention and age grouping if
applicable.  Please note that for "effectiveness of interventions (<1 month)" there are two subtabs
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that each contain editor screens organized by cause of death: effectiveness of intervention (neonatal)
and neonatal delivery effectiveness. The effectiveness of intervention includes all interventions which
are given prior to or after delivery/birth. The neonatal delivery effectiveness includes all interventions
which are given during and around delivery/birth.

3. You may view the interventions only in reference to the related condition (on tabs at the top of the
screen), which is the default presentation; or all types of interventions on one page by checking the
box "Show all items".  

4. If you disagree with the default values for effectiveness or affected fraction and would like to enter
values that you have prepared, click anywhere inside the editor [screen] to make it active and enter
the data. Because the default values are based on rigorous scientific study and are unlikely to need
alteration, the cell for any default value that you change will be highlighted in red to show that the
value was changed from the default value.  

5. Please remember to right click on the table to access the sources option to enter a record of the data
sources and assumptions as you make changes to the default effectiveness estimates.  

6. Click the "Display Default" button if you would like to view the value for a cell that was entered in
comparison to the default value.  If, at any time you decide that you would prefer to revert to the
default values over the data that you have entered, click the "Restore Defaults" button, and the
default values for all indicators in the editor will be restored.

7. Click here for more information on each of the interventions in this section.  This will take you to the

main coverage information page.  From there, you can navigate to the correct type/time period for

the specific interventions which are listed on these effectiveness pages.

6.4.4.5.4  Effectiveness of interventions (1-59 months)

1. The effectiveness editor groupings show the default values for the effectiveness (the percent of
deaths due to a specific cause that are reduced by the intervention) and affected fraction (the
percent of deaths due to a specific cause which are potentially able to be impacted by a specific
intervention) for each maternal or child health intervention.   

2. The first four editor groupings (maternal, stillbirth, <1, and 1-59 months) have editor screens
organized by cause of death, which display the default values by intervention and age grouping if
applicable. 

3. You may view the interventions only in reference to the related condition (on tabs at the top of the
screen), which is the default presentation; or all types of interventions on one page by checking the
box "Show all items".  

4. If you disagree with the default values for effectiveness or affected fraction and would like to enter
values that you have prepared, click anywhere inside the editor [screen] to make it active and enter
the data. Because the default values are based on rigorous scientific study and are unlikely to need
alteration, the cell for any default value that you change will be highlighted in red to show that the
value was changed from the default value.  

5. Please remember to right click on the table to access the sources option to enter a record of the data
sources and assumptions as you make changes to the default effectiveness estimates.  
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6. Click the "Display Default” button if you would like to view the value for a cell that was entered in
comparison to the default value.  If, at any time you decide that you would prefer to revert to the
default values over the data that you have entered, click the "Restore Defaults" button, and the
default values for all indicators in the editor will be restored.

7. Click here for more information on each of the interventions in this section.  This will take you to the

main coverage information page.  From there, you can navigate to the correct type/time period for

the specific interventions which are listed on these effectiveness pages.

6.4.4.5.5  Effectiveness of interventions on incidence

1. The effectiveness editor groupings show the default values for the effectiveness (the percent of cases
due to a specific cause that are reduced by the intervention) and affected fraction (the percent of
cases due to a specific cause which are potentially able to be impacted by a specific intervention) for
each child health intervention.   

2. Similar to the first four editor groupings (maternal, stillbirth, <1, and 1-59 months), the "Effectiveness
of interventions on incidence” editor screen is organized by cause, which displays the default values
by intervention and age grouping if applicable  

3. If you disagree with the default values for effectiveness or affected fraction and would like to enter
values that you have prepared, click anywhere inside the editor [screen] to make it active and enter
the data. Because the default values are based on rigorous scientific study and are unlikely to need
alteration, the cell for any default value that you change will be highlighted in red to show that the
value was changed from the default value.  

4. Please remember to right click on the table to access the sources option to enter a record of the data
sources and assumptions as you make changes to the default effectiveness estimates.  

5. Click the "Display Default" button if you would like to view the value for a cell that was entered in
comparison to the default value.  If, at any time you decide that you would prefer to revert to the
default values over the data that you have entered, click the "Restore Defaults" button, and the
default values for all indicators in the editor will be restored.

6. Click here for more information on each of the interventions in this section.  This will take you to the

main coverage information page.  From there, you can navigate to the correct type/time period for

the specific interventions which are listed on these effectiveness pages.

6.4.4.5.6  Effectiveness of vaccines (cohort approach)

1. The effectiveness editor groupings show the default values for the effectiveness (the percent of
deaths due to a specific cause that are reduced by the intervention) and affected fraction (the percent
of deaths due to a specific cause which are potentially able to be impacted by a specific intervention)
for each maternal or child health intervention.   

2. Different than the first four editor groupings (maternal, stillbirth, <1, and 1-59 months), the
"Effectiveness of vaccines (cohort approach)" editor screen is organized by intervention, which
displays the default values by cause of death and affected age, if applicable.  
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3. If you disagree with the default values for effectiveness or affected fraction and would like to enter
values that you have prepared, click anywhere inside the editor [screen] to make it active and enter
the data. Because the default values are based on rigorous scientific study and are unlikely to need
alteration, the cell for any default value that you change will be highlighted in red to show that the
value was changed from the default value.  

4. Please remember to right click on the table to access the sources option to enter a record of the data
sources and assumptions as you make changes to the default effectiveness estimates.  

5. Click the "Display Default" button if you would like to view the value for a cell that was entered in
comparison to the default value.  If, at any time you decide that you would prefer to revert to the
default values over the data that you have entered, click the "Restore Defaults" button, and the
default values for all indicators in the editor will be restored.

6. Click here for more information on each of the interventions in this section.  This will take you to the

main coverage information page.  From there, you can navigate to the correct type/time period for

the specific interventions which are listed on these effectiveness pages.

6.4.4.5.7  Herd effectiveness of vaccines

1. The herd immunity grouping is organized slightly differently from the earlier effectiveness groupings
(but similar to the Effectiveness of vaccines (cohort model), in that the editor screens are ordered by
vaccine (or bednets), age cohort, coverage rate of the vaccine, and affected disease.

2. 2Declines in mortality from vaccines are modeled based on vaccine effectiveness specific to the child
receiving the immunization and a herd effect.  The herd effect is modeled as the percent of
unprotected children (the sum of the unimmunized population and the vaccine failures) who are
protected by the reduced transmission of the disease resulting from increased immunization rates. 
The parameters for herd effect are entered as the percent of the unprotected population which is
protected for five percentage point bands beginning at 0 percent coverage.  Currently the defaults for
herd effect are zero for all vaccines except measles where the herd effect is assumed to be 1.00
when coverage reaches 95 percent eliminating local transmission of the disease.

3. Please note that currently, due to the structure of the LiST program, the herd effect is not being
properly calculated when coverage is declining. Thus it is turned off when the specific vaccine
coverage decreases. 

4. If you disagree with the default values for effectiveness or affected fraction and would like to enter
values that you have prepared, click anywhere inside the editor [screen] to make it active and enter
the data. Because the default values are based on rigorous scientific study and are unlikely to need
alteration, the cell for any default value that you change will be highlighted in red to show that the
value was changed from the default value.  

5. Please remember to right click on the table to access the sources option to enter a record of the data
sources and assumptions as you make changes to the default effectiveness estimates. 

6. Click the "Display Default" button if you would like to view the value for a cell that was entered in
comparison to the default value.  If, at any time you decide that you would prefer to revert to the
default values over the data that you have entered, click the "Restore Defaults" button, and the
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default values for all indicators in the editor will be restored.

7. Click here for more information on each of the interventions in this section.  This will take you to the

main coverage information page.  From there, you can navigate to the correct type/time period for

the specific interventions which are listed on these effectiveness pages.

6.4.4.5.8  Effectiveness of nutrition interventions

1. The "Effectiveness of nutrition interventions" editor grouping shows the effectiveness of nutrition
interventions, not directly upon mortality, but rather upon the intermediate variables of birth
outcomes (SGA/preterm), stunting rates, severe wasting rates, maternal anemia, and breastfeeding
promotion.    

2. Please review the default values for each editor (impacts on birth outcomes, stunting rates, severe

wasting rates, maternal anemia, and breastfeeding promotion).

3. If you disagree with the default values for effectiveness or affected fraction and would like to enter
values that you have prepared, click anywhere inside the editor [screen] to make it active and enter
the data. Because the default values are based on rigorous scientific study and are unlikely to need
alteration, the cell for any default value that you change will be highlighted in red to show that the
value was changed from the default value.  

4. Please remember to right click on the table to access the sources option to enter a record of the data
sources and assumptions as you make changes to the default effectiveness estimates. 

5. 5Click the "Display Default" button if you would like to view the value for a cell that was entered in
comparison to the default value.  If, at any time you decide that you would prefer to revert to the
default values over the data that you have entered, click the "Restore Defaults" button, and the
default values for all indicators in the editor will be restored.

6. Click here for more information on each of the interventions in this section.  This will take you to the

main coverage information page.  From there, you can navigate to the correct type/time period for

the specific interventions which are listed on these effectiveness pages.

6.4.4.5.9  Impact of under-nutrition on mortality

Impact of stunting on mortality    Impact of wasting on mortality    Impact of birth outcomes on mortality  
 Impact of breastfeeding on mortality

1. The "Impact of under-nutrition on mortality" editor grouping then translates the impact of birth
outcomes (SGA/preterm), stunting rates, wasting rates, and [lack of] breastfeeding upon mortality in
children. 

2. Users must review the following four screens: Impact of stunting on mortality (through impact on

mortality from diarrhea, pneumonia, measles, malaria and other, by degree of stunting); Impact of

wasting on mortality (through impact on mortality from diarrhea, pneumonia, measles, malaria and

other, by degree of wasting); Impact of birth outcomes on mortality (through impact on neonatal
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mortality from diarrhea, sepsis, pneumonia, asphyxia, prematurity, tetanus, congenital anomalies,

and other causes); and Impact of breastfeeding on mortality (through impact on mortality from

diarrhea, pneumonia and meningitis).

3. If you disagree with the default values for effectiveness or affected fraction and would like to enter

values that you have prepared, click anywhere inside the editor [screen] to make it active and enter

the data. Because the default values are based on rigorous scientific study and are unlikely to need

alteration, the cell for any default value that you change will be highlighted in red to show that the

value was changed from the default value.  

4. Please remember to right click on the table to access the sources option to enter a record of the data
sources and assumptions as you make changes to the default effectiveness estimates. 

5. Click the "Display Default" button if you would like to view the value for a cell that was entered in
comparison to the default value.  If, at any time you decide that you would prefer to revert to the
default values over the data that you have entered, click the "Restore Defaults" button, and the
default values for all indicators in the editor will be restored.

Impact of stunting on mortality

Effect size reference: Black RE, Allen LH, Bhutta ZA, et al. Maternal and child
undernutrition: global and regional exposures and health consequences. Lancet 2008 Jan
19;371(9608):243-60.

Notes: 

Top

Impact of wasting on mortality

Effect size reference: Black RE, Allen LH, Bhutta ZA, et al. Maternal and child
undernutrition: global and regional exposures and health consequences. Lancet 2008 Jan
19;371(9608):243-60.

Notes: 

Top

Impact of birth outcomes on mortality

Effect size reference: Katz et al.,  Mortality risk in preterm and small-for-gestational-age

infants in low-income and middle-income countries: a pooled country analysis Lancet 2013; 382:
417–25.

Notes: This paper indicates the overall effect on neonatal mortality.  Through discussion with

the authors we made some assumptions about which causes of death are likely to be associated
with the term and gestational-age status of the children.  Since the overall effect is applied to
only a subset of births, this will underestimate the total impact. The relative risk associated with
prematurity is calculated based on the strong assumption that there is no selection in which
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premature births are prevented. 
Top

Impact of breastfeeding on mortality

Effect size reference:

Notes: 

Top

6.4.4.6 Costing inputs

6.4.4.6.1  Other-recurrent and capital costs

Outpatient visits

Outpatient visit cost is the cost associated with providing medical treatment to one patient in one day. 
That patient is not admitted to the facility (clinic or hospital).  Only portions of these costs are included
here.

Other-recurrent (a lso know n as other-direct) costs related to outpatient visits include initial
personnel training, gasoline, building rent, office supplies and promotional activities, and
publications.  This category excludes drugs, medical supplies, and (direct/recurrent) labor costs.

Capital (a lso know n as indirect) costs related to outpatient visits include support service costs
like central support/management staff, international consultants, maintenance workers, and
supervision of staff, as well as insurance, utilities (telephone, electricity, etc.), publicity and other
promotional activities, office furniture, other equipment such as autoclaves and typewriters,
vehicle maintenance, other electronic maintenance, and monitoring and evaluation.

Inpatient days

Inpatient day cost is the estimated cost per hospital bed-day. These estimates represent only the "hotel"
component of hospital costs, including initial personnel training, gasoline, building rent, office supplies,
and promotional activities and publications.  Only portions of these costs are included here.
 

Other-recurrent (a lso know n as other-direct) costs related to inpatient days include initial
personnel training, gasoline, building rent, office supplies, and promotional activities and
publications.  This category excludes drugs, medical supplies, and (direct/recurrent) labor costs.

Capital (a lso know n as indirect) costs related to inpatient days include support service costs like
central support/management staff, international consultants, maintenance workers, and
supervision of staff, as well as insurance, utilities (telephone, electricity etc.), publicity and other
promotional activities, office furniture, and other equipment such as autoclaves and typewriters,
vehicle maintenance, other electronic maintenance, and monitoring and evaluation.

6.4.5 Coverage indicator definitions

6.4.5.1 Indicator summary

Periconc Pregnancy Child Birth Preventive/ Curative
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eptual Vaccines

Contracepti
on*

TT- Tetanus
toxoid vaccination

Clean birth
practices

Clean postnatal
practices

Maternal sepsis case
management

Folic acid
supplement
ation or
fortification

IPTp - Intermittent
preventive
treatment of
malaria in
pregnancy

Immediate
assessment and
stimulation

 Chlorhexidine Thermal care

Safe
abortion
services

Syphilis detection
and treatment

Labor and
delivery
management

Complementary feeding
– (education only,
supplementation and
education)

KMC - Kangaroo
mother care

Post
abortion
case
manageme
nt 

Calcium
supplementation

Neonatal
resuscitation

Improved water source
Full supportive care for
premature babies

Ectopic
pregnancy
case
manageme
nt

Balanced energy
supplementation

Antenatal
corticosteroids
for preterm labor

Water connection in the
home

Case management of
severe infection in
neonates (Oral,
Injectable, full
supportive care)

Multiple
micronutrient
supplementation

Antibiotics for
pPRoM

Improved sanitation –
utilization of latrines or
toilets 

ORS - oral rehydration
solution

Iron folate
supplementation

MgSO4 –
management of
eclampsia

Hand washing with
soap

Antibiotics - for
treatment of dysentery

Hypertensive
disease case
management 

AMTSL – active
management of
the third stage of
labor

Hygienic disposal of
children's stools

Zinc - for treatment of
diarrhea

Diabetes case
management

Induction of labor
for pregnancies
lasting 41+
weeks

ITN/IRS – Ownership of
insecticide treated nets
or indoor residual
spraying 

Oral antibiotics - case
management of
pneumonia in children

Malaria case
management 

Vitamin A
supplementation

Vitamin A - for
treatment of measles

MgSO4 –
management of 
pre-eclampsia

Breastfeedin
g

Zinc supplementation
Antimalarials -
artemesinin compounds
for malaria

FGR - Fetal
growth restriction

Optimal
Breastfeeding

BCG vaccination
Therapeutic feeding -
for severe wasting
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screening and
management

PMTCT *
Breastfeeding
Promotion

Polio vaccination 
Treatment for
moderate acute
malnutrition

*These interventions are linked
into LiS T from other Spectrum
modules (FamPlan and AIM).

Grey interventions indicate that
they are part of a larger
package of interventions which
are typically delivered together.
 

Pentavalent vaccine
(DPT, Hib and HepB)

Cotrimoxazole*

Child ART*

Pneumococcal
vaccination

Rotavirus vaccination 

Measles vaccination 

6.4.5.2 National level data inputs

Inputs Value Data Source Notes

Neonatal
mortality
rate

NMR

Levels and trends in Child
Mortality Report 2013.
Estimates developed by the
UN Inter-agency Group for
Child Mortality Estimation.  
www.childmortality.org.

Can be replaced with other sources if
necessary

Infant
mortality
rate

IMR

Levels and trends in Child
Mortality Report 2013.
Estimates developed by the
UN Inter-agency Group for
Child Mortality Estimation.  
www.childmortality.org.

Can be replaced with other sources if
necessary

Under 5
mortality
rate

U5MR

Levels and trends in Child
Mortality Report 2013.
Estimates developed by the
UN Inter-agency Group for
Child Mortality Estimation.  
www.childmortality.org.

Can be replaced with other sources if
necessary

Maternal
mortality
ratio

MMR

Trends in maternal
mortality: 1990-2010.
WHO, UNICEF, UNFPA, and
the World Bank Estimates.
2012. www.unfpa.org/
public/home/publications/
pid/10728

Can be replaced with other sources if
necessary

Stillbirth
Rate

SBR

Lancet. 2011 Apr
16;377(9774):1319-30.
National, regional, and

Can be replaced with other sources if
necessary

http://www.childmortality.org/
http://www.childmortality.org/
http://www.childmortality.org/
http://www.unfpa.org/public/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21496917
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Inputs Value Data Source Notes

worldwide estimates of
stillbirth rates in 2009 with
trends since 1995: a
systematic analysis.

Stunting

by age
group; 
0-1
month, 
1-5
months, 
6-11
months, 
12-23
months,
24-59
months

DHS/MICS; recalculated for
consistency and accurate
age distributions. When
raw data are not available,
also used the WHO
nutrition database. 
www.who.int/  nutgrowthdb/
en/

When recalculation was not possible, the
following proxy age groups were used.
0-1 month: used < 6 months
1-5 months: used < 6 months
6-11 months: used 6-11 months
12-23 months: used 12-23 months
24-59 months: used 36-47 months 

Wasting

by age
group; 
0-1
month, 
1-5
months, 
6-11
months, 
12-23
months,
24-59
months

DHS/MICS; recalculated for
consistency and accurate
age distributions. When
raw data are not available,
also used the WHO
nutrition database. 
www.who.int/  nutgrowthdb/
en/

When recalculation was not possible, the
following proxy age groups were used.
0-1 month: used < 6 months
1-5 months: used < 6 months
6-11 months: used 6-11 months
12-23 months: used 12-23 months
24-59 months: used 36-47 months 

Breast
feeding

by age
group; 
0-1
month, 
1-5
months, 
6-11
months, 
12-23
months.

Calculated from DHS or
MICS data; recalculated for
consistency and accurate
age distributions.

The four categories modeled were: 
Exclusive breast feeding, 
Predominant BF (+water or liquids or juice)
Partial BF (+ complementary foods and other
milks), 
No breast feeding
When recalculation was not possible, the
following proxy age groups were used.
0-1 month: used < 2 months
1-5 months: used 4-5 months
6-11 months: used 8-9 months
12-23 months: used 18-19 months

Diarrhea
incidence

by age
group; 
0-1
month, 
1-5
months, 
6-11

Boschi-Pinto C, Lanata C,
Black R. The Global Burden
of Childhood Diarrhoea. In:
Ehiri, John (Ed.). Maternal
and Child Health: Global
Challenges, Programs, and
Policies. Springer

Data are regional estimates based upon DHS
data.

http://www.who.int/nutgrowthdb/en/
http://www.who.int/nutgrowthdb/en/
http://www.who.int/nutgrowthdb/en/
http://www.who.int/nutgrowthdb/en/
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months, 
12-23
months,
24-59
months

Publishers, Washington DC,
USA, 2009.

Under 5
deaths by
cause

14 causes

CHERG 2012; Liu L, et al.
Global, regional, and
national causes of child
mortality: an updated
systematic analysis for
2010 with time trends since
2000. Lancet, 
379(9832):2151 - 2161

Can be replaced with other nationally
representative data if available.

Maternal
deaths by
cause

11 causes

Modified from Khan et al,
WHO analysis of maternal
death: a systematic review.
Lancet 2006 Apr
1;367(9516):1066-74.

Data are regional (African, Asian, South
American) and have been adjusted to match
the newest categories.

Stillbirth
deaths by
cause

2 causes

Lancet. 2011 Apr
16;377(9774):1319-30.
National, regional, and
worldwide estimates of
stillbirth rates in 2009 with
trends since 1995: a
systematic analysis.  

This describes stillbirths as either
antepartum or intrapartum.  Refined data on
causes is not available; The model works by
using relative risks and benefits of
interventions.

Abortion
incidence
ratio

Sedgh G. et al. 2007. Legal
Abortion W orldw ide:
Incidence and Recent
T rends, International
Family Planning
Perspectives, 33(3): 106-
116 and WHO. 2007. 
Unsafe Abortion: Global
and Regional Estimates of
the Incidence of Unsafe
Abortion and Associated
Morta lity in 2003. Geneva.  

The Sedgh article gave data for safe
abortion at the country level for 60 countries,
and the WHO gave data for unsafe abortion
for 18 sub-regions (including North America
and Oceania).  Countries were allocated to
the regions in the WHO publication.  The
Sedgh ratio (for safe abortion) was then
used for the default, and if not available the
WHO ratio for unsafe abortion was used,
under the assumption that very few
countries have a significant incidence of
both.

Percent of
pregnancie
s ending in
spontaneou
s abortions

Default
13%

See FamPlan Manual; Gold,
Rachel. 1990. Abortion and
Women's Health: A Turning
Point for America? New
York and Washington, DC:
The Alan Guttmacher
Institute

See FamPlan Manual for complete
information.

SGA/ % of Lee ACC, et al, National

http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/issue/vol379no9832/PIIS0140-6736%2812%29X6023-9
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21496917
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Preterm

neonates
born small
for
gestational
age,
preterm or
both.

and regional estimates of
term and preterm babies
born small for gestational
age in 138 low-income and
middle-income countries in
2010. Lancet Glob Health
2013; 1:e26-36.

Vitamin A
deficiency

% of
children
vitamin A
deficient

Black et al. Lancet 2013;
382: 427-51.

These values are regional estimates of
deficiency.

Zinc
deficiency

% of
children
with
inadequate
intake of
zinc

PLoS One.
2012;7(11):e50568. doi:
10.1371/
journal.pone.0050568.
Epub 2012 Nov 29.

Iron
deficiency
anemia

% of
pregnant
women
with
hemoglobin
< 110 g/L

Stevens GA, Finucane MM,
De-Regil LM, Paciorek CJ,
Flaxman SR, Branca F,
Pena-Rosas JP, Bhutta ZA,
Ezzati M. Lancet Global
Health 2013; 1:e16-25

Note the data refers to only those who have
the ability to benefit from iron
supplementation.

IPTp
recommen
ded

Yes or No

Malaria & Children; Roll
Back Malaria at 
www.unicef.org/health/
files/Malaria0831.pdf

By default, IPTp can only benefit populations
where the government has recommended
that IPTp be used.

Falciparum
malaria
exposure

Percent of
the
population
at risk of
exposure
to
falciparum
malaria

The Limits and Intensity of 
Plasmodium  fa lciparum
Transmission: Implications
for Malaria Control and
Elimination
Worldwide.Guerra CA,
Gikandi PW, Tatem AJ,
Noor AM, Smith DL, et al. 
PLoS  Medicine Vol. 5, No.
2, e38

The percent of the population at risk of
exposure to falciparum malaria is the
population which can benefit from taking
IPTp during pregnancy. Thus this acts as the
affected fraction for IPTp.

Incidence
of diarrhea

Number of
episodes of
diarrhea
per child-
year

Fisher Walker CL. BMC
Public Health 2012,
12:220. 

2010 data from paper; 2005 data from
unpublished addendum to this paper.

Incidence
of severe

Number of
episodes of

Fischer Walker C, Rudan I,
Liu L, Nair H, Theodoratou

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23209782
http://www.childinfo.org/files/malaria_and_children.pdf
http://www.childinfo.org/files/malaria_and_children.pdf
http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.0050038
http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.0050038
http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.0050038
http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.0050038
http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.0050038
http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.0050038
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pneumonia

severe
pneumonia
per child-
year

W, Bhutta ZA, O’Brien KL, 

Campbell H, Black RE.
Lancet 2013; 381: 14

Incidence
of
meningitis

Number of
episodes of
meningitis
per child-
year

No data available

Diarrheal
Pathogens
(Cases)

Proportion
of diarrheal
cases by
pathogen

Global causes of diarrheal
disease mortality in
children <5 years of age: a
systematic review.  Lanata
CF et al. PLoS One. 2013
Sep 4;8(9):e72788

This does not refer to all pathogens, only a
subset. Note that Vaccines B and C are
placeholders and do not refer to specific
pathogens.

Severe
Pneumonia
Pathogens
(Cases)

Proportion
of severe
pneumonia
cases by
pathogen

Fischer Walker C, Rudan I,
Liu L, Nair H, Theodoratou
W, Bhutta ZA, O’Brien KL,
Campbell H, Black RE.
Lancet 2013; 381: 14

This does not refer to all pathogens, only a
subset. 

Meningitis
Pathogens
(Cases)

Proportion
of
meningitis
cases by
pathogen

This does not refer to all pathogens, only a
subset. 

Diarrheal
Pathogens
(Deaths)

Proportion
of diarrheal
deaths by
pathogen

Global causes of diarrheal
disease mortality in
children <5 years of age: a
systematic review.  Lanata
CF et al. PLoS One. 2013
Sep 4;8(9):e72788

This does not refer to all pathogens, only a
subset. Note that Vaccines B and C are
placeholders and do not refer to specific
pathogens.

Severe
Pneumonia
Pathogens
(Deaths)

Proportion
of severe
pneumonia
deaths by
pathogen

Fischer Walker C, Rudan I,
Liu L, Nair H, Theodoratou
W, Bhutta ZA, O’Brien KL,
Campbell H, Black RE.
Lancet 2013; 381: 14

This does not refer to all pathogens, only a
subset. 

Meningitis
Pathogens
(Deaths)

Proportion
of
meningitis
deaths by
pathogen

This does not refer to all pathogens, only a
subset. 

Economic
status

% of the
population

World Bank; World Bank
low income country

Note that this only used to determine the
percent of the population which can benefit

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24023773
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24023773
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24023773
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24023773
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24023773
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24023773
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24023773
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24023773
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SI.POV.DDAY
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living on
less than
$1 per day

estimate: Poverty
headcount ratio at $1.25 a
day (PPP) (% of
population), updated Feb
2012

from balanced energy supplementation
(maternal) or complementary feeding
education and supplementation. 

Average
Household
Size

Average
number of
people
living in a
household

DHS/MICS

6.4.5.3 Interventions, indicators and data sources

Periconceptual period

Contraceptio
n*

see
FamPlan

FamPlan Module in
Spectrum

Folic acid
supplementa
tion or
fortification

% of
married
women
receiving
folic acid
supplement
ation tablet
or
fortification
at
conception

Assumed to
currently be 0 in
all countries

5.0 mg folic acid per day for
three months for women
attempting to become
pregnant 

Safe
abortion
services

% of
termination
s that are
performed
safely (i.e.
D&C,
medically,
vacuum
aspiration

Sedgh et al.
Induced abortion:
incidence and
trends worldwide
from 1995 to
2008. Lancet:
379(9816): 625-
632

Post
abortion
case
managemen
t 

Set at 0 for
baseline

Ectopic
pregnancy
case

Set at 0 for
baseline
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Periconceptual period

managemen
t

Antenatal period

Antenatal
care

% of
pregnant
women with
at least 4
antenatal
care visits

DHS/MICS

This intervention has no
impact itself.  The
components below are the
interventions which impact
mortality.

TT- Tetanus
toxoid
vaccination

% of
children
protected at
birth from
tetanus
(PAB)

WHO/UNICEF; 
www.who.int/
immunization_mon
itoring/data/
data_subject/en/
index.html

% of women who received 2
doses of tetanus toxoid during
this pregnancy or ever:
Received at least 2 doses, the
last within 3 years; Received
at least 3 doses, the last
within 5 years; Received at
least 4 doses, the last within
10 years; Received at least 5
doses during lifetime. Also
known as TT2+. 
www.who.int/
immunization_monitoring/
routine/
immunization_coverage/en/
index4.html

IPTp –
Pregnant
women
protected
from
malaria via
intermittent
preventive
treatment of
malaria
during
pregnancy
or by
sleeping
under an
ITN

% of
pregnant
women
living in
malaria
endemic
areas and
receiving
intermittent
preventive
treatment
for malaria
(2 doses of
sulfadoxine-
pryemthami
ne) or
sleeping
under an
ITN

MICS/DHS/MIS 
Only applies to countries with
a program recommending
IPTp and 1st or 2nd child

http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
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Periconceptual period

Syphilis
detection
and
treatment

% of
pregnant
women
screened
for syphilis
with the
rapid
plasma
reagent test
and treated
with 2.4
miu
benzathine
penicillin, if
needed.

No raw data
available.

Red indicates coverage is
linked to another intervention

if ANC4 < 40%, then
ANC4 *.2; ANC4<
75%, then ANC4 *.5;
ANC4< 95% then
ANC4 *.7; ANC4 >=
95%, then ANC *1.0

Calcium
Supplement
ation

% of
pregnant
women
taking 1g of
calcium per
day 

Set at 0 for
baseline.

Red indicates coverage is
linked to another intervention

Multiple
micronutrien
t
supplementa
tion

% of
pregnant
women
receiving
micronutrie
nt
supplement
ation 

set at 0 for
baseline

The population at risk is all
pregnant women.  Multiple
micronutrient
supplementation is defined as
receiving at least three
micronutrients, typically
including iron, folic acid, and
another nutrient, often
Vitamin A.  Adequate receipt
is for the duration of the
pregnancy.

The sum of multiple
micronutrient
supplementation and
iron folate
supplementation
must be <= 100.

Iron folate
supplementa
tion

% of
pregnant
women
receiving 90
+ days of
iron-folate
supplement
ation

DHS/MICS

Balanced
energy
supplementa
tion

% of
undernouris
hed
pregnant
women
receiving 
high protein

set at 0 for
baseline

The proxy chosen for
undernourished pregnant
women is the percent of the
population living on less than
%1.25 per day.
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and calorie
dietary
supplement
s

Hypertensive
disease case
managemen
t

None known None known

No effect modeled.  A place
holder for a future
intervention; Red indicates
coverage is linked to another
intervention

Diabetes
case
managemen
t

None known None known
This only impacts stillbirths;
Red indicates coverage is
linked to another intervention.

Set at 5% of ANC4

Malaria case
managemen
t 

% of
pregnant
women with
malaria
who are
treated for
malaria

Set at 0 for
baseline

This intervention covers the
entire period between
contraception and 6 weeks
after delivery.

Magnesium
sulfate for
pre-
eclampsia

None known None known

This intervention includes
appropriate magenesium
sulfate injected for signs of
pre-eclampsia; Red indicates
coverage is linked to another
intervention.

Set at 5% of ANC4

FGR – fetal
growth
restriction
detection
and
managemen
t

None known None known

This intervention includes
detection of fetal growth
restriction, including use of
dopplar and other tools if
needed.  Management can
include induction of labor or
C-section, if needed; Red
indicates coverage is linked to
another intervention. 

Set at 5% of ANC4

PMTCT** see AIM
AIM Module in
Spectrum

Note that this intervention
covers all activities which
occur between contraception
and through the end of
breastfeeding related to
transmission of HIV.

Childbirth 

Available data
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Facility
based birth
(InstDel)

% of infants
delivered in
a facility

DHS/MICS

This intervention has no
impact itself.  The
components below are the
interventions which impact
mortality.  This is used to
estimate coverage below.

NOTE: The value for
SBA must be equal to
or greater than
InstDel.  When one
intervention is
selected, the other
must also be
selected.  The results
will appear under
‘Delivery care and
emergency obstetric
care’.

Skilled birth
attendance
(SBA)

% of infants
delivered by
a skilled
birth
attendant

DHS/MICS

This intervention has no
impact itself.  The
components below are the
interventions which impact
mortality. This is used to
estimate coverage below.

Interventions

Clean birth
practices

% of
neonates
delivered
with
appropriate
clean birth
practices

This intervention is defined as
hand washing before delivery,
cleaning the perineum before
birth, using a clean birth
surface, clean cord cutting,
including using a new or
boiled blade or clean scissors,
and clean cord typing; Red
indicates coverage is linked to
another intervention.

The default
assumption is that
50% of SBAs in the
home, 60% of
essential care, 85%
of BEmOC and 95%
of CEmOC deliveries
are using clean birth
practices 

Immediate
assessment
and
stimulation

% of
neonates
with
appropriate
drying and
stimulation
immediately
after birth

None available.

This intervention is defined as
immediate newborn
assessment and stimulation,
including drying; Red
indicates coverage is linked to
another intervention.

The default
assumption is that
25% of SBAs in the
home, 50% of
essential care, 80%
of BEmOC and 90%
of CEmOC deliveries
are giving the births
appropriate and
immediate
assessment and
stimulation.

Labor and
delivery
managemen
t

Dependant
on the level
of care and
the facility
delivery
level.

Ideal indicator: Percent of
deliveries with access to a
specific level of care (i.e. SBA
at home, SBA in a facility,
BEmOC or CEmOC) if needed.

Note: Access, ability to
identify need and actual
utilization in case of need are
all required for this indicator
to be applied. IN ADDITION,
THIS INTERVENTION

The default
assumptions are that
100% of SBAs in the
home, 100% of
essential care, 100%
of BEmOC and 100%
of CEmOC deliveries
are being attended
by a skilled birth
attendant with
access to the
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INCLUDES ALL RESIDUAL
ACTIVITIES WHICH CAN BE
DELIVERED AT THESE SKILL
AND FACILITY LEVELS BUT
CAN NOT BE QUANTIFIED
SEPARATELY.

An SBA in the home is defined
as a skilled birth attendant
who deliveries the infant at
home without benefit of
referral to a facility in case of
emergency.

An SBA in a facility is defined
as a medically skilled
attendant who has the ability
and facilities needed to
monitor labor progress with a
partograph and detect
complications.  Episiotomy is
available, if needed. Infection
control is covered under clean
birth practices.

A BEmOC level facility refers
to management of delivery at
a health center and covers
case management of direct
obstetric complications.  The
intervention includes: Case
management of ante-partum
hemorrhage, prolonged/
obstructed labor, post-partum
hemorrhage and severe
infection.  Methods include:
shock management, pain
relief, ABC, IV fluids,
instrumental delivery and
manual removal of the
placenta and retained
products. BeMOC includes
seven signal functions that
must be available. The signal
functions modeled under this
intervention are: Assisted
delivery, removal of retained
products, manual removal of
the placenta.  Although
oxytocics, antibiotics and
anticonvulsants should ALL be
delivered at this level, they
are modeled separately to

appropriate facilities
for the given level of
care.  
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show their impact. This
intervention does NOT include
MgSO4, AMTSL or antibiotics!
 Although these should be
part of a basic emergency
obstetric program and
delivered at the same time,
their effect is being calculated
separately.

A CEmOC level facility refers
to management of delivery at
a hospital and covers case
management of direct
obstetric complications.  This
is in addition to all
interventions included in Basic
Emergency Obstetric Care. 
This intervention includes:
Case management of ante-
partum hemorrhage,
prolonged/obstructed labor,
post-partum hemorrhage and
severe infection. Additional
methods include: ultrasound,
culdocentesis, induction,
laparotomy, salpingectomy,
blood transfusion, caesarian
section, hysterectomy,
symphisiotomy, balloon
tamponade, uterine ligature,
MRVOP, surgical infection
control and episiotomy.
CEmoC includes nine signal
functions. The signal functions
modeled under this
intervention are: Assisted
delivery, removal of retained
products, manual removal of
the placenta, blood
transfusion and c-section. 
Although oxytocics, antibiotics
and anticonvulsants should
ALL be delivered at this level,
they are modeled separately
to show their impact. 

Red indicates coverage is
linked to another intervention.

Neonatal
resuscitation

Percent of newborns with
access to detection of

The default
assumptions are that
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breathing problems and
resuscitation (with a mucus
extractor) in a facility, if
needed.

Red indicates coverage is
linked to another intervention.

20% of BEmOC and
70% of CEmOC
deliveries have
access to neonatal
resuscitation if
needed.

Antenatal
corticosteroi
ds for
preterm
labor

Intramuscular injection of
betamethasone sodium
phosphate to women with
suspected premature labor (6
mg, every 12 hours for 2
days) – target 2+ doses 12
hours before birth.

Red indicates coverage is
linked to another intervention.

The default
assumptions are that
20% of essential
care, 85% of BEmOC
and 95% of CEmOC
deliveries have
access to antenatal
corticosteroids for
pre-term labor if
needed.

Antibiotics
for pPRoM

Administration of oral
erythromycin to women with
premature rupture of
membranes (PRoM) (250mg,
4 times daily for 7 days) who
are not in labor to prevent
PRoM.

Red indicates coverage is
linked to another intervention.

The default
assumptions are that
20% of essential
care, 85% of BEmOC
and 95% of CEmOC
deliveries have
access to antibiotics
for preterm prelabor
rupture of
membranes, if
needed.

Magnesium
sulfate –
managemen
t of
eclampsia

% of
women with
eclampsia
receiving IV
MgSO4

This anticonvulsant should be
delivered at all BEmoC level
facilities, however, in
practice, it is not always being
done.  This must be delivered
in a facility.

Red indicates coverage is
linked to another intervention.

The default
assumptions are that
20% of essential
care, 85% of BEmOC
and 95% of CEmOC
deliveries have
access to MgSO4 for
eclampsia, if needed.

Active
managemen
t of third
stage of
labor 

% of
women with
access to
active
manageme
nt of the
third stage
of labor

This includes controlled cord
traction to deliver the
placenta, and oxytocics as
well as massage.  This should
be delivered at all facilities
considered to be BEmOC
facilities.  Currently we
assume that few such
facilities are actually
delivering oxytocics.

Red indicates coverage is
linked to another intervention.

The default
assumptions are that
20% of essential
care, 85% of BEmOC
and 95% of CEmOC
will have appropriate
active management
during and after
delivery.
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Induction of
labor for
pregnancies
lasting 41+
weeks

Percent of women who are 41
or more weeks pregnant who
are managed with induction
of labor if needed.

Red indicates coverage is
linked to another intervention.

The default
assumptions are that
20% of CEmOC will
have access to
induction of labor for
post-term
pregnancies, if
needed.

Breastfeeding

Breastfeedin
g behavior

See breast
feeding
under
national
level data
inputs

DHS/MICS

Note that this refers to the
actual breastfeeding behavior,
which can change based upon
the age of the child as well as
the observed/desired
behavior.  

The user can elect to
use either
breastfeeding
behavior or
breastfeeding
promotion as the
breastfeeding
indicator of choice.
Baseline
breastfeeding status
by age is needed for
both options.

Breastfeedin
g promotion

% of
mothers of
children 0-
11 months
of age
exposed to
a
breastfeedi
ng
promotion
message

Baseline is percent
of 1-5 month old
children exclusively
breastfed

Breastfeeding promotion can
be either one-on-one or
group meetings.  

It is assumed that children 1-
5 months of age who are
exclusively breast fed do not
need breastfeeding
promotion.  

Preventive after birth

Clean
postnatal
practices

% of infants
with a
postnatal
health
contact/visit
within 2
days of
birth

DHS/MICS; set at

20.5 (a global

average) if not

available. 

Percent of neonates where
the mother washes her hands
frequently, where the child
lives in a clean environment,
no harmful practices are
performed.

Set to ‘Routine
postnatal practices’

Chlorhexidin
e

% of
newborns
with
chlorhexidin
e applied to
the
umbilical
cord after
birth

Set at 0 for
baseline.
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Complement
ary
feeding--
education
only

% of
mothers
intensively
counseled
on the
importance
of continued
breast
feeding
after 6
months and
appropriate
complement
ary feeding
practices

DHS/MICS; % of
children 6-23
months of age
receiving all 3 IYCF
practices, as
appropriate based
upon age. If not
available, used %
of children 6-9
months of age
breastfed and
receiving
complementary
foods.

This intervention only benefits
children 6-24 months of age
who are living on more than
$1.25dollar a day; This can
be delivered in the home,
community or clinic, by health
professionals or health
volunteers. It includes the
assumption that breast
feeding should be continued
for children 6-24 months of
age, (but does not affect
breast feeding rates).  

The intervention includes
education on the proper foods
to prepare as well as
appropriate hygiene for food
preparation.

Complement
ary
feeding--
supplementa
tion and
education

% of
mothers of
malnourishe
d infants
who are
intensively
counseled
on the
importance
of continued
breast
feeding
after 6
months and
appropriate
complement
ary feeding
practices as
well as
given
appropriate
supplement
s

DHS/MICS; % of
children 6-23
months of age
receiving all 3 IYCF
practices, as
appropriate based
upon age. If not
available, used %
of children 6-9
months of age
breastfed and
receiving
complementary
foods.

This intervention only benefits
children 6-24 months of age
who are living on less than %
1.25 a day; This can be
delivered in the home,
community or clinic, by health
professionals or health
volunteers. It includes the
assumption that breast
feeding should be continued
for children 6-24 months of
age,(but does not affect
breast feeding rates).  

The intervention includes
supplementation of child,
ranging from 100-1500 kcal
per day, typically including
micronutrients.  As well as
education on the proper foods
to prepare and appropriate
hygiene for food preparation.

Improved
water
source
within 30
minutes

% of homes
with
improved
water 

Joint Monitoring
Program for Water
and Sanitation 

Progress on Sanitation and
Water; 2012 Update. (http://
www.wssinfo.org/)

NOTE: The effect of this
intervention is applied to the
difference between this
indicator and water

Ideal indicator would
be ‘improved water
within 30 minutes’,
but these data are
not available on a
global scale.

This indicator and

http://www.wssinfo.org/
http://www.wssinfo.org/
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connection in the home.

‘water connection in
the home’ are linked.
 You cannot change
one without the
other.  This value
must be equal to or
greater than ‘water
connection in the
home’.

Water
connection
in the home

% of
households
with water
piped into
the home or
yard

Joint Monitoring
Program for Water
and Sanitation

Progress on Sanitation and
Water; 2012 Update. (http://
www.wssinfo.org/)

This indicator and
‘Use of improved
water source’ are
linked.  This value
must be equal to or
less than ‘improved
water source’.

Improved
sanitation –
utilization of
latrines or
toilets

% of homes
with access
to an
improved
latrine or
flush toilet

Joint Monitoring
Program for Water
and Sanitation

Progress on Sanitation and
Water; 2012 Update. (http://
www.wssinfo.org/)

Hand
washing
with soap

% of
mothers
washing
their hands
with soap
appropriatel
y

Curtis VA, Health
Education
Research, March
2009; all others
set to 17% (global
average)

Appropriate hand washing is
defined as washing hands
with soap, ash or other
materials and using adequate
water, after handling feces
and before preparing food.  

Reported hand washing is not
an adequate indicator. 
Neither is availability of hand
washing materials. 
Observational data are
required.

Hygienic
disposal of
children's
stools

% of
children
whose fecal
matter is
adequately
contained 

DHS

Children’s stools are
considered to be contained
if: 

the child always uses a toilet/
latrine, 

the feces are thrown in a
toilet/latrine,

the feces are buried in the
yard

ITN/IRS –
Ownership
of

% of
households
with at least

DHS/MICS/MIS
The combined indicator is not
typically available; Use the
higher of the two if both

http://www.wssinfo.org/
http://www.wssinfo.org/
http://www.wssinfo.org/
http://www.wssinfo.org/
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Periconceptual period

insecticide
treated nets
or indoor
residual
spraying 

1 insecticide
treated net
or covered
by indoor
residual
spraying

indicators are available
separately.

Vitamin A
supplementa
tion

% of
children 6-
59 months
receiving
full
coverage
with
Vitamin A

Childinfo.org

Full coverage of Vitamin A
supplementation is considered
to be 2 doses of Vitamin A in
the past year.  See above
definition of national Vitamin
A deficiency.  It is assumed
that all children in a country
with Vitamin A deficiency are
in need of Vitamin A for
prevention.

Zinc
supplementa
tion

% of
children 12-
59 months
supplement
ed daily
with  zinc

set at 0 for
baseline

Daily supplementation with
10mg zinc.  It is assumed that
all children in a country with
zinc deficiency are in need of
zinc for prevention. See
above definition of national
zinc deficiency.  

Vaccinations

BCG vaccine

Proportion
of infants
having
received 1
dose of BCG
vaccine
prior to the
survey

WHO/UNICEF; 
www.who.int/
immunization_mon
itoring/data/
data_subject/en/
index.html

BCG vaccine has no impact on
cause specific mortality of
children less than 5 years of
age.

Polio vaccine

Proportion
of infants
having
received 3
doses of
polio
vaccine
prior to the
survey

WHO/UNICEF; 
www.who.int/
immunization_mon
itoring/data/
data_subject/en/
index.html

Polio vaccine has no impact
on mortality of children less
than 5 years of age.

Pentavalent
vaccine

Proportion
of infants
having
received 3
doses of

NA

Pentavalent vaccine includes
DPT, Hib and HepB vaccines. 
HepB has no modeled impact
on mortality in children less
than 5 years of age.

http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
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Periconceptual period

pentavalent
vaccine
prior to the
survey

DPT
vaccination

Proportion
of infants
having
received 3
doses of
diphtheria,
tetanus and
pertussis
vaccine
prior to the
survey

WHO/UNICEF; 
www.who.int/
immunization_mon
itoring/data/
data_subject/en/
index.html

www.who.int/
immunization_monitoring/
routine/
immunization_coverage/en/
index4.html.  NOTE: This is
only modeling the effect of
the pertussis vaccine.  The
impact of tetanus and
diphtheria are not being
modeled. 

Hib vaccine

Proportion
of infants
having
received 3
doses of
Haemophilis
influenzae
type B
vaccine
prior to the
survey

WHO/UNICEF; 
www.who.int/
immunization_mon
itoring/data/
data_subject/en/
index.html

www.who.int/
immunization_monitoring/
routine/
immunization_coverage/en/
index4.html

HepB
vaccine

Proportion
of infants
having
received 3
doses of
Hepatitis  B
vaccine
prior to the
survey

WHO/UNICEF; 
www.who.int/
immunization_mon
itoring/data/
data_subject/en/
index.html

HepB vaccine has no modeled
impact on mortality of
children less than 5 years of
age.

Pneumococc
al vaccine

Proportion
of infants
having
received 3
doses of
pneumococ
cal vaccine
prior to the
survey

WHO/
UNICEF;www.who.
int/
immunization_mon
itoring/data/
data_subject/en/
index.html

Not yet implemented in most
countries routinely.

Rotavirus
vaccine

Proportion
of infants
having

WHO/UNICEF; 
www.who.int/
immunization_mon

Not yet implemented in most
countries routinely.

http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
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Periconceptual period

received 3
doses of
rotavirus
vaccine
prior to the
survey

itoring/data/
data_subject/en/
index.html

Measles
vaccine

Proportion
of infants
having
received 1
dose of
measles
containing
vaccine
(MCV) prior
to the
survey

WHO/UNICEF; 
www.who.int/
immunization_mon
itoring/data/
data_subject/en/
index.html

www.who.int/
immunization_monitoring/
routine/
immunization_coverage/en/
index4.html; Use MCV1.  If
data on supplemental
vaccination and second
opportunity are available, 
they can also be modeled.

Curative after birth

Maternal
sepsis case
managemen
t 

% of
postpartum
women
treated for
sepsis with
antibiotics,
if needed.

Set to 0 at
baseline

Thermal
care

% of infants

with a

postnatal

health

contact/visit

within 2

days of

birth

DHS/MICS; set at

20.5 (a global

average) if not

available.

Percent of neonates whose

mother delay's the infant's

bath and who practices skin-

to-skin to maintain thermal

control of the infant.

Set to ‘Routine

postnatal practices’

KMC -
Kangaroo
mother care

% of low
birth weight
infants with
access to
kangaroo
mother
care 

set at 0 for
baseline

Kangaroo mother care is
defined as: continuous skin-
to-skin contact between a
mother and her newborn as
well as frequent and exclusive
breast feeding.  

Note that this intervention

http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
http://www.who.int/immunization_monitoring/routine/immunization_coverage/en/index4.html
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Periconceptual period

only impacts deaths
attributable to prematurity
and must be given in a
facility.

Full

supportive

care for

premature

babies

set as a function of

facility births

Facility based care only. 

Note: The sum of oral

antibiotics, injectable

antibiotics and full supportive

care must be less than or

equal to 100%.

InstDel <30,

InstDel*.1; InstDel

<50, InstDel*.2;

InstDel <95,

InstDel*.5, InstDel

>=95, InstDel *.8

Oral
antibiotics:
case
managemen
t of severe
neonatal
infection

Proportion
of neonates
with
suspected
pneumonia,
sepsis or
ARI in the 2
weeks
preceding
the survey
treated with
antibiotics

Set at 25% of ‘oral
antibiotics for
pneumonia’ (childr
en 1-59 months)
for baseline

Note: The sum of oral
antibiotics, injectable
antibiotics and full supportive
care must be less than or
equal to 100%.

Injectable
antibiotics:
case
managemen
t of severe
neonatal
infection

Proportion
of neonates
receiving
outpatient
injectable
antibiotics,
if needed

Set at 0 for
baseline

Note: The sum of oral
antibiotics, injectable
antibiotics and full supportive
care must be less than or
equal to 100%.

Full
supportive
care: case
managemen
t of severe
neonatal
infection 

Proportion
of neonates
with serious
infections
with
oxygen, IV
antibiotics,
IV fluids,
blood
transfusion,
phototherap
y, etc.
available

set as a function of
facility births

Facility based care only. 
Note: The sum of oral
antibiotics, injectable
antibiotics and full supportive
care must be less than or
equal to 100%.

InstDel <30,
InstDel*.1; InstDel
<50, InstDel*.2;
InstDel <95,
InstDel*.5, InstDel
>=95, InstDel *.8
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Periconceptual period

ORS – oral
rehydration
solution

% of
children
with
diarrhea
given ORS
from
sachets

DHS/MICS
This includes sachets or pre-
mixed solutions of ORS.

Antibiotics -
for
treatment of
dysentery

% of
children
with
dysentery
treated with
antibiotics

DHS/MICS

Typical treatment is 3 days of
250mg of ciprofloxacin. 

These data are typically not
available.  Use DHS data if
available.

Zinc for
treatment of
diarrhea

% of
children 0-
59 months
with
diarrhea
receiving
zinc as a
treatment

DHS/MICS 
20mg of zinc supplementation
daily for 14 days

Oral
antibiotics –
case
managemen
t of
pneumonia
in children

Proportion
of children
1-59
months with
suspected
pneumonia
or ARI
treated with
antibiotics

DHS/MICS

This is not available for many
recent DHS surveys. There
are concerns about the
specificity of this indicator.  A
better indicator may be care
seeking for children with
suspected ALRI/pneumonia.

Vitamin A -
for
treatment of
measles

% of
measles
cases
treated with
Vitamin A

Set at the percent
of children
receiving 2 doses
of Vitamin A, 
childinfo.org

Typical treatment is 2 days of
Vitamin A supplementation,
ranging from 50,000 IU to
200,000 IU, based upon the
age of the child.  This
information is not typically
available.

Antimalarial
s –
artemesinin
(ACT)
compounds
for malaria

Proportion
of children
0-59
months with
a fever
receiving an
ART for
malaria
treatment
within 48

DHS/MICS

NOTE: The historic indicator
was any appropriate
antimalarial.  The better
indicator for the future is ACT
coverage.

http://www.childinfo.org/
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Periconceptual period

hours

Therapeutic
feeding – for
severe
wasting

% of
severely
wasted
children 
(<-3Z)
receiving
therapeutic
feeding

Set at 0 for
baseline

Therapeutic feeding is
outpatient treatment for
severely wasted children (<-
3Z) including supplementation
with food (such as
PlumpyNut) and maternal
education.

Managemen
t of
moderate
acute
malnutrition

% of
moderately
wasted
children (-
3to-2Z)
receiving
community
based
treatment.

Set at 0 for
baseline

Cotrimoxazo
le**

see AIM
AIM Module in
Spectrum

Child ART** see AIM
AIM Module in
Spectrum

6.4.6 Methodology

Choosing an optimum set of child health interventions for maximum mortality impact is important within
resource poor policy environments.  The Lives Saved Tool (LiST) is a computer model that estimates the
mortality and stillbirth impact of scaling up proven maternal and child health interventions.  To model the
impacts on child health, LiST uses the demographic engine of Spectrum (DemProj), which calculates the
numbers of deaths disaggregated by age band, while using neonatal, infant and under-five mortality rates
from LiST.  It then overlays the AIDS mortality directly related to children from the AIDS Impact Module
(AIM), based upon the prevalence of AIDS among the entire population to calculate the total number of
deaths due to AIDS.  The non-AIDS individual causes of death are then overlayed on all of the non-AIDS
deaths in children in the neonatal period and the 1-59 month period.

LiST estimates the mortality impact via five age bands: 0 months, 1-5 months, 6-11 months, 12-23
months and 24 to 59 months.  For each of these age bands, reductions in cause-specific mortality are
estimated by applying intervention effectivenesses and affected fractions to intervention coverage
changes.  The impacts of interventions are calculated separately for eight causes of death in the neonatal
period, and nine causes of death in the 1-59 month period.   Corrections are then made to this simple
equation to correct for the impact of coverage achieved prior to the projection period.  The impact of
interventions are calculated in groups such that periconceptual, antenatal and childbirth interventions,
sequentially, have the first “opportunity” to prevent mortality, with preventive interventions impacting
mortality next and leaving those that are more curative in nature to reduce the remaining mortality that is
not reduced.  Then each child who is ‘saved’ is then capable of dying of other causes during the
subsequent age period. 

Simultaneously, nutrition interventions can impact either nutritional status or directly impact mortality.  In
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the former case, LiST acts as a cohort model where current nutritional statuses such as stunting or intra-
uterine growth restriction impact the probability of stunting as the cohort ages.  LiST links with a
demographic projections model (DemProj) to estimate the deaths and deaths averted due to the
reductions in mortality rates.  

In addition, AIM calculates the impact of PMTCT, Cotrimoxazole and ART for children and then feeds
these directly back into the LiST model as deaths averted by these interventions.  The Family Planning
(FamPlan) and DemProj modules can also feed into the LiST model via changes in the number of births,
resulting in varying numbers of child deaths upon which to apply the intervention impacts.

LiST also estimates the impact of interventions on maternal mortality.  The calculations are very similar
to those for child mortality.  One difference is that all women aged 15-49 are treated as a single group in
the calculations, and interventions act directly on one or more of the nine causes of death (i.e., none
affect an intermediate nutrition status).  Family planning, although not an intervention in LiST, may also
impact maternal mortality by reducing the incidence of abortion, which is a maternal cause of death in
the LiST model.  The reductions in maternal mortality are translated into maternal mortality ratios which
are translated into maternal deaths and maternal deaths averted via live births calculated in DemProj.

Finally, LiST estimates the impact of interventions on stillbirths. Different from the other outputs, the
reductions are analysed by when the stillbirth occurs in pregnancy – either antepartum or intrapartum. 
As with maternal mortality, stillbirth reductions are translated into stillbirth rates, and stillbirths via
pregnancies in DemProj.

NOTE: For more information on the general methodology of LiST please see Walker et al http://
www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2458/13/S3/S1. For more information on the calculations within LiST,
please see Winfrey et al http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2458/11/S3/S32.

6.4.7 AIM-LiST analysis

Open Spectrum then open the country projection of interest

Go to the modules tab of the Spectrum menu and select LiST.

Click the Configuration tab.

Do NOT change the “base year of coverage” unless you have new cause-of-death data.  The
‘First year of intervention program is the baseline year from which you want to calculate your
scale-up from.  Click OK when finished.

Click “Close”.  Under the “home” tab of the Spectrum menu, select ‘Save Projection As’ and
rename the file. 

Choose the new file that you just saved 

Under the home tab of the Spectrum menu select “Open projection and choose the new file
that you have just saved.

Choose “Load and rename” when a window pops up that asks “Projection is already loaded,
what would you like to do?”

Rename the file to indicate that you are doing an AIM analysis.  

http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2458/13/S3/S1
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2458/13/S3/S1
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2458/11/S3/S32
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When you are finished you should have two projections, with different names, but with
identical data.  You will see the projection names at the bottom right corner of the screen.

Begin work in AIM

From the modules tab of the Spectrum menu, select AIM.

Choose the projection in which you want to change the coverage of the AIDS interventions.

Six tabs will appear: Program statistics, Eligibility for treatment, Advanced options, Incidence,
Sex/Age pattern, Results, and Validation.  Default data will be provided.  You will likely not
want to change the default data, unless you have more recent treatment or incidence data
through the EPP file prepared by the statistics division of the National AIDS commission, or
you are working on a sub-national projection with significantly different estimates.  Adult ART
does not affect child mortality estimates.

To change the ‘Maternal-to-Child Transmission’ values, click the “Program statistics’ tab and
then ‘PMTCT’.   

Enter the yearly values for the prophylaxis/treatment options.  For any given year, choose
either the number or percent option.  If you select number, then percent should equal 0; if
you select percent, then number should equal 0. The No prophylaxis percent and Total
Number change automatically. If the user would prefer, they can convert the default number
of users to a percent of users by clicking on the bottom right of the screen. 

Then, in the ‘Child treatment’ tab edit the number/percent receiving cotrimoxazole and ART
as needed.  Then click “Ok”.

Review the CD4 count threshold for eligibility for treatment by age, under “Child” in the
‘Eligibility for treatment tab’.   Then click “Ok”.  

To input incidence, you may do so through the ‘Configuration’ choice in the drop-down menu
under Incidence or through the ‘Direct incidence option’ in the same menu.  The ‘Direct
incidence option’ also allows for the input of prevalence, if the user chooses to do so instead
of incidence.

The  ‘Sex/Age pattern’ and ‘Advance options’ default values should also be reviewed, but it is
unlikely that the user will want to deviate from the default values provided by research
experts.   When finished, click “Ok” in the bottom left hand corner of the screen.  Under the
‘Home’ tab of the spectrum menu select “Save projection’ and choose the projection you have
just altered (i.e. Senegal-AIM).

Display results

From the modules tab of the Spectrum menu, select LiST.

Choose the display of interest.  Typically one will want to look at ‘Additional Deaths prevented
in children under 5 years of age relative to impact year’, which is under ‘Child’ in the ‘Results’
tab.  

The lives saved by each intervention is the difference between the baseline and the AIM
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projection.  In the example below, PMTCT saved 3,109 – 2,051 = 1,058 lives. 

6.4.8 FamPlan-LiST analysis

Open Spectrum and then open the country projection of interest

Go to the modules tab of the Spectrum menu and select LiST.

Click the Configuration tab.

Do NOT change the “base year of coverage” unless you have new cause-of-death data.  The
‘First year of intervention program’ is the baseline year from which you want to calculate your
scale-up from.  Click “OK” when finished.

Click “Close”.  Under the “home” tab of the Spectrum menu, select ‘Save Projection As’ and
rename the file twice. 

Choose the new file that you just saved 

Under the home tab of the Spectrum menu select “Open projection” and choose the new file
that you have just saved.

Choose “Load and rename” when a window pops up that asks “Projection is already loaded,
what would you like to do?”

Rename the file twice to indicate that you are doing an FamPlan analysis.  

When you are finished you should have two projections, with different names, but with
identical data.  You will see the projection names at the bottom right corner of the screen.

Begin work in FamPlan

From the modules tab of the Spectrum menu, select FamPlan.

Choose the projection in which you want to change the family planning information.

If you plan on altering the Contraceptive Prevalence Rate (CPR) in your population, click on
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the ‘Goal’ tab.

By default, the CPR is set to match the values in the most recent survey and then extrapolated
to the end of the projection to maintain the UN Population division TFR estimates.  Change the
values in the target year and use the interpolate and duplicate functions as needed. Click
“OK”.

If you want to change the proportion of women using different methods for contraception,
click on the ‘Family Planning’ tab.

Choose the ‘Method Mix’ tab under the "Family planning" menu item.  Adjust the proportions
of women using different contraceptive methods.  The total must equal to 100%.  Use the
duplicate, interpolate and normalize functions as needed. When finished, Click “OK”.  

NOTE: If you have a different goal, i.e. TFR, or unmet need, you will need to visit the
‘Configuration’ button first and read the FamPlan manual.

Display results

From the modules tab of the Spectrum menu, select LiST.

Choose the display of interest.  Typically one will want to look at ‘Deaths in children under 5
years of age’, which is under ‘Child’ in the ‘Results’ tab.

As you can see below, there are fewer deaths in the population in which the contraceptive
prevalence was increased.  This occurs due to the reduction in the number of pregnancies
and births.  There is no impact on the mortality rates.

6.4.9 Subnational projection

It is often of interest to model a small portion of a country, either a state, province or other subnational
area.  Additional data are needed to correctly adjust the demographic and other module input data.

Collect data on:

Population of the sub-national region and Population of the nation in the same year

TFR of the sub-national region and the TFR of the nation in the same year

CPR of the sub-national region and the CPR of the nation in the same year (option: if you are
using the family planning module)
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HIV prevalence and HIV treatment data in the sub-national region and HIV prevalence and HIV
treatment data in the nation in the same year (optional: only needed if you are using the AIM
module OR there is a significant HIV epidemic)

Births, population information and census data since 1970 (optional: to be used as quality control)

Open the country projection of interest and enter AIM data

Go to the Home tab of the Spectrum menu, and use ‘Open projection’ to open the national
projection of interest. 

Run any ‘result’ in the entire software to ensure that this is an active projection.

For PMTCT, Adult ART, and Child treatment: All numbers need to be converted into percents. 
First, confirm that there is a non-zero value in the row ‘Calculated mothers needing PMTCT”.  

At the bottom right of the PMTCT tab, click ‘Convert values’. Repeat on each of the Adult ART and
Child treatment tabs.

Under the incidence tab, select “Direct incidence input”.

Copy the ‘HIV incidence’ trend into Excel.  Multiply by the ratio of the sub-national region to the
national.  Paste these new values back into the HIV incidence row.

NOTE: If you have sub-national treatment data in numbers, you should enter of the va lues
directly, but do this AFTER making the population changes.  You must use a standard projection
starting prior to the HIV  epidem ic or assume that the HIV  incidence is 0.

Edit DemProj data 

Go to the ‘Home’ tab of the Spectrum menu and select DemProj.  Go to ‘Demographic Data’.

Change the ‘International Migration’ values to 0.

Multiply the ‘First year population’ by the ratio of the sub-national region to the national   (The
ratio value should be between 0 and 1).

NOTE: If there is note linking TFR to FamPlan, you must go to the Projection Manager and turn
FamPlan off (uncheck the box).  Once you have completed step 3, you may return to the
Projection Manager and turn FamPlan on (recheck the box).

Copy the ‘TFR’ trend into Excel and multiply by the ratio of the Sub-national TFR to the national
TFR (value likely to be 0.6 to 1.4).  Replace the old TFR values with these new ones.

Edit FamPlan (if needed)

If the ‘CPR’ in the sub-national region is significantly different than that found in the national area,
one should also replace the CPR with the sub-national value.  If possible, collect data from
multiple surveys and calibrate at multiple points.  Assume that the time when contraception was
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first used is the same in the sub-national region as in the nation.

HINT : If you have census data or other data w hich confirms the tota l population or the tota l
births, check that now .  If the va lues are different, then make m inor adjustments to the va lues
discussed above.  This is a tr ia l and error process. A lso, remember to check the number of HIV
deaths compared to any data you have available.

Edit the LiST data

Once the AIM, FamPlan and DemProj modules are correct for the subnational area, you must
enter all of the LiS T data as well.  

This should typically include: mortality rates, causes of death, coverage estimates, baseline
severe wasting and stunting rates.
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6.5 Goals

6.5.1 What is Goals?

The Goals model is intended to support strategic planning at the national level by providing a tool to link
program goals and funding. The model can help answer several key questions:

How much funding is required to achieve the goals of the strategic plan?

What goals can be achieved with the available resources?

What is the effect of alternate patterns of resource allocation on the achievement of program goals?

The Goals model does not provide all the answers. It is intended to assist planners in understanding the
effects of funding levels and allocation patterns on program impact. The model can help planners
understand how funding levels and patterns can lead to reductions in HIV incidence and prevalence and
improved coverage of treatment, care and support programs. It does not, however, calculate the
“optimum” allocation pattern or recommend a specific allocation of resources between prevention, care
and mitigation. 

Goals is intended for use by national programs to explore the effects of different funding levels and
patterns on national goals. It is generally implemented by a multi-disciplinary team composed of
participants with various areas of expertise (demography, epidemiology, health finance, planning)
representing different aspects of society (government, civil society, private sector, donors). A technical
team works together to implement the model for the first time. Then the model is used in interactive
workshops with planners and stakeholders to explore the effects of different program configurations on
the provision of care and support and the prevention of new HIV infections. Through this interaction
participants gain a better understanding of the dynamics of funding and impact. This prepares them to
develop realistic budgets and goals that reflect their priorities. A typical application may take two weeks
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to set up the model, which can then be used with occasional updating to support annual planning
exercises and ad hoc studies. 

Designing and implementing national program HIV/AIDS is complex and important. Prevention, treatment,
and palliative care costs are a significant component of the health budget.  In most national strategic
plans, although the activities to be undertaken are clearly outlined, these activities are not tied to specific
prevalence goals the countries want to attain. By projecting estimates of future program needs, Goals can
help planners respond to changes in intervention, care, and drug therapy funding.  It should be noted that
when trying to provide high-quality HIV/AIDS services, political, legal, and ethical considerations
sometimes take priority over economic issues in determining the most cost-effective resource allocation
pattern.

Designing and incorporating an HIV/AIDS program into strategic plan goals is a complicated process
requiring skilled and dedicated personnel, appropriate technologies, legislation, infrastructure, and
adequate funds. Note that, although Goals can be used to show how the distribution of funds will affect
HIV/AIDS prevalence and coverage, it does not imply that program goals can be achieved merely by

allocating the necessary funds.  

6.5.2 Why make Goals projections?

The Goals model may be used for several purposes. Millions of dollars are spent annually to prevent HIV
infection without a thorough understanding of the most effective way to allocate these funds.  Therefore,
one reason to use the Goals model is to estimate the impact of budget decisions on the achievement of
HIV/AIDS program goals.  By anticipating the consequences and trade-offs of allocation options, Goals
can support the decision making process and may include the following activities:

Estimating reductions in HIV prevalence 

Estimating increases in coverage of essential care and treatment services 

Allocating resources between prevention and care programs

Setting priorities for high-risk populations

By understanding how resources need to be spent to achieve proposed goals, these simulations can help
planners choose goals that are attainable and useful. For example, information on the magnitude of the
economic effects of STIs on the prevalence and incidence of HIV may move the allocation of resources
away from other sectors and toward the health sector.

Another important use of the Goals model is the examination of alternative resource allocation strategies.
 Rather than simply project current expenditures into the future, the analyst can ask, “How much funding
is required to achieve national coverage for the most cost-effective interventions? How much funding is
required to provide palliative care to everyone who needs it? How many pregnant women can be treated
with ARV to prevent maternal-to-child transmission? Would the allocation of additional expenditures to
ART have a significant impact on HIV prevalence goals?"

The Goals model is not intended to replace the tools and techniques used in day-to-day operations. It is
intended to support policy dialogue about the allocation of resources and its contribution to achieving the
goals of the HIV/AIDS national strategic plan. It is designed to support discussion of long-term issues,
such as reduction in HIV incidence and prevalence, the implications of initiating ART, alternative options in
preventing mother-to-child transmission, and the funding requirements to meet national HIV and STI
health goals. 
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6.5.3 Steps in making a Goals projection

There are six major steps involved in using Goals:

1. Form a national team to implement the model. The model needs to be implemented by a national
team that can be trained in the use of the model and can apply it to the national strategic plan.
This team will generally receive some initial training in the use of the model and then extensive
training as the model is set up and used. Ideally the model will be implemented by a multi-
disciplinary team composed of participants with various areas of expertise (demography,
epidemiology, health finance, planning) representing different aspects of society (government,
civil society, private sector, donors).

2. Collect data on HIV/STI prevalence, sexual behavior, and the costs of prevention and care
programs. The Goals model contains a large amount of information obtained from published
studies on the cost and impact of prevention and care programs. This information can be used or
replaced with locally available data. It also requires national data on the population size and
distribution, adult HIV and STI prevalence and sexual behavior (e.g., condom use and number of
partners).  

3. Adapt the model to the national strategic plan. The model is designed to show the consequences
of allocating funds to various prevention, care and treatment programs. To do this, the activities
in the strategic plan need to be linked (or mapped) to the categories in the model. This may
require adding some line items for activities that are in the plan but not in the model, or mapping
the budget categories in the plan to those used in the model. 

4. Enter data specific to Goals. Once the data described in step 2 are collected for the current year
and decisions are made about funding options and adapting the model to the activities in the
strategic plan, the data are entered into the Goals model.

5. Conduct resource allocation workshops. In most applications the model will be used in a
workshop with decision makers. The workshop will be an interactive session where participants
will try out different resource allocation strategies and observe the consequences. Participants
may use the model to examine different types of issues, such as “Which prevention interventions
are most cost-effective?” “How many people are receiving palliative care with the current
allocation?” “How many people can be treated with ART with available funds? How would that
change if drug prices were lower?” As various options are tested with the model the participants
will gain a better understanding of the trade-offs involved and the amount of funding required to
achieve the goals. 

6. Follow-up on workshop outcomes. A variety of workshop outcomes are possible. Ideally the
model is applied as part of the overall strategic planning process. In this case the model may
continue to be used as goals are revised and funding plans are developed. The workshop may
result in a new budget for the plan, or a commitment to raise additional funds to pay for essential
programs. Reports and presentations may need to be prepared in order to disseminate the
results to national decision makers, donors and program partners. 

6.5.4 Goals input editors

6.5.4.1 Configuration

You need to provide values for those inputs that are required to estimate the impact of prevention
interventions. These include the "Base year of coverage", the "Secondary school enrollment rate" and the
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"Percent of adults in formal sector employment".  "Base year of coverage" can be found on the Goals
configuration editor, while "Secondary school enrollment rate" and "Percent of adults in formal sector
employment" are found on the General Population tab of the Population sizes editor in the Resource
Needs Module.

Base year of coverage: You directly enter key behaviors (condom use, number of partners,
age at first sex, needle sharing) for all years up to and including the ‘Base year of coverage’.
These behaviors will be calculated for all years after the ‘Base year of coverage’ based on
intervention coverage and impact. Thus, you should usually set this to be the current year or the
last year for which you have coverage data for behavioral interventions (condom promotion,
outreach, VCT, etc.)

Number of MSM risk groups: For most applications this should be set to ‘One group’.
However, if you have enough information you can divide the MSM group into four activity groups
based on the frequency of partner change: Low, Medium, High and MSM/IDU. 

Secondary school enrollment: The percentage of children of secondary school age enrolled in
secondary school. This is used to determine the impact of population eligible for school-based
AIDS education.

Percent of adults in formal sector employment: The percentage of all adults 15-49 who
are employed in the formal sector. This is used to determine the population potentially reachable
through work place prevention programs. 

6.5.4.2 Epidemiology

6.5.4.2.1  Epidemiology

Under the Epidemiology tab, you can review and set the key epidemiological parameter values. In many
cases you can accept the default values provided. More detail on the source of these values is available in
the Method section of the Goals Manual.

You should set the "Epidemic Start Year" to the first year of the epidemic. This is the first year when
prevalence is significantly larger than zero. Often this can be approximated by 2-3 years before first AIDS
case report. 

6.5.4.2.2  HIV prevalence

Under the HIV prevalence tab you can enter any survey or surveillance data available on HIV
prevalence in the different risk groups. For example if you have a national household survey that
measured HIV prevalence you would be able to enter values for that year for "Total Males", "Total
Females", and "Adults". You should only enter data for the years in which it was measured. You do not
need to interpolate to fill in intervening years. Zeros in this editor are equivalent to "No Data". The data
you enter here are used to compare against the model results in order to see how the model fits the
actual data. These data are not used in the model calculations. 

6.5.4.2.3  STI prevalence

Under the STI prevalence tab you can enter information on the prevalence of STIs (sexually transmitted
infections). Unlike the data on HIV prevalence, the data on STI prevalence are used in the calculations.
Therefore you must enter data for all years and all risk groups. The presence of STIs increases the
probability of HIV transmission. 
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6.5.4.2.4  Blood transfusion

Under the Blood transfusion tab you can enter information on the number of people infected with HIV
through contaminated blood transfusions. In most countries this accounts for only a small portion of new
infections and, therefore, this section can be ignored. However, in a few countries this has been a key
source of new infection and should be addressed here. 

6.5.4.3 Behavior

6.5.4.3.1  Behavior

Behavior

Here you specify the distribution of the population by risk group. For both males and females the risk
group proportions must sum to 100.0. Information on the sizes of risk groups may be available from
national surveys, behavioral surveillance surveys, or other size estimation activities. This information is
available for most countries since it is used in preparing national prevalence estimates. A summary is
provided below. 

Estimates of population sizes by region 

(MSM and clients as % of male pop; FSW as % of female pop)

Source: Sexually Transmitted Infections, 2006 Jun; 82 (suppl)3; Mathers B et al Lancet 2008,
372:1733-1745.

Average duration of behavior (years)

Also in this editor you specify the average time spent in the risk group. For most risk groups the duration
will be "Lifetime". However, for some risk groups, most notably "Female high risk" duration in the risk
group is usually only 2-10 years. In these cases you should click the radio button next to the box and
enter the average number of years in the risk group in the box. The table below summarizes information
on time in risk group from a number of studies. 

Estimates of time in most-at-risk populations by region
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 Source: Fazito E et al. Forthcoming

6.5.4.3.2  Injecting drug user

In this editor you enter the percent of IDU that share needles and the force of infection for male and
female IDU. The force of infection is used to determine the spread of HIV among IDU. The value can vary
between 0 and 1. There is no direct way to determine this input. You need to try different values and
examine the resulting IDU prevalence curves to determine the correct values. Typical values in countries
with serious HIV epidemics among IDU start at 0.35 – 0.50 and usually decline with time as the highest
risk population becomes infected first. 

6.5.4.3.3  Condom use

In this editor you enter the proportion of sex acts in each risk group in which condoms are used. You
have two options for specifying condom use: "Use interpolated values" requires you to enter values for
each year of the analysis while "Use logistics curve" allows you to create curves to describe the changes
in condom use over time. The curves are displayed in the lower portion of the screen. The parameters of
the curves are:

Initial value. Condom use at the beginning of the epidemic. Usually this is nearly zero.

Final value. The percentage of acts covered by condom use today.

Growth rate. The speed at which condom use increased from the initial value to the final value.
The higher the value the more quickly the transition happens. Typical values would be between 0.5
– 0.8.

Growth location. The parameter determines when most of the change took place. A low value,
such as 0.1, will cause the growth to be recent, a higher value, such as 0.9, will cause it to start
earlier. 
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Years to final value. The number of years it takes to get from the initial value in the first year of
the projection to the final value today. This determines when the curve stabilizes at the final
value. 

6.5.4.3.4  Number of partners

The average number of different sexual partners per year for each risk group. This is generally 1 for low
risk groups and higher for the medium and high risk populations.  

6.5.4.3.5  Sex acts per partner

The number of sex acts per partner per year. Note that this is not the total number of sex acts per year
but the number of acts per partner. For low risk populations, with one partner, it will be the same as the
number of sex acts per year. For groups with more than one partner the number of sex acts per year will
be the average number of partners multiplied by the number of acts per partner. The number of sex acts
and partners should be balanced within risk groups. Thus, within the medium and high risk populations
the total number of sex acts for men and women should be the same. The total number of sex acts is the
number of partners multiplied by the number of acts per partner multiplied by the proportion of the
population in the risk group.

6.5.4.3.6  Age at f irst sex

The average age at first sex. This is usually available from national household surveys such as
Demographic and Health Surveys. 

6.5.4.3.7  Increased recruitment

The proportion of those becoming sexually active who enter each risk group is initially determined by the
proportion of the total population in that risk group. However, since those in the highest risk groups will
have higher mortality than those in the lowest risk groups, the proportion of the population in the high
risk groups will decline over time. In some cases, when the high risk behavior is defined by an
occupation, such as a sex worker, truck driver or miner, new people will be recruited to replace anyone
who dies from AIDS. Thus the proportion in these risk groups may not decline over time due to
replacement. In this editor you can specify the proportion of mortality that is replaced by more
recruitment into the high risk population group.

6.5.4.3.8  Percent married

In this editor you specify the proportion of those in each risk group that are married or in a long term
union. For the low risk population this will be 1.0. For higher risk populations it will usually be less than
one but not zero. 

6.5.4.4 Coverage

In the Coverage tab you specify the coverage of each intervention, where coverage is the percentage of
the eligible population reached by the intervention. The first year of the editor is the year you specified in
the Configuration editor as the "Base year of coverage". The impact of these interventions on the key
behaviors is determined by the increase in coverage from the first year. If coverage is constant then
behaviors will not change from the base year. 
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6.5.4.4.1  General population

See General population coverage for RNM.

6.5.4.4.2  Most-at-risk populations

See Most-at-risk populations coverage for RNM.

6.5.4.4.3  Medical services

See Medical services coverage for RNM.

6.5.4.4.4  Male circumcision

In this editor you enter the proportion of males that are circumcised. This figure is usually constant from
the first year of the projection until 2010 and then may change after 2010 if there is a program to expand
medical male circumcision.

See Male circumcision coverage for RNM.

6.5.4.4.5  PrEP

Pre-exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP)

Pre-exposure prophylaxis refers to drugs take by uninfected individuals to reduce the chance of becoming
infected with HIV. The four products included in the Goals model are:

Oral PrEP: A once daily pill taken orally containing either tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF) or a
combination pill with both TDF and emtricitabine. In 2011 two trials, Partners PrEP and CDC TDF2,
demonstrated effectiveness of oral PrEP in preventing HIV transmission in heterosexual contact.
Earlier the iPrEx study showed the effectiveness of oral PrEP in men who have sex with men. 

Gel: Drugs to prevent HIV infection may also be administered to women as vaginal gels. The
CAPRISA 004 trial showed efficacy of tenofovir gel in preventing HIV in women but the VOICE trial
did not find evidence of effectiveness. These gels are also known as microbicides. 

Ring: Research is underway to develop a vaginal ring for women, similar to the contraceptive ring,
which would release prophylactic drugs over time. 

Injectable: A key finding from PrEP studies to date is that effectiveness is very dependent on
adherence. Low levels of adherence have been seen in trials of oral PrEP, reducing its
effectiveness. Research is underway to develop an injectable form of PrEP that might provide
protection for one month or longer. 

  The implementation of PrEP in Goals involves three sets of inputs.

Coverage: Coverage refers to the percentage of the population using any form of PrEP. Coverage
is specified by sex, risk group and year. Coverage should be zero until the year a product first
becomes available. Coverage can be zero in some groups and not in others. For example, to
simulate a PrEP program for MSM coverage among MSM could be set to some target value, say
30%, while coverage in all other groups remains at zero. If more than one product is implemented
then coverage is the combined percentage of the population using any of the products. 
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Method mix: Method mix describes the distribution of PrEP users by product. It should always sum
to 100%. The mix can change with time. For example, if oral PrEP were introduced in 2014 then
the method mix would show 100% for oral PrEP and zero for injectable, gel and ring. If a gel is
introduced later, in 2017 for example, then the method mix might be 50% oral and 50% gel for
women. For men it would remain 100% oral. You can access the method mix editor for any risk
group by double clicking on the name of the risk group.

Effectiveness: Effectiveness is a combination of two inputs: efficacy and adherence. Efficacy
refers to the reduction in the chance of becoming infected given perfect use. Adherence refers to
the proportion of users that practice recommended use. The combination of the two factors is the
effectiveness of PrEP in reducing the probability of becoming infected. 

Goals contains default distributions for method mix based on current thinking about dates of introduction.
You can use these default patterns and just enter coverage by sex and risk group. If you want to change
the method mix for any risk group, double click on the name of the risk group. That will cause an editor
to appear allowing you to change the method mix. 

If you want to apply the same coverage, method mix and effectiveness assumptions to several different
Spectrum projections you can do that with the "Read from file" option. This option allows you to read all
the coverage, method mix and effectiveness information from a text file save in the CSV format (an Excel
format). This file needs to be in a specific format. You can create a PrEP coverage file easily by first filling
in all the information in the PrEP editor and then selected "Save to CSV file". This will write the
information in the PrEP editor to a file which you can then read into other Spectrum projections. 

6.5.4.4.6  Vaccines

If you want to consider the potential impact of future vaccines you can specific the efficacy, target

population, mode of action and coverage in the Vaccine editor.

6.5.4.4.7  Treatment

Eligibility for treatment

Enter the CD4 count threshold that defines eligibility for treatment by year. 

ART Coverage

The Antiretorviral therapy editor is used to enter ART coverage.  This can be done by entering a number/
percent for each year or by entering the CD4 count for each category for each year. 

If you opt to use number/percent you would enter either the number of adults receiving ART by year or
the coverage of ART (the percentage of those eligible receiving treatment). Typically you would enter the
number on ART for the historical period and either numbers or percentages for the future. Do not enter
both numbers and percents in the same year. The entry on migration from first to second line is the
proportion of those on first line ARVs moving to second line regimens each year. This is used only for the
calculation of the costs of treatment. 

See Treatment coverage for RNM.
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6.5.4.5 Impact matrix

In the Impact matrix tab you can view and change any of the values in the impact matrix. 

The impact of behavior change is expressed in the transmission equation by the variables for condom
use, Cc, and the number of partners, n. Behavior change interventions can also affect age at first sex,
which determines when people become sexually active, and needle sharing among IDUs, which
determines the proportion of injecting drug users that is susceptible to infection. 

The impact of interventions on each of these behaviors is determined by an impact matrix that describes
the impact of each intervention on each behavior for each risk group. The impact matrix is based on an
extensive literature search and describes behavior changes for each behavior and each risk group. 

For condoms, impact is calculated as a reduction in the non-use of condoms in order to allow for the
aggregation of impacts when several interventions are present. Thus, condom use is calculated as one
minus the non-use of condoms in the base year multiplied by the product across all interventions of the
increase in coverage of each intervention and its impact on condom non-use.

The impact on the number of sexual partners is determined as the number of partners in the base year
multiplied by the product of the increase in coverage and the impact of each intervention. 

The impact on age at first sex is calculated as age at first sex in the base year multiplied by the product
of the increase in coverage and the impact of each intervention. 

Similarly the impact on needle sharing is calculated as the proportion sharing needles in the base year
multiplied by the product of the increase in coverage and the impact of each intervention. 

6.5.4.6 Unit costs

6.5.4.6.1  General population

See General population unit costs for RNM.

6.5.4.6.2  Most-at-risk populations

See Most-at-risk populations unit costs for RNM.
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6.5.4.6.3  Medical services

See Medical services unit costs for RNM.

6.5.4.6.4  Male circumcision

See Male circumcision unit costs for RNM.

6.5.4.6.5  PrEP

6.5.4.6.6  Vaccines

6.5.4.6.7  PMTCT

See PMTCT unit costs for RNM.

6.5.4.6.8  Treatment

See Treatment unit costs for RNM.

6.5.5 Fitting the epidemic

Once all the inputs have been entered in Goals you need to fit the model to the epidemic. This involves
comparing the model output to the surveillance and survey data and, if necessary, adjusting some of the
inputs to better match available data. You can easily compare the model results to available data using
the Model fitting selection under the Results menu. When you select this option you will see a display
like the following:
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This display compares adult HIV prevalence as estimated by Goals in the red line, to the data on
prevalence that you entered into the HIV prevalence tab of the Epidemiology editor, shown with the
triangles. This particular display shows prevalence among all adults, but you can also display prevalence
for any risk group by making an appropriate selection under Configure. Note that you can also examine
trends in prevalence for all risk groups at once by selecting "Results – Current Infections – Prevalence all
risk groups".

If the model does not fit the data well there are a number of changes that you can make to improve the
fit. 

Size of initial pulse of infection. A larger or smaller value will provide a faster or slower start
to the epidemic.

Epidemic start year. Changes will allow the epidemic to start earlier or later. 

Transmission of HIV per act (female to male). A larger value will raise the entire prevalence
curve while a smaller value will produce lower prevalence. 

Primary infection. A larger value will raise the prevalence curve while a smaller value will
reduce it. 

STI prevalence. The pattern of decline in STI prevalence will affect the shape of the prevalence
curve. 

IDU force of infection. To fit the IDU prevalence trend, adjust the male and female force of
infection in the Behavior - IDU editor. 

Condom use. Changing the trend in condom use will change the shape of the prevalence curve. 

Number of partners. Raising the number of partners for medium or high risk groups will
increase prevalence among those groups. 

Acts per partner. Raising the values will increase prevalence. Coital frequency among low risk
population is usually measured at 60 – 110 acts per year. Since recent data on coital frequency
are often lacking you may wish to try different values in this range to adjust prevalence among
the low risk population. 

Percent married. Higher values of percent married will produce higher prevalence in the low
risk population and low values will produce lower prevalence in the low risk group. 

6.5.6 Methodology

6.5.6.1 Introduction

The Goals model is intended to support national and international planning for HIV programs by
projecting the expected impact and cost of combinations of prevention and treatment programs. It
contains a transmission model that calculates the number of new HIV infections over time as a result of
sexual and injecting drug transmission. It links to the AIM model to also calculate new child infections due
to mother-to-child transmission. Goals can be used to investigate the impact and cost of scaling up
different interventions at different rates. The model is intended to support planning efforts by providing
information to answer key questions such as:

How much can we reduce the number of new infections by scaling up a defined package of

interventions?
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How much will it cost?

What goals can be achieved with expected resources?

How would alternate patterns of resource allocation affect the impact and cost?

What is the expected impact of new methods of HIV prevention such as pre-exposure prophylaxis

(PrEP) or vaccines?

The Goals model is implemented as a module within the Spectrum model. It interacts with other modules
in Spectrum. The demographic projection module, DemProj, performs demographic calculations and
provides information on the size of the adult population and the number of people becoming adults, aging
out of the 15-49 age group and dying from non-AIDS causes. The AIM module uses incidence as
calculated by Goals to project the additional indicators such as new child infections due to mother-to-child
transmission. 

6.5.6.2 Structure

The Goals model simulates an HIV epidemic in an adult population aged 15-49. The focus is on this
population because most new infections occur in this age group and most survey data on sexual behavior
refer to this age group. The adult population is disaggregated by sex and risk group. People enter the
model at age 15 and are assumed to not be sexually active until they reach the median age at first sex.
Then they are allocated to one of the five risk groups, as shown in Figure 1. The categories were chosen
because they are epidemiologically important and information on the proportion of population in the three
of the categories (stable couples, multiple partners and sex worker and clients) is available from national
surveys. 

The risk groups are defined by the behaviors specified in each application, so almost any risk structure
might be modeled. However, in practice the standard risk groups are those shown in Figure 1. S table
couples are men and women reporting a single partner in the last year. The multiple partner category
refers to those who report more than one partner in the last year but are not in any of the higher risk
categories. S ex w orkers and clients refers to female sex workers and male clients. MS M refers to men
who have sex with men. IDU refers to injecting drug users. While any individual may belong to more than
one group, people are classified according to their highest risk. 

Figure 1. Risk Structure of Goals
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Once a person joins a risk group he or she remains in that risk group until aging out at age 50, dying
from non-AIDS cases, dying from AIDS or changing behavior. Behavior change allows people to move
from one risk group to a lower risk group. Duration in a risk group may be specified as lifetime or as an
average number of years. For example, duration in sex work might be set to 5 or 10 years. Those leaving
the highest risk groups (sex work, MSM, IDU) move to the medium risk group (casual sex) and those
leaving the casual sex group move to the stable couples risk group. 

6.5.6.3 Sexual transmission of HIV

Transmission of HIV from an infected partner to an uninfected partner depends on the characteristics of
both partners and the partnership, as shown in Figure 2. For the susceptible partner the important
characteristics are the number of partners, if male whether he is circumcised, and whether or not new
prevention methods, such as PrEP or vaccines, are used. Transmission from the infected partner is
affected by the stage of infection (primary, asymptomatic, or symptomatic), whether the partner is
receiving ART and whether the partner has been vaccinated with an HIV vaccine that reduces
infectiousness. Characteristics of the partnership that influence transmission are the number of acts per
partner per year, whether either partner has a sexually transmitted infection, the type of contact
(heterosexual, MSM or needle sharing) and condom use. 

Figure 2. Characteristics determining transmission of HIV

New infections, I, are calculated as the susceptible population, X , multiplied by the probability of
becoming infected, t.

Where
s = Sex, male or female

k = Risk group

t = Time

The probability of transmission to an uninfected partner during one year, t, is given by the equation
below. 
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Where
Ps’,k,t = HIV prevalence in the partner population of risk group k at time t

r = Base probability of HIV transmission per act

Rt = Multiplier for the effect of stage of infection

Ck,t = Multiplier for effect of condom use

MCk,t = Multiplier for effect of male circumcision

Sk,t = Multiplier for effect of sexually transmitted infections

Prk,t = Multiplier for effect of PrEP

Vk,t = Multiplier for effect of HIV vaccines

a = Number of acts per partner per year

n = Number of partners per year

Prevalence in the partner population is defined differently for each risk group. For sex workers or clients
and those with multiple partners, it is the prevalence of the population of the opposite sex in the same
risk group. For MSM it is the prevalence in the MSM group. For stable couples the prevalence in the
partner population is a weighted average of the prevalence in each risk group P multiplied by the
proportion of contacts with that risk group A. 

For those in stable relationships the proportion of contacts with each risk group is calculated from the
number of people in each risk group Nk and the proportion married m. 

The effect of stage of infection is calculated as a weighted average of infectiousness by stage i and the

proportion of the population in each stage. 

Where
Yi,k,s,t = HIV+ population in stage i risk group k sex s at time t.

IMi = Infectiousness multiplier of stage i

The stages are primary infection, asymptomatic, symptomatic (CD4 count < 200 cells/µl) and on ART. 
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The impact of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) is calculated from the prevalence of STIs in either
partner and the increase in transmission when STIs are present.  

Where
Sm = Multiplier on the probability of transmission when either partner has an STI

Spk,t = Proportion of risk group k with an STI at time t

6.5.6.4 Transmission among injecting drug users

The probability of transmission through drug injections is determined by a force of infection variable that
expresses the rate of contact between sharing groups, f, the prevalence of HIV among IDU P, the
multiplier for stage of infection R and any effects of new technologies such as vaccines V  or PrEP Pr.

6.5.6.5 Impact of biomedical interventions

The impacts of biomedical interventions are included in the transmission equation by the multipliers for
condoms, C, male circumcision, MC, PrEP, Pr, and vaccines, V . The calculation of each multiplier follows
the same form, (1 – effectiveness) multiplied by the percentage of the population covered.

Where 
Ce = Condom effectiveness

Cck,t = Proportion of risk group k using condoms at time t

Similarly,

6.5.6.6 Impact of behavior change interventions

The impact of behavior change is expressed in the transmission equation by the variables for condom
use, Cc, and the number of partners, n. Behavior change interventions can also affect age at first sex,
which determines when people become sexually active, and needle sharing among IDUs, which
determined the proportion of injecting drug users that is susceptible to infection. 

The impact of interventions on each of these behaviors is determined by an impact matrix that describes
the impact of each intervention on each behavior for each risk group. The impact matrix is based on an
extensive literature search which is described in detail elsewhere1.

The impact matrix describes behavior changes for each behavior and each risk group as shown in Tables
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1-4 below. 

For condoms, Table 1, impact is calculated as a reduction in the non-use of condoms in order to allow for
the aggregation of impacts when several interventions are present. Thus, condom use is calculated as
one minus the non-use of condoms in the base year multiplied by the product across all interventions of
the increase in coverage of each intervention and it impact on condom non-use:

Table 1. Reduction in Non-Use of Condoms when Exposed to Behavioral Interventions

The impact on the number of sexual partners (Table 2) is determined as the number of partner in the
base year multiplied by the product of the increase in coverage and the impact of each intervention. 

Table 2. Reduction in Number of Partners per Year when Exposed to Behavioral Interventions

The impact on age at first sex, Table 3, is calculated as age at first sex in the base year multiplied by the
product of the increase in coverage and the impact of each intervention. 
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Table 3. Increase in Age at First Sex When Exposed to Behavioral Interventions

Similarly the impact on needle sharing, Table 4, is calculated as the proportion sharing needles in the
base year multiplied by the product of the increase in coverage and the impact of each intervention. 

Table 4. Reductions in Unsafe Injecting Behaviors When Exposed to Behavioral Interventions

6.5.6.7 Progression of HIV-infected population

The HIV+ population is tracked by CD4 count. The model structure has seven CD4 compartments as
shown below. The compartments were selected on the basis of eligibility criteria and mortality patterns. 

We assume that most newly infected people start with CD4 counts above 500, although some portion, p,
can start at 350-499. The transition probabilities λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5 and λ6 represent the probability of
progressing from one CD4 category to the next. In each category there is some probability of death from
HIV-related causes, designated as µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4, µ5, µ6 and µ7 as well as a chance of death from non-
AIDS causes, µ0 (not shown in the figure). The probability of HIV-related death increases as CD4 counts
decrease.

The number of people in the different CD4 count categories represents the HIV-infected population not on
ART. The number of people eligible for treatment is the number in each CD4 count category that is below
the recommended level for initiating ART. 

Depending on the eligibility criterion and the level of first line ART coverage, a percentage of those
eligible for treatment will start first line ART (c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7). Those on ART are categorized by
their CD4 count at the initiation of treatment. The model does not track the temporal decline of CD4
counts of those on treatment. Those on first line ART have a probability of failure depending on their CD4
count at initiation, α1, α2, α3, α4, α5, α6 and α7.
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The number starting ART each year is determined by the assumed coverage and the number of people in
the eligible for treatment. We assume that those starting on ART will be distributed among the eligible
CD4 categories such that an equal percentage of people in each eligible CD4 category initiate treatment. 

Figure 3: Model of HIV-infected population, eligibility for ART and HIV-related mortality

6.5.6.8 Allocation of new ART patients by CD4 count

The number of people on ART in each year is an input to Spectrum. It is used to determine the number
of people newly starting ART in each year in order to achieve the specified number of patients. New ART
patients need to be allocated across CD4 categories. Information from treatment cohorts on the
distribution of new patients by CD4 count is based on a time when almost all countries defined eligibility
for treatment as those with CD4 counts under 200. As most countries are now moving to the new WHO
guidelines as <350, past patterns may not indicate future patterns. 

We have considered two options for allocating new ART patients by CD4 count:

1. Start the same proportion on ART from each eligible CD4 category

2. Allocate new ART patients on the basis of expected AIDS mortality without ART

When comparing the two methods with data from southern Africa treatment sites it appears that the first
method (allocating an equal proportion from all eligible CD4 categories) tends to under-estimate the
number starting at low CD4 counts and over-estimate those starting at higher CD4 counts. Weighting the
allocations by expected AIDS mortality produced the opposite results, there are too many starting at low
CD4 counts and too few at higher CD4 counts. An average of the two methods produces a pattern that
matches the data reasonably well. Therefore, Spectrum calculates allocations according to both methods
and averages the results. 

6.5.6.9 Demographic processes

People enter the model when they reach age 15. The number of people reaching age 15 in each year is
provided to Goals from the demographic projection component of Spectrum. Similarly, people age out of
the adult population in Goals when they reach the age of 50. Those aging out at 50 are assumed to have
the same characteristics as the rest of the adult population in terms of risk group and HIV status. 

In addition to aging, adults in Goals are also subject to non-AIDS mortality which is supplied to Goals by
the demographic projection model in Spectrum based on age-specific non-AIDS mortality rates. 
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6.5.6.10 Parameter values

Values of key parameters and the sources are shown in Table 5. 

The time in each CD4 count category is shown in Table 7. These values have been determined by starting
with values in the published literature and then fitting the model to data from the ALPHA network.
Progression from infection to death is slower for young people than older people. The ALPHA network

analysis1 found a median time from infection to AIDS death of 12.8 years for those aged 15-24, 10.6
years for 25-34, 7.5 years for 35-44, and 56 years for 45+. They found no difference by sex once survival
was adjusted for age. We have used these data to develop parameter sets for these four age groups. 

A recent publication by Johansson et a l. summarizes data from 6 countries on mortality by CD4 count for
those not on ART. They found annual mortality of 0.8 (0.7-0.9) for those with CD4 counts <50 (from one
study in Thailand), 0.355 (0.335-0.375) for those with CD4 counts between 50 and 199 from 6 studies,
and 0.109 (0.093-0.125) for those with CD4 counts between 250 and 350 from six studies. 

Information on the rate of CD4 cell count decline is available from a several studies, with one providing
declines by CD4 category (Table 6).

Table 6. Annual declines in CD4 count among HIV-positive adults
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For this model the parameter values were determined by using the literature values as a starting point
and fitting the model to Weibull curves of progression to mortality by age from the ALPHA network. We
assumed that the rate of CD4 decline is constant across all categories and that mortality varies by CD4
category but not by age. The resulting parameter values are shown in Table 7. 

Table 7. Number of years in each CD4 count category by age and sex

Mortality while on ART has been estimated by the IeDEA (International Epidemiologic Database to
Evaluate AIDS) Consortium which has analyzed data from 50,000 patients in East Africa to determine
mortality of patients on ART by CD4 count at treatment initiation. In the future, mortality patterns will
become available for other regions: southern Africa, West Africa, Latin America and Asia. The actual
patterns used in Spectrum vary by age, sex and time on ART: 0-6 months, 7-12 months and more than
12 months as shown in Table 8. 

Table 8. Annual mortality (per 100 person-years) on ART by CD4 count, age, sex and time on
ART
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6.6 RNM

6.6.1 What is RNM?

The Resource Needs Model (RNM) is a computer program for projecting the costs of implementing an
HIV/AIDS program. The RNM can assist national-level strategic planning efforts by providing a tool and
methodology to examine the financial resources needed to implement a variety of prevention
interventions, care and treatment programs, mitigation efforts for orphans and vulnerable children (when
such programs are included as part of the HIV/AIDS strategy), and policy and program support.

The basic framework of the RNM was initially developed to estimate the costs of reaching the goals
stated at the United Nations General Assembly Special Session (UNGASS) on HIV/AIDS in June 2001.
Although initially the model estimated resources required for all low- and middle-income countries, over
time, it evolved into a country-specific model. Various interventions were also added over the last
decade, including post-exposure prophylaxis, universal precautions, safe medical injections, nutrition for
those on treatment, and health systems strengthening. In addition, collaborative and comprehensive
efforts resulted in the harmonization of the categories in the RNM and the National AIDS Spending
Assessments conducted by UNAIDS. 

The RNM projects the costs of various HIV/AIDS interventions, given assumptions about the sizes of
various populations groups, unit costs of interventions, and coverage targets. These projections then can
be used in graphic policy presentations intended to enhance knowledge of AIDS among policymakers and
to build support for effective prevention, treatment and care, and mitigation. The projection results are
usually transferred to presentation software, such as PowerPoint, for presentation to leadership
audiences. 

Before RNM can be used, both a demographic and an HIV/AIDS projection must be prepared. DemProj,
one of the Spectrum system of policy models, is first used to make the demographic projection; see the
DemProj manual for more information. The resulting age- and sex-specific population data are used in
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RNM as well as in making an AIM projection; see the AIM manual for more information. The 
Epidem iology section of AIM calculates the number of HIV infections, number needing treatment, and
orphans. This information is used in the T reatment section of the RNM to calculate the costs of treatment
for PMTCT, HIV/AIDS, and AIDS associated tuberculosis (TB) and opportunistic infections (OIs), and can
be used in the M itigation section to calculate the cost of providing services for orphans. Note that the
demographic projection is modified in turn by AIM through AIDS deaths and the impact of HIV infection on
fertility. Please see Figure 1 for a visual diagram of RNM.

RNM (and the entire Spectrum system of models) is designed to produce information useful for policy
formulation and dialogue within a framework of computer programs that are easy to use. The focus is
on generating information useful for policy and planning purposes rather than on carrying out detailed
research into the underlying processes involved. For this reason, the program is designed to be used by
program planners and policy analysts. RNM uses data that are readily available and requires little
technical expertise beyond what can be acquired through literature review and use of this manual.
RNM’s focus is on generating information useful for policy and planning purposes.

Figure 1:  RNM diagram

1 Schwartlander et al. (2001) “Resource Needs for HIV/AIDS,” S cience 292:2434-2436, 29 June 2001.

6.6.2 Why make RNM projections?

A key aspect of the policy process is recognizing that a problem exists and placing that problem on the
policy agenda. Projecting the financial requirements to address the HIV/AIDS epidemic can illustrate the
magnitude of the epidemic. Because the Spectrum family of models is interactive, a projection can also
show policymakers the impacts on other areas of development and the size of the impacts that could be
expected without effective action. RNM projections can illustrate the magnitude of the costs of
implementing different programs addressing the HIV/AIDS epidemic. 

Note that it is often useful to prepare more than one RNM projection, and sometimes several, for two
reasons. Projections are based on assumptions about the future levels of costs and other variables.
Because these are uncertain assumptions, it is often wise to consider low, medium and high variants of
each of these assumptions so that the range of plausible projections can be determined. In addition,
when RNM projections are used for policy dialogue, it is usually important to show the results of varying
coverage target rates, the main policy variables in the module. Through changing coverage rates, the
financial consequences of a varying mix of programs can be explored.
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6.6.3 Steps in making an RNM projection

There are eight key steps in making most RNM projections. The amount of time spent on each step may
vary, depending on the application, but most projection activities will include at least these eight steps. 

1. Prepare a demographic and HIV/AIDS epidemic projection. RNM requires both a population
projection prepared with DemProj and a projection of the HIV/AIDS epidemic prepared with AIM. For
a quick start, default data are available for many countries within Spectrum; the default data are
based on the estimates and projections of the United National Population Division and UNAIDS, and
will be described further below.

2. Form a national team to implement the model. The model needs to be implemented by a
national team that can be trained in the use of the model. This team will generally receive some
initial training in the use of the model and then extensive training as the model is set up and used.
Ideally the model will be implemented by a multi-disciplinary team composed of participants with
various areas of expertise (demography, epidemiology, health finance, planning) representing
different aspects of society (government, civil society, private sector, donors).

3. Collect data on socio-demographic variables, health systems, HIV prevalence and
condom use, and the costs of prevention and care programs. The RNM contains default
values for many of the variables used by the model. These values are derived from information
obtained from published studies on the cost of prevention and care programs. This information can
be used or replaced with locally available data. It also requires national data on the population size
and distribution, adult HIV and sexually transmitted infections (STI) prevalence, and sexual behavior
(e.g., condom use).  

4. Enter data specific to RNM.  Once the data described above are collected for the relevant year,
the data are entered into the RNM. 

5. Examine projections. Once the projection is made, it is important to examine it carefully. This
examination includes consideration of the various demographic and HIV/AIDS indicators produced,
the age and sex distribution of the projection, and the overall financial resources required. Careful
examination of these indicators can act as a check to ensure that the base data and assumptions
were understood and were entered correctly into the computer program. This careful examination is
also required to ensure that the consequences of the assumptions are fully understood. 

6. Make alternative projections. Many applications require alternative HIV/AIDS projections. Once
the base projection has been made, the program can be used to quickly generate alternative
projections as the result of varying one or several of the projection variables. 

7. Conduct workshops on resource needs. In most applications the model will be used in a
workshop with decision-makers. The workshop will be an interactive session where participants will
validate the assumptions that are important in the model, such as coverage targets and certain unit
costs. 

8. Follow up on workshop outcomes. A variety of workshop outcomes are possible. Ideally the
model is applied as part of the overall strategic planning process. In this case the model may
continue to be used as goals are revised and funding plans are developed. The workshop may result
in a new budget for the plan, or a commitment to raise additional funds to pay for essential
programs. Reports and presentations may need to be prepared in order to disseminate the results to
national decision-makers, donors and program partners.
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6.6.4 RNM input editors

The basic approach of the RNM is to first estimate the number of people receiving each service by
multiplying the number of people needing the service by the coverage rate (the percent of those needing
the service that actually receive it). The resources needed are then estimated by multiplying the number
of people receiving the service by the unit cost of providing the service. 

This approach can be illustrated by examining the calculations for a single prevention intervention,
outreach to female sex workers (FSW). First we need to know the population size. Here, this is the
estimated number of FSW in the country, based on either the best estimate of the current number of
FSW or the percentage of adult women who are FSW. The next input is the coverage, or percent of
FSW who are currently reached by the outreach intervention. The future coverage goal is also entered so
that the model can calculate the resources needed to scale up to the coverage goal. The final input
needed is the unit cost, the cost to provide outreach services to one FSW during one year. The unit cost
can remain constant over the projection period, or can be modified.

With this information the model estimates the resources required in any year (t):
Resources requiredt = Number of FSWt  x  Coveraget  x  Unit costt

A similar approach is followed to calculate financial resources required for each of the main interventions.
In addition to these main calculations, various program-level costs are calculated either as a percentage
of the total budget or as an absolute amount. 

Below, you will find the descriptions for the input of each variable, in the order in which you will
encounter them in the program.  Default values for most of the inputs are available for many countries in
the world, when that option is selected while creating the projection. Note that sometimes the population
target group is a combination of results from either DemProj or AIM and assumptions made in RNM. For
example, the number of primary school students is a combination of the population in a certain age group
(calculated by DemProj) and the gross primary school enrollment rate entered into RNM. Only
assumptions made in RNM are described here; see the DemProj or AIM manuals for detailed descriptions
of their data requirements. 

Also, note that other populations not currently listed in the model can be added by the user; details of this
are described in the Program Tutorial chapter. When other populations are added, corresponding line
items are also added in the input screens for coverage rates and unit costs.  

For approximately 60 developing countries, default values are available for the RNM module based on a
series of workshops held by UNAIDS in 20101; these values can be used in conjunction with default values
for DemProj (available for all countries) and AIM (available for most countries) to set up an initial 
projection. This process will be explained further in the Program Tutorial.

Demographic and HIV/AIDS Epidemic Projections

As previously noted, RNM requires that a demographic projection first be prepared using DemProj, as
well as a projection of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, prepared with AIM. 

There are several key factors to remember in applying these two background modules. In DemProj,
default values are provided by the United Nations Population Division estimates and projections, which in
turn are based on a country’s most recent demographic projections. However, the HIV prevalence trend
may be different than the one used by Spectrum; in this case, adjustments need to be made either to
various parameters (e.g., fertility patterns, life expectancy, model life table, migration data) or to the
base population figures in DemProj. In AIM, the HIV prevalence projection is based on a number of
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default assumptions, all of which may be varied and have an impact on the pattern of the epidemic.
Further details of all of these factors can be found in the manuals cited above.

Recall that the populations needing all of the treatment-focused interventions, including PMTCT, as well
as the number of orphans, are from the AIM module.  

1 Futures Institute, “Financial Resources Required to Achieve National Goals for HIV Prevention, Treatment, Care and

Support,” Glastonbury, CT: June 2010.

6.6.4.1 Population sizes

6.6.4.1.1  General population

Condom provision

The following parameters are combined with population data from DemProj to calculate the number of
condoms required. Many of these data can be found in a country’s Demographic and Health Survey
(DHS), Integrated Biological and Behavioral Surveillance Survey (IBSS), or the Behavioral Risk
Surveillance System, where available. 

1. Percent of population 15-49 that is sexually active.

2. Percent of males 15-49 in regular partnerships. ‘Regular partnerships’ refers to marriage or living
together on a permanent basis.

3. Percent of males 15-49 reporting non-regular partners. 

4. Number of sex acts with regular partner per year. Surveys have found that this figure varies from
about 50 – 110 with a median of about 66.

5. Number of sex acts with casual non-regular partners per year. Casual partners are non-regular
partners that are not sex workers. 

6. Number of commercial sex acts per FSW per year. 

7. Number of commercial sex acts per male sex worker (MSW) per year.

8. Percent of condoms wasted during storage and distribution. The default value is 15%. 

Youth

There are two types of prevention interventions for youth: one reaching youth that are in school, and the
other reaching youth that are out of school. The in-school youth programs consist of training teachers to
give information about HIV/AIDS, so the costs are calculated based on how many teachers are trained,
and how frequently training takes place. Out-of-school youth programs are peer education programs,
where the unit cost is calculated based on the cost of reaching each out-of-school youth. The parameters
below are combined with population data from DemProj to calculate the size of the different population
groups. Many of these data can be found from the country’s Ministry of Education, or from the World
Bank World Development Indicators (WDI) database (http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-
development-indicators).

1. Primary school gross enrollment rate – males. The primary school gross enrollment rate for

http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators
http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators
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males is the number of male students divided by the male population of primary school age. It
may be above 100% if many children younger or older than the typical age group are enrolled. 

2. Primary school gross enrollment rate – females. The primary school gross enrollment rate for
females is the number of female students divided by the female population of primary school age.
It may be above 100% if many children younger or older than the typical age group are enrolled.

3. Primary pupil-teacher ratio. This is the average number of primary students per teacher.

4. Secondary school gross enrollment rate – males. The secondary school gross enrollment rate for
males is the number of male students divided by the male population of secondary school age. It
may be above 100% if many children younger or older than the typical age group are enrolled. 

5. Secondary school gross enrollment rate – females. The secondary school gross enrollment rate
for females is the number of female students divided by the female population of secondary
school age. It may be above 100% if many children younger or older than the typical age group
are enrolled.

6. Secondary pupil-teacher ratio. This is the average number of secondary students per teacher. 

7. Frequency of teacher re-training (years). The number of years after which teachers are re-
trained in HIV/AIDS education.

Workplace programs

Workplace programs are prevention interventions provided to employees in the work place. We assume
that these interventions are targeted to employees in the formal sector, and can consist of both peer
education and STI treatment. These data can usually be found in a country’s national statistics, or from
the International Labour Organization. 

1. Formal sector employees eligible for workplace programs. The number of formal sector
employees, or the percentage of the population aged 15-49, who are employed by organizations
who would offer workplace programs. Note that this target population may include all sectors,
including agriculture.

Violence against women

The intervention here consists of providing someone who may have been newly exposed to HIV via
rape a post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) kit (antiretroviral treatment), usually for one month. The
United Nations publishes statistics on reported rapes in their annual Survey on Crime Trends. 

1. Rapes per 1000 population. The reported number of rapes is usually used, as those are the
people who would receive PEP kits.
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6.6.4.1.2  Most-at-risk populations

There are several methods that have been used for estimating the size of populations at higher risk, such
as sex workers, men who have sex with men (MSM), and injecting drug users (IDU). These include
census and enumeration, capture-recapture, multiplier methods, nomination methods, and population
surveys. A good source of information on how to estimate population sizes is available from UNAIDS1. In
addition, various publications cited below for the relevant population group provide estimates of some of
the key populations. Note that input can be provided in either numbers or percentages. Each of the key
populations below is assumed to grow at the same rate as the population of both sexes aged 15-49 in
DemProj.  If the Goals module is active, the growth rate is provided by Goals. 

1. Female sex workers. The percentage is relative to females aged 15-49. One possible data source
is: “Female  sex workers: estimates of the number of female sex workers in different regions of
the world.” J Vandepitte, R Lyerla, G Dallabetta, F Crabbe, M Alary, A Buve. S exually T ransm itted
Infections. 2006; 82; 18-25.  

2. Male sex workers. The percentage is relative to males aged 15-49.

3. Men who have sex with men. The percentage is relative to males aged 15-49. One possible data
source is: “Estimating the number of men who have sex with men in low and middle income
countries.” C Caceres, K Konda, M Pecheny, A Chatterjee, R Lyerla. S exually T ransm itted
Infections. 2006; 82; 3-9.

4. Injecting drug users. The percentage is relative to those aged 15-49. Two possible data sources
are: “Estimates of injecting drug users at the national and local level in developing and
transitional countries, and gender and age distribution.” C Aceijas, SR Friedman, HLF Cooper, L
Wiessing, GV Stimson, M Hickman, and on behalf of the Reference Group on HIV/AIDS Prevention
and Care among IDU in Developing and Transitional Countries. S exually T ransm itted Infections.
2006; 82; 10-17; “Global epidemiology of injecting drug use and HIV among people who inject
drugs: a systematic review.” BM Mathers, L Degenhardt, B Phillips, L Wiessing, M Hickman, SA
Strathdee, A Wodak, S Panda, M Tyndall, A Toufik, RP Mattick, 207 Reference Group to the UN
on HIV and Injecting Drug Use. Lancet. 2008 Nov 15; 372(9651): 1733-45.

5. Percent IDU opioid dependent. The same two data sources as for number of IDU immediately
above may contain data for this input as well. 

6. Injections per year. The number of times the average IDU injects per year.

1 "Estimating the Size of Populations at Risk for HIV: Issues and Methods." UNAIDS/FHI. Available at www.UNAIDS.org.

6.6.4.1.3  Medical services

STI management

This intervention calculates the cost of treating STIs in a clinical setting, that is, excluding infections
treated in the workplace or through other interventions such as sex worker outreach. The initial number
increases by the population growth rate for those aged 15-49 for the overall projection. If the Goals
module is active, this growth rate is provided by Goals.

1. Number of new cases of treatable STIs – male. The annual number of new cases of sexually
transmitted infections in males. The percent is relative to males aged 15-49. 

http://www.unaids.org
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2. Number of new cases of treatable STIs – female. The annual number of new cases of sexually
transmitted infections in females. The percent is relative to females aged 15-49.

3. STIs that are symptomatic: Males. Either the number or the percent of treatable STIs in males
that are symptomatic and, therefore, likely to be identified for treatment. 

4. STIs that are symptomatic: Females. Either the number or the percent of treatable STIs in
females that are symptomatic and, therefore, likely to be identified for treatment. 

Blood safety

Blood safety consists of screening donated blood for HIV. The only input required to estimate the need for
safe blood is the number of units of blood required per 1000 people. This figure should be available from
the national blood transfusion service; one other possible data source is the World Health Organization’s
Global database on blood safety, available at: http://www.who.int/bloodsafety/global_database/en/ .

1. Blood units required per 1,000 people. This should be for the total population, including children.  

Post-exposure prophylaxis

Post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) refers to antiretroviral treatment provided, usually for one month, to a
person who may have been newly exposed to HIV. This is typically provided for health care personnel
who may have come in contact with infected blood through a needle stick or other accident. 

1. The estimate of need is based on the estimated number of PEP kits per million population, which
in turn should vary by HIV prevalence rate. PEP kits required per million population. This should be
for the total population, including children.  

Safe medical injection

HIV can be spread through medical injections with contaminated needles and syringes. Interventions to
prevent contaminated injections promote the use of needles and syringes that can only be used once
(auto-destruct needles) and the reduction of unnecessary injections. The number of unsafe injections is
estimated from three inputs.

1. Average number of immunizations per child 0-23 months. This should be the actual number of
injections per child between the ages of birth and 23 months, not the recommended number. The
DHS usually contains data on this input.

2. Adult injections per person per year. This is the number of adult injections per person per year,
including both women and men. See below for possible data.

3. Injections that are unsafe. This is either the number or percent of injections that are unsafe. See
below for possible data. 

WHO has estimated the number of adult injections per person per year and the percent of injections that
are unsafe by region, as shown in the table below. 

http://www.who.int/bloodsafety/global_database/en/
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Universal precautions

“Universal precautions” refers to the use of gloves, masks and gowns by health care personnel to avoid
infection through contaminated blood. The need for universal precautions is estimated from the number
of hospital beds, as that is how unit costs are usually calculated. These data should be available from the
Ministry of Health.

1. Hospital beds per 1000 population. This should be for the total population, including children.  

6.6.4.1.4  Male circumcision

This intervention calculates the cost of circumcising both infant and adult males, and includes both
medical and traditional male circumcision. In general, the male circumcision rate reported by surveys
such as the DHS report both types of circumcision aggregated, so it is impossible to parse out which were
medical and which were traditional.  Note that the target population for early infant male circumcisions is
all male births.

1. Adult males currently circumcised. The number or percent of adult males currently circumcised,
either medical or traditional. The percent is relative to adult males aged 15-49.  

6.6.4.2 Coverage

Information on base year coverage should be available from national service statistics, as well as other
national-level surveys. Another source that is web-based is the series of country progress reports posted
on the UNAIDS web site (see http://www.unaids.org/en/dataanalysis/knowyourresponse/
countryprogressreports/2012countries/ ); these most likely contain the most recent data on coverage of
certain key interventions. Note that the information on coverage may be available as the number of
people receiving the service, such as the number of VCT clients, rather than as a percentage. In this
case, you would adjust the estimated coverage until you get the correct number of people served. 

The future coverage targets can be whatever the program wishes to achieve. Generally these are set in
terms of comprehensive coverage that provides equitable access to prevention services and has a
significant impact on the epidemic. For some interventions the obvious target coverage may be 100%,
such as safe blood or school-based AIDS education. For others it may be unrealistic to expect to reach
100% of the population in need and a target of 80% may be more feasible. For example, the UNGASS
target for PMTCT is to reach 80% of women accessing antenatal care. For others the target should be
set to have an impact on transmission. Studies have shown that in order to have a significant impact on
transmission interventions for sex workers, men who have sex with men, injecting drug users and other
populations at higher risk need to reach coverage levels of between 60-80%.

Note that, if desired, the “expand” option can be selected at the bottom of the input screen; if selected,
columns are expanded and coverage rates can be entered for all of the years between the base year and
target year. Note also that coverage may be set to zero if any of the interventions are not part of the HIV/
AIDS program.

6.6.4.2.1  General population

Community mobilization

Community mobilization programs may include a wide variety of activities such as: paid or volunteer
community mobilizers who may go door-to-door or organize special community events, church-based
programs that include AIDS messages in sermons, church events and youth programs, and efforts to
build support for HIV prevention among chiefs, elders and other community leaders. The target
population is the adults in the population. 

http://www.unaids.org/en/dataanalysis/knowyourresponse/countryprogressreports/2012countries/
http://www.unaids.org/en/dataanalysis/knowyourresponse/countryprogressreports/2012countries/
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1. Reached by intervention per year. The percent of the adult population (aged 15-49) that is
reached by community mobilization efforts each year.  

Mass media

Mass media programs generally include print and radio channels and may also include television, hot
lines, theater and special events. The population in need of mass media is assumed to be the entire adult
population.  

1. Reached by campaigns per year. The percent of the adult population (aged 15-49) that is reached
by mass media campaigns each year.  

Voluntary counseling and testing

Voluntary counseling and testing (VCT) refers to the provision of counseling (both pre-test and post-test
counseling)as well as the actual HIV test. The services can be provided in a variety of settings, including
VCT centers, medical clinics, mobile vans, or at home. 

1. Adult population receiving VCT each year. The percent of the adult population (aged 15-49) that
receives VCT each year.  

Condom provision

This coverage rate refers to the condoms provided to the general population, excluding those condoms
provided by outreach programs to key populations (FSW, MSW, MSM, IDU) and other interventions. The
coverage rate refers specifically to the percent of sex acts where a condom is needed, defined by the
various parameters provided in the “Condom provision” entries in the General Population tab (see above
for descriptions). 

1. Condom coverage. The percent of the sex acts of the adult population using condoms each year.  

Youth

Three different coverage rates are required to estimate resources required for interventions reaching
youth in primary and secondary school, as well as youth not attending school. 

1. Primary students with teachers trained in AIDS. The percent of primary school students who have
teachers trained in HIV/AIDS education.

2. Secondary students with teachers trained in AIDS. The percent of secondary school students who
have teachers trained in HIV/AIDS education.

3. Out-of-school youth reached. The percent of youth not attending school reached by an HIV/AIDS
intervention.
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Workplace programs

This intervention may consist of two parts: peer education and STI treatment, thus requiring two
separate coverage rates. 

1. Workforce receiving peer education. The percent of the formal sector labor force receiving peer
education in the workplace each year.  

2. Workforce receiving STI treatment. The percent of the formal sector labor force receiving STI
treatment the workplace each year.  

6.6.4.2.2  Most-at-risk populations

Female sex workers

Outreach for female sex workers may include peer education, general IEC, condom distribution, and/or
STI treatment. 

1. Sex workers reached by intervention per year. The percent of female sex workers that is reached
by outreach interventions each year.  

Male sex workers

Similarly, outreach for male sex workers may include peer education, general IEC, condom and lubricant
distribution, and/or STI treatment. 

1. Sex workers reached by intervention per year. The percent of male sex workers that is reached
by outreach interventions each year.  

Men who have sex with men

Outreach programs for MSM may include peer education, general IEC, and the distribution of condoms
and/or lubricants. There are two separate coverage rates for this category. 

1. MSM reached by intervention per year. The percent of MSM that is reached by outreach
interventions each year, excluding those interventions distributing lubricants.  

2. MSM receiving lubricants. The percent of MSM receiving lubricants each year.  

Injecting drug users

There are a number of different interventions for injecting drug users (IDU), including risk reduction
information, education and counseling through peer outreach or the community; access to sterile
injection equipment through needle and syringe exchange, distribution or vending, and/ or
decontamination programs; and drug substitution programs. Each intervention requires a base and target
coverage. 
 

1. IDUs receiving harm reduction intervention. The percent of IDUs receiving harm reduction
interventions each year.  
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2. IDUs receiving counseling and testing. The percent of IDUs receiving counseling and testing each
year.  

3. IDUs receiving community outreach or peer education. The percent of IDUs receiving community
outreach or peer education each year.  

4. IDUs receiving needle and syringe exchange. The percent of IDUs participating in needle and
syringe exchange programs each year.  

5. IDUs receiving drug substitution. The percent of IDUs participating in drug substitution programs
each year.

6.6.4.2.3  Medical services

STI management

As noted above, this intervention takes place in medical facilities, and excludes STI treatment provided
through any other intervention such as sex worker outreach. The target population is a combination of
newly incident STI cases and the percent that are symptomatic, provided in the Population inputs above. 

1. Males with STI receiving treatment. The percent of males with new and symptomatic STIs that
receive treatment each year.  

2. Females with STI receiving treatment. The percent of females with new and symptomatic STIs
that receive treatment each year.  

Blood safety

The intervention is the testing of donated units of blood for HIV. 

1. Units of blood for transfusions tested. The percent of blood units tested for HIV each year.  

Post-exposure prophylaxis

The need for PEP kits is the sum of the PEP kits needed for post-rape cases and the PEP kits required for
medical personnel experiencing needle sticks and other medical accidents. 

1. Need that is met. The percent of PEP kits needed that are supplied each year.  

Safe medical injection

Interventions for safe medical injections consist of both using auto-destruct (AD) syringes and reducing
unnecessary injections. The need for PEP kits is the sum of the PEP kits needed for post-rape cases and
the PEP kits required for medical personnel experiencing needle sticks and other medical accidents. 

1. Unsafe injections replaced with AD syringes. The percent of unsafe injections that are replaced
with AD syringes each year.  

2. Reduction in number of other injections. The percent reduction in the number of injections that
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are not replaced with AD syringes. 

Universal precautions

Since the cost for universal precautions is usually cited per hospital bed, the target population is number
of hospital beds (see above), and the coverage rate also refers to hospital beds.

1. Hospital beds covered. The percent of hospital beds that is supplied with universal precautions
each year.  

6.6.4.2.4  Male circumcision

The base coverage rate is the sum of both traditional and medical male circumcision. The early infant
coverage target rate refers to male births, while the adult coverage rate refers to adult males aged 15-
49. Note that, if the population is increasing, maintaining the same coverage rate results in some new
male circumcisions occurring. 

1. Percent of adult males circumcised. The percent of adult males that are currently circumcised in a
particular year.  

2. Percent of infant males circumcised. The percent of infant males that are circumcised in a
particular year.

6.6.4.2.5  Treatment

The inputs for the Treatment tab in the Coverage section of the RNM module are identical to inputs in the
AIM module. In addition, the two sets of numbers are connected, such that changing one number in one
module also changes the same number in the other module. 
Note that coverage rates for adult treatment only are entered in the RNM module; coverage rates and
programmatic choices for PMTCT and child ART are entered in the AIM module.

Eligibility for treatment

Eligibility for antiretroviral treatment is based on a person’s CD4 count, and can vary over time. Prior to
2010, the World Health Organization recommended that antiretroviral treatment (ART) begin when
someone’s CD4 count went below 200; beginning in 2010, that recommendation changed to 350. These
recommendations are reflected in the default values for treatment eligibility, which changed in 2010 from
200 to 350. 

1. CD4 count threshold for eligibility. The CD4 count below which ART is recommended.  

Antiretroviral therapy

The males and females who are receiving ART can be entered either as a number or as a percent (the
program will not allow you to enter both). Note that the statistic should be from December 31 for the
relevant year. 

1. Number of adults receiving ART, males and females. The number of adults receiving ART on
December 31 should be entered for each year, separately for males and females. 

2. Percent of adults receiving ART, males and females. The percent of adults receiving ART on
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December 31 should be entered for each year, separately for males and females. The percent is
relative to adults aged 15-49.

3. Migration from first line to second line. The percent of people who migrate from first line ART to
second line ART after failing first line therapy.

6.6.4.3 Unit costs

Unit cost estimates should be program costs, that is, the expenditure required by the program to
implement the intervention. This is different from the economic costs which would include more costs,
such as the value of donated commodities and volunteer labor.  Information on unit costs may be
available from the organizations implementing the interventions. A manual and model for estimating unit
costs is available from UNAIDS. In addition, a number of countries have provided unit cost estimates at a
series of resource needs workshops organized by UNAIDS.  Where these are available they are provided
as country-specific default values in the RNM module. One additional resource is the Unit Cost Repository
developed and maintained by Futures Institute, which contains detailed information on unit cost data for
HIV prevention and treatment interventions published in the literature, available at: http://
policytools.futuresinstitute.org/UC/ . 

Note that some of the wide variation in the unit costs is due to different elements being offered by
different countries for various interventions. For example, some countries may include treatment of STIs
in their intervention targeting sex workers, which results in a higher unit cost. 

Data for individual years in the projection, rather than just the base year, can be entered by clicking on
the “Expand” button at the bottom of the input screen. 

1 Costing Guidelines for HIV Prevention Strategies, UNAIDS, Geneva: 2000. Available at: http://www.tsfsouthernafrica.com/

guides/strat_op_plan/folder2/2.12%20Costing%20guidelines%20for%20HIV%20prevention%20strategies.pdf .

6.6.4.3.1  General population

Community mobilization

The cost for community mobilization programs should represent the activities that are included in the
intervention, which may vary from paid or volunteer community mobilizers, to church-based programs
and efforts to build support among community leaders. 

1. Cost per person reached. The annual cost per adult reached by a community mobilization
program.  

Mass media

Mass media costs include the costs associated with all mass media campaigns directed toward the adult
population regarding HIV/AIDS. 

1. Cost per person reached. The annual cost per adult reached by mass media.  

http://policytools.futuresinstitute.org/UC/
http://policytools.futuresinstitute.org/UC/
http://www.tsfsouthernafrica.com/guides/strat_op_plan/folder2/2.12%20Costing%20guidelines%20for%20HIV%20prevention%20strategies.pdf
http://www.tsfsouthernafrica.com/guides/strat_op_plan/folder2/2.12%20Costing%20guidelines%20for%20HIV%20prevention%20strategies.pdf
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Voluntary counseling and testing

The cost for VCT should reflect the service delivery mode of the intervention (e.g., VCT center, mobile
van, home testing). If more than one service delivery mode is being utilized, a weighted average for the
unit cost should be used, weighted by the relative number of people reached by each mode of delivery. 

1. Cost per VCT client. The annual cost per adult receiving VCT.  

Condom provision

The cost of a distributed condom should reflect the cost to the government. Sometimes this cost will be
the commodity cost alone, while other times the cost will include the distribution costs associated with it,
including operational and management costs. These unit costs include costs such as cost of the condom,
operations, management, technical assistance and other indirect costs.

1. Cost per male condom distributed by the public sector. 

Youth

The cost for teacher training is for one training; recall that the frequency of the training is specified in the
Population section of the RNM module. 

1. Cost per teacher trained in primary school education. This is the cost to train a primary school
teacher in HIV/AIDS education.

2. Cost per teacher trained in secondary school education. This is the cost to train a secondary
school teacher in HIV/AIDS education.

3. Cost of peer education for out of school youth. 

Workplace programs

There are two components of workplace programs for which unit costs need to be supplied. If one of the
components is not offered, simply leave the unit cost equal to zero.  

1. Cost per person in employment reached (peer education). The annual cost per employee reached
by peer education. 

2. Cost per STI treated in the workplace.

6.6.4.3.2  Most-at-risk populations

Female sex workers

The cost for a female sex worker outreach program should include all elements of the program, including
peer education, condom distribution, and STI treatment, if provided. 

1. Cost per sex worker targeted. The annual cost per female sex worker targeted by the outreach
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program.  

Male sex workers

The cost for a male sex worker outreach program should include all elements of the program, including
peer education, condom distribution, lubricants, and STI treatment, if provided. 

1. Cost per sex worker targeted. The annual cost per male sex worker targeted by the outreach
program. 

Men who have sex with men

An MSM intervention consists of one or more elements, including IEC materials, peer education, condom
and lubricant distribution, and STI treatment. The cost for an MSM intervention should include all these
elements; note that the cost of lubricants is provided separately. 

1. Cost per MSM targeted. The annual cost per MSM targeted by the outreach program, excluding
the cost of lubricants. 

2. Cost of MSM lubricants per person. The annual cost of lubricants per person distributed by the
program.

Injecting drug users

The costs for IDU interventions are entered separately, instead of being bundled together as is the case
with sex worker and MSM interventions. There are five unit costs for IDU interventions; all are annual
costs, except for the cost per needle distributed and destroyed. 

1. Cost of harm reduction programs per person contacted 

2. Cost of counseling and testing per IDU targeted

3. Cost of community outreach and peer education per IDU targeted

4. Cost per needle distributed and destroyed

5. Cost of drug substitution per IDU targeted

6.6.4.3.3  Medical services

STI management

The unit cost for STI management at medical facilities should include all components required to treat
one STI case, including testing, treatment, and cost of the visit. 

1. Cost per STI treated in clinics. The cost of treating one STI case in a medical facility.
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Blood safety

The only unit cost required is the cost of screening blood for HIV. This is the cost of screening for HIV
only, not the cost of blood collection, transfusion services or screening for other diseases. 

1. Cost of screening a unit of blood for HIV.  

Post-exposure prophylaxis

1. Cost per PEP kit. The cost of one PEP kit used to treat exposure to HIV via rape or needle sticks.  

Safe medical injection

The only unit cost input is the additional cost per auto-destruct syringe provided, that is, the difference
between the cost of AD syringes and re-usable syringes. 

1. Additional cost for AD syringes. This is the additional cost per syringe. 

Universal precautions

1. Annual cost per hospital bed. The annual cost per hospital bed of supplying universal
precautions. 

6.6.4.3.4  Male circumcision

There are two unit costs for male circumcision, one for adult MCs and another for early infant MCs. If
both traditional and medical male circumcision is implemented, a weighted average should be used for
the unit cost. The unit costs should include all elements of the program, including personnel time,
commodities costs, facility overhead costs, as well as demand creation activities and counseling and
testing, where provided.

1. Cost per adult circumcision.  The (weighted) unit cost per adult male circumcision. 

2. Cost per early infant circumcision. The unit cost per early infant male circumcision. 

6.6.4.3.5  PMTCT

Comprehensive PMTCT programs for pregnant women include pre-test counseling, HIV testing, post-test
counseling, antiretroviral treatment, and counseling on infant feeding options. The 2010 WHO guidelines1 
recommend a number of different antiretroviral therapy options, including Option A, Option B, and Option
B+. Antiretroviral therapy may be a single drug regimen, a triple drug prophylactic regimen, or a highly
active triple drug regimen (AZT + 3TC + NRTI/NNRTI or PI). In addition, programs may provide infant
formula for a period of six months or longer. 

Recall that the target population for PMTCT is calculated in the AIM module. In addition, the coverage
rates for the different programmatic choices for PMTCT, that is, the choice(s) of ART regimens, are also
made in the AIM module. In the RNM module, unit costs are input and combined with target population
and coverage rates in order to calculate both PMTCT costs and a benefit-cost ratio.
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Note that, if more than one regimen is provided by the PMTCT program for either triple treatment or
triple prophylaxis, a weighted average of the different costs should be used.

Counseling (per mother)

1. Pre-test.  The cost per mother of pre-test HIV counseling. Costs will vary depending on whether
this is done individually or in groups, using opt-in or opt-out methods.

2. Post-test for HIV+. The cost per HIV+ mother of post-test counseling. It is assumed that those
mothers testing negative do not require post-test counseling.

3. Post-natal (including breastfeeding). The cost per HIV+ mother of post-natal counseling,
including counseling about breastfeeding options. 

HIV testing (per test)

1. Mother.  The cost per mother of her HIV test.

2. PCR for infant after birth. The cost of a PCR test for HIV for the infant immediately after birth.

3. Infant after cessation of breastfeeding. The cost of an HIV test for the infant after breastfeeding
ceases.

ARVs (cost per person per day)

1. Nevirapine, 200 mg for mother.  The cost of 200 mg of nevirapine for an HIV+ mother.

2. Nevirapine, for infant. The cost of a daily dose of nevirapine for an infant.

3. AZT. The cost of a daily dose of AZT (Azidodeoxythymidine, also known as zidovudine, or ZDV).

4. 3TC. The cost of a daily dose of 3TC (Epivir, also known as lamivudine).

5. Triple treatment. The cost of triple ART, when ART is started either before or during pregnancy.
If more than one ARV regimen is implemented, use a weighted average for costs.

6. Triple prophylaxis. The cost of triple prophylaxis, when ART is part of a prophylactic program
(e.g., Option B). If more than one ARV regimen is implemented, use a weighted average for
costs.

Service delivery (per mother)

1. Service delivery (per mother). The service delivery unit cost associated with treating the HIV+
mother with ARVs.  

Formula (per child)

1. Formula (per child).  The cost per child of providing formula for a certain length of time, usually
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between six months and one year.

1 WHO, “Antiretroviral drugs for treating pregnant women and preventing HIV infection in infants,” available
at: http://www.who.int/hiv/pub/mtct/PMTCTfactsheet/en/index.html .

6.6.4.3.6  Treatment

Similar to the calculations for PMTCT, both target population (adults and children) and coverage rates
used to calculate treatment costs are taken from the AIM module, while the different components of
treatment unit costs are input in the RNM module. Recall that, although adult treatment coverage rates
can be specified in the RNM module, the inputs are connected to the same inputs in the AIM module, so
that a change in a value in one module results in the same change in the other module. Child treatment
coverage rates and programmatic choices are entered in the AIM module only.

The costs of treatment are calculated only in the RNM module.  Treatment costs are split into two main
parts: drugs and laboratory costs, and service delivery costs. Treatment can be provided using different
combinations of service delivery modes. For example, in-patient care might be necessary to treat
opportunistic infections, particularly severe ones, but ART might be delivered primarily through clinics or
hospital out-patient departments. 

One reason for this approach is to utilize the database associated with the WHO’s CHOosing Interventions
that are Cost-Effective research (WHO-CHOICE). This database provides unit cost information for both in-
patient and out-patient visits for the 191 member states. The cost of one hospital bed-day is the “hotel”
cost, that is, including personnel, capital and food costs, but excluding drugs and laboratory tests. The
cost of one out-patient visit also includes all cost components except drugs and laboratory tests. Thus
these costs can be combined with the number of in-patient days and out-patient visits per patient to
calculate total service delivery costs (see Table 1). These costs are then added to drug and laboratory
costs to calculate total treatment costs. 

Table : Number of in-patient days, out-patient visits, and lab costs for ART and OIs

http://www.who.int/hiv/pub/mtct/PMTCTfactsheet/en/index.html
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Note that, if more than one regimen is provided by the ART program, a weighted average of the different
regimen costs should be used. Also note that the number of years for input data are automatically
expanded for treatment costs; possible manipulations of the input data (e.g., copying or interpolating
between years) will be discussed in the Program Tutorial section.

Drug cost data sources include the Ministry of Health’s procurement strategy, the Global Fund web site
(http://www.theglobalfund.org), and the Clinton Health Access Initiative web site (http://
www.clintonhealthaccess.org). 

http://www.theglobalfund.org
http://www.clintonhealthaccess.org
http://www.clintonhealthaccess.org
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Adults (costs per patient per year)

1. First-line ART drugs. The cost per adult per year of first-line ART drugs. If more than one
regimen is offered, a weighted average should be entered. 

2. Second-line ART drugs. The cost per adult per year of second-line ART drugs. If more than one
regimen is offered, a weighted average should be entered. 

3. Additional ART drug costs for TB patients (male). The additional cost resulting from substituting

efavirenz for nevirapine for males with active TB (per WHO guidelines). 

4. Additional ART drug costs for TB patients (female). The additional cost resulting from

substituting efavirenz for nevirapine for females with active TB (per WHO guidelines). 

5. Lab costs for ART treatment. Annual laboratory test costs for adults receiving ART, including
initial testing and tests associated with both first-line and second-line therapy. A weighted
average of costs should be used where there is a mix of new, first-line, and second-line patients.

6. Drug and lab costs for opportunistic infections. Annual drug and laboratory test costs for adults
with opportunistic infections who are not on ART. 

7. Cotrimoxazole prophylaxis. The annual cost of providing adults with cotrimoxazole, a prophylaxis
against opportunistic infections. This is provided only to HIV+ adults who are not receiving ART.

8. TB prophylaxis. The annual cost of providing adults with prophylaxis for tuberculosis. This is
provided only to HIV+ adults who are not receiving ART.

9. Nutrition supplements in first six months. The cost of providing six months of nutritional
supplements to adults newly starting ART.

Children (costs per patient per year)

1. ARV drugs. The cost per child per year of ARV drugs. If more than one regimen is offered, a
weighted average should be entered.

2. Lab costs for ART treatment. Annual laboratory test costs for children receiving ART. A weighted
average of costs should be used where there is a mix of test regimens.

Service delivery costs

1. Cost per in-patient day. The cost for one in-patient day of care. One possible source for this is
the WHO-CHOICE database (referenced above). 

2. Cost per out-patient visit. The cost for one out-patient visit. One possible source for this is the
WHO-CHOICE database (referenced above). 
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Service delivery requirements (per patient per year)

1. ART: in-patient days. The number of days per patient per year spent in hospital while on ART.
One possible data source for this is the Methodological Annex III (referenced above). 

2. ART: out-patient visits. The number of out-patient visits per patient per year while on ART. One
possible data source for this is the Methodological Annex III (referenced above). 

3. OI treatment: in-patient days. The number of days per patient per year spent in hospital while 
not on ART. One possible data source for this is the UNAIDS Methodological Annex III (referenced
above). 

4. OI treatment: out-patient visits. The number of out-patient visits per patient per year while not
on ART. One possible data source for this is the UNAIDS Methodological Annex III (referenced
above). 

1 WHO-CHOICE database, available at: http://www.who.int/choice/costs/en/.

2 For a discussion of some relevant data regarding number of in-patient days and out-patient visits, see L
Bollinger  and J Stover, “Methodological Annex III: Methodology for Care and Treatment Interventions,”
UNAIDS 2007, available at: http://data.unaids.org/pub/
Report/2007/20070925_annex_iii_treatment_care_methodology_en.pdf.

6.6.4.4 Program support

Program support includes the policy, management and administration, research, and monitoring and
evaluation activities necessary to support the implementation of a national program. These costs are not
directly related to the number of people receiving care, as they refer to costs that operate across a
number of different service delivery points, such as training, and monitoring and evaluation.

Resources for these functions are estimated either as a percent of total direct program resources, or as
an absolute amount. An often used rule-of-thumb is that five percent of program funding should be
allocated to monitoring and evaluation. Similar percentages may be appropriate for the other functions. 

Note that the number of years for data input can be increased by clicking the “Expand” button at the
bottom of the input screen.

Enabling environment

This refers to funding related to improving the enabling environment, including both the social and legal
environments, for example passing, monitoring and enforcing legislation related to discrimination based
on HIV status, gender or risk behavior.   

Program management

Program management costs refer to the operation of the national HIV/AIDS coordinating body, usually a
National AIDS Control Council. This item includes all the costs of running the Council (personnel salaries,
supplies, communications, transport, rent, meetings) but not pass through funds that go directly to other

http://www.who.int/choice/costs/en/
http://data.unaids.org/pub/Report/2007/20070925_annex_iii_treatment_care_methodology_en.pdf
http://data.unaids.org/pub/Report/2007/20070925_annex_iii_treatment_care_methodology_en.pdf
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organizations for the implementation of programs.

Research

Research costs include support for programs that collect primary data (such as national surveys, cohort
studies, operations research, clinical trials), as well as data analysis, report writing and dissemination.  

Monitoring and evaluation

Costs for M&E include the salaries of M&E officers, equipment for data processing, communications, and
transportation as well as the costs of data collection. Data collection costs include HIV and behavior
surveillance as well as the collection and processing of service statistics. 

Strategic communication

Funding related to strategic communication is primarily personnel costs for preparing analyses and
presentations, conducting awareness-raising and policy dialogue with opinion leaders, policy makers and
stakeholders. Additional costs include office support costs, and transportation and materials production
associated with dissemination activities. 

Logistics

Logistics system costs include the costs of procurement, transportation, storage, testing and distribution
of commodities such as ARV drugs, other essential drugs, test kits, gowns, gloves and masks. The costs
of the materials themselves (condoms, ARV drugs, etc.) are not included here but in the unit costs of
providing those services.

Program-level HR

Costs for program-level human resource management are all costs at the above-facility level associated
with managing human resources (e.g., compensation, benefits, recruitment, etc.) except those
associated with training, which is a separate category.  

Training

Training costs may include both pre-service and in-service training for health care workers as well as
special training for program staff in areas such as strategic planning, M&E, advocacy, and financial and
reporting systems.  

Laboratory equipment

Costs associated with laboratory equipment acquired at the central, or above-facility, level. 
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6.6.4.5 Mitigation

Programming for orphans and vulnerable children varies enormously by country, both in terms of target
population and type of programs. Orphans are defined as children under the age of 18 who have lost one
or both parents; an AIDS orphan is a child under 18 who has lost one or both parents to AIDS. In
general, programming for orphan support should not distinguish between AIDS and non-AIDS orphans, as
both need education, food, clothing, etc. In addition, many other children may be vulnerable and in need
of support. Definitions of vulnerability vary from country to country, so the number of orphans and
vulnerable children potentially in need of support will depend on national definitions. 

In countries with generalized HIV/AIDS epidemics a significant proportion of orphans are due to AIDS. As
a result orphan support is often included as part of the HIV/AIDS budget. In other countries, AIDS may be
responsible for only a small percentage of all orphans. In those cases, orphan support may not be
considered part of the AIDS budget and this section can be skipped. 

Estimates of the number of orphans by age, both AIDS and non-AIDS, are available in the AIM module.
Note that not all orphans are in need of public support; for example, some may be living with one
surviving parent who can afford to care for them. One possible definition is to estimate the proportion of
orphans in need of public support as the proportion of households living below the poverty line, while
another is to estimate the proportion of orphans in the lowest two wealth quintiles. Orphans and
vulnerable children need many types of support including education, food, health care, shelter, clothing,
economic support and psychosocial support. There has been a shift in recent years to providing support
through cash transfer programs rather than direct material support; both UNICEF and PEPFAR have
guidance with recommended programs.

Because countries have such different programmatic approaches, the RNM provides an input screen
which can be used to enter multiple programs, each with a total budget across the timeframe of the
analysis in either US dollars or the local currency. Programs that have been added can also be deleted at
a future point, if necessary.  

1PEPFAR. Guidance for Orphans and Vulnerable Children Programming, July 2012; and UNICEF, Taking Evidence to
Impact: Making a Difference for Vulnerable Children Living in a World with HIV and AIDS, 2011.

6.6.5 Projection results

The RNM module calculates and displays different variables organized into the sections: Resources
required, Number of people reached, Adult treatment costs, and Child PMTCT  and treatment costs. The
variables are listed below; most of the intervention definitions are in the Projection Input chapter
immediately above, while the equations used in calculations are provided in the Methodology chapter. 

6.6.5.1 Resources required

Resources required summary. The total resources required, by year, for each of the interventions for
which data were entered, including any additional populations, support functions, or mitigation activities
that were added. The core interventions that are displayed (along with subtotals) are: 

Prevention (subtotal)

Priority  populat ions

Youth-focused interventions: Sum of in-school and out-of-school youth programs 
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Female sex workers and their clients: Cost of outreach programs targeting FSW and their

clients

Male sex workers and their clients: Cost of outreach programs targeting MSW and their

clients

Workplace: Sum of peer education programs and STI treatment in the workplace

Injecting drug users: Cost of five separate programs targeting IDU 

o IDU harm reduction

o IDU testing and counseling

o IDU community outreach and peer education

o IDU needle and syringe exchange

o IDU drug substitution

Men who have sex with men: Cost of outreach programs targeting MSM

Community mobilization: Cost of community mobilization programs

Serv ice  de livery

Condom provision: Cost of condoms provided by the public sector

STI management: Cost of STIs treated in clinics

Voluntary counseling and testing: Cost of VCT programs, regardless of service delivery

mode

Adult male circumcision: Cost of adult male circumcision, including both traditional and

medical circumcisions

Early infant male circumcision: Cost of early infant male circumcision

PMTCT: Cost of programs to prevent mother-to-child transmission, including ARVs and VCT

Mass media: Cost of mass media interventions

Health care

Blood safety: Cost of testing units of blood for (only) HIV

Post-exposure prophylaxis: Sum of PEP kits for rape victims and needle sticks and other

medical injuries

Safe injection: Safe medical injections for immunizations and other medical treatments

Universal precautions: Cost of providing universal precautions

Care and treatment services (subtotal)
ARV therapy: Sum of commodities and service delivery costs for ART for adults and children

(can be displayed in further detail in other sections – see below)
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Non-ART care and prophylaxis: Sum of commodities and service delivery costs for non-ART

care and prophylaxis for adults and children (can be displayed in further detail in other sections –

see below) 

Program support (subtotal)
Enabling environment

Program management

Research

Monitoring and evaluation

Strategic communication

Logistics

Program-level HR

Training

Laboratory equipment

Mitigation (subtotal)
Various programs: Cost as entered in the Input tab for mitigation programs

Total: S um  of a ll prevention, care and treatment, and m itigation interventions and program  support costs

6.6.5.2 Number of people reached

Number of people reached summary. These are the number of people reached, or other service
provided, by year, corresponding to the interventions listed in the prevention, care and treatment, and
mitigation (when included) services above under Resources Required.

Prevention 

Priority  populat ions

Youth-focused interventions: Number of youth reached by in-school and out-of-school

youth programs 

Female sex workers and their clients: Number of female sex workers reached by outreach

programs

Male sex workers and their clients: Number of male sex workers reach by outreach

programs

Workplace: Number of employees reached by interventions in the workplace

Injecting drug users: Number of IDU reached by one or more of the five programs listed 

o IDU harm reduction
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o IDU testing and counseling

o IDU community outreach and peer education

o IDU needle and syringe exchange

o IDU drug substitution

Men who have sex with men: Number of MSM reached by outreach programs

Community mobilization: Number of people reached by community mobilization programs

Serv ice  de livery
Condom provision: Number of condoms distributed by the public sector

STI management: Number of STIs treated in clinics

Voluntary counseling and testing: Number of people receiving VCT services

Male circumcision: Number of traditional and medical male circumcisions performed

PMTCT: Number of women receiving PMTCT services

Mass media: Number of people reached by mass media campaigns

Health care
Blood safety: Number of blood units screened for HIV

Post-exposure prophylaxis: Number of PEP kits distributed 

Safe injection: Number of medical injections utilizing AD syringes

Universal precautions: Number of hospital beds utilizing universal precautions

Care and treatment services
ARV therapy: Number of adults and children receiving first- and second-line therapy (can be

displayed in further detail in other sections – see Adult treatment costs)

Non-ART care and prophylaxis: Number of adults and children receiving non-ART care and

prophylaxis (can be displayed in further detail in other sections – see below) 

Note that it is not possible to display the population reached by mitigation interventions, as only total
resources required are entered for those interventions. 

6.6.5.3 Adult treatment costs

The indicators displayed in this section show the disaggregated costs associated with adult care and
treatment costs, including ART, non-ART, and prophylaxis costs. 

First-line ARV:  The cost of ARV drugs for adults on first-line triple therapy.

Second-line ARV:  The cost of ARV drugs for adults on second-line triple therapy.

TB-ARV: The incremental cost of ARV drugs required when an adult is co-infected with TB. 

Lab tests:  The cost of laboratory monitoring costs for adults on ART. 
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OI treatment:  The cost of drugs and laboratory tests associated with treating adults with OIs. 

Cotrimoxazole: The cost of providing cotrimoxazole to adults. 

TB prophylaxis: The cost of providing TB prophylaxis to adults.

Nutrition: The cost of providing nutritional supplements to adults.

First-line service delivery costs: The service delivery cost of providing first-line ARVs to adults.

Second-line service delivery costs: The service delivery cost of providing second-line ARVs to
adults.

OI treatment service delivery costs: The service delivery cost of providing OI treatment to
adults.

Summary costs: A table showing all costs by type and year, with a total cost indicator at the
bottom.   

6.6.5.4 Child PMTCT and treatment costs

PMTCT costs:  The total cost of the PMTCT program, including counseling, testing and ARVs for both
mothers and children. 

Child treatment costs: The cost of providing ART to children, including drug costs, lab tests and
service delivery costs. 

Total child treatment costs:  The sum of PMTCT and child treatment costs.

PMTCT benefit-cost ratio: The ratio of the benefits of the PMTCT program (calculated as the ART
costs saved due to the averted infant infections) to the costs (calculated as the total costs of the
program, above).

Summary Table: A table showing all costs by type and year. 

6.6.6 Program tutorial

6.6.6.1 Overview

This tutorial covers the key steps in installing and running Spectrum and RNM.  It assumes you have a
computer running Windows XP and above and that you are familiar with the basic operation of Windows
programs and terminology.

6.6.6.1.1  Before you get started

You will need to collect data and make certain decisions before running the model.  For approximately 60
low- and middle-income countries, default values are available for RNM based on workshops sponsored
by UNAIDS in 20101. There are default data for all countries for DemProj, and most countries for AIM,
both of which are required to run RNM. 

1 Futures Institute, “Financial Resources Required to Achieve National Goals for HIV Prevention,
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Treatment, Care and Support,” Glastonbury, CT: June 2010.

6.6.6.1.2  Installing the program

The Spectrum program is available at: http://www.FuturesInstitute.org.  It must be installed on a hard
disk before it can be used.  Spectrum will operate on any computer running Windows XP and above.  It
requires about 62MB of hard disk space.  

To install the Spectrum program, start your internet browser and go to http://www.FuturesInstitute.org.
Click on “Software” and then “Spectrum.” There are usually several versions of Spectrum available, as
sometimes a specific version is required for a particular application. Click on the version that is labeled
“Latest release” (unless you want a different version). From the dialogue box that appears next, select
“Save.” Select a location for the file. Once the file has been downloaded, click on that file and then follow
the instructions. 

The Spectrum model is updated frequently throughout the year, so you should check back periodically to
ensure you have the most up-to-date version.

6.6.6.2 Creating a new projection

6.6.6.2.1  Starting the Spectrum program

To start Spectrum:  

1. Click the “Start” button on the task bar.  

2. Select “Programs” from the pop-up menu.  

3. Select “Spectrum” from the program menu.  Alternatively, you can use Windows Explorer to

locate the directory “c:\Spectrum” and double click on the file named “Spectrum.exe.”

6.6.6.2.2  Opening a new  projection for RNM

RNM in Spectrum requires a demographic projection prepared with DemProj and an HIV/AIDS projection
prepared with AIM.  Before using RNM, you should use DemProj to prepare a demographic projection,
and AIM to prepare an HIV/AIDS projection.  Both modules are part of the Spectrum System of Policy
Models. In a typical RNM application, the demographic projection calculates all the normal demographic

processes (births, deaths, migration, aging). AIM influences the demographic projection by adding the
number of AIDS deaths and, possibly, specifying a lower fertility rate because of the effects of HIV
infection. All of the population figures required by RNM (e.g., size of the adult population) are provided by
DemProj, while HIV/AIDS-related data are provided by AIM. For more information on DemProj, consult
the DemProj Manual for Spectrum that is a companion to this one, DemProj:  A  Computer Program  for
Making Population Projections, while for AIM you should consult AIM, A  Computer Program  for Making
HIV/AIDS  Projections and Exam ining the Demographic and S ocia l Impacts of AIDS. Both are available
online at http://www.futuresinstitute.org. 

One easy way to create a projection is to use the default values discussed above, based on the UNAIDS-
sponsored workshops. To use this feature, follow these steps:

1. Select “New projection” from the Welcome screen (shown below). You can also select either “New
projection” from the application button in the upper left-hand corner of your screen (the location only
of the application button is shown below), or “New” when “Home” is selected on the menu bar that
runs across the top of the screen (shown below).

http://www.FuturesInstitute.org
http://www.FuturesInstitute.org
http://www.futuresinstitute.org
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2. You will see the Projection Manager dialogue box.  It will look similar to the display shown below:

3. Click on “Projection file name”, select the folder where the projection files will be located, and then
type in a file name. This file name will be printed at the top of all printed output and will be used to
identify the projection if more than one projection is loaded at a time.  Note that you can only change
the file name by selecting “File” and “Save projection as” from the application button in the upper
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left-hand corner of your screen to save the projection to a new name. If a box is shown in gray, you
will not be able to change its contents.  It means that a projection has been loaded, and the data
must remain the same.  If you want to create an entirely new projection, you should close the other
projections, using “Close”, and then select “File” and “New”.  Users may want to have several
projections open in order to examine the effects of changing assumptions.

4. Click on the arrow under the “First year” label, and select the first year that you want to cost in the
projection.

5. Click on the arrow under the “Final year” label, and select the final year that you want to cost in the
projection.

6. The “Active modules” section has check boxes that let you select other modules that will be used with
the population projection. Check the box next to “Resource Needs Model (RNM)”; Spectrum will then
automatically check the box next to “AIDS (AIM)”, as it is required in order to run RNM. DemProj is
always selected for any projection, so it is checked from the beginning.

7. As discussed above, there are default data for the RNM module for approximately 60 low- and
middle-income countries. Clickon the Country Data tab, which will then display a list of countries. On
the right, you will see a box that shows when default data are available for a country for the modules
you have selected (DemProj, AIM and RNM). When data are not available, the module name is
grayed out and has a red asterisk, indicating that default data are not available. Note that if data are
not available for your country, you could examine default data for a similar or neighboring country,
particularly with respect to unit costs. The demographic data are the most recent data prepared by
the United Nations Population Division, and by default the projection will use the UN medium variant
assumptions for base year population, the total fertility rate, and for male and female life expectancy.
The default data for the HIV/AIDS epidemic are the updated data from biennial country-specific
workshops run by UNAIDS. Note that we will use default values for Ghana in this tutorial. Once all the
information is entered for this dialogue box, click on the “OK” button.  You can always return to this
screen and change some of the information by selecting “Edit” from the menu bar and then
“Projection” from the pull-down menu.

8. Click “OK” to return to the dialogue box and click “OK” once more to complete the set-up process.

9. Select “File” and “Save projection” from the application button to save this projection.   

10. You can then click on “Modules” on the menu bar, and then click on “RNM” to begin working in RNM.
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6.6.6.3 Saving the projection

It is always a good idea to save the projection whenever you make a change to any assumptions. To save
the projection without changing the name, choose “Save projection” from the application button, or select
“Save” from the set of file commands displayed when “Home” is selected on the menu bar.  

To save the projection with a different name, choose “File” from the application button and then “Save
projection as”.  You will then have a chance to specify a new file name for the projection.    

6.6.6.4 Opening an existing projection

If you have already created an RNM projection or are using a projection provided by someone else, you
can immediately load that projection.

1. Select “Open existing projection” from the Welcome screen. Alternatively, you can select “Open
projection” using the application button or “Open” when selecting “Home” from the menu bar.

2. Select the file you wish to use and click the “OK” button to open the projection.

You can open more than one projection at a time.  Simply repeat these steps to load a second, third, or
even up to 10 projections.  When you have more than one projection loaded, all projections will be
displayed in the graphs and tables.  

When you have more than one projection loaded, the active projection is listed at the bottom of the
screen in bold font, with an asterisk. To change the active projection, click on the “Set Active” button
when selecting either “Home” or “Modules” on the menu bar. The program will display a list of the
projection names and you may choose the appropriate one from the list.
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6.6.6.5 Closing a projection

To close a projection that has already been opened, 

1. Choose “Close projection” from the application button or click on “Close” when “Home” is selected on
the menu bar. If you have more than one projection loaded, you will be asked to select which
projection should be closed.  

Closing a projection merely removes it from the computer’s memory; it does not erase it from the hard
disk. You can open that projection again at any time.  

6.6.6.6 Entering the projection inputs using editors

For readers who feel they need additional review or explanations of the terms found in this section, RNM
input editors and the glossary for RNM may be useful.

6.6.6.6.1  Editor screen format

The editors are similarly formatted screens which allow you to enter and/or edit the inputs on which a
projection is based. The buttons at the bottom of the screen can be used to save the inputs (click on
“OK”), cancel the most recently typed data (click on “Cancel”), or supply background information (click on
“Source” and then type in the box that appears). The Source feature allows you to keep a record of the
data sources and assumptions as you make the projections. This source information will be maintained
with the data file and printed whenever you print the projection summary.  It is strongly recommended
that you use this feature to avoid later confusion.

Special functions can be accessed by highlighting one or more input cells and then right-clicking on your
mouse. Besides the usual commands (“Undo”, “Redo”, “Cut”, “Copy”, “Paste” and “Copy All”), there are
several other functions available. “Duplicate” allows you to copy information from one cell, column, or
row to another; highlight (select) the range of cells, with the first cell being the value you want to copy,
and then drag the mouse to extend the range to the last year. You can use “Interpolate” to enter a
beginning and ending number in the appropriate cells and have the computer calculate the numbers for
the intervening intervals using different patterns: linear, S-shared, exponential, or front-loaded. Finally,
you can control the formatting of the cells by either increasing or decreasing the number of decimal
places shown, or choosing to display the thousands separator. 

Note that on a few input screens there are extra buttons to add or delete programs; these will be
discussed further below. 

6.6.6.6.2  Organization of the editor screens

The editor screens are organized by input variable, each of which is labeled on a tab at the top of the
editor, and one tab to display Results.  The editor for that variable is brought to the foreground when its
tab is clicked on, and it becomes active when the actual editor screen is clicked on.  When there are a
number of tabs, a dropdown menu appears in the right-hand corner; click on the arrow to move between
tabs. 

There are six Input tabs and one Results tab; instructions on how to access and utilize the dialogue box,
the variable groupings, and the editors for each variable follows.

6.6.6.7 Configuration

1. After selecting “Modules” from the menu bar and then clicking on “RNM”, choose “Configuration” from
the module menu bar. The screen below will appear. 
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2. Click on the arrow to the right of “First year of estimates” to display the dropdown menu, and select
the first year. 

3. Click on the arrow to display the dropdown menu for the "Last year of estimates", and select the last
year. 

4. Type in the "Exchange rate" (relative to the US dollar) you will use. The default value shown here is
for Ghana cedis in 2012.

5. Type in the abbreviation you will use when displaying results in the local currency. The value here is
GHS, the abbreviation for Ghana cedis. 

6.6.6.8 Population sizes

1. Click on “Population sizes” from the module menu bar. There are four tabs within this screen (see
below); you can move between tabs by clicking on a tab, or by using the dropdown menu at the
right-hand side of the screen and choosing a tab (circled below).
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6.6.6.8.1  General population

1. Click on the General Population tab. You can either enter data or change the default values (if
supplied) by clicking on the cell with data; for example, click on the “Percent” cell for 15-49 sexually
active to change that value. The type of value, either number or percent, is pre-determined and
cannot be changed.

2. You can add other general population groups by clicking on the button labeled, “Add population”. The
following screen will appear:
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Type in a label for the new general population group, and select the appropriate radio button
regarding whether the value will be a number or a percent. Then type in the value, and click “OK” to
save your entry. You may cancel adding the population group by clicking on “Cancel”. 

The new population group will appear in blue font. Once entered, it will also appear automatically in
the “Coverage” and “Unit cost” General Population tabs. You may delete the group by clicking first on
the group, and then on the “Delete population” button.

3. Make sure to click on the arrow at the bottom of the input screen to see all of the input data
categories (circled below). For the General Population tab, data for Workplace programs and
Violence against women will appear after scrolling down. This is also where any added population
groups will appear.
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6.6.6.8.2  Most-at-risk populations

1. Click on the Most At-risk Populations tab. You can either enter data or change the default values (if
supplied) by clicking on the cell with data; for example, click on the “Number” cell for Female sex
workers in the screen below. Data for most-at-risk populations can be entered using either a number
or a percent.
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2. You can add other most-at-risk populations by selecting the “Add population” button; a similar
dialogue box will appear as did for general populations. To add a most at-risk group, for example,
truck drivers, type in the label, choose whether the value will be a number or a percent, and then
enter the value.
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3. After you have finished, click on the “OK” button. The new population will appear in blue. 

4. You can delete any of the added populations by first selecting the population, then clicking on the
“Delete population” button.

6.6.6.8.3  Medical services

1. Click on the Medical Services tab. The following screen will appear.
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2. Either type in values or confirm the default values. The type of each variable here is pre-defined as
either a number or a percent, and cannot be changed. Also, note that no additional populations can
be added for this group of interventions.

6.6.6.8.4  Male circumcision

1. Click on the Male Circumcision tab. The following screen will appear.
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2. Enter the percent of adult males who are currently circumcised by either medical or traditional
methods. No other interventions may be added on this screen.

3. Click on “OK” to save the data you have entered for the various Population sizes and to exit this series
of input screens. Note that clicking the “Cancel” button will cancel a ll of the data entries that you have
made for Population sizes.

6.6.6.9 Coverage

1. Click on “Coverage” from the module menu bar. There are five tabs within this screen (see below);
as with Population groups, you can move between tabs by clicking on a tab, or by using the
dropdown menu at the right-hand side of the screen and choosing a tab (circled below).
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6.6.6.9.1  General population

This tab allows you to enter base year and target year coverage rates for the prevention interventions
targeting the general population. Note that these labels are different than the labels in the “Population
sizes” input screens, as the interventions use different components of the population-related inputs in the
final calculations (see the RNM input editors section for descriptions of the interventions, and the
Methodology section for a complete description of the equations used).

1. Click on the cell for Base year for each intervention and enter a value. If you have used default values
and you want to change them, click on the cell that you want to change and enter the new value.

2. Click on the cell for Target year for each intervention and enter a value. If you have used default
values and you want to change them, click on the cell that you want to change and enter the new
value.

3. By default, a linear pattern is used to interpolate coverage rates between Base year and Target year.
You can see the intervening coverage rates, and change them if you like, by clicking on the “Expand”
button at the bottom of the screen (circled below).
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The coverage rates for all of the years are now displayed. In the example below, you can see the
linear interpolation that the RNM uses to calculate the intervening coverage rates between Base year
and Target year. You may change any coverage rate by clicking on the cell and entering a new value. 

4. To collapse the columns back to the original display, click on the “Collapse” button at the bottom of
the screen (circled below):
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6.6.6.9.2  Most-at-risk populations

1. Click on the Most At-risk Populations tab. This tab allows you to enter base year and target year
coverage rates for the prevention interventions targeting most-at-risk populations (see the RNM input
editors section for descriptions of the interventions, and the Methodology section for a complete
description of the equations used). Note that the population added before, Truck drivers, is listed in
blue font at the bottom of the screen.
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2. Click on the cell for Base year for each intervention and enter a value. If you have used default values
and you want to change them, click on the cell that you want to change and enter the new value. You
will have to enter a percent coverage rate (between zero and 100) for any population groups that
have been added. 

3. Click on the cell for Target year for each intervention and enter a value. If you have used default
values and you want to change them, click on the cell that you want to change and enter the new
value. You will have to enter a percent coverage rate (between zero and 100) for any population
groups that have been added.

4. Again, a linear pattern is used to interpolate coverage rates between Base year and Target year.
Click on the “Expand” button to see coverage rates for intervening years, and make any changes by
clicking on the cell to be changed. 

5. Click on the “Collapse” button if you want to hide the coverage rates for the intervening years.

6.6.6.9.3  Medical services

1. Click on the Medical Services tab. Here you can enter the Base year and Target year coverage rates
for interventions provided through the medical sector (see the RNM input editors section for
descriptions of the interventions, and the Methodology section for a complete description of the
equations used).
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2. Enter or change Base year coverage rates by clicking on the relevant cell and entering a percent. All
values should be in percent form (between zero and 100). Note that the coverage rate should reflect
the fact that STI treatment is provided to men and women with symptomatic STIs.

3. Enter or change Target year coverage rates by clicking on the relevant cell and entering a percent. All
values should be in percent form (between zero and 100). Note that the coverage rate should reflect
the fact that STI treatment is provided to men and women with symptomatic STIs.

4. To see the coverage rates that have been linearly interpolated by the program, click on the “Expand”
button at the bottom of the screen. Click on any cell to change its value. 

5. To return to the original display of only Base year and Target year, click on the “Collapse” button. 

6.6.6.9.4  Male circumcision

1. Click on the Male Circumcision tab. Here you can enter the Base year and Target year coverage rates
for adult and early infant male circumcisions, including both traditional and medical male
circumcisions. Note that, if the population is growing, keeping coverage constant will result in some
circumcisions. Also note that coverage must be entered beginning in 1990, so that HIV infections can
be calculated correctly.  
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2. Enter or change coverage rates by clicking on the relevant cell and entering a percent. All values
should be in percent form (between zero and 100). Recall that you may use one of the built-in editor
functions (Duplicate, Interpolate, etc.) to fill in values by right-clicking on the cell and selecting from
the dropdown menu.

6.6.6.9.5  Treatment

1. Click on the Treatment tab. There are two steps in identifying the adults who will receive ART. 

2. First, specify the CD4 count below which an adult or adolescent will be eligible for ART. This criterion
must be entered beginning in 1990, in order to calculate HIV infections accurately. The eligibility
threshold will probably change over time; the values in the screen below reflect how the WHO
guidelines have changed over time, beginning with 200 in 1990, changing to 350 in 2010, and
changing again to 500 in 2013. 

3. Click on the cell you want to change, and enter the new value. Recall that you may use special editing
functions (Duplicate, Interpolate, etc.) to fill in values by right-clicking on the cell and selecting from
the dropdown menu.
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4. Second, you must select which method you will use to enter ART coverage. If you want to use data
on either the number of adults receiving ART or the percent of adults receiving ART (with the
denominator being adults needing ART), click on the radio button next to “Number or percent” (see
screen below).
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5. Enter either the number or percent of males and females receiving ART for each year. Although the
editor begins in 1990, it is likely that ART coverage does not begin until the early 2000s; above,
coverage in Ghana began in 2003. Note that you can vary the unit of the value entered (number or
percent); see the value for Males in 2004 above. You may enter service statistics (actual numbers)
on the number receiving ART for past years and use the target (a percent coverage) from the
national strategic plan or universal access plan for the future.  

6. If instead you want to specify ART coverage by CD4 count category, click on the radio button next to
“CD4 category” (see below):
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7. Enter the percent coverage (between zero and 100) for each CD4 count category by clicking on
the cell and then entering the value. Recall that you may use special editing functions (Duplicate,
Interpolate, etc.) to fill in values by right-clicking on the cell and selecting from the dropdown
menu.

Note that, again, coverage may begin in 1990, although it is unlikely to begin prior to the early
2000s. Coverage can vary within each year by CD4 count.

Note also that no coverage targets are entered for child treatment; following WHO guidelines, the
model assumes all children under the age of five who are HIV+ receive ART.

8. Click on “OK” to save all of the entries in the Coverage tab. Clicking on “Cancel” will cancel all of
the entries.

6.6.6.10 Unit costs

Click on “Unit costs” from the module menu bar. There are six tabs within this screen (see below); as
with the other groups, you can move between tabs by clicking on a tab, or by using the dropdown menu
at the right-hand side of the screen and choosing a tab (circled below).
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Also circled at the bottom of the screen above is a dropdown menu where you can choose the display
currency. Unit costs can be entered in either US dollars (USD) or another currency (the currency name
and exchange rate were entered in the Configuration screen). If you want to enter unit costs in the local
currency, here Ghanaian cedis, click on the arrow and choose “GHS”; the default unit costs are
automatically calculated and displayed in the new currency:
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6.6.6.10.1  General population

This tab contains unit cost information for prevention interventions targeting the general population.
Although these labels are similar to those in the Coverage tab, they are not exactly alike (see the RNM
input editors section for descriptions of the interventions, and the Methodology section for a complete
description of the equations used).

1. Click on the cell for the unit cost for each intervention and enter a value. If you have used default
values and you want to change them, click on the cell that you want to change and enter the new
value. General population groups you have added will appear at the bottom of the input screen.

2. By default, the same unit cost is used for every year. You can see the unit costs for the other years,
and change them if you like, by clicking on the “Expand” button at the bottom of the screen, which
results in the following screen:
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3. If you want to return to the original display, click on the “Collapse” button at the bottom of the
screen, circled above.

4. You may change the currency by selecting a different one from the dropdown menu labeled
“Currency”.

6.6.6.10.2  Most-at-risk populations

Click on the Most At-Risk Populations tab. This tab contains unit cost information for prevention
interventions targeting the most-at-risk populations (see the RNM input editors section for descriptions of
the interventions, and the Methodology section for a complete description of the equations used).

1. Click on the cell for the unit cost for each intervention and enter a value. If you have used default
values and you want to change them, click on the cell that you want to change and enter the new
value.

2. Any most-at-risk population groups you have added will appear in blue font at the bottom of the
screen; shown below is our example, “Truck drivers”. You will have to enter unit cost data for any
population groups you have added; no default data are available for these groups. 
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By default, the same unit cost is used for every year. The screen above displays all of the unit costs,
which are displayed by clicking on the “Expand” button at the bottom of the screen.
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Note that when unit cost data for the added most-at-risk population group were entered above with
the single-year display, the value is automatically duplicated for all years. You can change any value
by clicking on the cell and typing in a new value.

3. Click on “Collapse” to change back to the original display of only the first year. 

4. You may change the currency by selecting a different one from the dropdown menu labeled
“Currency”.

6.6.6.10.3  Medical services

Click on the Medical Services tab. The screen below will appear. This tab contains unit cost information
for prevention interventions delivered through the medical sector (see the RNM input editors section for
descriptions of the interventions, and the Methodology section for a complete description of the equations
used).

1. Click on the cell for the unit cost for each intervention and enter a value. If you have used default
values and you want to change them, click on the cell that you want to change and enter the new
value. If you want to see or enter data for the other years of the projection, click on the “Expand”
button. Click on a cell to change the value.

2. You may change the currency by selecting a different one from the dropdown menu labeled
“Currency”.
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6.6.6.10.4  Male circumcision

Click on the Male Circumcision tab. The screen below will appear. This tab contains unit cost information
for both adult and early infant male circumcision, both traditional and medical (see the RNM input editors
section for descriptions of the interventions, and the Methodology section for a complete description of
the equations used).

1. Click on the cell for the unit cost for each intervention and enter a value. If you have used default
values and you want to change them, click on the cell that you want to change and enter the new
value. If you are providing MC services in a variety of settings, use a weighted average unit cost.

2.  If you want to see or enter data for the other years of the projection, click on the “Expand” button.
Click on a cell to change the value. Click on “Collapse” to return to the original display of only the first
year.

3. You may change the currency by selecting a different one from the dropdown menu labeled
“Currency”.

6.6.6.10.5  PMTCT

Click on the PMTCT tab. The screen below will appear. This tab contains unit cost information for a
complete PMTCT program, including pre- and post-test counseling, ARV therapy for mother and child,
and post-natal counseling and formula feeding (see the RNM input editors section for descriptions of the
interventions, and the Methodology section for a complete description of the equations used).

1. Click on the cell for the unit cost for each intervention and enter a value. If you have used default
values and you want to change them, click on the cell that you want to change and enter the new
value. Note that not all cells in this application have default values, so they must be added.
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2. As described in the Input chapter, the unit cost for pre-test counseling will depend on the delivery
strategy chosen; it can be performed in individual or groups settings, and by using either opt-in or
opt-out strategies. If you hover over the “Pre-test” cell (where there is a red triangle in the upper-
right-hand corner), you will see the comment. 

3.  If you want to see or enter data for the other years of the projection, click on the “Expand” button.
Click on a cell to change the value. Click on “Collapse” to return to the original display of only the first
year.

4. You may change the currency by selecting a different one from the dropdown menu labeled
“Currency”.

6.6.6.10.6  Treatment

Click on the Treatment tab. The screen below will appear. This tab contains unit cost information for
adult and child ART, including drug, lab, prophylaxis, nutrition supplements and service delivery costs
(see the RNM input editors section for descriptions of the interventions, and the Methodology section for a
complete description of the equations used).

1. Click on the cell for the unit cost for each intervention and enter a value. If you have used default
values and you want to change them, click on the cell that you want to change and enter the new
value. If you are providing different regimens for first-line or second-line ART, enter a weighted
average of the costs.

2. Since ARV drug costs change quickly, you must enter unit costs for all of the projection years. Recall
that you may use special editing functions (Duplicate, Interpolate, etc.) to fill in values by right-
clicking on the cell and selecting from the dropdown menu that appears.

3. You may change the currency by selecting a different one from the dropdown menu labeled
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“Currency”.

4. Click on “OK” to save all of the entries in the Unit Cost tab. Clicking on “Cancel” will cancel all of the
entries.

6.6.6.11 Program support

Click on “Program support” from the module menu bar. The following screen will appear (see the RNM
input editors section for descriptions of the interventions, and the Methodology section for a complete
description of the equations used):
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1. Click on the arrow (circled above) to select either a number or percent value for each support
function. No default values are available here, so click on each cell for which you would like to enter
data and type in the value. The value is automatically copied into all of the projection years.

2. If you want to see or enter values for the other years of the projection, click on the “Expand” button.
Click on any cell to change its value. Click on “Collapse” to return to the original display of only the
first year. Recall that you may use special editing functions (Duplicate, Interpolate, etc.) to fill in
values by right-clicking on the cell and selecting from the dropdown menu that appears.

3. To add a support function, click on the “Add” button (circled below), and fill in the screen that will
appear:  
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4. Click on the dropdown arrow to select either number or percent as the value for the additional
support function, which appears in blue font. Click on the data cell to enter a value. If you enter the
value when only the first year of the projection is displayed, the value is automatically copied into all
of the projection years (see below).
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5. If you want to delete one of the added support functions, click on the function you want to delete, and
then click on the “Delete” button. 

6. Click on the arrow (circled above) to select either a number or percent value for each support
function. No default values are available here, so click on each cell that requires data and enter a
value. The value is automatically copied into all of the projection years.

7. Click on “OK” to save all of the entries in the Unit Cost tab. Clicking on “Cancel” will cancel all of the
entries.

6.6.6.12 Mitigation

Click on “Mitigation” from the module menu bar (see the RNM input editors section for descriptions of the
interventions, and the Methodology section for a complete description of the equations used). The
following screen will appear: 
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1. As discussed in the RNM input editors section, there are no pre-set programs for mitigation. Each
program must be added, and total resources required for each year must be supplied for each
program.

2. To add a mitigation program, click on the “Add program” button (circled below). Type in the name of
the program in the box highlighted in yellow (also circled below). 

3. Enter the total resources required for the program for each year by clicking on the cell and typing in
the value. Recall that you may use special editing functions (Duplicate, Interpolate, etc.) to fill in
values by right-clicking on the cell and selecting from the dropdown menu that appears.
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4. If you want to delete one of the mitigation programs, click on the function you want to delete, and
then click on the “Delete” button. 

5. Click on “OK” to save all of the entries in the Unit Cost tab. Clicking on “Cancel” will cancel all of the
entries.

6.6.6.13 Saving the input data

Once you have entered the projection inputs, it is a good idea to save the data onto your hard disk. To
save the projection, either choose “Save projection” from the application button or select “Save” from the
set of file commands displayed when “Home” is selected on the menu bar. The data will be saved using
the file name you specified earlier.

6.6.6.14 Results

6.6.6.14.1  Making the projection

Whenever you enter data for a new projection or edit the variables, Spectrum will note that the data
have been changed. The next time you try to display an indicator, it will inform you that the data may
have changed and ask if you want to recalculate the projection. Normally, you should answer “Yes” to this
question. Spectrum will then make the projection. This step may take only a few seconds or much longer,
depending on the length of the projection and the number of modules being used. Once the projection is
made, you will not be asked if you want to project the population again, unless you edit the variables.

6.6.6.14.2  Examining the output

To see the results of the projection, select “Results” from the module menu bar.  From the pull-down
menu you will see a menu showing the categories of indicators available:
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Resources required

Number of people reached

Adult treatment costs

Child PMTCT and treatment costs

Choose one of these categories and you will see one final menu listing the indicators available in that
category. Select one of the indicators.  Then you will see the display dialogue box. It will look similar to
the one shown below.  

The exact choices available will depend on the indicator you have selected. Different chart types are
available, as well as a Table display (or both). If you want to copy and paste the results into another
program for further analysis, choose the “Table” display.

The display will normally be in single years, but you can change it to display every five or 10 years if
desired. The chart type is also set through this dialogue box. Click on the button next to the type of
display you want. Normally the display will show all the years in the projection.  However, if you want to
see only part of the projection, you can change the final year by selecting a new final display year from
the “Final year” list box.  

Once you are satisfied with the type of display, click the “OK” button and the display will appear.  It will
look similar to the display shown below.
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All the projections that are currently in use will be displayed on the same graph.

You can change the configuration of the display by clicking the “Configure” button. You can also change
the type of display by placing the mouse pointer anywhere inside the chart and clicking with the right
mouse button. You can also display the results in a different currency by clicking on the dropdown menu
next to “Currency displayed”.

To close the display, click on the “Close” button. You do not have to close the display immediately. You
can choose to display another indicator and it will appear on top of the first display. The first display will
be covered, but it will still be there. You can return to any previous display that you have not closed by
clicking on its tab at the top of the screen. 

6.6.6.14.3  Graphs and bar charts

Spectrum will display a variety of graphs and bar charts, including:

Line charts

Two- and three-dimensional bar charts (column charts)

Two- and three-dimensional horizontal bar charts

Two- and three-dimensional overlap bar charts (bars for multiple projections are shown on top of one

another)

Three-dimensional perspective bar charts

To use in another program, you can use the “Copy” command in Spectrum and then “Paste” into another
program. 

6.6.6.14.4  Tables

Spectrum will also display data in the form of tables. In tables, each projection that is in use will be
displayed in a separate column. You can scroll through the table to see all the years by using the PgUp
and PgDn keys or by using the mouse.  
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You can also copy and paste the results here for use in another software program. 

6.6.6.14.5  Summary tables

The final choice in each section is a summary table showing all the indicators and input assumptions. You
can scroll through this page to see all the output. If you have more than one projection loaded, the
indicators for the second projection will immediately follow the first.  

6.6.7 Methodology

Recall that the basic equation used in the RNM calculates total resources required for each intervention at
any time t as the product of target population, coverage rate and unit cost:

(1) Resources requiredt = Target populationt x coveraget x unit costt 

The details of the calculations for each of the outputs that can be displayed in the RNM are presented in
this chapter.  

6.6.7.1 Prevention

Priority populations

Youth focused interventions:  Resources required = ((Male population aged 6-12 x Male primary
gross enrollment rate + Female population aged 6-12 x Female primary gross enrollment rate) / (Primary
student teacher ratio x % primary students with teachers trained in AIDS / Frequency of teacher re-
training (years) x Cost per teacher trained in primary school education)) + ((Male population aged 13-18
x Male secondary gross enrollment rate + Female population aged 13-18 x Female secondary gross
enrollment rate) / (Secondary student teacher ratio x % secondary students with teachers trained in AIDS
/ Frequency of teacher re-training (years) x Cost per teacher trained in secondary school education)) +
(Male population 13-18 + Female population 13-18) x % out-of-school youth reached x Cost of peer
education for out of school youth

Female sex workers and their clients: Resources required = Female sex workers in base year x pop
15-49 in year t / pop 15-49 in base year x coverage (% female sex workers reached by intervention per
year) x unit cost (cost per female sex worker targeted)

Male sex workers and their clients: Resources required = Male sex workers in base year x pop 15-49
in year t / pop 15-49 in base year x coverage (% male sex workers reached by intervention per year) x
unit cost (cost per male sex worker targeted)

Workplace: Resources required = (Formal sector employees eligible for workplace programs) x (%
workforce receiving peer education/100 x cost per person in employment reached (peer education) + %
workforce receiving STI treatment x cost per STI treated in workplace)

Injecting drug users: Resources required for the five separate programs are:

IDU harm reduction: Number of IDU x pop 15-49 in year t / pop 15-49 in base year x % of IDUs
receiving harm reduction intervention/100 x cost of harm reduction programs per person contacted 

IDU testing and counseling: Number of IDU x pop 15-49 in year t / pop 15-49 in base year x % of
IDUs receiving Counseling and Testing/100 x Cost of Counseling and Testing per IDU targeted 

IDU community outreach and peer education: Number of IDU x pop 15-49 in year t / pop 15-49
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in base year x % of IDUs receiving Community Outreach and Peer Education/100 x Cost of
Community Outreach and Peer Education per IDU targeted 

IDU needle and syringe exchange: Number of IDU x pop 15-49 in year t / pop 15-49 in base year
x % of IDUs receiving Needle and Syringe Exchange/100 x Cost per needle distributed and destroyed
x Number of injections per year 

IDU drug substitution: Number of IDU x pop 15-49 in year t / pop 15-49 in base year x % of IDUs
receiving Drug Substitution/100 x Cost of Drug Substitution per IDU targeted x Percent IDU opioid
dependent

Men who have sex with men: Resources required = MSM in base year x pop 15-49 in year t / pop 15-
49 in base year x coverage (% MSM reached by intervention per year) x unit cost (cost per MSM
targeted)

Community mobilization: Resources required = Adult population 15-49 x coverage (% reached by
intervention per year) x unit cost (cost per person reached)

Service delivery

Condom provision: Resources required = Male pop 15-49 x 15-49 sexually active x 15-49 males
reporting non-regular partners x (Number of sex acts with regular partners per year x % of marrieds with
casual partners using condoms in marital sex/100 + Number of sex acts for casual non-regular partners
per year x % of casual sex acts covered with condoms/100) x Cost per male condom distributed by the
public sector x (1 + Condom wastage during storage and distribution)

STI management: Resources required = (Number of new cases of treatable STIs - male (incidence) x
Percent of STIs that are symptomatic - males x % males with STI receiving treatment + Number of new
cases of treatable STIs - female (incidence) x Percent of STIs that are symptomatic - females x %
females with STI receiving treatment) x Cost per STI treated in clinics

Voluntary counseling and testing: Resources required = (Male pop 15-49 + female pop 15-49) x %
of adult population receiving VCT each year x cost per VCT client

Male circumcision: Resources required = Male pop 15-49 x % of adult males currently circumcised x %
males 15-49 circumcised x cost per circumcision

PMTCT: Resources required = Pre-test counseling costs + HIV positive women counseling costs + Testing
costs for all HIV positive women + PRC testing for newborns and testing after cessation of breast feeding
+ service delivery costs + Cost of formula + Cost of Single dose nevirapine + cost of dual ARV + Cost of
Option A + Cost of Option B + cost of Triple ART before pregnancy + cost of triple ART during pregnancy
+ Cost of Option A with breastfeeding + cost of Option B with breastfeeding where: 

Pre-test counseling costs = Pre-test counseling cost x number of births x (number women on
PMTCT / number need PMTCT)

HIV positive women counseling costs = Post-test cost x number women on PMTCT

Testing costs for all HIV positive women = PMTCT cost for mother x number of births x
(number women on PMTCT/number need PMTCT)

PCR testing for newborns and testing after cessation of breast feeding = (Cost of PCR for
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infants after birth + Cost for testing of infants after breast feeding) x Number women on PMTCT

Service delivery costs = Cost of service delivery x number of women on PMTCT

Cost of formula = cost of formula x number of women on PMTCT

Cost of single dose nevirapine = (1 + 3 x 2 x 5 / 50) x Cost of Nevirapine 200 x Number need
PMTCT x Percent treated with single dose nevirapine

{S ingle dose for baby of 3kg baby, dose of 2mg/kg, 50mg NVP from  5m l bottle, plus s ingle dose for
mother}

Cost of dual ARV = (Cost of AZT + Cost of Three TC) x 12 x 7 x Number need PMTCT x Percent
treated with Dual ARV

{12 w eeks, 7 days/w k}

Cost of Option A = Cost AZT x (40-14) x 7 x Need for PMTCT x Percent treated with Option A

{26 w eeks, 7 days/w k}

Cost of Option B = Cost of Triple Prophylaxis x 26 x 7 x Need for PMTCT x Percent treated with
Option B

{26 w eeks, 7 days/w k}

Cost of Triple ART before pregnancy = (Cost of Triple treatment x (26+52) x 7 + Cost of
Nevirapine for infants x 6 x 7) x Need for PMTCT x Percent treated with Triple ART before pregnancy

{26 w eeks pre-partum , 52 w eeks post-partum  for mom , 6 w eeks for infant}

Cost of Triple ART during pregnancy = (Cost of Triple treatment x (26+52) x 7 + Cost of
Nevirapine for infants x 6 x 7) x Need for PMTCT x Percent treated with Triple ART during pregnancy

{26 w eeks pre-partum , 52 w eeks post-partum  for mom , 6 w eeks for infant}

Cost of Option A with breastfeeding = Cost of Nevirapine for infants x (52 x 7 + 7) x Need for
PMTCT - Percent treated with Triple ART before pregnancy - Percent treated with Triple ART during
pregnancy x Percent treated with Option A with breastfeeding

{Mother = 12 months BF}

Cost of Option B with breastfeeding = Cost of triple prophylaxis x 365 x (Need for PMTCT x (1-
Percent treated with Triple ART before pregnancy - Percent treated with Triple ART during
pregnancy)) x Percent treated with Option B with breastfeeding

{Mother = 12 months BF}

Mass media: Resources required = Adult population 15-49 x coverage (% reached by intervention per
year) x unit cost (cost per person reached)

Health care
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Blood safety: Resources required = Total population / 1000 x Blood units required per 1,000 people x
% of units of blood for transfusion tested/100 x Cost per blood unit tested

Post-exposure prophylaxis: Resources required = Total population / 1000000 x PEP kits required per
million population x Cost per PEP kit

Safe injection: Resources required = (Pop <2 x Average number of immunizations per child 0-23
months + Total population x Number of adult injections per person per year x (1 - Percent reduction in
number of other injections )) x Percent of injections that are unsafe x Percent of unsafe injections
replaced with AD syringes x Additional cost for AD syringes

Universal precautions: Resources required = Hospital beds per 1000 population x Percent of hospital
beds covered/100 x Annual cost per hospital bed

6.6.7.2 Care and treatment services

Adult ARV therapy

ARV therapy cost: Resources required = First-line ART cost + Second-line ART cost + TB/ART cost +
Lab test cost + Cotrim prophylaxis cost + TB prophylaxis cost + Nutrition cost + First-line service delivery
cost + Second-line service delivery cost where:

First-line ART cost = Cost of first-line ART drugs per person per year * Number 15+ receiving
ART

Second-line ART cost = Cost of second-line ART drugs per person per year * Number 15+
receiving second-line ART

TB/ART cost = Number 15+ newly receiving ART * ( (Additional ART drug costs for TB males +
Additional ART drug costs for TB females)/2) * (Number of TB cases/15+ total need for ART)

Lab test cost = ART lab costs * (number 15+ receiving ART + Number 15+ receiving second-line)

Cotrim prophylaxis cost = Cost of Cotrim prophylaxis per person per year *  (15+ total need for
ART – (Number 15+ receiving ART + Number 15+ receiving second-line))

TB prophylaxis cost = Cost of TB prophylaxis per person per year * (15+ total need for ART –
(Number 15+ receiving ART + Number 15+ receiving second-line))

Nutrition cost = Cost of nutrition supplement for sVI months * (number 15+ newly receiving ART
+ number 15+ newly receiving second-line)

First-line service delivery cost = Number 15+ receiving ART * (Cost per inpatient day * Number
ART inpatient days + Cost per outpatient day * Number of ART outpatient days)

Second-line service delivery cost = Number 15+ receiving second-line * (Cost per inpatient day
* Number ART inpatient days + Cost per outpatient day * Number of ART outpatient days)

Non-ARV care and prophylaxis

Non-ART care and prophylaxis: Resources required = (Number 15+ AIDS deaths + Number 15+
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newly needing ART * (1-0.5 * (Number 15+ receiving ART + Number 15+ receiving second-line) / 15+
total need for ART)) * (Cost per inpatient day * OI treatment inpatient days + Cost per outpatient day *
OI treatment outpatient days)

Child ARV therapy
Child treatment costs =  (Cost of ARV drugs for children + Lab cost for children + Cost per inpatient day *
Number of ART inpatient days + Cost per outpatient day * Number of ART outpatient days) * Number of
children on ART

6.6.7.3 Program support

Resources required for:

Enabling environment = Amount or % for Enabling environment x sum of all resources required

Program management = Amount or % for Program management x sum of all resources required

Research = Amount or % for Research x sum of all resources required

Monitoring and

evaluation

= Amount or % for Monitoring and evaluation x sum of all resources

required 

Strategic communication = Amount or % for Strategic communication x sum of all resources required

 

Logistics = Amount or % for Logistics x sum of all resources required 

Program-level HR = Amount or % for Program-level HR x sum of all resources required 

Training = Amount or % for Training x sum of all resources required 

Laboratory equipment = Amount or % for Laboratory equipment x sum of all resources required 

6.6.7.4 Mitigation

Resources required for mitigation interventions are simply the amounts that are entered into the RNM. 

6.6.8 Glossary of terms

Most of the definitions were obtained from the United Nations web site:  http://www.unaids.org/

Adult.  An adult is defined as a person aged 15 or older.

AIDS.  The abbreviation for the acquired immune deficiency syndrome, a disabling and fatal disease
caused by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).

HIV.  The human immunodeficiency virus is the virus that causes AIDS.  Two types of HIV are currently
known:  HIV-1 and HIV-2.  Worldwide, the predominant virus is HIV-1.  Both types of virus are
transmitted by sexual contact, through blood, and from mother to child, and they appear to cause
clinically indistinguishable AIDS.  However, HIV-2 is less easily transmitted, and the period between initial
infection and illness is longer in the case of HIV-2.

http://www.unaids.org/
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HIV Infection.  Infection with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).  HIV infection is primarily a
sexually transmitted infection, passed on through unprotected penetrative sex. The virus can also be
transmitted through blood transfusions, through the use of unsterilized injection equipment or cutting
instruments, and from an infected woman to her fetus or nursing infant.

Interpolation.  Given two numbers that serve as boundary points, it is possible to estimate the values
that lie at intervals between the two points. For example, if the HIV prevalence rate for a country or
region was actually measured only in 1985 and in 1995, by assuming even increments from year to year,
it is possible to interpolate a TFR for each intervening year. Spectrum uses a linear form of interpolation
so that the difference between each annual value is the same. Other nonlinear forms of interpolation are
also possible but are not used in Spectrum.

Life Expectancy.  The average number of years a newborn can expect to live, based on the mortality
and conditions of the time.

Model. Computer system designed to demonstrate the probable effect of two or more variables that
might be brought to bear on an outcome. Such models can reduce the effort required to manipulate
these factors and present the results in an accessible format.

Module. Synonym for “model.”

Orphan.  In this manual, an orphan is defined as a child under the age of 18 whose mother or father, or
both, has died of AIDS.  

Perinatal and Perinatal Transmission.  Pertaining to or occurring during the periods before, during, or

shortly after the time of birth; that is, before delivery from the 28th week of gestation through to the first
seven days after delivery. The transmission of HIV from an infected woman to her fetus or newborn child
is referred to as perinatal transmission.

Prevalence.  The proportion of a defined population with the infection, disease, or other health-related
event of interest at a given point or period of time.

Seroprevalence (HIV, STD).   The percentage of a population from whom blood has been collected
that is found, on the basis of serology, to be positive for HIV or other STD agents at any given time.

6.6.9 Acronyms and abbreviations

3TC Epivir, also known as lamivudine

AD auto-destruct

AIDS acquired immune deficiency syndrome

AIM AIDS Impact Model

ART antiretroviral treatment

ARV antiretroviral

AZT Azidodeoxythymidine, also known as zidovudine

DHS Demographic and Health Survey
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EIMC Early infant male circumcision

FSW female sex worker

GDP gross domestic product

GNP gross national product

HIV human immunodeficiency virus

HR human resources

IDU injecting drug user

IEC information, education and communication

ILO International Labour Organization

M&E Monitoring and evaluation

MC Male circumcision

MOH Ministry of Health

MSM men who have sex with men

MSW male sex worker

NACP national AIDS control program

NNRTI Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor

NRTI Nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor

OI opportunistic infection

PCR polymerase chain reaction

PEP post-exposure prophylaxis

PEPFAR President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief

PI protease inhibitor

PMTCT prevention of mother-to-child transmission

RNM Resource Needs Module

STI sexually transmitted infection

TB tuberculosis

UNAIDS Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS
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UNGASS United Nations General Assembly Special Session on HIV/AIDS

UNICEF United Nations Children’s Fund

USAID United States Agency for International Development

VCT voluntary counseling and testing

WHO World Health Organization

WHO-
CHOICE

World Health Organization CHOosing Interventions that are Cost-Effective  

6.7 TIME

TIME comprises two models:

TIME Estimates: This module is used for producing estimated and projected values for key TB
indicators. These TB indicators include: TB incidence (particularly its split by HIV status), TB
mortality (estimated from case fatality ratios with respect to TB incidence), TB notification and its
breakdown by case type (new or retreatment) and MDR among notified new and retreatment TB
cases. The module is used to calculate TB/HIV incidence and mortality using UNAIDS estimates
on HIV prevalence, CD4 distribution and ART coverage.

These estimates are used as population input for cost calculations in TB One Health Costing. It is
also used to provide indicator trends to which the TIME Impact model is fit. All indicators are
produced by cubic-spline regression techniques.
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TIME Impact: The TIME Impact module allows users to generate short and long term
projections of TB incidence and notification for their population of interest, and assess the
epidemiological impact of a variety of user-defined interventions. Results are stratified by
treatment history, smear and MDR status, based on data from the WHO Global TB Database.
Results are used to generate cost-effectiveness estimates of key TB interventions using One
Health.

It uses a dynamical compartmental TB model, which is linked to [DemProj] and [AIM], from
which it draws population and HIV data respectively. TIME Impact models are first calibrated to
baseline country-level epidemics (with information supplied by the TIME Estimates model) and
are then used to study the impact of TB interventions on TB incidence, prevalence, mortality and
notification. The costs of these interventions are calculated with TB Costing module within One
Health.

TIME Estimates and TIME Impact interact much like AIM and Goals do for HIV modeling: TIME
Estimates are used to prepare official estimates (particularly for HIV+ TB incidence and mortality)
and TIME Impact is used to study the impact of TB interventions on TB incidence, notification,
mortality and MDR outcomes.

6.7.1 TIME Estimates

6.7.1.1 What is TIME Estimates?

This section outlines the Spectrum TIME Estimates module for the estimation of key TB indicators at
country level, with an emphasis on indicators relevant to HIV-TB, and with the aim of estimating the
potential impact of HIV interventions (e.g. ART) on the burden of HIV-TB [1]. The model can also be used
to study the impact of increased TB notification on the TB-related mortality.

An immediate application of the TIME Estimates module is to estimate the number of incident TB cases by
CD4 category (these data are produced by the Spectrum HIV model [2]). Many countries follow 2010 ART
guidelines regarding TB cases, which recommend that HIV+ cases with active TB must initiate treatment
regardless of CD4 count. Many of them want to expand ART eligibility to higher CD4 thresholds for the
general population also. The model can be used to estimate resource requirements above those that will
result from current ART guidelines. Another important use is to estimate HIV+ TB mortality and the
impact of ART expansion. 

The model is essentially an incidence model, which is fit to incidence data from the WHO GTB database
and disaggregated according to CD4 category. To this end, a regression method is devised to estimate
relative risk (RR) for TB incidence according to the CD4 categories used by Spectrum for national HIV
projections. Spectrum data are based on the national projections prepared towards the UNAIDS Report
on the Global AIDS Epidemic 2012.

TB mortality is calculated as product of incidence and case fatality ratios, and the model can easily be
used to study the impact of increased notification on TB-related mortality.

6.7.1.2 TIME Estimates input editors

6.7.1.2.1  Program statistics

This section of the module organizes country TB program statistics as reported to the WHO. The editor is
arranged into several tabbed sub-sections, as depicted below:

TB Incidence (all forms, HIV- and HIV+), as well as upper and lower bounds for the estimates.
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HIV+ TB, showing the results of different types of HIV-TB surveillance efforts, namely surveys,
routine testing of TB cases and testing through sentinel surveillance. Also showing information
related to HIV+ TB cases receiving ART. This information is used to estimate HIV+ TB incidence.

TB Notification, focusing on the case types required of the costing of the TB program by the TB
costing module of One Health.

MDR burden, displaying MDR burden in absolute numbers and as a percent of new pulmonary
and retreated cases, as well as upper and lower bounds for the estimates.

MDR Case Detection, showing the percentage of cases that receive drug sensitivity tests.

The data displayed in the Program Statistics editor is read from the WHO TB database. Any changes to
these data must be communicated with the WHO Global TB Program. The Program Statistics editors are
displayed below.

Figure 1: TIME TB Program Statistics: TB Incidence

Figure 2: TIME TB Program Statistics: HIV+ TB, surveillance data, TB-ART information
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Figure 3: TIME TB Program Statistics: TB Notification by treatment history and for new cases
a case type breakdown

Figure 4: TIME TB Program Statistics: MDR burden among notified new and re-treatment
cases. Percent of the MDR cases which are MDR also stated.
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Figure 5: TIME TB Program Statistics: MDR Case Detection, i.e. the percentage of notified
new and re-treatment cases who receive a drug susceptibility test.

6.7.1.2.2  Fitting and displaying TB indicators

TIME Estimates provides and interface for fitting and displaying indicators. Default projections for all

indicators and most countries (around 150 countries) are read from a database into which pre-fitted

projections are loaded. While the default projections generally fit available data well, there are

projections for some countries which demands data adjustments and re-fitting.

TIME Estimates uses a generic interface for curve fitting. The top-left panel provides a way of selecting a

given indicator. Once selected, the user can set a number of parameters that will influence the fitting of

the curve to underlying data, based on cubic spline fitting. 

General fitting parameters

The general parameters which are available for each indicator, are:
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The projection interval: which is set in the Configuration tab. The setting is called “Final

year of statistical projection”. The default value is 2020, but any value can be chosen, keeping in

mind that the accuracy of cubic spline projection decreased further into the future. The first year

of projection is the start year of the Spectrum projection, but the projected indicators are only

recorded from 1990 onward, in correspondence with the availability of WHO TB data.

Number of splines: The more splines covering the projection interval the greater the ability of

the cubic spline to respond to sharp changes in data. However, more parameters introduces the

risk of over-fitting the data, producing unreliable projections beyond the years of available data.

Tests with the TIME Estimates model suggest that 9-11 basis function are sufficient to fit most

indicators.

Smoothness penalty: This setting allows the user to control the influence of the smoothness

penalty as per equation 5. Reducing the penalty will allow greater flexibility in fitting data, but

will lead to uncontrolled projections beyond years of data. As with the number of basis functions,

a subjective judgment must be made regarding the compromise between fitting more data

points versus producing smooth future projections.

‘Order’ of Smoothness penalty: This setting controls the type of penalty that is imposed on

the projection. A ‘first order’ penalty favors a projection which is smooth. Mathematically it

penalizes large difference between adjacent cubic spline coefficients. A ‘second order’ penalty

favors a projection that follows recent trends in the data. Mathematically it penalizes large

second-order differences between adjacent cubic spline coefficients.

Uncertainty interval: The checkbox “Estimate uncertainty intervals” is used to toggle between

having uncertainty intervals or not. When selected, a specified “Number of bootstraps” is used to

generate the uncertainty interval, which represents a 95% confidence interval for the indicator.

The more bootstraps used, the more accurate the final uncertainty intervals, but the longer time

requirements for the processing will be.

After setting the parameters for all curves, or accepting the default values (which typically works well),

the user must fit the “Fit All” button which will process the fitting of all indicators. The Indicator Fitting

screen is shown below:

Figure 6: Fit indicators
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Parameters specific to fitting HIV+ TB incidence

When fitting HIV+ TB incidence, a second set of parameters must be specified, as explained in section

“Estimating HIV-TB incidence by CD4 category”:

RR for CD4 > 500 cells/uL (%): This setting set the risk for TB infection at a specified level

relative to the risk for HIV- cases, which is estimated by the algorithm.

Increase in RR per 100 uL CD4 decline (%): This setting control the exponential increase in

risk for TB infection for each 100 uL units of CD decline.

Reduction in RR for HIV patients on ART (%): This setting controls the reduction in risk of

TB infections for HIV patients receiving ART.

Relative weight of survey, sentinel and routine HIV-TB testing data. The method simply

replicates each dataset, if available, a specified number of times. More weight is typically given

to population surveys, being the most unbiased assessment of HIV+ TB incidence. This is a

subjective way of ensuring that the final HIV+ TB incidence estimates matches estimates from

population surveys as closely as is possible given overall TB incidence and the properties of the

HIV+ population (namely CD4 distribution and ART status).

Data inclusion threshold: HIV+ TB incidence estimates obtained from routine testing are

typically biased when coverage is low, since under such conditions only the most severe cases

are tested. This setting specifies a coverage setting below which to reject routine testing data in

the HIV+ TB Incidence estimate.

Figure 7: Fitting HIV+ TB incidence
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6.7.1.3 Methodology

6.7.1.3.1  Estimating TB indicators w ith cubic splines

The purpose of this section is to explain the method TIME Estimates utilizes to make projection of TB
indicators. All methods are based on using cubic spline projection, and the method is outlined below.

A flexible and relatively simple way of project trends through the indicators under Program Statistics is to
represent it as k time-dependent m’th order cubic-spline functions [p.152,3]:

 I(x) = Σi=1 to k
  βi B

mi(x) (4)

where βi is the i'th spline coefficient and Bmi(x) represents the evaluation of the i-th basis function at

time(year) x.  The order of each basis function is m and we use cubic splines, i.e. m=3. Equation 4
simply states that any time-dependent function, such as incidence, can be represented as a linear
combination of cubic-spline basis functions.

The values of the cubic-spline coefficients β are determined by an optimization routine which minimizes
the least squares error between incidence data (Iobs) and the estimated incidence curve I(x):

Σx=1990:2012 |I(x) - Iobs(x)|
2 + λβTSβ (5)

Here |I - Iobs|
2  is the sum of squared errors in estimated incidence and S is a difference penalty matrix

applied directly to the parameters β to control the level of variation between adjacent coefficients of the
cubic-spline, and thus control (through a choice of λ ) the smoothness of the time-dependent case
incidence curve. Another important purpose of the use of the smoothness penalty matrix S is to
regularize (by creating smoothness dependencies between adjacent parameters) the ill-conditioned
inverse problem (more unknown parameters than the data can resolve) that would tend to over fit the
data when left ill-conditioned.
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Confidence intervals from cubic-spline projection

The cubic-spline method is then used to fit an indicator (incidence, notification, smear type etc) to a set
of bootstrapped data, obtained by sampling from the normal error distribution resulting from fitting the
‘point estimate’. This bootstrap method produces a sample of projected cubic-spline curves that are
practically equivalent to a set that would be obtained from fitting the model to the same number of
repeated measurements (or assessments) of the given indicator.  Confidence intervals based on the
bootstrapped data are typically narrow in the years where the model has data to utilize, and ‘spread out’
after that, according to a Gaussian process with an increasing variance.

6.7.1.3.2  Estimating HIV-TB incidence by CD4 category

The disaggregation of TB incidence by CD4 category is based on the idea that increase in the relative risk
for TB incidence is a function of CD4 decline. Williams et al captured this idea in a model for the
relationship between the RR for TB and CD4 decline [4]. They suggested a 42% (+- 17% for 95%
confidence interval) increase in RR for TB for each unit of 100uL CD4 decline.

The Spectrum-TB model’s disaggregation method is based on the Williams et al model.  The model first

estimates HIV- TB incidence and then calculates the ‘risk of TB’ F=I- / P-, where I- is HIV- TB incidence

and P- the number of HIV- individuals susceptible to TB.

An assumption is made that the risk of TB for HIV+ cases with CD4 count > 500 uL is proportional to F
(we assume it is higher by a factor of 2.5 [9]). For each 100uL CD4 decline in the remaining categories
(350-499, 250-349, 200-249, 100-199, 50-99 CD4 cells/uL, and CD4 count less than 50 cells uL), the risk
of TB is represented as:

dc
,

where p(1) is a parameter that is used to recognize that HIV+ cases with high CD4 counts could be at
higher risk of TB relative to HIV-, and p(2) controls the exponential increase in RR with CD4 decline. dc is
the  number of 100uL CD4 decline associated with the midpoint of each CD4 category relative to 500: dc=
(3.0, 4.4, 8.6, 12.9, 19.2, 28.6, 37.3) for the six CD4 categories.

A reduction in RR is applied for those being on ART for more than one year.

Parameter assumptions

We assume p(1)=2.5 [9] and fit p(2) in order to match total TB incidence and HIV+ TB estimates
from HIV-test data where available.

There are a number of aspects of the RR-approach that has to be balanced: the ‘biological
meaning’ we would like to attach to these parameters and a more straightforward interpretation
of these parameters as regression coefficients. Both parameters can be fitted or both can be
fixed.  Varying at least p(2) seems reasonable, as it captures the variation we expect countries
to have with respect to baseline (HIV-negative) CD4 count and it and strikes a balance between
the biological and regression mechanisms.

The RR-model is used to estimate of TB incidence among ART cases. An estimate for ART-TB is
available in the database, and it is arguably not necessary to estimate it with the RR-model, but
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there are a number of problems with the ART data, the biggest of which is that some countries
appear to report cumulative ART numbers, which this method cannot anticipate or handle.

We assume Hazard Ratios (HR) of 0.35 for all CD4 at ART initiation categories. Suthar et al
reports HRs of 0.16, 0.35 and 0.43 for those on ART with CD4 count < 200, 200-350 and > 350
[5], and these values could in principle be used. However, Spectrum tracks only CD4 at initiation,
thus limiting the use of CD4-specific HR for ART patients. 

An assumption is made that the HR of 0.35 applies only to patients on ART for more than 6
months. Spectrum’s ART-mortality estimates, derived mostly from ART cohorts in SSA, suggest
that mortality is still very high in the first six months of treatment. Since TB is a leading cause of
HIV mortality, it was felt that the HR of 0-6 month ART patients is likely still high and reduction
factor due to ART is not applied.

Likelihood function

A simple least squares approach is used to fit model to total TB incidence, and to all available estimates
of HIV+ TB incidence. These estimates of HIV+ TB incidence are obtained by three sampling methods:
population surveys of HIV-TB prevalence (least biased, but scarce due to cost), sentinel HIV data (biases
include more testing of advanced HIV) and routine HIV testing of reported active cases (variable
coverage). To increase the importance of survey data we include replicas (duplicated it, to be specific) of
the survey data in the likelihood function. By this we mean that for years with HIV-test data, we simply
add identical copies of the HIV-test data to the likelihood function. This is a way of (subjectively) giving
more weight to HIV-test data in the likelihood function, in which function it would be competing with our
total TB incidence estimate. The total TB incidence estimate is based on much more data, evenly spread
out in the estimation period 1990-2015.

Trial and error shows that using two replicates of the HIV survey data (i.e. duplicating the survey data)
and of the routine testing estimate with coverage greater than 90%, for each a) HIV sentinel and b)
routine testing estimate with coverage between 50-90% (0-50% routine testing data are not used), gives
a good disaggregation of total TB incidence into HIV+ and HIV- TB, with the fit passing close to survey
points where they are available.  

For countries with no data we use a range for p(2) estimated from countries with survey data, which
suggests that p(2) = 1.96 [1.8-2.1] and fit the RR-model only to total TB incidence. There is no
satisfactory way of verifying results for HIV+ TB incidence when no HIV-testing data are available, but
comparison of the global estimate for HIV+ TB incidence produced by Spectrum TB and GTB’s estimate
(based a different method using HIV prevalence instead of CD4 distributions and using the same HIV-test
but in a different way) suggests that the RR-model works reasonably well.

6.7.1.3.3  Estimating TB mortality

TB mortality is calculated as product of incidence and case fatality ratios:

M = (I-N)Fu + NFn (1) 

where I represents incident TB cases, N cases that are notified, (I-N) TB cases that are not notified and M

TB mortality. Fn and Fu are the case fatality ratios for notified and non-notified incident cases

respectively.  

The following case fatality ratios, obtained in collaboration with the TB Modeling and Analysis Consortium
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(TBMAC) [6-8], are used in the estimation.

The disaggregation of incident TB is based on the ratio of the point estimate incidence and notified cases,

both estimates coming from the TB database. We use a single CFR for all bootstrapped mortality

estimates.

6.7.1.4 TIME Estimates results

Results are arranged into the following sections:

TB Epidemiology

TB Incidence – TB incidence by HIV status

TB Incidence by CD4 count: For HIV+ TB incidence a breakdown by CD4 category: CD4 < 250

cells/uL, CD4, 250-350, 350-500 and CD4 > 500 cells/uL

TB Notification – by treatment history and smear type

TB Mortality – by HIV and ART status

MDR burden and mortality

MDR burden among new (pulmonary) and retreatment notified cases

MDR mortality

Summary

A summary table of key TB indicators is available

Display configuration

Each display has several options for configuring the display of results:

As a line chart or a table of results

Population denominator: as absolute numbers, per 100, 000 population and per 100 population

(i.e. percent)

Confidence interval: for those indicators with upper and lower bounds, a toggle is available for

the display of the indicators

Examples of a TB Display Configuration Editor, a TB Incidence chart and a Summary table are shown
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below.

Figure 8 : CFR estimates by case type: notification, HIV and ART status

Figure 9: Displaying results for TB incidence by HIV status
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6.7.2 TIME Impact

6.7.2.1 What is TIME Impact?

The purpose of the TIME Impact model is to inform strategic TB program planning at national level
through systematic cost-effectiveness analysis of key TB interventions. The module is designed to
streamline the process of model calibration, allowing users to investigate the impact of scaling up the
impact of key TB interventions on measurable indicators like TB incidence and notification and to cost
such scale-up activities.

The model meets a requirement among TB program planners to have a dynamical TB impact model in
the same platform as DemProj, AIM and other modules in Spectrum that are widely used by international
organizations to estimate disease burden and plan optimal strategies. The model allows planners study
key interventions, such as active case finding, diagnosis via Xpert, improving treatment success and
others, and to make an informed decision on how these can be prioritized. Costing of these interventions
is done via the TB costing module in One Health.

One of its powerful features is that it directly linked to official national AIM files, removing the need to
independently calibrate the HIV aspect of a dynamical TB module. This feature is critical for countries
with HIV and TB burden, who are interested in studying the impact of HIV interventions on TB.

Methods

The model is a dynamical TB model with than 1000 compartments: 2 for sex, 17 for age (5 year bins), 2
for MDR status, 7 for TB status, 5 for ART status and 8 for CD4 category. It receives demographical
information from DemProj and HIV information from AIM, and automatically calibrates a large part of the
models compartments. 

Parameters defining TB dynamics: namely progression to active TB, conversion from smear negative to
smear positive, recovery, mortality and treatment are defined in two sections of the TIME Impact module.

6.7.2.2 TIME Impact input editors

6.7.2.2.1  Configuration

General settings

Transfer Impact to the TB Estimates model. This setting will transfer the relative impact of
TB interventions, as modeled by the TIME Impact model to the TIME Estimates model. Since the
indicators of the TIME Estimates model are based on current reported and data, as well as data
estimated by WHO TB, costing can be reliably performed using TIME Estimates. In order to
reflect impact of potential interventions on TB incidence, notifications, mortality and MDR TB, the
relative impact of interventions can be transferred to the TIME Estimates model. An example will
be given shortly.

Set equilibrium state from next model run. Since it takes processing time to reach the
equilibrium TB state (the model runs several hundred years in order to do so), this settings can
be used to re-load a previously saved equilibrium state. This means, that if no Natural History
and no Care and Control parameters changed at the start year of the projection, the model can
load an existing equilibriums state and start processing from the first year of the projections.

Intervention scale up. The “No intervention scale-up” setting can be used to keep all
intervention in the Care and Control section constant from the Base Year onward. The model
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will always ignore any scale-up beyond the Target Year.

MDR start year sets the year when MDR is introduced into the TB epidemic. This year is
determined by the timing and availability of multiple treatment options, and is different in each
country.

Figure 1: TIME Impact - General configuration settings

Display Configuration settings

A few settings are available to configure display options:

Snap results tables to year: This year will snap Result Tables as well as Care and Control
Tables to a specified year. Since projections often start in 1970, this avoids scrolling over to the
right of a table if the present years are of interest.

Display reported or projected estimates. During calibration data from the TIME Estimates
are automatically drawn in to aid the calibration of the model. A choice between reported and
projected data is provided. Reported data runs to the year before the present year, while
projected data runs out to the last year of statistical estimation, as set in the TB Estimates
model’s Configuration editor.

Figure 2: TIME Impact Display configuration settings
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6.7.2.2.2  Epidemiology

Natural History Parameters

These are parameters that are fixed in time for which default values are provided following expert
review. These parameters can be edited but are expected to remain relatively constant in different
countries and contexts. The parameter values are shown below. 

The parameters are divided into HIV- and HIV+ status. At the bottom of the editor are entries for the
protective effect of ART in reducing TB incidence and TB mortality.

Figure 3: TIME Impact - Epidemiology - Natural History (by HIV)
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CD4-related Relative Risk

Parameters related to progression to TB disease have additional settings for HIV+ cases. Parameter 1
sets the RR of cases with CD4 count > 500 cells/uL. Parameter 2 sets the exponential increase in RR for
each 100 uL of CD4 decline. The result is that RR for primary TB and reactivation of latent TB increases
exponentially with declining CD4 count. The protective effect of prior infection decreases exponentially for
decreasing CD4 count. 

The tab CD4-related Relative Risk shows the RR values in all CD4 categories, while the tab Natural History
shows RR only for the CD4 > 500 and CD4 < 50 cells/uL.

Figure 4: TIME Impact - Epidemiology - CD4-related Relative Risk

Children progressing to TB

An adjustment is made to the TB progression parameters to ensure that TB incidence and prevalence for
children (0-14 years old) are not proportional to the typical population size, as it will contradict the
knowledge that TB occur less frequently in children. The Global TB Report estimates that < 10% of TB
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occur in children. An assumption (default in the editor) is made that children have 15% of the risk that
adults do which leads to results that about 10% of T occur in children. The 15% default value can be
edited to match country specific results for childhood TB.

Figure 5: TIME Impact - Epidemiology - Children progressing to TB

6.7.2.2.3  Care and Control

Care and Control parameters
 

These are time dependent parameters which are varied to reflect country-specific situations: case
detection, linkage to care, treatment success and the relative contact rate. The first three are determined
by a country-specific treatment program while the contact rate depends on economic development,
urbanization and other factors. A distinction is made between non-MDR and MDR Care and Control
parameters. The contact rate does not vary by MDR status.

An example of care and control parameters are shown below. A setting is available to set values at all
years equal to the values at the first year of the projection. This option is particularly useful during the
calibration stages, when different values are investigated for obtaining an endemic equilibrium fit.

Figure 6: TIME Impact - Care and Control Parameters
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6.7.2.3 Calibrating an Impact model

The TIME Impact module is first run to demographical equilibrium, i.e. long enough for a stable age
distribution to emerge, using the models Natural History and first year’s Care and Control parameters.
Also used here is the first year’s demographical mortality and fertility information. TB is then introduced
and the model is run until is run into equilibrium in the first year of the Spectrum projection.

This is the initial condition for the first year of a Spectrum projection with TIME. Between the first and the
final year HIV and MDR TB is introduced, and the model is calibrated to TB trends from the TIME
Estimates model. This process establishes a baseline TB module. After this step, the user can scale-up
key TB interventions and study the cost and impact relative to the baseline model.

There are several configuration options which influence the calibration and use of a TIME Impact model. 
The General and  Display Configuration settings must be reviewed and possibly adjusted during the
calibration steps for a given model. The following steps are typical of a model calibration process.

Step 1

Since the TB module uses information from DemProj and AIM, it is critical to verify that these modules
have realistic default values. These models are populated with the most recent data from the United
Nations Population Division and UNAIDS respectively. These data are generally reliable, but validation is
always a necessary step.

Step 2

Accept the default Natural History and Care and Control Parameters and run the TIME Impact model.
Compare its incidence and notification to the results of the TIME Estimates model.

Adjust the Care and Control parameters (first) and Natural History parameters (if necessary) until
exponentially growing incidence and notification trends meet projected trends from the TIME estimates
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model. This should happen after 1990 and ideally before 2000-2005, the year when GTB data is available
and arguably reliable respectively.

Step 3

When both notification and incidence data are reasonable fit, accept the projection and set the Use TIME
Impact Configuration settings to stop any further fitting of the case detection rate. Save the baseline
projection.

Step 4

Formulate a given TB control strategy in terms of one of several actions: 

Increase case detection (non-MDR)

Increase treatment success (non-MDR)

Improve diagnosis and increase treatment success (MDR)

Introduction of Xpert (for smear negative)

IPT for HIV positive individuals

ART Coverage

Increase the coverage of the relevant line in the Intervention Coverage editor after the base year of
intervention. Any intervention with a coverage change after the configurable base year will have an
impact on a given care and control parameter as specified by the Intervention Impact Matrix.
Alternatively, modify a particular or any Care and Control parameter directly after the base year of
intervention. In this case ensure there is no coverage change for any interventions in the Intervention
Coverage editor.

Step 5

Observe the impact of the intervening actions by comparing results to baseline. If the option
“Configuration/Transfer Impacts to TB Estimates model” was selected, the relative change in official
indicator projections can also be viewed under TB Estimates/Indicators/Display Indicators. 

6.7.2.4 TIME Impact results

The TIME Impact results are arranged into the following sections:

TB Epidemiology

This section of Results shows indicators for: 

TB Incidence
TB Prevalence
TB Mortality
TB Notification

Each of these indicators can be shown according to HIV, Smear, Treatment History or MDR status. Data
for calibration is shown where available.
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The section also displays the Annual Risk of TB Infection (ARI) by MDR status.

TB Case Types

This section displays information that is not usually publically available, but is crucial for assessing the
validity of a particular TIME Impact model and also the validity of the model in general. There are no data
points to which to calibrate, and the values are judged according to expert opinion.

Percent of population that have latent TB
Percent of active case that follow recent (re) infections
Percent of active cases that are smear positive
Percent of active cases that are treatment naïve (i.e. ‘new cases’)

Each of these indicators can be shown according to MDR status.

MDR TB

This section shows incidence and notification of MDR TB according to HIV-, HIV+ and HIV+ receiving ART
status.

Costing items

This section has two subsections: Diagnostics where newly diagnosed cases are shown by smear status,
and cases notified for treatment, by treatment history (i.e. by new and re-treatment status)

TB-HIV

This section has two subsection: One for HIV+ TB:

Number of HIV+ TB cases
Number of HIV+ TB cases enrolled in ART
CD4 distribution of primary TB, re-infection and re-activation

Another section is provided to look at HIV population (15+):

HIV population
HIV population by ART
CD4 distribution not on ART and CD4 distribution on ART

These results aids the validation of the HIV sub module of TIME, which is designed to follow AIM closely
but which cannot match it exactly. However, from the point of view of HIV-TB, the HIV sub module has
been verified to model the HIV epidemic adequately.

Demography

This section shows the total population as compared to DemProj. The TIME Impact model is a
demographical model of TB, using 5 year age bins. It cannot match DemProj exactly which is a model for
single-year age bins. It has been found to match DemProj Adequately.
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Several displays are available to evaluate the key age-distributions of TIME:

Total population
HIV Population
Active TB population

Most of the indicators can be shown according as an absolute, per 100,000 or per 100 numbers. Unless
otherwise stated, results are aggregated over age groups and over sex. 

Summary Table

TB Incidence, Prevalence, Mortality and Notifications, can be shown by HIV, Smear, Treatment History or
MDR status. A single table with all information can also be produced. The table also provides a summary
of MDR TB by Treatment History and HIV status. Diagnostic and Treatment Notifications are similarly
summarized.

6.8 NCD

6.8.1 What is NCD?

The Noncommunicable Diseases (NCD) module uses a ‘relational’ design implementation for different NCD
modules. Each NCD model is represented in a collection of tables, and relationships between tables,
much like a relational database. The tables are ultimately defined in excel workbooks called “Association
Files”, one for each NCD and one for each sex and each region, which are read by the NCD model in
order to populate the interfaces of the NCD module.

The NCD module consists of a list of NCDs, Health States, Transition Rates, Risk Factors and
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Interventions. Preventative and treatment interventions are handled separately. Various objects are
constructed to draw associations between these lists. For example, that a Health State can belong to
more than one NCD (e.g. the disease-free state is part of all NCD modules and stage 1 is part of all
cancer NCD models). A Risk Factor can impact on a Transition Rates from a particular Health State in
different NCDs. A Prevention Intervention can impact a given Risk Factor or a Treatment Intervention can
impact a given Transition Rate of a given Health State of a particular NCD. All such associations are
handled by appropriate association objects as defined in the association file of each NCD.

6.8.2 NCD input editors

6.8.2.1 Configuration

The Configuration editor is meant for settings that pertain to all NCD models. For example, the user can
set an interventions scale-up, start- and end-date, which will then be applied to all interventions for all
NCDs. If this option is unchecked, intervention specific values will be applied, as defined by the
association file and which can be edited and changed in the intervention editor.

6.8.2.2 Select and NCD

This dropdown list is used to select an NCD from the list of available NCDs. The selected NCD will
be loaded into the parameter edit and result display screens. 

6.8.2.3 Epidemiology

6.8.2.3.1  Associated health states

The purpose of the Health State editor is to provide functionality to review and edit NCD
epidemiological parameters. This is achieved by listing all ‘Health State-association’ objects.
These are objects defined by a Health State, initial prevalence (per 1000, but Configurable), and a
list of Health States to which Transitions are possible. An NCD model is defined by a complete list
of such objects. 

An example is given below in Figure 1. Here ‘Incidence’ affects a transition from Disease Free to
Acute Stroke and IHD (ischemic heart disease) states. Note that the Susceptible/Disease Free
state is not given an initial prevalence. The age-specific populations from Spectrum are allocated
to all the Disease States (IHDAcute, StrokeAcute, IHDPostAcute, StrokePostAcute,
StrokeIHDPostAcute) in this example) and the remaining population is put in the NCD-free
susceptible state. A disability weight, defined in the association file, is associated with each
Health State. This information is used to calculate healthy years lived.

Figure1: NCD Health States
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6.8.2.3.2  Risk factors

Each Health State of an NCD has a list of recognized Risk Factors which impact a given Transition Rate
(e.g. Incidence, Progression, CFR etc). The Risk Factors tab allows the user to view Risk-Factor
associations. That is, objects with a given Health State, prevalence of Risk Factor in the population and
an impact factor on a particular Transition Rate. In the example below (see Figure 2), Systolic Blood
Pressure > 160 mmHG is a risk factor for the Incidence of Acute IHD. A different impact and different
initial prevalence of this Risk Factor can be specified for each age group in each Health State association.

The risk factor associations are already defined in each association file where they are applicable. The
values are based on WHO reviews. The process of defining risk factors for CVD is explained in section x.

Figure 2: Risk Factor example: Blood pressure risk factor for IHD
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6.8.2.4 Prevention and Treatment

There is not always a clear distinction between actions that prevent or treat a given disease. In the NCD
module, Prevention Interventions are actions that influence Risk Factors for a disease and Treatment
Interventions are actions that influence particular Transitions between Disease States of the NCD in
question.  

An example of an intervention is shown below in Figure 3: Treating high blood pressure. Hover-over text
gives a detailed description of the intervention.  For age groups above 25 years, the intervention will have
a stated Impact for those receiving the intervention. Individuals receiving the intervention are determined
by the prevalence of the associated risk factor (high blood pressure) and the coverage of the intervention.
The base year and target year coverage of the intervention can be set, as can be set the year by which
scale up should be reached. Four types of scale up strategies can be chosen from a dropdown list:
Linear, S-Shaped, Front Loaded and Exponential.
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Figure 3: Prevention and Treatment Intervention

6.8.3 Methodology

The current NCD algorithm handles all NCDs in the same way.  Without going into details, the method: 

Processes through the list of NCDs.

Adapts to the number of Heath States defined for a particular NCD.

Allocates the population at base year to Health States according to initial prevalence of each
Health State and allocate remaining population to the Disease-Free State. 

Adjusts ‘background’ mortality in Spectrum to exclude mortality associated with a given NCD.

Applies Prevention and Treatment interventions to Risk-Factor and Health-State associations and
updating NCD-specific transitions.

Sends updated model parameters to the NCD processing unit, which then includes them in a
simple solver for the system of states and transition between states that are associated with a
given NCD.

6.8.4 Estimating the impact of mental health, neurological and substance abuse
disorders

Given that most of the observable health effects of mental health interventions relate to improvements in
morbidity or disability, as opposed to saving lives, the proposed metric for summarizing these health
effects is Healthy Life Years. Healthy Life Years (with and without scaled-up intervention) are computed
with reference to standard life tables that are already built into the model, and reflect the time spent by
the population in a particular state of health with a known degree of disability.   Implementation or scale-
up of an effective intervention in the population reduces the time spent in a disabling state, either by
reducing the number of cases with the disorders (e.g. by decreasing the number of new cases or by
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increasing the rate of remission), or by improving the level of functioning of people with the condition in
question.  For example, a key effect of managing psychosis with anti-psychotic drugs and psychosocial
treatment is to control symptoms and thereby enhance functioning, while depression treatment mainly
has the effect of reducing the duration of an episode (which is equivalent to increasing the remission
rate).

6.8.5 NCD results

The following indicators are to be displayed for each NCD:
Epidemiology

o Incidence associated with each Health State (excluding the Disease-Free state) 

o Prevalence associated with each Health State 

o Mortality associated with each Health State

Health Impacts, illustrating the impact of intervention scale up

o Healthy Years Lived

o Disability Weight

o Mortality

Summary Table

Figure 4: Generating results

The Epidemiological indicators are displayed as absolute numbers or relative ratios, for example, per
1,000, per 100,000 which can be selected in the Population Index section of the Configuration Editor. The
ratio can be taken with respect to the total population or the relevant health-state specific population, by
selecting the corresponding option in the Denominator section of the Configuration Editor (Figure 5):

Figure 5: Configuration Editor
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There is also display entry to show basic demography relative to the demographical projection from
Spectrum (DemProj). This display is intended to help validate the correctness of each NCD as a simple
demographical model, with births and (selected) NCD-free mortality coming from Spectrum, relative to
the complete Spectrum demographical model.

6.8.6 Risk factors for Cardiovascular disease (CVD)

6.8.6.1 CVD risk factors and prevention interventions

This section details the assumptions and methods behind the Risk Factor and Prevention
intervention association objects of the CVD association files.

Assume that CVD incidence rates are average rates. That is, the incidence rates of ischemic heart
disease (IHD) and Stroke in the association file represents rates consistent with an average level
of risk (blood pressure, cholesterol, body mass index and smoking) and level of intervention of
the population. How do these rates change in response to intervention?

The method used in the Spectrum NCD module calculates the modification in incidence of CVD as
an additive modification to the incidence attributable to the proportion of the population with
the risk factor.

Consider a general risk factor for CVD. At a given level of intervention coverage, the contribution
to total incidence (to Stroke or IHD) is:
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 (1-cov(t1))*pR*I0*RdB
  + cov(t1)*pR*RdB-E 

Where:

cov(t1) is the coverage of the intervention at t1

pR the prevalence of the risk factor

I0 the baseline prevalence of the particular CDV incidence

R is the relative risk a CVD event for those with the risk factors per unit increase from a
baseline level for the risk factor

dB is the average number of units above a baseline level for the risk factor

E is the number of units of recovery towards a baseline level for the risk factor for those
exposed to the intervention

Note the term is split between those with the risk factor but exposed or not exposed to the
intervention. The average change in incidence following a scale up of the intervention, from
cov(t1) to cov(t2), is:

Change in incidence = pR*  * I0 * RdB * (1-R-E)

The terms in bold are part of the prevention association object and the non-bold terms are part of
the risk factor association object. The term is subtracted from the baseline average incidence rate.
When E (the effect of the intervention) is large and the coverage change is also large, the effect
will be the removal of the increased risk for those with the risk factor stemming from having
blood pressure above a threshold level.

For example, suppose 

the average risk of acute stroke is 1% per year

baseline systolic blood pressure, below which no reduction in risk is observed, is 120
mmHG

the prevalence of Blood Pressure > 160 mmHG is 30% and that on average the population
has a systolic blood pressure of 165 mmHG, thus 45 units above baseline

the relative risk for an acute Stroke  event is 1.07 for each unit of systolic blood pressure
above 120 mmHG

the change in coverage of an intervention to treat blood pressure is 20% and that it
reduces systolic blood pressure by 7 units.

Then the change in incidence I0 of acute Stroke is

0.3* 0.2 * 0.01 * 1.0745 * (1-1.07-7)=0.048~5% change in incidence I0.

The terms in this formulation are all pre-prepared in the CVD association file. The prevalence of
risk factors (pR) and the baseline units above threshold (dB) are determined in an external Matlab
routine, which estimates the prevalence of risk factors from a defined multivariate normal
distribution using random sampling. This multivariate distribution is based on three correlated
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risk factors: blood pressure (B), cholesterol (C) and body mass index (BMI). A fourth risk factor,
smoking, is also taken into account, but not as part of the multivariate risk distribution.

For each age group, Mean and Variance estimates are specified for B, C, and BMI, together with a
Correlation matrix these random variables. The correlation matrix is particularly important for
Total risk calculations. A large number of draws are made from the multivariate distribution with
these parameters. This set is used to determine:

% of individual with B > 160 mmHg, B > 140 mmHg as well the average B for these
populations

% of individual with C > 8 mmol/l, C > 6 mmol/l as well the average C for these populations

The level of smoking in the age group is applied to the random sample to increase the
total risk for those smoking by a specified relative risk parameter for smoking.

% of individuals with total risk > 20% and < 30% as well as the average B and C for these
populations. 

% of individuals with total risk > 30% as well as the average B and C for this population

Total risk is calculated by applying each risk factor as contributing independently to increased

incidence. Total risk for stroke, for example, is calculated as RSB
dB * Rsc

dC *RS_BMI
dBMI

*Pr(smoking)  where RSC, Rsc and Rs_BMI are relative risk factors for stroke (S) from high blood

pressure (B), cholesterol (C) respectively and body mass index (BMI), and dB, dC and dBMI are the
units above baseline levels for these risk factors.

This procedure is automated for each risk factor and associated prevention intervention.

The effect of CVD prevention on the incidence of acute stroke is shown below in Figure 6:
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Figure 6: Reduction in incidence of acute stroke

6.8.6.2 CVD treatment

These interventions impact on the case fatality rate (CFR) associated with the post acute stroke or IHD
states. The impact on CFR is modeled as:

CFR0

where
CFR0 is the case fatality rate at base year

E is the effect of the intervention on deceasing CFR for those exposed to the intervention

The impact of combination drug therapy including beta-blocker, Ace Inhibitor, Statin and Aspirin following
AMI on mortality in the post acute stroke health state is shown below in Figure 7:
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Figure 7: Impact of combination treatment on post acute stroke mortality

6.8.7 Disability and healthy years lived for MNS disorders

6.8.7.1 Disability weight

There are currently no risk factors and associated preventative interventions for MNS disorders,
such as Psychosis, Depression and Epilepsy. A simple device is used to model healthy live years or
years lived without disability.

Each episodic MNS health state has an associated disability weight specified in the association file
for the MNS disorder. For MNS disorders a special intervention is created to affect the transition
called “function” to a state called “disability”. These are fictitious association and they do cause
individuals to ‘move’ to a special health state. A special check is put in place to ensure that such
an association’s only effect is to reduce the disability weight associated with an episodic health
state. This effect is illustrated below in Figure 8:
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Figure 8: Adjusting disability weights for MNS disorders

6.8.7.2 Healthy years lived

Healthy years lived (HYL) at time t are estimated as follows:

HYL(t,S)=P(t,S)*(1-DW(t,S))  where

P(t,S) is the prevalence of state S at time t
DW(t,S) is the disability associated with state S at time t and is adjusted from a baseline value as
specified in the association file, during period of expansion of interventions that reduce disability

Total HYL at time t is given by

 S HYL(t,S)

Figure 9 below shows the increase en HYL following an intervention of, for example, “Intensive
psychosocial intervention and anti-psychotic medication”.

Figure 9: Healthy years lived
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6.9 RAPID

6.9.1 What is RAPID?

The socioeconomic impacts model in Spectrum, known as RAPID, is a computer program for making
projections of social and economic indicators for countries or regions.  The program requires information
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on various social and economic indicators, such as the labor force participation rate, the primary
enrollment rate, and the number of nurses per capita, to name a few.  This information is then combined
with population projections (created in the DemProj module of Spectrum) to project the future
requirements of the indicators for as much as 50 years into the future.  

The RAPID model is intended to provide projections that can be used as the basis of a policy presentation
to stimulate policy dialogue about the importance of population factors to social and economic
development (Note, however, that there is much more to a successful policy dialogue activity than just
the application of the RAPID model.)  Such presentations are usually intended to increase policymakers’

awareness of population factors in order to improve the policy environment for effective population
programs.  As a result, RAPID presentations are designed to convey key information to policymakers in a
form appropriate for them.  

The entire process of developing a RAPID presentation requires a number of steps, including identifying
key audiences and messages, collecting socioeconomic development data, making projections, preparing
and testing a presentation, developing a booklet to accompany the presentation, training presenters,
developing and implementing a dissemination plan, and monitoring and evaluating results. 
 
A typical RAPID presentation includes sections on demographic background, population projections, social
and economic impacts, and population program options.  RAPID presentations typically examine
socioeconomic impacts in education, economy, labor force and new job requirements, health,
urbanization, agriculture, and the environment and natural resources.  However, presentations must be
tailored to each country situation.  Therefore, some applications will include additional special sections
such as migration, fuel wood, deforestation, water use, land degradation, etc.

RAPID stands for Resources for the Awareness of Population Impacts on Development.  The RAPID model
was originally developed in 1978 under a contract funded by USAID (RAPID I).  Both the model and the
presentations have been continuously updated and improved since then.  Presentations based on the
RAPID model have been made to cabinet-level officials in over 40 countries, including 15 heads of state. 
The capability to develop and disseminate RAPID presentations has been institutionalized in a number of
countries.  In many of these countries, continuous dissemination activities have brought information about
population programs to thousands of influential individuals at the national and local levels.  

RAPID (and the entire Spectrum system of models) is designed to produce information useful for policy
formulation and dialogue within a framework of computer programs that are easy to use.  The focus is
on generating information useful for policy and planning purposes rather than on carrying out detailed
research into the underlying processes involved.  For this reason, RAPID uses data that are readily
available to policy analysts.  It requires little demographic or socioeconomic expertise beyond what can
be acquired by reviewing and using these manual. 

6.9.2 Why make socioeconomic projections?

Socioeconomic projections are useful for a variety of purposes.  The RAPID model is designed to make
projections that will be useful in stimulating policy dialogue and formulation.  Projections can be useful at
several stages in the policy process.  

1. In the problem-identification stage, projections can demonstrate the magnitude of current
problems, the likely future magnitude of these and other problems, and the effects of problems in
one sector on other development sectors.  These projections are used primarily to make people
aware that certain problems exist.

2. In the agenda-setting stage, projections can be used to show the importance of particular
problems in order to encourage decision makers to put the problems on the policy agenda. 
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Problems then can be matched with other items already on the policy agenda and policymakers
can be encouraged to address them.

3. In the policy-solution stage, projections can be used to illustrate the effectiveness of proposed
solutions in order to generate a consensus around effective actions.  

4. In the policy-participation stage, policy presentations that include projections can be used
with a variety of stakeholders in order to widely disseminate information about problems and
proposed solutions.  When conducted early in the process, such activities can broaden the
participation in defining those problems and solutions.  After new policies and programs have
been adopted, these activities can be used to explain the new policies and generate support for
them.

Socioeconomic projections are also required for planning.  All national development plans contain future
estimates of a nation’s needs for new jobs, teachers, schools, doctors, nurses, urban housing, food, etc. 
The RAPID model is not intended for preparing detailed planning projections, as it focuses on relatively
simple projection techniques that are easily communicated to policymakers.  Such projections do have a
role in long-term planning, however.  

Often, alternative socioeconomic projections are made to show how various rates of population growth
would affect the projections.  For example, an analysis of the impacts of population growth on education
typically would include a high-growth projection (to show the magnitude of the problem under current
conditions), and a low-growth projection (to show how a slower-growing population would put less
pressure on the education system to meet national education goals).  The RAPID model makes it easy to
generate alternative projections once the basic assumptions have been agreed upon.

6.9.3 Steps in making socioeconomic projections

There are nine key steps in using the RAPID model to make socioeconomic projections.  The amount of
time spent on each step may vary, depending on the application, but most projection activities will include
at least these nine steps. 

1. Prioritization of population policy issues. Defining the country’s critical problem areas helps
focus the data collection efforts and develop meaningful presentations.   The RAPID module
currently contains indicators for five sectors: economy, education, health, urbanization and
agriculture. Within each of these sectors, however, it is important to select indicators that will be
useful in planning or for highlighting potential future problem areas.   For example, in Egypt, it
would be appropriate to make projections about future water supply and demand. In Tanzania,
the destruction of forests might be a more appropriate indicator.  Sectors can be added to the
RAPID model as required for particular applications.

2. Select geographic area. Socioeconomic projections are normally done at the national level. 
However, projections may also be done for other geographic areas such as urban areas, capital
cities, provinces, districts, and catchment areas.  For example, the trend toward decentralization
of public programs in many countries has greatly increased the need for projections at the district
and provincial level.  The first step in making a socioeconomic projection is to decide the most
appropriate geographic area for the application.  

3. Determine the period of the projection.  Socioeconomic projections start at some base year
and continue for a certain number of years into the future.  The base year is often selected on
the basis of data availability.  The year of the most recent census or large-scale survey is
normally selected for the base year of the projection.  The number of years to project is
determined by the use of the projection.  Planning activities generally focus on short-term
projections (5 years) while projections used for policy dialogue often use a longer time horizon
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(10-30 years).

4. Collect data. Data must be collected for each of the assumptions underlying the socioeconomic
projections.   Since the projections will only be as good as the data on which they are based, it is
worth the effort to collect and prepare appropriate and high-quality data before starting the
projection.

5. Make assumptions. Socioeconomic projections require that estimates be made about the future
levels of the equation’s underlying assumptions. These assumptions should be carefully
considered and based on reasonable selection guidelines.

6. Use model.  Once the base year data are collected and decisions are made about projection
assumptions, RAPID can be used to enter the data and make the socioeconomic projections.

7. Examine projections. Once the projection is made, it is important to examine it carefully.
Careful examination of the indicators can act as a check to ensure that the base data and
assumptions were understood and were entered correctly into the computer program.  This
careful examination is also required to ensure that the consequences of the assumptions are fully
understood.  

8. Make alternative projections. Many applications require alternative socioeconomic
projections, as described at the end of Chapter I. Once the base projection has been made, the
program can be used to quickly generate alternative projections as the result of varying one or
several of the projection assumptions.  

9. Disseminate findings. Once the projections are made, it is important to disseminate them to
policymakers.  Typically, the projections form a part of a policy presentation that is used to
stimulate policy dialogue about key issues. Projection results may also be disseminated through
policy booklets, conference papers, and other publications.  

6.9.4 Before you get started

First, you will need to run DemProj, part of the Spectrum system of policy models; please refer to its
manual for more information.  Then you will need to collect data and make certain decisions before
running the model.  For example, you will need to decide the following at the very beginning:

whether to include all the sectors available in this model:  economy, education, health,
urbanization, and agriculture
whether to include all the variables for each sector, as described below.

You will need to collect data before running the model.  For example, the data you may need to include:

For the economy:

labor force participation rate for males aged 10-14 and 15-64
labor force participation rate for females aged 10-14 and 15-64
base year gross domestic product 
annual growth rate in GDP percentage

For education:

age of entry into primary school and secondary school
number of years of primary and secondary schooling
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primary and secondary school enrollment rate
students per primary and secondary teacher
students per primary and secondary school
recurrent expenditure per primary and secondary school student 

For health:

population per doctor, nurse, health center, hospital, and hospital bed
annual health expenditure per person

For urbanization:

percent of urban population in major city
persons per urban household

For agriculture:

arable land (in million hectares)
base year production of major crop (thousand metric tons)
annual growth in production of major crop (%)
annual per capita consumption of major crop (kilograms)

6.9.5 RAPID input editors

This section of the help focuses on presenting the socioeconomic indicators currently contained in the
RAPID module.  These indicators are broken down into five major sectors:  economy, education, health,
urbanization, and agriculture.  While additional sectors and indicators can be added to the RAPID module,
this section only considers those currently contained in the system.  The general description,
methodology, the equation(s) can be found under Methodology.  The inputs and sources (where data
underlying the assumptions might be found) are given for each indicator in the following help sections.

Whenever you enter data for a new projection or edit the assumptions, RAPID will note that the data
have been changed.  The next time you try to display an indicator, it will inform you that the data may
have changed and ask if you want to recalculate the projection.  Normally, you should answer “Yes” to
this question.  RAPID will then make the population projection.  This message will occur if you edit any of
the RAPID or DemProj information, since a change to the DemProj inputs will affect the population
projection and, thus, also affect the RAPID socioeconomic projections.  To make the projections may take
only a few seconds if you are making only a population and RAPID projection, or could take somewhat
longer if you are also making a projection including AIDS or family planning modules.  Once the
projection is made you will not be asked if you want to project the population again unless you edit the
assumptions.  
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6.9.5.1 Economy

Labor force  part icipat ion rate , populat ion aged 10-14

If no data exist for the 10-14 age group, assume it is either 0 (not part of the labor force), or the same
as for the population aged 15-64.   The assumption regarding the future labor force participation rate for
10- to 14-year-olds should remain constant unless there is a strong rationale for modifying it (e.g., a new
law requiring secondary education will be implemented over the next 10 years), and data are available to
support the new assumptions.

Labor force  part icipat ion rate , populat ion aged 15-64

In most cases the policy presentation will be clearest if the labor force participation rate for the
population 15-64 remains constant.  There are cases where it will be better to project changes in the
participation rate, however.  For example, the participation rate may decline if enrollment rates in
secondary and higher education are increasing significantly.  Participation rates for females may increase
if their participation in the formal labor force has been small in the past.  Special circumstances might
also require special assumptions (e.g., a new law requiring mandatory retirement at age 60 will be
implemented over the next 10 years).

Gross domest ic product  (GDP) and annual growth in GDP

The future annual growth can be based on historic growth patterns in GDP (usually over a 5- to 10-year
period), or on target growth patterns (e.g., specified in national 5-year plans for economic growth).   In
most cases, the annual growth in GDP will be similar for alternative population projections.

Potential Sources

National labor force surveys, development plans, statistical yearbooks, International Labour Organization’s
(ILO) Yearbook of Labour S tatistics, World Bank’s W orld Development Indicators 

 National development plans, statistical yearbooks, World Bank’s W orld Development Indicators,
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International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) Government F inancia l S tatistics Yearbook

6.9.5.2 Education

A ge of entry  into primary  school

If no data exist for the beginning primary school age, using 6 or 7 is a reasonable assumption.  Most
countries have children begin their primary school cycle at these ages.   The model does not allow the
beginning assumption to be modified in the future.   

Number of y ears of primary  schooling

If no data exist for the number of years of primary school, using 6 is a reasonable assumption.  Many
countries have 6 years of schooling in their primary school cycle.  The model does not allow the
beginning assumption to be modified in the future.

Primary  school enrollment  rate  (%)

The primary enrollment rate is equivalent to the gross enrollment rate, i.e., the total number of primary
students divided by the population considered to be of primary school age.  The assumption regarding the
future primary enrollment rate should remain constant unless there is a strong rationale for modifying it.

Students per primary  school teacher

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or it can be estimated by dividing the total
number of primary students in a year by the total number of primary teachers in that year.  The
assumption regarding the future ratio of  primary students to primary teachers should remain constant
unless there is a strong rationale for modifying it. In many cases, however, as governments attempt to
improve their educational systems, they develop target student/teacher ratios in their development plans.
 In these cases, it is useful to include the targets as assumptions to demonstrate the difficulty in achieving
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them with continued high rates of population growth.

Students per primary  school

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be estimated by dividing the total number
of primary students in a year by the total number of primary schools in that year.  The assumption
regarding the future ratio of primary students to primary schools should remain constant unless there is a
strong rationale for modifying it.  In many cases, however, as governments attempt to improve their
educational systems, they develop target student/school ratios in their development plans.  In these
cases, it is useful to include the targets as assumptions to demonstrate the difficulty in achieving them
with continued high rates of population growth.

Recurrent  expenditure  per primary  school student  

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be estimated by dividing the annual
recurrent expenditure for primary education in a year by the total number of primary students in that
year.  The future recurrent expenditure per primary student should remain constant unless there is a
rationale for modifying it.  In many cases, however, as governments attempt to improve their educational
systems, they want to increase their recurrent expenditure per student to meet specified targets.  If
available, these targets can be used to demonstrate the additional financial burden associated with
continued high rates of population growth.

A ge of entry  into secondary  school

If no data exist for the beginning secondary school age, 12 or 13 is a reasonable assumption.  Most
countries have children begin their secondary school cycle at these ages.  The model does not allow the
beginning assumption to be modified in the future.

Number of y ears of secondary  schooling

If no data exist for the number of years of secondary school, 6 is a reasonable assumption; most
countries have either 4 or 6 years of secondary schooling.  The model does not allow the beginning
assumption to be modified in the future. 
 

Secondary  school enrollment  rate  (%)

The secondary enrollment rate is equivalent to the gross secondary enrollment rate, i.e., the total
number of secondary students divided by the population considered to be of secondary school age.  The
assumption regarding the future secondary enrollment rate should remain constant unless there is a
strong rationale for modifying it.

Students per secondary  school teacher

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be estimated by dividing the total number
of secondary students in a year by the total number of secondary teachers in that year.  The assumption
regarding future ratios of secondary students to secondary teachers should remain constant unless there
is a strong rationale for modifying it.  In many cases, however, as governments attempt to improve their
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secondary educational systems, they develop target student/teacher ratios in their development plans.  In
these cases, it is useful to include the targets as assumptions to demonstrate the difficulty in achieving
them with continued high rates of population growth.

Students per secondary  school

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be estimated by dividing the total number
of secondary students in a year by the total number of secondary schools in that year.  The assumptions
regarding future ratios of secondary students to secondary schools should remain constant unless there is
a strong rationale for modifying it.  In many cases, however, as governments attempt to improve their
secondary educational systems, they develop target student/school ratios in their development plans.  In
these cases, it is useful to include the targets as assumptions to demonstrate the difficulty in achieving
them with continued high rates of population growth.

Recurrent  expenditure  per secondary  school student

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be estimated by dividing the annual
recurrent expenditure for secondary education in a year by the total number of secondary students in that
year.  The future recurrent expenditure per secondary student should remain constant unless there is a
rationale for modifying it. In many cases, however, as governments attempt to improve their secondary
educational systems, they want to increase their recurrent expenditure per student to meet specified
targets.  If available, these targets can be used to demonstrate the additional financial burden associated
with continued high rates of population growth.

Potent ia l Sources  

National development plans, statistical yearbooks, educational yearbooks, UNES CO Yearbook (United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization)

National development plans, statistical yearbooks, education system yearbooks, UNES CO Yearbook

National development plans, statistical yearbooks, education system yearbooks, UNES CO Yearbook, World
Bank’s W orld Development Indicators
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6.9.5.3 Health

Populat ion per doctor

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be estimated by dividing the total
population in a year by the total number of doctors in that year.  The assumption regarding future
population per doctor can remain constant in the future (reflecting a continuation of the current service
level of the health system), or can be changed to reflect target ratios in the country’s development plans.
 Setting the future assumptions to reflect target ratios can be useful in demonstrating the difficulty in
achieving the goals with continued high rates of population growth.

Populat ion per nurse

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be estimated by dividing the total
population in a year by the total number of nurses in that year.  The assumption regarding the future
population per nurse can remain constant in the future (reflecting a continuation of the current service
level of the health system), or can be changed to reflect target ratios in the country’s development plans.
 Setting the future assumptions to reflect target ratios can be useful in demonstrating the difficulty in
achieving the goals with continued high rates of population growth.

Populat ion per health center

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be estimated by dividing the total
population in a year by the total number of health centers.  The assumption regarding the population per
health center can remain constant in the future, or can be changed to reflect target ratios in the country’s
development plans.  Setting the future assumptions to reflect target ratios can be useful in demonstrating
the difficulty in achieving the goals with continued high rates of population growth.

Populat ion per hospita l

The DemProj module supplies this variable. This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or
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can be estimated by dividing the total population in a year by the total number of hospitals.  The future
population per hospital assumption can remain constant in the future, or can be changed to reflect target
ratios in the country’s development plans.  Setting the future assumptions to reflect target ratios can be
useful in demonstrating the difficulty in achieving the goals with continued high rates of population
growth.

Populat ion per hospita l bed

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be estimated by dividing the total
population in a year by the total number of hospital beds.  The assumption regarding the population per
hospital bed can remain constant in the future, or can be changed to reflect target ratios in the country’s
development plans.  Setting the future assumptions to reflect target ratios can be useful in demonstrating
the difficulty in achieving the goals with continued high rates of population growth.

A nnual health expenditure  per person

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be estimated by dividing the annual
recurrent health expenditure in a year by the total population in that year.   The future recurrent health
expenditure per person can remain constant, or can be changed to reflect national goals for improving
the health care system.  As governments attempt to improve their health systems, they may want to
increase their recurrent health expenditure per person.  Using these targets can be helpful in
demonstrating the financial burden associated with high rates of population growth.

Potent ia l Sources

National development plans, statistical yearbooks, health system yearbooks, World Bank’s W orld
Development Indicators

National development plans, statistical yearbooks, health system yearbooks

6.9.5.4 Urbanization
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Percent  of urban populat ion in major city  (%)

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be estimated by dividing the population
living in the major city in a year by the total urban population in that year. This assumption may remain
constant in the future, or may be changed to reflect migration policies.  It may also be changed based on
past growth of the major city.

Potent ia l Sources

National development plans, statistical yearbooks, World Bank’s W orld Development Indicators

6.9.5.5 Agriculture

A rable  land (Million hectares)

The future amount of total arable land usually remains constant.  It can, however, be changed to reflect a
country’s development plans or to reflect changes brought about by nature (e.g., increases in arable land
through irrigation schemes, or reductions in arable land due to desertification).   Setting future
assumptions to reflect national goals is useful in demonstrating the difficulty in maintaining current arable
land per capita ratios with continued high rates of population growth.

Base y ear product ion of major crop (Thousand MT)

This figure must be taken directly from the sources listed.

A nnual growth product ion of major crop (%)

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be computed from a time series.  The
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assumption regarding the future annual crop production increase can remain constant in the future, or
can be changed to reflect a country’s agricultural goals.  Setting the future assumptions to reflect target
goals can be useful in demonstrating that achieving the goals will have little impact on improving the
situation in the country, as increases will be used to merely offset the growth in population.

A nnual per capita  consumption of major crop (KG)

This figure can be taken directly from the sources listed, or can be estimated by dividing the total
consumption (or production +/- imports) of the crop in a year by the total population in that year.  The
future per capita consumption of the crop can remain constant, or can be changed to reflect increases or
decreases in individual income.  

Potent ia l Sources

National development plans, statistical yearbooks, Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) Production
Yearbook

6.9.6 RAPID results

To see the results of the projection, select “Results” from the menu bar.

You will then see a menu showing the options available:

Economy
Education
Health
Urbanization
Agriculture

Once you have selected an option, the indicators available for that option will appear.  For the Economy
option, for example, the screen will appear as shown below.

Once you select the indicator to be displayed, you will see the configuration dialogue box.  It will look

something like the one shown below.  
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The display will normally be in single years but you can change it to display every five or ten years if
desired. The chart type is also set through this dialogue box; click on the button next to the type of
display you want.  Normally the display will show all the years in the projection.  However, if you want to
see only part of the projection, you can change the first and final year by selecting a new first and final
display year from the dropdown lists provided.

Once you are satisfied with the type of display, click the “Ok” button and the display will appear.  (You
may also press the “Cancel” button to cancel the display.)  It will look something like the display shown
below.
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All the projections that are currently in use will be displayed on the same graph.

You can change the configuration of the display by clicking the “Configure” button.  You can also change
the type of display by putting the mouse pointer anywhere inside the chart and clicking with the right
mouse button.  

To close the display, click on the “Close” button.  You do not have to close the display immediately.  You
can choose to display another indicator, and it will appear on top of the first display.  You can return to
any previous display that you have not closed by clicking on the tab associated with that display. 

6.9.7 Methodology

The methodology described below assumes that a population projection is available.  The population
projection is prepared with the DemProj model included in Spectrum.  Click here for more information on
using the DemProj model to prepare population projections.  

Each of the sectors described here uses population projections from DemProj. This section describes the
simplest application of the RAPID model, which does not include interactions among socioeconomic
sectors or from these sectors back to the population projection.  Such interactions may be important in
some situations and can be added if needed.  The figure below shows these relationships schematically. 
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6.9.7.1 Economy

Population growth may affect economic development in a variety of ways. A rapidly expanding population
may stimulate demand for goods and services if incomes are also growing, or may reduce per capita
income if income grows at a slower pace than the population. Rapid growth of the labor force may
provide the labor needed for an expanding economy or may result in more unemployment and
underemployment if the rate of new job creation does not match the expansion of the labor force.
Savings and investment may be reduced if a greater proportion of output is diverted to consumption to
support the larger population. In short, the relationships between population growth and economic
growth are many and complex. 

There is a large literature on these issues and many economics texts contain extensive treatments of the
linkages between population growth and economic development. Several recent studies have found that a
reduced rate of population growth has played a key role in the economic development of many Asian
countries, such as South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia. Specifically, these
studies have found that:

Fertility decline slowed the growth in the number of school-aged children. By keeping educational
expenditures high, these countries were able to increase enrollment rates and the quality of
education received by each child.

Savings increased as household size declined. As dependency rates declined, families were able
to save more of their income. These savings replaced foreign capital as the major source of
domestic investment.

Fertility decline eventually led to slower growth in the labor force. As a result, both wages and
capital investment per worker rose. 
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For more information on these studies, see the Proceedings of the Conference on Population and the East
Asian M iracle, 7-10 January 1997. For a good summary of recent information on economic growth and
population, see Cincotta and Engelman, 1997. 

The effect of rapid population growth on economic growth depends on a number of factors. It has been
difficult for those who study this relationship to find unambiguous connections because many of the
factors that influence economic growth vary across countries just as population growth rates do. The
variety of issues that have been studied is illustrated in the following list of questions examined by the
National Research Council in a 1986 study (National Research Council, 1986):

Will slower population growth increase the growth rate of per capita income by increasing per
capita availability of exhaustible resources?

Will slower population growth lead to more capital per worker, thereby increasing per worker
output and consumption?

Do lower population densities lead to lower per capita incomes via a reduced stimulus to
technological innovation and reduced exploitation of economies of scale in production and
infrastructure?

Will slower population growth decrease the degree of inequality in the distribution of income?

Will slower population growth facilitate the absorption of workers into the modern economic
sector and alleviate problems of urban growth?

None of these questions has a simple "yes" or "no" answer. 

Since many of these issues are too complex to treat in a short policy presentation, the RAPID model uses
only relationships that are well understood and easy to describe. The basic model focuses on three basic
concepts: dependency, the requirement for new jobs, and per capita output. 

Dependency:  Dependency is expressed as the number of people in the labor force compared to the
number of child dependents. Child dependents are children under the age of 15 who are not in the labor
force. The labor force is calculated as the size of the adult population multiplied by the percent that are in
the labor force. The projections generally show that the number of dependents is high compared to the
labor force when the population is growing rapidly. The ratio of dependents to labor force improves
(declines) as the population growth drops. This indicates that more resources are available to support
each child when the population growth rate is low than when it is high. 

New jobs:  New job requirements are calculated as the net growth in the labor force. This includes
young people entering the labor force for the first time as well as people leaving the labor force because
of retirement or death. When the population is growing rapidly, the number of new jobs required each
year also rises quickly. When population growths slows, the number of new jobs required each year
generally levels off or declines within 15 years. The 15-year delay occurs because changes in the number
of births in one year will not affect the entrants to the labor force until they reach labor force age, about
15.

In economies where underemployment and unemployment are problems, a slower growth in the number
of new jobs required each year may provide the opportunity for a greater proportion of the population to
find productive jobs. 

Gross domestic product (GDP) per capita:  The relationship between population growth and
economic growth is too complex to project with a simple model in a policy presentation. For this reason,
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the RAPID model only projects GDP per capita under the assumption that the growth rate of GDP is
unaffected by population growth. The annual rate of GDP growth is assumed, usually based on the
projected growth in the national development plan or on historical experience. Given the growth rate in
GDP, the model projects future levels of GDP per capita. Clearly, in this case, a slower rate of population
growth will result in a higher level of GDP per capita. This projection is used to illustrate the fact that
growth in per capita income occurs only to the extent that the growth rate of GDP exceeds the growth
rate of the population. In countries with high rates of population growth, it may be difficult to achieve
substantial gains in per capita income. 

6.9.7.1.1  Labor force

The size of the labor force in the future is projected by assuming that a certain percentage of the
population between the ages of 10 and 64 will be in the labor force at any time. Therefore, the future
labor force size is calculated by multiplying the labor force participation rate for ages 10 to 64 by the size
of the population aged 10 to 64.  RAPID specifies the labor force participation rates separately for males
and females and for the age groups 10-14 and 15-64.  Because at any given time, the size of the labor
force for the next 15 years already has been determined (i.e., the new entrants have already been born),
there will usually be little variation between alternative population projections in the near term based on
differing total fertility rate (TFR) assumptions.  It is sometimes important to make this point to allay fears
that lower fertility will result in immediate labor shortages.  

LaborForcet s (Pop15-64,t,s • LFPR15-64,t,s) + (Pop10-14,t,s • LFPR10-14,t,s) 

where:

LaborForcet =  size of the labor force in time t

Pop15-64,t,s =  population of sex s aged 15-64 in time t 

LFPR15-64,t,s =  labor force participation rate for population of sex s aged 15-64 in time t

Pop10-14,t,s =  population of sex s aged 10-14 in time t

LFPR10-14,t,s  =  labor force participation rate for population of sex s aged 10-14 in time t.

6.9.7.1.2  Child dependents

The number of child dependents in the future is projected by adding all the children under age 10 to
those aged 10 to 14 who are not in the labor force.

ChildDependentst  = Pop0-9,t + [Pop10-14,t • (1 - LFPR10-14,t)] ,

where:  

Child

Dependentst

=  children <10 years old plus children ages 10-14 years who are not working at
time t.

Pop0-9,t =  population aged 0-9 in time t
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Pop10-14,t =  population aged 10-14 in time t

LFPR10-14,t  =  labor force participation rate for population aged 10-14 in time t.

6.9.7.1.3  New  jobs required

The annual number of new jobs required in the future is assumed to be equivalent to the difference in
the size of the labor force from one year to the next.  It is calculated by subtracting the size of the
previous year’s labor force from the size of the current year’s labor force.  This is a net measure of new
jobs required.  It takes into account new entrants to the labor force and retirements and deaths among
current workers.  The number of new jobs required is an indicator of the economic growth required to
maintain current employment levels.  (Note:  The number of new jobs required in the base year is
assumed to be equivalent to the number of new jobs required in the first year of the projection.)

New Jobst =  LaborForcet - LaborForcet-1 ,

New Jobs1 =  New Jobs2  ,

where:

New Jobst =  new jobs required in time t

LaborForcet =  size of the labor force in time t

LaborForcet-

1

=  size of the labor force in the previous year.

6.9.7.1.4  Gross domestic product

The future gross domestic product (GDP) is calculated by assuming that GDP increases at an exogenously
specified growth rate. It is not intended to be a forecast of actual GDP, but is used to demonstrate the
impact of population growth on GDP per capita given constant economic growth.  (Note: GDP in the base
year is entered directly into the model.)

GDPt = GDPt-1 • (1 + AnnualGDPGrow tht) ,

where:

GDPt =  gross domestic product in time t

AnnualGDPGrow th

t

=  annual growth in gross domestic product in time t.

6.9.7.1.5  Gross domestic product per capita

The future GDP per capita is calculated by dividing the projected GDP by the size of the total population. 
This indicator is intended not to be a forecast of actual economic performance, but rather to demonstrate
the impact of population growth on personal economic well-being.
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GDPPerCapitat = GDPt / Tota lPopt  ,

where:

GDPPerCapitat =  gross domestic product per person in time t

GDPt =  gross domestic product in time t

Tota lPopt =  total population in time t.

6.9.7.2 Education

Education is one of the keys to successful development. Most countries recognize the importance of
education and have adopted a goal of universal primary education. The RAPID model addresses this issue
by looking at the resources required to achieve national education goals. The inputs to these projections
are the enrollment rate goals (usually set out in the national development plan), the number of teachers
and classrooms required per student (usually based on current ratios), and the public expenditure per
student (usually based on current expenditure rates). RAPID uses these inputs to project the number of
primary and secondary school students required in order to achieve the enrollment rate goals. It also
projects the number of teachers and classrooms and the expenditures required. These projections are
designed to show that huge increases in educational resources are required to achieve national goals
when population growth rates are high. The goals are much easier to achieve when population growth
rates are slower. 

6.9.7.2.1  Children of primary school age

The number of children of primary school age is calculated by summing all children who are of the ages
to attend primary school.

where:

=  children of primary school age in time t

=  population at beginning primary age (BPA) to population at ending age

BPA =  age at which primary school normally begins

YrsPrimSchool =  normal number of years of primary school

6.9.7.2.2  Primary students

The number of primary students is projected by multiplying the number of children of primary school age
by the primary enrollment rate.   

where:
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=  number of primary students in time t

=  children of primary school age in time t

=  primary enrollment rate in time t

6.9.7.2.3  Primary teachers required

The number of primary teachers required is projected by dividing the total number of primary students by
the ratio of primary students to primary teachers.   

where:

=  number of primary teachers in time t

=  number of primary students in time t

=  ratio of primary students to primary teachers in time t

6.9.7.2.4  Primary schools required

The number of primary schools required is projected by dividing the total number of primary students by
the ratio of primary students to primary schools.   

=  number of primary schools in time t

=  number of primary students in time t

=  ratio of primary students to primary schools in time t

6.9.7.2.5  Primary education expenditure required

The recurrent primary education expenditure is projected by multiplying the total number of primary
students by the average recurrent expenditure per primary student.  This indicator is useful in
demonstrating the levels of financial resources that will be required to support the primary education
system in the future.

where:

=  recurrent primary education expenditure in time t

=  number of primary students in time t

=  average recurrent primary expenditure per primary student in time t

6.9.7.2.6  Children of secondary school age

The number of children of secondary school age is calculated by summing all children who are of the
ages to attend secondary school.
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where: 

=  children of secondary school age in time t

=  population at beginning secondary age (BSA) to population at ending age (BSA

+YrsSecSchool-1) in time t

BSA =  age at which secondary school normally begins

YrsSecSchool =  normal number of years of secondary school

6.9.7.2.7  Secondary students

The number of secondary students is projected by multiplying the number of children of secondary school
age by the secondary enrollment rate.   

where:

=  number of secondary students in time t

=  children of secondary school age at time t

=  secondary enrollment rate in time t

6.9.7.2.8  Secondary teachers required

The number of secondary teachers required is projected by dividing the total number of secondary
students by the ratio of secondary students to secondary teachers.   

where:

=  number of secondary teachers in time t

=  number of secondary students in time t

=  ratio of secondary students to secondary teachers in time t

6.9.7.2.9  Secondary schools required

The number of secondary schools required is projected by dividing the total number of secondary
students by the ratio of secondary students to secondary schools.   
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where:

=  number of secondary schools in time t

=  number of secondary students in time t

=  ratio of secondary students to secondary schools in time t

6.9.7.2.10  Secondary education expenditure required

The recurrent secondary education expenditure is projected by multiplying the total number of secondary
students by the average recurrent expenditure per secondary student.  This indicator is useful in
demonstrating the levels of financial resources that will be required to support the secondary education
system in the future.

where:

=  recurrent secondary education expenditure in time t

=  number of secondary students in time t

=  average recurrent secondary expenditure per secondary student in time t

6.9.7.3 Health

There are a number of ways that population growth affects the health status of the population. Probably
the most important relationship is between high fertility and infant, child, and maternal mortality. High
fertility is usually associated with short birth intervals, early age at first birth, and many higher-order
births. An excellent review of these relationships is contained in Fam ily Planning S aves Lives (Shane,
1997). The major conclusions of this review are:

Closely spaced births result in higher infant and child mortality.

Spacing births can prevent an average of one in four infant deaths.

Children born to young mothers are more likely to die.

Family planning can prevent at least 25 percent of all maternal deaths.

Family planning prevents maternal deaths from unsafe abortions.

These relationships are the most important health-related issues regarding population growth. They are
easily illustrated with data and charts from Fam ily Planning S aves Lives and national surveys such as the
Demographic and Health Survey (DHS). Most RAPID presentations should contain slides on this topic.
However, since a computer model is not required to illustrate these points, they do not form a part of the
RAPID module in Spectrum. Instead the model focuses on projecting the increased resources required to
maintain or improve health care. The model projects the number of doctors, nurses, health centers,
hospitals, and hospital beds required to maintain current per capita ratios or to achieve future goals. It
also projects the public expenditure required to maintain or improve health services. These indicators
show the increased burden required in all social sectors to keep up with a rapidly expanding population. 

6.9.7.3.1  Doctors required

The number of doctors required is projected by dividing the total population by the number of people per
doctor.  This indicator is useful in demonstrating how the health sector will have to expand in the future
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to maintain current levels of health services, both in supporting the current number of doctors and in
providing training for new doctors.   Since doctors are not the most common primary health care
providers in many developing countries, the number of doctors required might not be an accurate
indicator of future health service requirements.  In many cases, the number of doctors together with the
number of nurses required gives a more comprehensive indication of future health service requirements.

where:

=  number of doctors in time t

=  total population in time t

=  number of persons per doctor in time t

6.9.7.3.2  Nurses required

The number of nurses required is projected by dividing the total population by the number of people per
nurse.  This indicator is useful in demonstrating how the health sector will have to expand in the future to
maintain current levels of health services, both in supporting the current number of nurses and in
providing training for new nurses.

where:

=  number of nurses in time t

=  total population in time t

=  number of persons per nurse in time t

6.9.7.3.3  Health centers required

The number of health centers required is projected by dividing the total population by the number of
people per health center.  This indicator is useful in demonstrating how the health sector’s infrastructure
will have to expand in the future.

where:

=  number of health centers in time t

=  total population in time t

=  number of persons per health center in time t

6.9.7.3.4  Hospitals required

The number of hospitals required is projected by dividing the total population by the number of people
per hospital.  This indicator is useful in demonstrating how the health sector’s infrastructure will have to
expand in the future.  Since hospitals are usually restricted to urban areas, however, the number of
hospitals required might not be an accurate indicator of health infrastructure requirements.  Often, the
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number of hospitals together with the number of health centers required gives a more comprehensive
indication of future health infrastructure requirements.

where:

=  number of hospitals in time t

=  total population in time t

=  number of persons per hospital in time t

6.9.7.3.5  Hospital beds required

The number of hospital beds required is projected by dividing the total population by the number of
people per hospital bed.  This indicator is useful in demonstrating how the health sector’s infrastructure
will have to expand in the future.

where:

=  number of hospital beds in time t

=  total population in time t

=  number of persons per hospital bed in time t

6.9.7.3.6  Annual recurrent health expenditure

The annual recurrent health expenditure is projected by multiplying the total population by the average
recurrent health expenditure per person.  This indicator is useful in demonstrating the financial resources
required to support the health system in the future.

where:

=  annual recurrent health expenditure in time t

=  total population in time t

=  recurrent health expenditure per person in time t

6.9.7.3.7  Population at high health risk

The population at high health risk is assumed to be the total infant and child population (all persons under
the age of 5), plus all females of childbearing age (between 15 and 49).  These groups are considered to
be highly exposed to certain typical risks associated with their age and sex.  For example, children under
5 are more susceptible to disease because of their underdeveloped immune systems and poor nutritional
status.  Women of reproductive age are at risk because of complications associated with multiple and
closely spaced pregnancies, frequently seen in countries with high fertility.
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where:

=  population considered to be at high risk in time t

=  female population of reproductive age (15-49) in time t

=  population under the age of 5 in time t

6.9.7.4 Urbanization

As a country develops, it generally makes a transition from being largely rural to having a significant
proportion of its population living in urban areas. Urbanization can be particularly rapid in countries that
combine a high rate of natural population growth with high rates of rural-to-urban migration.
Urbanization does offer some benefits. For example, it creates the critical mass required for airports,
seaports, universities, and large factories. If urbanization takes place very rapidly, however, many city
dwellers may not have access to such basic needs as clean water, sanitation, and adequate housing.
Urbanization rates, wealth, and development policies all interact in complex ways to determine the living
conditions of people in urban areas. However, experience has shown that rapid growth of urban
populations in developing countries has generally led to significant portions of urban dwellers living in
substandard conditions. The RAPID model projects the size of the total urban population and the largest
cities under various conditions in order to illustrate the pace and magnitude of the urban growth
problem. 

6.9.7.4.1  Total urban population

The total urban population is calculated directly through the DemProj module. If no urban projections
were made using DemProj, the RAPID display options for the urbanization sector will not appear.   

The approach used in DemProj first projects the national population and then distributes it according to
region (i.e., urban or rural).  It does not make a separate projection for each region.  The benefit of this
approach is that separate estimates of the total fertility rate (TFR), life expectancy and model life tables
are not required.  The disadvantage is a lack of flexibility in fully specifying the differences between the
regions.  If this flexibility is important, then DemProj should be used to project urban and rural regions
separately.  

There are two methods for developing the urban and rural projections.  In the first, the analyst provides
an assumption about the percentage of the total population that is urban for each year of the projection. 
Then rural population is simply the difference between the total and urban populations.

The second approach relies on a method developed and used by the Population Division of the United
Nations.  This method assumes that the percentage of the entire population that is urban follows an S-
shaped curve.  Therefore, the rate of urbanization will be slow at first, accelerate when the percent
urban reaches 30-70 percent, and then slow down once urbanization reaches high levels.  This approach
requires an estimate of the annual growth rates of the urban and rural populations in the base year and
the size of the urban population by age and sex in the base year.  A complete description of the
methodology used can be found in the DemProj methodology section, Urban and rural projections.  

6.9.7.4.2  Population of major city

The population of the major city is calculated by assuming that the largest city will remain some chosen
percentage of the total urban population.  This percentage may be modified for each year of the
projection to reflect either increased or decreased migration into that particular city.  This indicator is
useful in illustrating the future urban infrastructure requirements.  Also, overall populations in urban
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areas (especially in the largest cities) tend to grow more rapidly than in the rural areas, so that related
population effects also appear more rapidly. Many audiences will be able to recall clearly and easily when
there were many fewer persons living in the largest city, and how the quality of life in the city (e.g., crime
rates, unemployment, transportation, water supplies, education, etc.) was much better before the
population grew too large.

where:

=  population living in the major city in time t

=  total urban population in time t

=  percentage of the total urban population living in the major city in time t

6.9.7.4.3  Urban youth (aged 12-25)

The number of urban youth is calculated by summing the number of persons in urban areas between the
ages of 12 and 25, inclusive.  This indicator is useful in illustrating the number of new employment
opportunities, educational opportunities, and housing facilities that will be required in urban areas in the
future.  It is also an indicator of political and societal stability, as this population has proven to be a
destabilizing force when these necessities are absent.

where:

=  the number of urban youth in time t

=  urban population between the ages of 12 and 25 in time t

6.9.7.5 Agriculture

Agriculture is the key economic sector in many developing countries since it provides a significant
proportion of the economy's employment, food, and export earnings. In countries with abundant land and
few urban centers, rapid population simply leads to more land under cultivation. However, when land is
scarce and a significant proportion of the population lives in cities, then rapid population growth raises
the dual problem of less land per capita for food production and more people to feed. Improvements in
technology and management can raise yields and lead to increases in the amount of food produced even
if the amount of arable land is shrinking. However, it takes time to develop and implement new
technologies. Rapid population growth may make it difficult to adopt new technology that will keep up
with rising demand for food. In addition, as the intensity of cultivation increases, environmental problems
may arise from the clearing of new lands for cultivation, from heavy fertilizer use, and from intensive
irrigation. The RAPID model addresses these issues by projecting the amount of arable land per capita in
the future and the demand and supply of certain key crops. These indicators are intended to illustrate the
pressures created by rapid population growth in the agriculture sector. 

6.9.7.5.1  Arable land per capita

The amount of arable land available per capita is projected by dividing the total arable land area by the
total population.  This indicator is useful in demonstrating how the amount of land supporting each
person (or family) will be reduced in the future (i.e., as the population grows and the amount of arable
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land remains relatively constant, the parcels of land available to support each person or family will
become smaller).

where:

=  amount of arable land available per capita in time t

=  total amount of arable land in time t

=  total population in time t

6.9.7.5.2  Consumption of major crop

The total annual consumption of a country’s major crop is projected by multiplying the average annual
per capita consumption of that crop by the total population for each year of the projection.  This indicator
is useful in demonstrating how food production and/or food imports will have to increase in direct
proportion to increases in the population.  Basic staple crops, such as rice or maize, are usually
considered in this analysis.

where:

=  total annual consumption of major crop in time t

=  per capita consumption of major crop in time t

=  total population in time t

6.9.7.5.3  Production of major crop

The total annual production of the country’s major crop is projected by multiplying the total production in
the previous year by an exogenously specified growth rate.  This indicator is especially useful when
combined with the annual consumption of the crop to demonstrate the difficulty of food production
maintaining pace with population growth.  (Note:  The production of the major crop in the base year is
entered directly into the model.)

where:

=  total annual production of major crop in in time t, for t > 1

=  annual increase in crop production in time t

First-year major crop production (t = 1) is simply the production itself without the multiplier for growth.

6.9.8 Glossary of terms

Some of the following terms were obtained from the Population Reference Bureau’s Population Handbook
(Haupt and Kane, 1989); others were taken from Econom ics (Hyman, 1992).
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Annual growth rate in gross domestic product (GDP).  The percentage by which the market value
of total output produced by a nation changes in a year.

Annual recurrent expenditure.  The total amount spent in a year on non-capital items, such as
salaries, expendable supplies, and facility maintenance.

Arable land per capita.  The land that is fit for cultivation, divided by the total population of a nation.

Average recurrent expenditure.  The amount spent per unit of time (usually per year) on recurrent
(non-capital) items per beneficiary of the expenditure category.  For example, recurrent primary school
expenditure per year per primary school student or recurrent maternal and child health (MCH)
expenditures per year per child under age 5.

Catchment areas.  A geographically defined area from which a service-providing entity (such as a
health clinic or hospital) draws the majority of its customers or clients.

Gross domestic product (GDP).  The market value of final output produced within the borders of a
nation.  A measure of income from use of resources within the borders of a nation.

Gross domestic product per capita.  The market value of final output produced within the borders of
a nation, divided by the total population of that nation.  A measure of income from use of resources
within the borders of a nation, per each person living there.

Gross national product (GNP).  The market value of an economy’s final goods and services produced
over a period of one year.

Interpolation.  Given two numbers that serve as boundary points, it is possible to estimate the values
that lie at intervals between the two points.  For example, if the total fertility rate for a country or region
was actually measured only in 1980 and in 1995, by assuming even increments from year to year, it is
possible to interpolate a TFR for each intervening year.  (Spectrum uses a linear form of interpolation so
that the difference between each annual value is the same.  Other nonlinear forms of interpolation also
are possible, but are not used in Spectrum.)

Labor force.  The total number of persons between the ages of 15 and 64 with jobs in the formal sector
and workers who are actively seeking a job in the formal sector but currently do not have one.

Labor force participation rate.  The proportion of the total labor force (defined as all able-bodied
persons within a defined adult age range) that is economically active in the formal economic sector.  Note
that farmers in many countries are not considered to be “economically active” in the formal sector either
because they are subsistence farmers or because they barter their product outside of the formal sector.

Model. Computer system designed to demonstrate the probable effect of two or more variables that
might be brought to bear on an outcome. Such models can reduce the effort required to manipulate
these factors and present the results in an accessible format.

Module. Synonym for “model.”

Population projection.  Computations depicting the future course of a population’s size, its structure,
and its interaction with dynamics such as fertility, mortality, and migration.  The projection is constructed
based on assumptions about the future course of those population dynamics.

Pop-up menu.  A menu from which users can select items or actions.  Pop-up menus can appear
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anywhere on the screen.

Pull-down menu.  A menu opened by clicking on key words at the top edge of the screen.  Pull-down
menus allow users to select operations.

Radio button.  These buttons emulate raised buttons on early radios, which were punched to select
radio stations.  The graphically portrayed raised “radio buttons” on interfaces permit users to select
among alternatives.

Total fertility rate (TFR).  The average number of children that would be born alive to a woman (or a
group of women) during her lifetime if she were to pass through all her childbearing years conforming to
the age-specific fertility rates of a given year.

6.9.9 Acronyms and abbreviations

FAO United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization

GDP gross domestic product

ILO International Labour Organization

IMF International Monetary Fund

RAPI

D

Resources for the Awareness of Population Impacts on Development

TFR total fertility rate

UNES

CO

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization

USAI

D

United States Agency for International Development
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7 Tools

7.1 Extract

The extract feature enables you to extract the projected data from a previous projection (or multiple
previous projections) on one or more indicators.  The extracted data is then saved to a CSV file, and can
be imported into excel for further analysis.  An example would be to use the extract feature to extract the
data for “Sex ratio” for both Projection1 and Projection2 into an excel table all at once. 

After entering Spectrum, go to “Tools” and click on the “Extract" icon.  (Note: this command is not
available if you have any projections open. If the command is not available, first click the round
application button in the upper left corner  of the screen and select “Close projection”. If more than one
projection is open the "Select projection" window will open.  To close all projections select "All
projections".)  The Extract window will appear as follows: 

1. Click “Add” to browse and add a previously saved projection to the selected projections box.  You can
select as many files as you want. Highlight a projection from the selected projections box and click
“Remove” to remove it.

2. Once a projection(s) is added to the selected projections box, the indicators for that projection will
appear in the “Indicators available to be extracted” box.  Click on the small arrows to the left of the
categories open a categories and see the indicators housed within them.  
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3. To pull an indicator into the box of “Selected Indicators” that you wish to work with, highlight the
indicator in the “Indicators available to be extracted” box and click the “>>” button.  To remove an
indicator from the “Selected Indicators” box, highlight it and click “<<”.  

4. To further refine your selected indicator by sex or region (urban/rural), highlight the indicator in the
“Selected Indicators” box and click “Configure highlighted indicator”.

5. Select any special calculation configurations that you would like to use.

6. Select the output file configuration you would like to use.  All files will be saved with CSV formatting.

7. To process the extraction, click the “Process” button. Enter the file name you wish to save the
extraction as, and click “Ok”.  It will then be saved as a CSV file, ready for use in Excel.   

8. If you have a previous “Extract” configuration saved as an .ex file, you may open it by clicking the
“Open configuration” button.

9. To save your current Extract settings for future use, click the "Save" button and you will be prompted
to select a location and a name for the file. It will be saved as a .ex file.

10.When you are finished using Extract, click the "Close" button.  If this is the first time you have used
Extract with the current settings or if you have modified a previously saved configuration file, you will
be prompted to save your extract configuration for future use.  If you would like to process this
extraction in the future, click the "Yes" button, when prompted, to save your selections.  Enter a name
for the file and click “Ok”.  It will then be saved as a .ex file.

7.2 Aggregate

If you want to add together several projections to produce a total for a region, you can do that with the
“Aggregate” function. This function will read the projections you specify and calculate them as though
they are a single projection. 

All indicators referring to numbers of people will be added across all projections. Rates, such as TFR and
life expectancy, will be calculated as weighted averages. Weighting will be done by an appropriate
population. For example, the TFR for the aggregate population will be calculated as the weighted average
of the TFRs for each of the input projections, weighted with the number of women of reproductive age
(15-49). 

To use this feature, follow these steps:

After entering Spectrum, go to “Tools” and click on “Aggregate” icon.  (Note: this command is not
available if you have any projections open. If the command is not available, first click the round
application button in the upper left corner  of the screen and select “Close projection”. If more than one
projection is open the "Select projection" window will open.  To close all projections select "All
projections".)  The Aggregate window will appear as follows: 
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Click “Add” to browse previously saved projections.  Click on the file name to highlight it, and then click
“Open”. You can select as many files as you want. To remove a selected projection from the “Chosen
Projections”, click on it to highlight it, and then click “Remove” to remove it.

If you would like to process this aggregation in the future, click the "Save" button to save your selections.
 Enter a name for the file and click “Ok”.  It will then be saved as an .LST file.

To process the aggregation, click the “Process” button. Once the files have been aggregated, "Processing
complete" will appear in the lower right corner of the window and the "Display" button will be enabled as
shown below:

Click on the "Display" button to select and display the aggregated results for one of the summary tables
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listed in the drop down menu as shown below:

  

7.3 Scenario generator for AIM

The Scenario Generator tool enables you to vary the targets for PMTCT, Infant Feeding, Adult ART,
and Child Treatment in order to project the course of the epidemic following and increase or decrease in
the above targets (and thereby effort to achieve them).

After entering Spectrum, go to ‘Tools’ and click on ‘Scenario Generator’ from the drop-down menu.  A
‘Scenario Generator’ window will open, in which the white ‘choice’ boxes will be empty.  Below is an
example of what the ‘Scenario Generator’ window looks like once filled in, followed by instructions on
how to do so:
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A. For the ‘Selected Projections’ box, click ‘add’ to browse and add a previously saved projection. 
Highlight a projection from the ‘Chosen Projections’ box and click ‘remove’ to remove it.

B. Choose a ‘Scenario Name’.  Then choose the ‘Base Year’ and ‘Target Year’ for which you wish to
generate a scenario.  Often, the base year is the current year.

C. The target data may then be entered manually, or it can be pulled from a CSV file by clicking on
‘read from CSV File’.  Highlight the CSV file you wish to choose in the ‘Open’ window, and click
‘open’.  CSV files are usually used rather than manual entry of the targets if a series of targets
(matching the categories shown in the ‘Scenario Generator’ editor) were previously prepared in CSV
files to speed the process of running a series of scenarios for comparison purposes.  However, if a
CSV file or files are used, Spectrum cannot interpolate between the base Year and Target Year. 
Therefore, the interpolation for each year must be done in the CSV file before importing into the
Scenario Generator for application to the Chosen Projections. 

D. Check the box in the ‘Active’ column if you want the Scenario Generator to use the target that is listed
in the ‘Target’ column (either the default zero, or the target that you enter). If the ‘active’ box is left
unchecked, a target will not be used for that variable and the scenario will be generated based on
any prevention and/or treatment data that was entered to make the projection(s) for which you are
generating the scenario.

To process the scenario generation, click the ‘Process’ button.  Enter the file name you wish to save the
scenario generation as, and click ‘Ok.’  It will then be saved as a Scenario Generator file (.SG file).

If you do not wish to process the scenario generation immediately, but would like to save the ‘Scenario
Generation’ window in which you have pulled out the projections that you would like to generate
scenarios for in the future, click the ‘Save’ button.  Enter the file name you wish to save the ‘Scenario
Generator’ window as, and click ‘Ok.’  It will then be saved as an .ex file.
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7.4 Uncertainty analysis for AIM

The Uncertainty analysis tool will enable you to estimate the uncertainty associated with each variable.
This analysis estimates the plausible range of values associated with each Spectrum variable.

Unlike other tools, you must have a single projection already open in Spectrum for the ‘Uncertainty
analysis’ choice to appear.  

Go to ‘Tools’ and click on ‘Uncertainty Analysis’ from the drop-down menu.  An ‘Uncertainty Analysis’
window will open, in which the white ‘choice’ boxes will be empty.  Below is an example of what the
‘Uncertainty Analysis’ window looks like once filled in, followed by instructions on how to do so:

In Uncertainty dialogue box, set the number of iterations to be performed. Generally this number should
be 1000. Once this is set, click the ‘Process uncertainty analysis’ button.  Spectrum will do the requested
number of iterations using the different prevalence curves read from EPP. Each projection will use
different input values selected from ranges indicated in the bottom half of the dialogue box. 

Once the analysis is complete you can view the results as graphs or tables by clicking ‘Display.’

Once you are done examining the results, click the ‘Ok’ button. Spectrum will save the results to a file
before quitting the procedure. If you press ‘Cancel’ instead of ‘OK’ the results will not be saved. 
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7.5 Scenario generator for LiST

The Scenario Generator that allows users to create scale up functions for multiple projections at single
time.  The result of a scenario generator run will be new projections with a new name in a designated
location.  A scenario general run typically results in a specific target value for a given year in each of the
selected projections.  However, there is also an advanced feature which allows users to automatically
upload an excel file with scale ups pre-loaded.  This requires contacting the developers.  There are no
checks in this method and the developers are not responsible for the results.  Below are instructions on
how to use the Scenario Generator in the standard format. 

1. After entering Spectrum, go to “Tools” and click on “LiST: Scenario Generator”. Note that this will not
be a valid option if there a projection open, so close all existing projections

2. Select the ‘Enter data manually’ toggle button in the top left of the page.  

3. Choose the “Intervention Year” and “Target Year”. The ‘Intervention Year’ should be the year from
which you intend the scale up to begin.  No changes will occur in the ‘Intervention Year’; they will
begin in the following year.  A linear scale up will occur. 

4. Choose a “Scenario Name”.  This will be added to the front of the projection name for all projections
selected. Then, in the “Selected Projections” box, click “add” to browse and add a previously saved
projection.  Highlight a projection from the “Selected Projections” box and click “remove” to remove it.
 Then, select where to save the projection by clicking on the file folder icon beneath “Save projections
in the following location” and choosing from the drop-down list. 

5. Check the boxes in the “On/off” column next to the indicators you wish to modify in your scenario. 

6. In the Target year column, click on the box in the row for each intervention you want to include and
enter in a target coverage.
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7. To process the scenario generation, click the “Process” button.  There are several additional features
that can be selected prior to selecting the ‘Process’ button. They are all optional.

8. By default, within Scenario Generator, LiST does not allow coverage to drop below the current level. 
It will maintain current coverage values rather than scaling coverage down.  If the user does not want
this feature, check the box next to “Allow coverage to decline from the impact year to the target year. 

9. Click on the “Flatline unchecked interventions” box if you would like the program to flatline coverage
for all interventions that were unchecked in the “On/off” column, from the intervention year to the
target year.  Often, this will be the preferred choice, as it allows you to project the impact of only the
intervention/s that you select in the “On/off” column and set a target coverage for (as compared to
the status quo).  However, in some cases the user may have previously prepared projection files that
have target coverage already set for a specified set of indicators, and they may wish to have the
program keep those coverage settings with the exception of one (or more) indicators for which a new
target coverage will be applied through the scenario generator.  In that case, the “Flatline unchecked
interventions” box should remain blank.  

10.  In the standard Scenario Generator window, the delivery interventions are packaged and modeled
together.  If the user would like to scale up individual interventions which occur during delivery, check
the box “Use detailed childbirth coverage”. Note that after using this, there may be complications with
modifying coverage.  These are intentional.  The user is responsible for all post-hoc modifications. 
The user can choose to scale up location/level of delivery or interventions specifically.  If the user
wants to scale up location, they should uncheck the box next to “Allow LiST to calculate place and
level of delivery”.   If the user wants to scale up interventions, they need to uncheck the box “Allow
LiST to calculate intervention coverages”. Within this table, any unchecked boxes will be unaltered;
only checked boxes will have their coverage values changed.  Click OK to exit this screen.  After
exiting, if you do not want to include these assumptions, uncheck the box related to “Use detailed
childbirth coverage”.

11. If you do not wish to process the scenario generation immediately, but would like to save the
“Scenario Generator (LiST)” window in which you have pulled out the projections that you would like
to generate scenarios for in the future, click the “Save” button.  Enter the file name you wish to save
the “Scenario Generator (LiST)” window as, and click “Ok.”  It will then be saved as an .ex file.

12. If you have a previous “Scenario Generator (LiST)” window saved as an .ex file, you may open it by
clicking the “Open” button. 

7.6 Missed opportunities for LiST

The Missed Opportunities (MO) Tool is a computer-based visualization system for quickly comparing the
relative impact of different interventions at saving the lives of mothers and children.  Although it uses
data generated by the Lives Saved Tool (LiS T), they are different tools with different purposes.  The
Missed Opportunities Tool is designed for exploring intervention effectiveness by program managers and
country health planners.  As its name implies, it helps identify effective interventions that might have been
missed by other analyses.  

When the MO tool is selected within LiST, it automatically scales up individual interventions to 90% and
then outputs the lives saved from that intervention into an excel spreadsheet which can then be opened
by the MO tool. 
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To create the LiST outputs for use within the MO tool:

1. Select the tool called ‘Missed Opportunities’.  If there are any open projections, this will not be a
viable option.  Close all existing projections.

2. At the bottom of the screen, select the ‘Add’ button and navigate to the projections of interest. 
You can select one or many existing projections. 

3. Select ‘Process’.  If the AIM values for program statistics are in numbers rather than percents,
you will need to skip these projections.

4. Two .CSV files will be created in the same folder as the original projection.  The first will have
the country name followed by ‘MissOps’, the and date end in .CSV.  The second will have the
identical name, except it will end in key.CSV.  Examples include BeninMissOps14Nov2013.CSV
and BeninMissOps14Nov2013_Key.CSV

Once the CSV files have been created, you no longer need LiST.  The following are directions on getting
started with the MO file. 

1. Open the MO excel file.  When opening Missed Opportunities, you will see a Security Warning:

2. Click on the "Options..." button and you will see the following screen:
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3. Select "Enable this content" and click "OK".

4. Initially, MO has fictitious data for the country of Freedonia.  You will have to “Import new data…”

for the country you are most interested in.

5. If you accidentally open the _Key.CSV or any invalid file, you will get the following error

message:

6. Click End, then close MO.  Re-open MO and import the correct file.
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7. When leaving Missed Opportunities, you will not be able to save the Missed Opportunities file.  Do
not try.  Excel will encourage you to save the file.  Resist the temptation, as it is not possible. 
Exit without saving.

Once in the missed opportunities tool, you will see a graph with the number of potential lives
saved by each intervention in isolation if scaled up to 90% coverage.  You can then select options
on the display below the graph to narrow down the visible options, based on outcomes
(stillbirths, child (neonates or 1-59 months), maternal), delivery points (periconceptual,
pregnancy, childbirth, preventive, curative) and cause of death.
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